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ABSTRACT 
The thesis involves empirical analyses of the lanquaqe 
of a sample of popular, daily newspaper editorials, ie. those 
which consider the national steel strike of late 1979/early 
1980. The method used (ie. a form of very detailed qualitative 
content analysis) requires that readers of the analyses have 
access to a full copy of all the editorials. This necessitated 
the production of appendices; they are bound in a separate 
volume. 
The theory that newspaper editorials re-produce community 
involves the specific hypothesis that attempts to re-produce 
(ie. maintain/legitimate/defend) the existing allegiances 
associated with the newspapers and their readers take 
_quasi- scientific forms. More specificallyq it is argued that an 
emphasis an explicit argumentative processes draws attention 
to the important possibility that a crucial social process- 
attempts tore-produce a communal stock of knowledge in the 
face of threats posed by events and alternative interpretations- 
involvesq amongst other thingsq analyses of an empirical 
instance (ie. -the steel strike) which provide further evidence 
for the validity of a preferred stock of knowledge and reasoned 
adjudications between competing stocks. 
It is suggested that whatever the limitations of the 
specific focus of the research (eg., the emphasis an explicit 
knowledgev the suspension of questions of ideology and truth 
value), it is worthwhile because it facilitates a development 
of our theoretical/empirical knowledge of some of the crucial 
social processes found in media language. 
The concluding chapter distinguishes different forms of 
the re-production of communityg assesses the senses in which 
theke-productive processes identified are quasi-scientific, 
and indicates the ways in which a variety of existing theories/ 
findings- eg. common sensev consensus, evaluative/emotive ideas 
and images, inferential frameworks, ideologyj populist language- 
could be suppor ted and/or significantly developed via a 
consideration of the senses in which some media language ist 
amongst other things9 quasi-scientific. 
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INTRODUCTION 
This introduction indicates the general nature of the 
research; describes and justifies the specific focus of the 
adopted approach to the sociology of the mass media; recognises 
the limitations of this approach; and indicates the significance 
and contribution of the research. The first chapter discusses 
the theory that newspaper editorials re-produce community, 
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develops a specific hypothesis and relates the theory/hypothesis 
to some of the existing literature; chapter two deals with 
methodological issues; chapters threep fourp five and six 
present empirical analyses; chapter seven presents the 
conclusions. The seven appendices are bound in a separate 
volume (see volume two). 
THE LANGUAGE OF NEWSPAPER EDITURIALS 
The research focuses exclusively on the language of a 
sample of newspaper editorials and examines a specific hypothesis. 
It makes no reference to phenomena like the social and economic 
dimensions of the newspaper industryt the relationships between 
these dimensions and the broader socio-economic context, the 
organisation and working practices of professional journalists 
and it aaes not involve any contact with the readers of 
newspapers. In short the research analyses texts. This is not 
to say that other kinds of analysis are unimportant or that 
there is no conceivable relationship between the content of texts 
and the kind of phenomena alluded to above; it is simply to state 
the basic focus of the research. The strengths, weaknesses and 
more specific nature of this focus will be dealt with shortly. 
THE SANPLE AND APPENDICES 
The research analyses nineteen editorials produced by the 
Daily Expre , fourteen by the Daily Mail, fourteen by the Daily 
Mirror, six by the Daily Star and eighteen by The Sun. The 
editorials consider the national steel strike of late 1979/ 
early 1980. Hereinafter the newspapers are referred to as the 
Express, the Mail, the Mirror, the Star and the Sun. The headings 
of the editorial columns are also used to refer to the newspapers: 
DAILY LXPRESS OPINION, DAILY MAIL CUMVIENT, PiIRROH COVIVIENTt STAR 
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COMMENT, THE SUN SAYS. Each editorial and each part of each 
editorial is lettered and numbered (see appendices). This 
system enables clear reference to the editorials and will be 
explained in due course. 
The method used (ie, a form of qualitative content analysis) 
requires that readers have access to a full copy of all the 
editorials. This necessitated the production of appendices. 
Each of the chapters which present empirical analyses considers 
a group of editorials and the appendix (in one case appendices) 
contains the editorials in the order in which they are analysed; 
in addition there is an appendix to the chapter which deals with 
methodological issues and a general appendix. The former 
contains the editorials referred to in that chapter, the latter 
contains all the editorials in the sample and is arranged in 
chronological rather than analytical order. 
I 
THE IMPORTANCE OF SPECIFIC ANALYSLS UF MEDIA LANGUAGE 
Hall ot al express the commonplace argument that media 
language is an important object in the following way 
"... the media are often presenting information about 
events which occur outside the direct experience of the 
majority of society. The media thus represent the primary, 
and often the only, source of information about many events 
and topics ... (They) define for the majority of the 
population WHAT significant events are taking place, butp 
also, they offer powerful interpretations of HOW to 
understand these events. " 
(1978 pp. 56-57, original emphases) 
It is, of course, important to recognise and is widely recognised 
that media language is not the only knowledge source. In Morley's 
(1980a) terms audiences are involved in different discourses and 
media discourses interact with the other discourses which play 
a part in the constitution of the individuals social and 
discursive position. Nevertheless it is clear that media 
language is an important knowledge source and plays a major role 
in the formation and development of public opinion. The study 
of it is the study of aspects of the forms and contents of social 
knowledge, public opinion and, more generally, social 
consciousness. 
2 Those who argue that textual analysis does not 
provide a basis for an adequate sociological account of the mass 
media (eg. Murdock 1980) are right in the obvious sense that it 
isolates language and is not in.. itself an analysis of all aspects 
of the mass communication process. However, it is difficult to 
see how analyses of the social consciousness provided by a major 
and influential knowledge source are not sociological or 
sociologically significant. Plore specifically, this research 
examines in detail the specifics (ie. forms, contents and 
sources of power) of some of the argumentative processes found 
in the editorials. This focus has the inevitable limitations 
which result from the isolation or language but its great 
strength is the possibility of providing detailed information 
about a crucial aspect of the mass communication processp ie. 
the forms, contents and power of attempts to re-produce 
(eg. maintain, legitimate and defend) existing socialt political, 
economic and normative allegiances. 
This claim can be illustrated and developed by considering 
the kinds of question raised and addressed by the research: do 
the editorials explici_t_l_y, re-produce communal stocks of 
knowledge and thereby attempt to maintain sections of public 
opinion by explicitly demonstrating that a now event can only 
be understood in terms of a well establishedg familiar stock of 
knowledge?; if sop does the re-productive process involve a 
quasi-scientific or reflexive re-demonstration of the validity 
of preferences and invalidity of alternatives?; what, if any, 
are the forms of quasi-scientific knowledge, are there, for 
example, reasoned adjudications between competing stocks of 
knowledge or descriptions of what is the case as opposed to 
claims about what should or ought to be the case, do descriptions, 
recommendations and evaluations coexist andl if so, what are 
the relationships between them?; do the editorials involve and 
appeal to, for example, emotive, evaluative and common sense 
arguments as well as quasi-scientific ones?; what are the 
relationships between the different forms of argument and the 
different forms of legitiniation?; do the editorials criticise 
and condemn particular events/persons in particular ways?; what 
are the similarities and differences between the formsp contents 
and power of different popular newspaper editorials? Answers to 
these kinds of question are important partly because they 
provide detailed information about the forms, contents and 
power of the social knowledge found in and invited by some media 
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language, ie. what is saidp how.. it is said and how what is said 
is made plausible/compelling; and partly because the research 
raises a neglected issue- the possible quasi-scientific nature 
of re-productions of communal knowledge- and thereby aims to 
significantly develop our understanding of attempts to re-produce 
existing communal allegiances and our theoretical understanding 
of the specifics of media language. Eore specifically, it will 
be argued that a variety of existing concerns- eg, agendas, 
common sensev consensus, direct perception, evaluative/emotive 
ideasp images and identificationsp inferential frameworksg 
ideologyt populist languagep real social relations- 
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could be 
developed via a consideration of the possibility that a crucial 
social process? the re-production of existing allegiances and 
denial of legitimacy-to alternatives, does not just involve, for 
example, evaluative, misleading or commonsensical accounts but 
rather analyses of an empirical instancH which explicitly 
provide further evidence for the validity of previously 
validated knowledge and a reasoned adjudication between competing, 
well confirmed communal or shared stocks of knowledge. It may, 
of coursep be the case that different forms of re-production 
coexist and interact or that re-productions of the kind alluded 
to are not a prevalent feature of the editorials. These are 
empirical questions. The immediate point is that whatever the 
limitations of the specific focus of the research it is worthwhile 
because it provides detailed analyses of the existence and 
nature of an important social process, and facilitates a 
development of our knowledge of the details of the forms, contents 
and power of the social processes found in media language. 
Moreover, information about these details is indispensable to 
more general theorising. To give a simple example: any concern 
with the general ideological role of the mass media or the 
ideological nature of social consciousness in general could be 
developed via a consideration of analyses which contribute to 
and develop the corpus of knowledge about precisely what is 
involved in media accounts of reality. Such analyses not only 
describe specific aspects of specific knowledge processes but 
also provide part of the basis for more general theorising in 
the sociology of the mass media and all sociology concerned 
with social consciousness. In the simplest terms a lack of 
theoretical/empirical attention.. to the specifics of these 
processes would result in an impoverishment of our understanding 
of them and our more general theorising. 
Hence while the adopted approach emphasises explicit 
knowledge, does not emphasise the notion of ideology and does 
not consider issues like the truth value of the editorialsq the 
relationship between language and the broader socio-economic 
context (eg. Hall et al op cit, Murdock & Golding 1974), the 
reception or decoding of language (see below) and the organisation, 
working practicesq goals and beliefs of media personnel 
(eg. Golding & Elliott 19799 Schlesinger 1978); it is crucially 
important not simply because media language is an important 
object but because it proposes a hypothesis which casts fresh 
light on the specific of media language, and because an 
examination of this hypothesis will reveal detailed information 
which can be used to support andq if the hypothesis is proven, 
significantly develop both theories of the specifics of media 
language and more general theorising. This is not to argue 
that analyses of other aspects of the mass communication process 
are unimportant, that other approaches to the specifics of media 
language are illegitimatet that media language cannot be placed 
in and partly explained by broader contexts or that analyses of 
the specifics of media language must be given highest priority 
in all discussions of the mass media. It is simply to say 
that the forms, contents and power of media language are 
important phenomena and that the adopted approach to them has 
the theoretical and empirical benefits alluded to. Clearlyp 
there are obvious senses in which textual analysis of the kind 
proposed de-contextualises media language, isolates it from a 
variety of social and institutional structuresp contexts and 
determinants. However, as Hall puts it 
11 0 .. it is worth reminding ourselves that there is something 
distinctive about the product... The apparatus and structures 
of production issue ... in the form of a symbolic vehicle 
constituted within the rules of 'language'. It is in this 
'phenomenal form' that the circulation of the 'product' 
takes place ... It is also in this symbolic form that 
the 
reception of the 'product', and its distribution between 
different segments of the audience, takes place ... Thus, 
whilst in no way wanting to limit research to , following 
only those leads which emerge from content analysis"t we 
must recognise that the symbolic form of the message 
has a 
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privileged position in the. , communicative exchange... (W)hen the historical event passes under the sign of 
language, it is subject to all the complexo.. 'rules' 
by which language signifies ... In that moment, the formal 
sub-rules of language are 'in domin"e'... (T)he message- 
. 
1C 
form' or the meaning dimension... is not a random moment', 
which we can take up or ignore for the sake of convenience 
or simplicity, The 'message-forml is a determinate moment... 
(However) it must... be perceived as a meaningful 
discourse and meaningfully de-coded, It is this sbt of 
de-coded meanings which 'have an effect', influence, 
entertaing instruct and persuade, with very complex 
perceptual, cognitivev emotional, ideological or 
behavioural consequences. " 
(1973b ppo 1-3) 
While Hall is referring to a particular approach to television 
discourse the argument is of general validity: media language 
is not the only legitimate concern of the sociology of the mass 
media, not the only I'momentt" but it is legitimate to focus on 
it because the specifics or complexities of language are 
crucially important phenomena. 
The argument that it is decoded messages which "'have an 
effect"' raises an important issue. It is arguable that the 
actual decoding or reception of language is directly relevant 
to textual analysis (eg. Morley 19sna, 1980b). A central part 
of the general theoretical reasoning behind this argument is 
the incontestable proposition that texts can be read in 
different ways (eg. Hall 1973b, Morley op cit). Given this it 
can be argued that while a focus on media language is legitimate 
because the forms9 contents and power of this language are 
crucial issuesp the analysis of decoding is equally crucial. 
Combining analyses of encoding and decodingg so the argument 
might run, is not the only possible combination but it is an 
important one. This kind of combination is desirable: arguments 
about the nature and influence of media language can be supported 
and developed if definite evidence about decoding is available. 
There are four reasons why the research does not opt for this 
combination. Firstly, there are practical limits to the 
options available to individual researchers (ie. time and 
finance). Secondlyv it will be argued that very detailed 
qualitative analyses are necessary to examine the hypothesis. 
The particular meaning of 'very detailed ... analyses' will 
become apparent; for the moment the point. is that the 
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production of such analyses is e! long and complex processv 
consequently it is impossible to combine studies of language 
and other aspects of the mass Communication process. Placing 
less emphasis on very detailed analyses would involve the loss 
of the methodological benefits associated with such analyses. 
Thirdlyt as suggested, it will be argued that the approach 
makes significant theoretical claims. The potential benefit 
is detailed information about some of the social processes 
found in media language, a significant theoretical development 
of our theoretical understanding of media language and- by 
extension- a significant contribution to more general theorising 
about social consciousness. Placing less emphasis on detailed 
analyses of the forms, contents and power of these processes 
would involve the loss of potential theoretical benefits. 
Fourthlyp the fact that textual analysis cannot assume a perfect 
fit between encoding and decoding does not mean that it is 
insignificant or misleading. As Hall (op cit) and Morley (op cit) 
have argued while it is important to recognise the existence 
and possibility of non-preferred decodings this should not 
obscure the fact that media language is an influential knowledge 
source/process which draws on and interacts with well established 
bodies of knowledge. Aspects of this feature of media language 
are dealt with in the first chapter. The immediate general 
point is that the media's attempts to influence majority public 
opinion will, for the reasons alluded to, tend to be successful. 
Indeed, as will become apparent, it is arguable that in the case 
of newspapers there is a particularly strong link with well 
established bodies of knowledge. 
The above introduces the researchg recognises the 
strengths and weaknesses of the adopted approach and, in general 
termsp justifies the specific focus of the research. In the 
first chapter the claimed strengths and significance of the 
focus are elaborated on via a development of some of the 
concerns of the existing literature. The focus, at least in 
general terms, has many of the characteristics of ethnomethod- 
ological or phenomenological projects, ie. the suspension of 
questions of ideology and truth value, and the emphasis an 
the 
internal workings of texts. However, the research does not aim 
to grind any particular theoretical axe and is atheoretical in 
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the sense that it is not concerped with the superiority or 
otherwise of grand theoretical traditions. The overall aim 
is to adopt certain strategies in order to develop the corpus 
of knowledge about the forms, contents and power of some of 
the important social processes found in media language. 
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FOOTNOTES 
Throughout the thesis reproduce, reproduction, reaffirm 
and related words will be spelt as follows: re-produce, 
re-productiong re-affirm. This usage emphasises the 
suggestion that pre-existing, familiar knowledge is being 
reused (ie. re-usod). 
2. This is not to assume that there is necessarily a 
correspondence between encoding and decoding (see Hall 1973ap 
1973b, Morley op cit). It is simply to note the importance 
of media language and its social character. The issue of 
decoding is referred to at the end of this introduction 
(see pp. vi-vii). The first chapter specifies a particular 
argument about what is involved in the relationship 
between public opinionv newspaper language and those who 
produce and read it. 
3. In order of presentation examples of work which employs 
these concepts are: Blumler & Gurevitch 1982; Brunsdon & 
Morley 1978, Hall 1977, Hall at al op cit; Chibnall 1977, 
Hall at al op cit, Murdock 1974; nrunsdon & Plorley op cit, 
Connell 1980; Brunsdon & Morley op cit, Cohen 1973, 
Golding & Middleton 1982, Hall at al op cit; Glasgow 
University Media Group 1976,1900, Halloran at al 1970, 
Hartmann & Husband 1972; Brunsdon & Morley op cit, Hall 1972, 
1973a, 1973b, 1977,1982, Hall at al op cit, Morley 1976; 
Hall 1983, Hall at al op cit; Brunsdon & Morley op cit, 
Hall at al op cit. 
As will become apparent it is not being argued that 
the hypothesis and examination of it are directly relevant 
to all of these concerns: it is certainly not the case that 
the editorials are examined in detail from the standpoint 
of all of the concepts listed. Indeed questions of ideology 
and truth value are suspended. However, it will be argued 
that týhe hypothesis and the information generated could- 
to varying extents and degrees- support and/or develop a 
variety of existing concerns. The first section of chapter 
one briefly places the concerns of the research in the 
context of some of the existing literature and the second 
section develops specific aspects of this literature, a 
more general consideration of the relationship between the 
research and the existing literature is provided in the 
final section (see pp, 17-22). More specificallyý for 
example, the simultaneous suspension of the question of 
ideology and relevance of the research to this question 
is dealt with on ppo 19-21. More generally, as will become 
apparent, the overall aim is to adopt certain strategies 
(ie. a very specific focus and the suspension of certain 
questions and issues) in order to develop our knowledge of 
media language and- by extension our more general theorising. 
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CHAPTER ONE 
THE ROLE OF NEWSPAPER EDITORIALS IN THE HE-PRODUCTION OF 
COMMUNITY: THEOkETICAL ISSUES 
INTRODUCTORY COVINENT 
This chapter develops and supports the theory that 
newspaper editorials re-produce community; describes the 
significance of the theory and the way it draws on existing 
work; develops and supports a specific hypothesis about the 
re-production of community; describes the significance of the 
hypothesis and the way it develops existing work by addressing 
previously under emphasised issues. 
THE RE-PRODUCTION OF STOCKS OF KNOWLEDGE AS THE RE-PRODUCTION 
OF COMMUNITY 
Media Lanquaqe: The Re-Production Of Stocks of Knowled-qe 
The concept of a stock (s) of knowledge is, at a general 
theoretical level, associated with phenomenology and 
ethnomethodology (eg. Berger & Luckmann 1966, Garfinkel 1967, 
Schutz 1970). However, at a more particular level it has been 
used to conceptualise and research media language. Some of the 
works in question use related concepts and usages vary. 
Nevertheless it is arguable that it plays an important role 
in a number of theoretical and/or empirical analyses, that in 
certain respects a standard usage is present in these analyses, 
and that drawing on and developing some or the major concerns 
of these analyses is a profitable exercise. 
1 
One of the major themes is that media language uses 
familiarv pre-existing knowledge to understand 'new' events: 
it does not produce, construct or establish an understanding 
but rather re-produces, re-constructs or re-establishas a pre- 
existing understanding. Henceq for example, Hartmann and 
Husband argue that one of the characteristics which makes 
events newsworthy 
11 ... is their ability to be interpreted within a 
familiar 
framework or in terms of existing imagesp stereotypes 
and expectations ... The SitUation is one of continuous 
interplay between events, cultural meanings and news 
frameworks ... Subsequent events that conform 
to the 
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expectations stand a better. chance of making the news ... (and) a new event may be interpreted in terms of existing 
images even if the existing image is not the most 
appropriate. " 
(op cit p. 445) 
A related part of their argument is that the British cultural 
tradition provides a particular understanding of issues like 
race and that because the mass media operate within this 
tradition they will draw on and perpetuate the understanding 
provided by it. Hence they are using a number of similar 
concepts (ie. familiar framework, existing images, stereotypes 
and expectations, cultural tradition) to suggest that one of the 
ways in which media language understands events is by locating 
them in, to choose one of the concepts, a familiar framework. 
More specifically, this kind of understanding draws on, re-uses, 
re-affirms and perpetuates a particular familiar, established 
pre-existing understanding. [fall et al (op cit) argue that the 
provision of this kind of understanding is a basic and intrinsic 
feature of media language: 
"If the world is not to be represented as a jumble of 
random and chaotic events, then they must be identified 
(ie. named, defined, related to other events known to the 
audience), and assigned to a social context (ie. placed 
within frames of meaning familiar to the audience). This 
process... is one of the most important through which 
events are 'made to mean' ... If newsmen did not have 
available ... cultural 'maps' of the social world, they 
could not 'make sense' for their audiences of the unusual, 
unexpected and unpredicted events which form the basic 
content of what is 'newsworthy' ... This bringing of events 
within the realm of meanings means, in essence, referring... 
events to the 'maps of meaning' which already form the 
basis of our cultural knowledge, into which the social 
world is ALREADY 'mapped. ' The social identification, 
classification and contextualisation of news events in 
terms of these background frames of reference is the 
fundamental process by which the media make the world 
they report an intelligible... (This process) BOTH 
ASSUViES AND HELPS TO Gfj. ýSTRUCT SOCIETY AS A 'UNSENSUS. 1 
We exist as members of one society OLCAUSE- it is assumed- 
we share a common stock of cultural knowledge with our 
fellow men; we have access to the same 'maps of meaning. ' 
Not only are we able to manipulate these 'maps of meaning' 
to understand events, but we have fundamental interests, 
values and concerns in common, which these maps embody 
or reflect. " 
(op cit pp. 54-55, original emphases) 
As the quote suggests one of the ways in which Hall et al specify 
the issue of pre-existing, familiar understandings is in terms of 
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the assumption and constructiori. of a consensus (see also, eg, 
Chibnall op cit, Murdock 1974). Howevor, this is seen as a 
special case of a more general phenomenon: understanding new 
events by drawing on, re-Using and perpetuating a particular, 
preferred "sedimented" stock of knowledge (see also Hall 1972, 
1973a, 1973b, 1975,19779 1982, Smith et al 1975). 
2 
Another 
account of this kind of process is provided by the concept of 
an inferential structure or framework (eg. Glasgow University 
Media Group op cit, Hall et al op cit, Halloran et al op cit, 
Hartmann & Husband op cit, 1973). The essence of usages of 
this concept is that media language perpetuates inferential 
frameworks which structure and limit knowledge in a particular 
way; define phenomena and subsequent phenomena from the stand- 
point of the established or sedimented definition of what the 
issues are; define phenomena which challenge the assumptions 
or starting point of this definition as illegitimate or 
irrelevant; and ignore evidence which supports alternative 
definitions and/or contradicts preferred definitions. 
There are, of course, significant differences between 
the analyses referred to and different analyses pursue 
different issues. Some of the major differences will become 
apparent, for the moment we can simply note that there is a 
body of literature concerned, in general terms, with the re- 
production of stocks of knowledge. This phrase is an 
appropriate general description of one of the major concerns 
of this literature and the basic concern of this research: it 
emphasises the suggestion that media language understands new 
events by drawing on, re-using and perpetuating a particularv 
pre-existing, familiar and well established understanding of 
events, and thereby in some way ignores or de-legitimises 
alternative understandings. More specifically: it will be 
argued that newspaper editorials can be theorised as re- 
productions of community, as attempts to re-produce a communal 
or shared stock of knowledge and resist the appeals of 
threateningp alternative stocks; hypothesised that this process 
is 
_q2asi-scientific 
or has 
_quasi-scientific 
dimensions; and 
suggested that this hypothesis develops our knowledge of the 
formsj contents and power of media lanSuage, and that an 
examination of it will reveal information about the existence 
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and role of various forms or types of re-production. 
The Re-Production of Community 
In his introduction to Smith at al (1975) Hall argues 
"Though speaking to readers from a position outside 
their 'world, ' and about topics on which it is well 
informed and they are relatively ignorant, the newspaper 
is, nevertheless, the product of a SOCIAL TRANSACTION 
between producers and readers. Successful communication ... depends to some degree an a process of mutual 
confirmation between those who produce and those who 
consume... Newspapers must continually situate themselves 
within the assumed knowledge and interests of their 
readership ... they must 'take the attitude of their 
significant others', their 'imaginary interlocutors' ... 
Language, style and format are therefore products of a 
process of reciprocal symbolic interaction ... (1975 p. 22, original emphasis) 
Arguments about newspaper language and reciprocity must be 
qualified in the way suggested by Hall. However, the concept 
of reciprocity is a crucial one. 
3 
It suggests that newspapers 
do not re-produce their own knowledge, impose knowledge or re- 
produce it in the hope that it will be considered acceptable and 
valid; rather they re-produce knowledge which is consistent with 
the newspapers view of the world and the views/expectations of 
readers. In general terms this is a re-production of community 
in the sense that readers are formulated as members of a 
community which shares a stock of knowledgep and are invited to 
re-join this community and thereby to re-produce a communal 
understanding of the world. This process can be specified and 
broken down as follows: 
Newspapers address a particular section of the public 
and assume that they are addressing a community which shares a 
stock of knowledge as opposed to a random collection of 
individuals who may or may not accept the knowledge offered. 
2) The assumption that there is a community of regular 
readers who share a stock of knowledge is an important 
determinant of the forms and contents of newspapers. As Hall 
et al put it 
itof special importance in determining the particular mode 
of address adopted will be the particular part of the 
readership spectrum the paper sees itself as customarily 
addressing: its target audience. The language employed 
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will thus be the NEWSPAPER. 15 OWN VERSION OF THE LANGUAGE 
OF THE PUKIC TO WHOM IT Iý PRINCIPALLY ADDIIESSED: ITS 
version of the rhetoric, imagery and underlying common 
stock of knowledge which it assumes its audience shares 
and which forms the basis of the reciprocity of producer/ 
reader. " 
(op cit p. 61, original emphasis) 
3) As Hall (eg. 1973a, lciSZ) has pointed out the continued 
existence and perceived validity of (assumed) communal stocks of 
knowledge cannot be taken for granted because new events, 
situations or interpretations are problematic or potentially 
problematic; they may pose a direct threat to our preferred 
stock of knowledge and/or are threatening in the sense that 
they can be understood in more then one way (ie. non-preferred 
ways). 
4 Given this it follows that (assumed) communal 
knowledge has to be actively re-produced, ie. continuously 
articulated, maintained, perpetuated, legitimated and defended. 
This is not the only conceivable knowledge process but it is a 
crucial one. If knowledge is not re-pro, duced it becomes 
ineffectual in that it lacks explanatory power; it can no longer 
inform, structure and mobilise communal allegiances and resist 
the appeals of alternative communal allegiances, it cannot inform, 
structure and legitimise actions, perceptions and social 
arrangements. Hence the re-production of community involves an 
attempt to draw on and re-use pre-existing, shared, familiar 
and established knowledge in a way which provides a preferred 
understanding of an event or interpretationo re-affirms the 
validity of a stock of knowledge, perpetuates it, and defends it 
against the challenge or threat posed by events and alternative 
knowledge. 
4) The representation of the re-production of community 
(see overleaf) illustrates 1-3. For the purposes of clear 
illustration the diagram puts readers and new phenomena 
outside of stocks of knowledge. Obviously readers are 
continuously involved in discourses; they are not suddenly 
disengaged from discursive involvements. Similarlyp eventst 
situations and interpretations do not exist in a non-discursive 
vacuump existing stocks of knowledge will provide sedimented and 
thereby powerful guidelines for understanding and making sense 
of them. Howeverp the diagram illustrates the essential point: 
any successful re-production of community depends on 
the (re) 
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analyses of one discourse can r. eveal definite and detailed 
information about the relationships between different discoursesp 
the nature of the belief system in general or the extent to 
which particular stocks of knowledge are specific to particular 
discourses. They may reveal information relevant to this kind 
of issue but in principle they are analyses of any attempts 
to re-produce particular sections of public opinion and, given 
the strong possibility of similarities between the newspapers 
(eg. Chibnall op cit, Hall et al op citp Halloran et al op cit), 
a section of public opinion. The essential form of authorial 
address involved in this process is: 'we have a stock of knowledge 
which has been built up over a period of time, as you can see 
an analysis of the steel strike re-affirms the validity/ 
superiority of this knowledge and the invalidity/inferiority of 
alternative knowledge. ' This involves a one-sided reciprocity 
in the sense that authors initiate or are responsible for 
editorial communication, draw on and re-produce powerful and 
influential constructions of reality, and do the active and 
crucial work of re-production. 
6 However, it also simultaneously 
involves a more genuine reciprocity or community in the sense 
that authors attempt to re-produce existing communal or shared 
allegiances; and must take account of the nature, limits and 
constraints of these allegiances, developments in public opinion, 
the values, concerns, interests and experiences of the community, 
and the forms and styles of communal knowledge (eg. Hall/Smith et 
al op cit, Hall at al op cit, see also pp. 4-5). To suggest 
the coexistence of a one-sided and a more genuine reciprocity/ 
community may seem evasive. However, to suggest that newspaper 
language simply expresses or reflects social, political, 
economic and normative allegiances is to ignore the power and 
influence of media language5as maintainers, defenders, definers, 
legitimisers and developers of public opinion. On the other 
hand to suggest that newspaper language locates itself in 
public opinion in order to maintain and mould 'imposed knowledge, 
ignores the essentially reciprocal nature of newspaper 
communication. 
7 
Put another way editors locate analyses in a 
section of public opinion in order to re-produce it, ie. maintain, 
legitimatep defendp justify, develop, expand and modify it. 
5) Some work on the encoding-decoding relationship does not 
8 
just address the issue of non-pýeferred decodings but also 
suggests a more general critique of the above usage or the 
concept of the re-production of community (eg. Morley 1980a, 
1980bp SP. No. 9). 
a 
Specifically: it might be argued that it is 
not sufficient to simply recognise the limitations of what is 
ultimately an immanent or intra-textual approach to knowledge; 
it is, so the argument might run, necessary to address, as 
opposed to merely recognise, the fact that any single text- 
reader/community relation is part of a complex set of social, 
economicp institutional and discursive structures and 
relationships. According to this argument to define the re- 
production of community as essentially the maintenance and 
defence of shared allegiances- of a section of public opinion- 
ignores the fact that 'real' communities are re-produced by 
a complex set of discursive and extra-discursive relationships 
and structures. Relatedly, this kind of argument raises the 
question of precisely what kind of community is involved in 
newspaper language: is it, for example, being claimed that 
communal allegiances and the allegiances of communities are the 
same thing? As has been indicated it seems reasonable to suggest 
that in society there is a given (ie. existing, well established) 
set of social, political, economic and normative allegiances 
which are the allegiances of communities in the sense that 
public opinion is not a shapelesso random collection of 
temporal views about this, that and the other but rather, at 
least to a significant extent, a set of coherent, stable and 
evolving bodies of shared knowledge: familiar "Maps of meaning" 
(Hall et al op cit, see also pp. 2-3). Given this and given 1-4 
then there is a clear sense in which editorial communication 
is not simply a single text-reader encounter. It is not a 
particular encounter between a newspaper and a random, ever 
changing collection of readers who have a series of unrelated, 
fleeting encounters with various discourses; but rather the 
ýeditorial attempts to re-produce given communal allegiances 
which may be partly the product of and/or relatable to a 
variety of factorsp which may be in complex relationships 
with other discourses and which may influence significantly 
heterogeneous socio-economic groups but which are, nevertheless, 
. 22121 
of the existing allegiances which constitute a section of 
1ý 
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public opinion and thereby the. ýnowledge of_2 language 
community which is distinctive because it prefers a particular 
stock of knowledge. It might be argued that this is too simple 
an argument. It is, so the argument might run, one thing to 
posit shared and significantly homogeneous bodies of knowledge 
and to suspend questions about broader discursive and extra- 
discursive structures, relationships and contexts, it is quite 
another to ignore the fact that the reader's involvement in 
these structures and relationships will influence both the 
nature and the effectivity of the encounter with editorial texts, 
According to this argument no one would want to deny that there 
is an sense in which this encounter is not a single text-reader 
encounter, but the fact of the matter is that its nature and 
effectivity is influenced by the involvement referred to. This 
raises the analytically distinct question of decoding. 
6) As noted in the introduction it is important to 
recognise the possibility of non-preferred decodings; to 
recognise the potentially crucial difference between saying 
that editorial language re-produces communal knowledge'and 
saying that it is assumed that communal knowledge is being re- 
produced. Howevert at a straightforward empirical level there 
is a strong connection between particular newspapers and 
particular loyal and regular readerships (eg. McQuail 1976). 
Moreoverg as has been arguedv newspapers do not simply 'throw 
knowledge at' readers but over a long period of time develop a 
reciprocal relationship with a community of readers; they 
continually draw on, interact with and develop existing and 
established bodies of knowledge. The suggestion that the 
assumed community does not exist or that the stock of knowledge 
is significantly uninfluential is, at one level, simply 
counter intuitive or incoherent; it implies that public opinion 
does not existf or that it is utterly shapeless, random and 
volatile and that newspaper language is some form of private 
language which completely fails to identify and interact with 
public opinion. To give a simple example: the suggestion that 
the particular kinds of support for particular political 
parties associated with particular popular newspapers do not 
exist or are uninfluential makes, at least in general terms, 
little sense. More specifically, to suggest that attempts to 
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re-produce communal knowledge a. re necessarily and to a significant 
extent unsuccessful is to ignore the general power of media 
language and the more specific power which stems from a 
demonstrably successful relationship with a community of readers. 
Moreover, it must be stressed that this is not just a 'content 
relationship': it involves, for example, legitimations of 
arguments, usages and appeals appropriate to the forms and styles 
of the communityl and evaluative//credible and thereby powerful 
identifications with the lives, concerns, interests, values and 
experiences of readers (eg. Hall/Smith at al op cit, Hall at al 
op cit, see also footnote 7). That newspaper language is 
uninfluential or does not identify with/position readers is, of 
course, not the argument made by work on encoding/decoding. 
However, the point of the above is to argue that in the case of 
newspapers there is not necessarily a sharp contradiction between 
phrases like re-productions of community and assumed re- 
productions of community. It must, of course, be recognised that 
the language can be decoded in non-preferred ways, that there is 
not necessarily a correlation beti, men the textual language 
community and a socic)-e. coiiornicý-ii. nguistic. community in Morley's 
sense (see p. 8& SP. No. 9), that shared allegiances are not ipso 
factothe allegiances of specific language communitiesl that 
readers are involved in various discourses which may or may not be 
complementary, that particular stocks of knowledge are not totally 
self-contained and the mechanical, one-to-one product of a 
particular discoursep that particular discourses may not be 
"primary definers" (Hall et al op cit, pp. 57-59), and that it 
cannot be claimed that the editorials are perfect/totally 
exhaustive reflections of public opinion. Hence the proposed usage, 
like any usage, has problematic aspects but the allegiances 
embodied in the sample of editorials are some of the existing 
allegiances in society- central aspects 6 
of bodies of shared 
knowledge which have recognisable parartters and adherents, and 
which thereby can and must be conceptualised as the allegiances of 
language communities. To fail to do this is, in essence, to fail 
to address the long terml reciprocal nature of newspaper language 
and the coherence of sections of public opinion. Moreover, it can 
be plausibly argued that attempts to re-produce given, shared and 
communal allegiances will tend to be successful because, in the 
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ways describedv newspapers continuously and powerfully aim to 
interact with and develop existingg influential bodies of 
shared knowledge. Put another way- given the possibility of 
mediations of editorial language- there is a sense in which it 
is precisely the existence and possible attractiveness of other 
discourses which makes the re-production of community such a 
crucial social/sociological process. To simply assume that 
'what is taken for granted is taken for granted' is to expose 
existing perceptions, evaluations, justifications and 
legitimations to pressure from events and other discourses; if 
they and the social arrangements involved in them are to be 
maintained and developed then it is necessary to continuously 
and actively re-produce them. 
7) Editorials are distinctive in that they are the places 
where newspapers openly and freely express an opinion or 
viewpoint. Relatedly, they comment on and develop primary news 
stories and consequently, as Hall et al (op cit) have pointed 
out, contextualisation and generalisation are more likely to be 
found or visible in them. Hence it might be argued that it is 
more appropriate to focus on the parts of the newspaper in 
which the re-production of community is likely to be less 
visible. However, editorials are a strong test of the hypothesis. 
As indicated it emphasises the possibility that the language is 
quasi-scientific in the sense that it analyses an empirical 
instance in a way which explicitly provides further evidence 
for the validity of a stock of knowledge and a reasoned 
adjudication between competing stocks. Applying it to popular 
newspapers and to that part of the newspaper associated with 
judgment, evaluation, policy proposals$ recommendationst 
campaigning and open bias will provide a strong test of it. 
Moreoverp the nature and specificity of these processes is 
intrinsically interesting. 
8) As has been indicated it is not being argued that stocks 
of communal knowledge do not change. Obviously at an abstract 
level successful communication is only possible if there is 
some continuity. Hencep for example, a popular newspaper which 
adopted the vocabulary associated with a 'serious' newspaper 
would not be able to maintain the essential continuity. 
Howeverv the nature of more substantive levels of continuity and 
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discontinuity is not entirely an empirical question. Stocks of 
knowledge derive power and legitimacy from the continuous (re) 
demonstration that they can account for new phenomena and resist 
the appeals of alternatives. This could and may well involve 
continuous expansionsv developments or modifications of the 
stock of knowledge. However, if there is significant discontinuity; 
no continuous (re) demonstration that new phenomena in some 
sense re-affirm (are explicable by, can be accommodated by, are 
consistent withp can be related to, expand/develop/modify) a 
preferred stock of knowledge and cannot be adequately 
understood by alternatives, then knowledge ceases to be a 
coherent, legitimate and defensible body of thought. True it may 
be the case that at particular times or in the face of 
particular events/interpretations a major or radical change in 
the stock of knowledge is necessary. Put another way there may 
be periods or occasions when production rather than re-production 
is the paramount issue. However, the existence and nature of 
this kind of change can be treated as empirical questions; 
similarly, given clear criteria for recognising continuity/ 
discontinuity in editorials which focus on a specific event 
(see chapter two first section), the details of more minor 
changes should be apparent. Though, of course, the identification 
of long term (ie. decades) continuities and discontinuities 
requires research which examines media language over a long 
period of time (eg. Smith et al op cit). 
The Re-Production of Quasi-Scientific Community 
The existing literature provides a variety of concepts and 
formulations which could be used to develop theories and 
analyses of the re-productive process. The emphasis on quasi- 
scientific community is significantly different but, as suggested, 
the overall aim is to consider the possibility of various forms 
of re-production; and to complement, modify and significantly 
develop a variety of existing emphases rather than radically 
challenge or reject them (see next section). 
The emphasis on quasi-scientific knowledge involves an 
explicit definition of the re-production of community. This is 
a limited approach but is valuable because it draws attention to 
an under emphasised form of re-production. For the purposes of 
Ii 
illustration it will be assunieO. that the following two 
statements are comprehensive summaries of the forms and contents 
of two editorials. 
8) 'Analysis of the steel strike suggests that it is the latest 
in a series of events which re-affirm the validity of the 
knowledge that strikes are undesirable and illegitimate 
because of X, Y, Z. True it has been argued that strikes are 
legitimate and there are reasons why this argument can be 
seen as valid. However, analysis suggests that there are 
reasons why this argument is invalid and reasons why our 
argument is both valid and superior. ' 
b) 'Analysis of the steel strike affirms the validity of the 
knowledge that it is undesirable and illegitimate because of 
xtytz. 
Despite the brevity and simplicity of these statements they 
illustrate essential points. Both could be counted as re- 
productions of knowledge. The first explicitly provides further 
evidence for the validity of a stock of knowledge and a 
reasoned adjudication between competing stocks. The second 
could be re-productive because it implicitly provides this kind 
of analysis. According to this argument statement b) could 
only be described as non-re-productiveg as a particular 
statement about a particular strike, if it was isolated from 
the definitionst meanings and understandings sedimented in 
familiar stocks of knowledge. It may be re-productivev so the 
argument rightly runs, because a generalisation (ie. the steel 
strike is another example of an undesirable/illegitimate strikev 
strikes cannot be understood in any other way) could be 
sedimented in a 'Particular' statement. Similarlyq Murdock 
(1980) in his reply to Anderson and Sharrock (1979) argues 
that apparently particular statements about youth have to be 
placed in the context of the emergence of stereotyped images of 
youth in the 1870-1914 period, and the subsequent prevalence 
of such images in media and lay understandings. Moreoverv it 
has to be stressed that apparently particular statements may 
not just be the latest in a series of similar statements, they 
could also be saturatod with sedimented connotations. For 
example: 
11 omeaningful categories 
(become) so routine that they 
s;; m the natural way of making up newspapers. (They embody) 
... those taken for granted, 'seen but unnoticed background 
features and expectancies' by means of which people share 
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a collective world of culLural meanings. " (Hall 1975 p. 19) 
Clearly, if texts which appear to provide particular/specific 
arguments are seen in the context of other texts and/or 
sedimented cultural meanings then it may be that they are in 
fact providing re-produced or other forms of generalised 
knowledge, True it is not necessarily the case that the 
explicit/implicit distinction will always be clear cut, but it 
is clearly the case that an explicit approach will not facilitate 
the recognition of all the meanings embodied in the editorials. 
Hence the existence of implicit meanings, the legitimacy of 
implicit definitions of the re-productive process and the 
limitations of an explicit approach cannot be doubted. However, 
an explicit definition is equally plausible and raises an 
important issue. 
There is a definite sense in which statements like a) 
provide a particularly powerful, compelling and convincing 
form of knowledge. They invite the following kind of argument: 
'we have a stock of knowledge which states, amongst other things, 
that strikes are undesirable and illegitimate because of... * 
This knowledge has been built up and continually validated over 
a longish period of time- analyses of a succession of events 
have (re) demonstrated the validity of our knowledge. Moreoverv 
it is (re) demonstrably superior to alternatives and there are 
good reasons why it is (re) demonstrably superior. Hence it does 
not consist of mere opinions, beliefsg assertionst evaluationst 
recommendationso criticismsp prejudices and so on. As you can 
see an analysis of the steel strike re-demonstrates the validity/ 
superiority of 2ur preferences and the invalidity/inferiority of 
an alternative. This strike is the latest in a series of events 
which unequivocally provide fOrther evidence for the validity of 
our knowledge. ' The power of this kind of invitation lies in the 
way it explicitly re-demonstrates or re-affirms the validity of 
knowledge which has been validated in the past, locates a 
particularp recent event in an ongoing and historically valid 
tradition of analysis. It re-produces quasi-scientific community 
in the sense that it does not imply, state or assert the claims 
of an unreasoned stock of knowledge, but rather re-denonstrates 
that these claims are valid and reasoned and provides a 
rcasoned adjudication between competing arguments; analyses an 
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empirical instance in a way which provides further, reasoned 
evidence for the validity of preferences and invalidity of a 
threatening alternative. 
It might be argued that implicit re-productions could also 
be quasi-scientific in the sense described. However, there is a 
strong connection between what has been called quasi-scientific 
knowledge and explicitness. An essential part of the form and 
power of this kind of knowledge is th(, way it explicitly 
provides a reasoned re-demonstration of the validity and 
superiority of a stock of knowledge. To imply this kind of 
analysis is a different form of knowledge. It relies on, 
albeit powerful, implications; in contrast, a clear re- 
demonstration that an event is the latest in a series of 
events which must be understood in one way and cannot be 
understood in any other way explicitly provides irrefutable, 
reasoned evidence and takes the reader through a series of 
logical stages, ie. we have a stock of knowledge ... this 
knowledge has been built up and validated ... a reasoned analysis 
of the steel strike and a reasoned adjudication between 
competing arguments re-demonstrates ... clearly... .A community 
which claims and wants to offer reasoned, re-demonstrably 
superior knowledge can only justify this claim and reelise 
this aim if it continuously, clearly and reasonably re- 
demonstrates through analysis the validity, defensibility and 
superiority of a stock of knowledge. If it fails to do this 
it cannot claim to be and demonstrate that it is a reasoned 
or quasi-scientific community. Put another way the aim of re- 
production in the sense described is, not simply to re-produce 
knowledge or assume/imply particular kinds of knowledge, but 
rather to explicitly re-affirm and develop a tradition of 
analysis which clearly re-demonstrates the rational grounds for 
preferring one stock of knowledge and rejecting others. This is 
not to say that explicit re-productions of the kind described 
are the only possible forms of quasi-scientific knowledge or the 
only possible features of newspaper editorials, that explicit 
re-productions are-ipso facto quasi-scientific, or that other 
forms of knowledge are not powerful and do not have quasi- 
scientific dimensions. It is simply to say that the kind of 
quasi-scientific knowledge described is a possible feature and 
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a very powerful form of knowleogev and that an explicit approach 
draws attention to this important form of knowledge. This 
research examines the hypothesis that the editorials explicitly 
analyse an empirical instance in a way which provides a re- 
demonstration of the validity of knowledge and a reasoned 
adjudication between competing arguments- a reasoned defence 
against the threats posed by events and alternative arguments. 
I. t might be argued that simply to identify evidence for 
this kind of process is not necessarily to identify knowledge 
which is logicalg reasoned, reflexive or quasi-scientific in any 
strong sense. Much- the argument rightly runs- depends on 
questions of the following kind: precisely what is involved in 
the provision of further evidence?; how and in what ways is 
the validity of knowledge re-demonstrated?; what kinds of reason 
and evidence are provided?; how and in what ways are competing 
arguments assessed? These are crucial questions. However, the 
point of the hypothesis is not to equate any form of explicit 
re-demonstration/adjudication with logic/reason/reflexivity, 
not to suggest that 'any old' form of explicit re-production is 
ipso facto quasi-scientific, not to suggest that the editorials 
might be true/valid accounts in any strong scientific/philosophical 
sense or some form of genuine reflexive inquiry as opposed to, 
for example, evaluative, emotive and commonsensical accounts 
(eg. Hall et al op citt see next section for an elaboration). 
The point is simply to raise and sharply state the possibility 
that they appear to be and claim to be quasi-scientific. Clearly, 
questions about forms of explicit re-production are crucial, but 
equally clearly if there are senses in which readers are invited 
to provide furtherp reasoned evidence for the validity/superiority 
of preferences and invalidity/inferio. rity of alternatives then 
it will be possible to argue that communal stocks of knowledge 
are in a clear sense cLuasi-scientific and extremely powerful 
because they are quasi-scientific. Hence the above provides a 
hypothetical framework which raises the possibility of the 
quasi-scientific nature of the language and which can be 
confirmed, falsified or refined by empirical investigation. It 
may be that some forms of explicit re-production are 
particularly reasoned and non-evaluative; that some of them have 
a quasi-scientific dimension but are also evaluative and 
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commonsensical; that different, forms coexist and interact. 
These ard empirical questions. The immediate point is that 
if forms of re-production of the kind described exist or 
coexist/interact with other forms then our knowledge of the 
social processes involved in media language will have been 
significantly developed. 
9 
Forms of the Re-Production of Community 
The existing literature has tended to neglect the possible 
quasi-scientific nature of media languageO Howeverv this 
emphasis can be related to and could develop a variety of 
existing emphases. 
10 
one emphasis partly consists of analyses 
of the themes, images, ideas, categories, definitions, agendas, 
understandings and frameworks found in media language (eg, Brunsdon 
op city Chibnall op city Cohen op city Glasgow University Media 
Group op city Golding & Middleton op city Hall ot al op city 
Halloran et al op city Hartmann 1975/769 Hartmann & Husband op 
city NcQuail 1977t Norley 1976). 9omc of the more particular 
features of these analyses will become apparent. However, they 
are alike in that they under emphasiso the possibility that 
knowledge is complex in the sense that it re-demonstrates through 
analysis the superiority of preferences and inferiority of 
alternatives. This is not to say that, themesp images, ideas, 
categories ... frameworks' do not exist or are uninfluential, but 
rather that some media language may be both complex and 
reasoned in the sense described and highly resistant to 
falsification because it is quasi-scientific. If readers are 
invited to re-produce knowledge in the way suggested then they 
are not invited to argue A, claim By understand A in terms of By 
or to define X in terms of Y and to reject Z; they are invited 
to re-demonstrate that it is unequivocally the case that X is Y 
and to provide reasons why B is both valid and superior to'C. 
A specific and significant dimension of bome, of the work 
referred to is the emphasis on the realism/objectivity of media 
language and the way it identifies issueS/8nalyses with readers/ 
viewers. Hence, for example, Connell (op cit) has demonstrated 
that part of the power of television is the way it positions the 
viewer as a "witness" to a seemingly external and objective 
reality. This kind of analysis is developed by Brunsdon and 
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Morley (op cit); they suggest that directq empirical perception 
of a seemingly objective and irrefutable reality both identifies 
with the common sense perspective of viewers (ie. concerns, 
interests) and appeals to their lived personal/commonsensical 
experience of reality. Similarly, Hall et al (op cit) emphasise 
the unreflexive use of sedimented common sense ideas/images 
which evaluatively identify issues with the lives and interests 
of readersv and draw on/reflect their lived personal/commonsensical 
experience and understanding of reality. A related though 
distinctive form of identification defines actions, events or 
interpretations as illegitimate because a THEY threaten OUR 
interests; WE are threatened by a THEY who adversely effect/ 
threaten worthwhile social, economic, political and normative 
structures. 
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Hence, for example, a central dimension of 
usages of the notion of consensus suggests that certain phenomena 
are defined as being against OUR national interests- as threats 
to the social structure or order- and are thereby excluded from 
definitions of what is reasonable, acceptable, legitimate, 
appropriate and permissible (eg. Hall 1973a, Hall et al op cit). 
The work referred to neglects the possible quasi-scientific, 
nature of knowledge- indeed it emphasises unreflexive knowledge- 
but it makes related and important points about the specifics of 
media language, ie. realism/objectivity as a SOUrce/form of 
power/validity, identifications with the lives/interests of 
readers/viewers as forms of power. The hypothesis develops 
some of these points by suggesting that readers are not simply 
positioned as witnesses to or direct perceivers of an external 
reality or as hearers of1balanced' pro-con debates (eg.. Hall 1973a)t 
but rather as reflexive analysts of reality and competing 
arguments. They aro in a position not simply to obsurve an 
"out there" (Connell op cit, p, 155) reality or to weigh up 
pros and const but to re-demonstrate through analysis the 
validity of a previously confirmed theory and adjudicate between 
competing theories. Furthermore, the hypothesis suggests that 
the language may have a significant non-evaluative, non- 
experiential and non-commonsensical dimension; it may noto for 
example, just involve direct perceptions and definitions of a 
THEY who threaten OUR interests and thereby must be defined as 
illegitimate, but rather a re-demonstration through analysis Of the 
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validity of the knowledge that.. they are involved in illegitimate 
activities, the provision of reasons why these activities are 
illegitimate and an adjudication between competing accounts of 
these activities. This is not to make a sharp a priori contrast 
between quasi-scientific knowledge on the one hand and direct 
empirical perceptiong common sense and evaluative identifications 
on the other. It is simply to say that this latter kind of 
emphasis could be developed via a recognition of the possibility 
that some media language or some dimensions of some media 
language may be reflexive in the sense described by the hypothesis. 
Conversely, it may be that the emphasis of the hypothesis has to 
be modified via a recognition of the role and importance of 
other forms of re-production, There may be forms and levels of 
explicit re-production which involve and appeal to themes, images, 
ideasq categories, a consensusv empirical perceptions and 
evaluative/experiential identifications with the reader; but there 
may also be forms and levels which are quasi-scientific and/or 
quasi-scientific forms may coexist/interact with other forms. 
The significance of quasi-scientific knowledge can be 
further illustrated by a brief consideration of the notion of an 
inferential framework/structure. The examination of the hypothesis 
may reveal information which suggests that particular newspapers 
and popular newspaper discourse in general re-produce 
inferential frameworks of the kind suggested by the literature 
(see p. 3). Howeverl if the hypothesis is proven then our 
knowledge of what is involved in the re-production of inferential 
frameworks could be developed by, for example, the recognition 
of the ways in which frameworks include reasoned adjudications 
and thereby reasoned considerations of evidence which challenges 
the preferred frameworkv re-demonstrations of the unequivocal 
validity of the claim that certain actions and interpretations 
are illegitimate, reasons why the only relevant issue is X9 
reasons why A has to be understood as a problem and not as a 
legitimate activity, 
A lot of existing work emphasises the notion of ideology 
(eg. Brunsdon &- Morley op citv Chibnall op cit, Glasgow 
University Media Group op cit, Hall 1972,1973ap 1973bo 1977, 
1982p 1983, Hall at al op cit, Miorley 1976). This research 
does not emphasise this notion but nor does it reject or 
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completely ignore it. It is a. pomploxg multi-faceted and highly 
debated notion and, consequently, a proper account of the 
ideological nature/role of the editorial langauage would involve 
making ideology the major issue and thereby less concern with 
other possible significant features of the language. Hence it 
is not being argued that communal stocks of knowledge are not 
ideological but rather the question of ideology is suspended to 
facilitate the investigation of other important features of the 
language. This suspension can be qualified in three ways. Firstlyp 
if ideology is defined in an atheoretical and relatively 
unproblematic manner then there is no good reason why the 
re-production of community cannot be formulated as the re- 
production of ideological community. If, for example, ideology 
is defined as a set of beliefs which are current and influential 
and which involve a preference for and legitimation/defence of 
particular stocks of shared knowledge, then clearly any analysis 
of the re-production of community is ipso factothe analysis of the 
re-production of ideological community. Secondly, the findings 
could be used to develop notions of ideology. Hence, for example, 
it has been argued that media language is ideological in the 
sense that it provides common sense accounts which disguise 
$real social relationst (eg. Brunsdon & Morley op cit, Hall 19779 
Hall at al op cit); translates elite definitions into populist 
language (eg. Hall 19839 Hall at al op cit); re-produces 
dominant ideology (ies) which legitimate existing social 
arrangements and understandings (og. Hall 1973a, 1977,1982, 
Hall et al op cit); re-produces limited consensual definitions 
of values/interests and de-legitimises alternative understandings 
(eg. Chibnall op cit, Hall 1973a, Hall et al op cit). The 
findings will not necessarily have a direct bearing on all of these 
issues, However, they could, for example, provide empirical 
support for the emphasis on the re-production of consensual 
knowledge and/or develop theories of ideology by indicating that- 
for example- populist language, the consensus and the disguising 
of real social relations takes particular, very powerful forms. 
Thirdlyý the findings may be relevant to the consideration of 
specific ideologies: for example, Hall (1903) has argued that 
popular newspapers played a crucial role in the popularisation of 
"Thatcherism" and Hall at al (op cit) have described the general 
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development of and changes in s-tocks of knowledge in the 1960's- 
1970's. Clearly, analyses of popular newspaper editorials dating 
from the late 1979/early 1980 period may reveal information 
relevant to the consideration of the forms, contents and power 
of these ideological processes. 
Similarly, the research is not critical in the sense that 
it does not consider the truth value of the editorials but 
does not deny the legitimacy of this approach. A lot of work 
casts doubt oh the truth value of media language. This is not 
to say that it operates with simple notions of bias/distortion 
but simply that in general terms the inaccurate and misleading 
nature of media language is a major concern. More specifically, 
for example, the provision of misleading, stereotypical accounts 
pf personst events and issues (eg. Cohen op citq Golding & 
Middlet6n op cit); inferential frameworks which prefer 
particular/limited explanations and ignore evidence which 
supports alternatives and/or contradicts preferences (eg. Glasgow 
University Media Group op cit, Hall et al op cit, Halloran at al 
op cit, Hartmann & Husband op cit); the failure to consider the 
real social and structural determination of events and experience, 
conflicts of interests and structural conflicts between groups/ 
classes (eg. Brunsdon & Morley op cit, Hall 1973a, Hall et al op 
cit). The point of the hypothesis is not that the media language 
is not misleading or in some sense inaccurate, but rather that 
in the senses described it may appear to be and claim to be an 
accuratep reasoned and re-demonstrably valid/superior account. 
Again, placing less emphasis on this possibility would mar the 
investigation of a significant possible feature of the media 
language. Againt while the findings may not be directly and 
comprehensively relevant to the work referred to they could 
provide empirical support for aspects of it and/or develop it 
by indicating that, for examplep stocks of communal knowledge 
may be misleading but also appear/claim to be accurateg reasoned 
and re-demonstrably superior. 
The more general point is that a range of existing emphases 
could be developed via consideration of the possibility that 
some media language is quasi-scientific. it may be, for example, 
that the editorials re-produce a negative inferential framework 
or "agenda" (Olumler & Gurevitch op cit) which de-logitimises 
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strikes/strikers and emphasises. the adverse effects of the agency 
of strikers (eg. Glasgow University Modia Group op cit, Kress & 
Hodge 1979, Norlpy 1976), re-producc knowledge which popularises 
elite ideologies (eg. Hall 1963, Hall et al op cit), re-produce 
a consensus and de-legitimise challenges to it (eq. Chibnall op 
cit, Hall et al op cit), re-produce knowledge which is in 
some sense commonsensical and powerful because it evaluatively 
identifies analYSOO/iSSLIGS with readers or because it identifies 
folk devils/scapegoats and thereby articulates anxieties and 
worries (eg. Cohen op cit, Hall et al op cit). However, they 
may also analyse an empirical instance in a way which provides 
further evidence for the v4dity of a pre-existingg well 
confirmed understanding and r,,; asoned adjudications between 
competing understandings. On the other hand different forms and 
levels of re-production may coexist and/or interact. Howeverg 
if the hypothesis is proven to a significant extent then it will 
be possible to argue that some sections of public opinion arer at 
least in partp quasi-scientific and powerful/highly resistant to 
falsifigation because they are quasi-scientific. Hence the 
limited focus on the internal workings of texts and the 
suspension of questions of ideology and truth value are not 
theoretical dogma, but rather strategies which raise a neglected 
and significant question. A question which is inherently 
worthwhile and relevant to a number of other theories of media 
language- including more general theories- and by extension 
to more general theories of social consciousness (ie. the forms9 
contents and power of ideology/populist language). This is not 
to say that the application of the approach will reveal 
information about all the features of the editorials, that the 
findings will be directly and comprehensively relevant to all 
the existing emphases discussedt or that it will be possible 
to provide a comprehensive and exhaustive account of the 
relationship between the findings and any particular emphasis. 
It is simply to say that the application of the approach/ 
hypbthesis will reveal significant and detailed information 
about argumentative processes which may- in varying ways and to 
varying extents- be releVoAtto and could develop a variety of 
existing emphases. 
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FOOTNOTES 
In accordance with the overall aim of the research it is 
not being suggested that it is possible, useful or 
desirable to read, -these analyses from an ethnoroethodological 
or phenomenological standpoint. The suggestion is SIMPJY 
that a focus on the concept of a stock of knowledge is a 
useful way to formulate and develop some of the major 
concerns of these analyses. 
2. For an application of the concept of "sedimentation" (eg. 
Berger & Luckmann op cit) to newspaper language see Hall 
1975. The concept emphasises ingrainedv taken for granted 
and unreflexive knowledge. Usages in the literature 
referred to tend to emphasise- and this research stresses- 
that the mainte6ance of what is taken for granted requires 
active and continuous work. is. It cannot be assumed that 
? what is taken for granted is taken for granted9l rather it 
is necessary to continuously articulatev maintain and 
legitimate preferred stocks of knowledge- to defend them 
against the threats posed by events and alternative stocks 
of knowledge. 
See p. 7 and footnote 7 for qualification, see also Hall 1973a. 
4. There is a potentially important difference between 
concepts like assumed stocks of knowledge and stocks of 
knowledge; the former emphasises the possibility of erroneous 
encodings and/or non-preferred decodings (eg. Hall 1973a, 
1973b, Morley 1980a). It will be arqupd (see pp. 9-11) that 
while a perfect 'fit' between encoding/decoding cannot be 
assumed there is a sense in which, in the case of newspaper 
language, there is not necessarily a sharp contradiction 
between the two concepts. 
5. As noted, see footnote 2, there is a sense in which there 
is a contradiction between a notion of a familiar stock of 
knowledge and notions like an active battle to re-produce 
familiar and shared stocks of knowledge. As should now be 
apparent the suggestion here is that the crucial social 
process of re-producing communal knowledge involves 
continuous work; a battle or struggle to re-produce 
communal allegiances in the face of threatening phenomena. 
Howeverv this is not to say that stocks of knowledge do not 
change (see pp. 11-12)g nor is it to say that textual 
analysis can reveal definite information about 'actual' 
authorial intentions or motives (see footnote 6). 
6. The suggestion that newspaper language involves an attempt 
to identify and draw on a stock of knowledge in order to 
actively re-produce it implies arguments about authorial 
intentions/motivese here specifically, it is arguable (see 
p. 11) that editorials are tho places where the newspaper 
freely and openly attempts to state and develop the 
prefcrencos of the community. However, definite and 
detailed information about authorial intentions/motives 
cannot be gained from textual analysis. It 
is possible to 
say that media language reflects an intention or attempt 
to 
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re-produce a stock of knotýledge and that this is one of 
the encoded features of the language, but it is not possible 
to determine how authors view the knowledge offered or what 
their actual intentions/motives are. ie. 'I am stating the 
obvious, ' 'I am speaking for and on behalf of a section 
of public opinionpl 'I must defend our preferences against 
the threat posed by XII I am stating a view which is 
accepted by our community but which I consider to be 
erroneous, ' 'I am stating/defending a popular version of 
a rcasonabla/unreasonable argument, ' 'I am deliberately 
re-producing a misleading stock of knowledge. ' 
7. The inseparability/coexistence of the 'two' forms of 
reciprocity is reflected in the fact that identifications 
with the reader are an important source of power/validity. 
For examplep Hall et al (op cit) argue that media language 
is powerfully/credible partly because it evaluatively 
identifies issues/analyses with the values, concernsp 
interests, experiences and lives of readers. This process 
draws on/reflects these phenomena but simultaneously 
legitimates, perpetuates and develops particular limited, 
established stocks of knowledge. The issue of evaluative 
identifications and the"positioning" of the reader or 
viewer (eg. Brunsdon & Morley op citv Connell op cit) is 
related to the concerns of this research on pp. 17-19, 
This kind of critique essentially focuses on the 
limitations of de-contextualised textual analysis. In a 
sense there is nothing to add to the defence of the 
research against this kind of criticism (see Introduction). 
However, reiteration in a more specific form will underline 
the defence and elaborate on the linguistic but nevertheless 
crucial/sociOlOgical usage of the concept of the re- 
production of community. 
91 A by product of the explicit approach is the Possibility 
of providing clear cut evidende for the re-production of 
knowledge. Given that the absence of explicit re- 
productions does not mean that knowledge is not being re- 
produced this may seem a dubious advantage. However, it 
will be possible to provide clear cut evidence for the 
existence or otherwise of explicit re-productions. (see 
chapter two first section for an operationalisation of the 
concept of explicit re-production) 
10. This is not to suggest that the existing literature, 
discussed is necessarily concerned with re-production. ýtj It is simply to relat Zto the concerns of this research, i in particular to raise the question of different forms 
of the re-production of community. 
11. Evaluating phenomena in this way is a classical rhetorical 
device or argumentative form/prOcess (see Ariýtot le'1941v, ý 
1971 
La. S5vAel/ 1471t Perelman & Olbrechts-Tyteca 1969). As suggested 
(see below) one particular analysis of this process in the 
sociology of the mass media identifiesir'e-productions of a 
consensus (see also the identification of 'folk-deVils'li 
Coh. en op citp Hall et al op cit). 
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CHAPTER TWO 
ANALYSING THE NEWSPAPER EDITORIALS: A METHOD AND METHODOLOGY 
INTRODUCTORY COMMENT 
This chapter operationalises the hypothesis/approach, 
considers some available methods of textual analysisq outlines 
a method for analysing the editorials and considers the 
methodological issues pertinent to such an analysis. The aim is 
to provide a practical methodological framework; one which can 
be used to examine the hypothesis andp more generallyt examine 
the re-production of community as defined in chapter one, Hence 
the discussion of available methods and methodological issues Is 
not intended to be comprehensive or exhaustive; it is pragmatic 
in the sense that it is promised on questions like what is the 
most appropriate/efficient way to examine the hypothesis, apply 
the approach, and address the relevant methodological issues? 
There is no attempt to address questions of the following kind: 
what are the features and theoretical/methodological strengths 
of all available methods?; how have different researchers and 
traditions employed and modified particular methods?: what are 
the strengths/weaknesses of the various attempts to resolve the 
theoretical and philosophical problems relevant to textual 
analysis? 
The chapter has four main parts: the operationalisation of 
the hypothesis/approach; the discussion of some available methods 
in the light of this operationalisation; the provision of a 
method; and a specific/practical guide to the application of the 
method. 
OPERATIONALISATION OF HYPOTHESIS/APPROACti. 
For analytical purposes it is possible to distinguish 
statements which invite readerd to consider specific/particular 
arguments, statements which invite readers to make generalisations 
and ones which invite them to re-produce a stock of knowledge. To 
give a simple example: if an author suggests that tho steel strike 
damaged the economy and demonstrated that interventionist 
economic policy is the best policy it will be assumed that he/she 
is not re-producing knowledge. The first statement will be 
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treated as a specific argument p. bout the steel strike; the 
second as an argument which sees the strike as a demonstration 
of the validity of a generalisation. It will be argued that 
knowledge is only being re-produced if texts explicitly invite 
the following kind of argument: the steel strike is the latest 
in a series of-events which demonstrate the validity of XtY, Z; 
the steel strike shows that past and present are similar because 
of ... ; the steel strike re-affirms that strikes, wages and 
economic policy have to be understood in terms of... In the 
case of reasoned adjudications/defences it will be argued that 
they are only present if the author explicitly invites arguments 
which have the following kind of structure:. argument- reasons 
why it is valid; counter/alternative/threatening argument- reasons 
why it is valid; conclusion- reasons why alternative argument 
is ultimately inferior/invalid and preferred argument valid/ 
superior. If readers are not offered materials which invite 
them to make the above kinds of argument it will be argued that 
knowledge is not being explicitly re-produced. However, if an 
editorial (s) which offers specific and/or general knowledge 
reiterates knowledge re-produced in another editorial (s) then 
this will be counted as a re-production of knowledge. In the 
light of the analytical distinction between specific/general/ 
re-produced knowledge this kind of editorial is not in itself 
a re-production of knowledge, but it is a re-production in the 
sense that it re-affirms knowledge re-produced in another 
editorial. 
It might be argued that this weakens the emphasis on 
explicit knowledge. However, it seems reasonable because the 
knowledge in question is clearly and explicitly re-produced in 
one or more editorials and because each editorial is only part 
of a continuous analysis of the steel strike. It might also be 
argued that to identify an editorial which, for exampley suggests 
that the steel strike is the latest in a series of events which 
demonstrate X9Y, Z is not necessarily to show that the newspaper 
has actually understood previous events in a particular way, It 
is, for examplep possible that the steel strike is the first 
time the author has Ire-demonstrated' X, Y, Z. This is extremely 
unlikely: to successfully re-produce community it is necessary 
to draw on and re-affirm a stock of knowledge, inconsistencies 
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have to be introduced and explai. ned and should thereforebe 
visible to the analyst. Put another way to argue that the 
steel strike is a re-demonstration of X, Y, Z is to refer and 
appeal to a series of confirming instances; authors could not 
retrospectively formulate previous events as instances of X, YOZ 
unless this new dimension or development of the stock of 
knowledge was introduced and explained, a failure to do this 
and/or an attempt to 'produce re-produced' knowledge would 
involve or lead to a breakdown in editorial communication. 
As should be apparent for the purposes of analysis the 
possibility that specific and general arguments/knowledge 
implicitly re-produce knowledge will be ignored. This 
facilitates a clear and rigorous application of the approach, 
However, the concluding chapter will include a consideration 
of any major anomolies produced by the analytical distinctions. 
If knowledge is re-produced in the ways described above it will 
be argued that there are good reasons for pursuing the argument 
that the editorials re-produce quasi-scientific community; that 
is, analyses of an empirical instance which provide further 
evidence for the validity of a well confirmed stock of knowledge 
and reasoned adjudications between competing arguments. As 
suggested in chapter one this is not to ignore questions about 
forms and kinds of analysis, re-demonstration, further evidencep 
reason and adjudication; not to equate any form of re-demonstration 
and adjudication with reason/science/reflexivity; not to assume 
that any form of explicit re-production is ipso facto quasi- 
scientific; and not'to make a sharp a priori contrast between 
explicitly re-produced knowledge and, for example, evaluative, 
emotive and common sense knowledge. It is simply to say that the 
operationalisation provides a framework which raises the 
possibility of the quasi-scientific nature of knowledge: it 
clearly facilitates the identification of re-productions of 
knowledge which in some sense explicitly analyso an empirical 
instance (ie. the steel strike) in a way which provides further 
evidenceg re-demonstrations and reasoned adjudications. The 
precise nature of these analyses- the forms and levels of explicit 
re-productions- is an empirical question. 
Moreovert the operationalisation solves the practical 
problems posed by the need to provide 
de 
I 
tailed consideration of 
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the following issues: the existqnce and nature of explicit re- 
productions; the possibility of different forms of explicit re- 
production; the existence/nature of adjudications, the possibility 
of different forms of adjudication and the relationship between 
adjudications and other forms of re-production; the forms, 
contents and power of explicit re-productions; the similarities 
and dis-similarities in the forms, contents and power of different 
newspapers; the possibility of different types and levels of 
explicit content; the relationship between the findings and the 
concepts/formulations found in the existing literature. Detailed 
analyses of 71 editorials which attempted to simultaneously 
comment and elaborate on all of these issues would be chaotic 
and confusing. The operationalisation of the approach in terms 
of a basic distinction between the production of knowledge 
(ie. specific/particular and general arguments) and the re- 
production of knowledge facilitates the following division of 
labour. Three of the chapters which present empirical analyses 
(3,4,6) will analyse a group of editorials and concentrate on 
establishing the existence or otherwise of explicit re-productions 
which provide further evidence for the validity of a stock of 
knowledge, and will indicate- as opposed to commenting and 
elaborating on- what is involved in any such re-productions. The 
final parts of these chapters will provide a brief review of the 
contents of any re-productive processes. The other chapter 
which presents empirical analyses (5) will concent 'rate on 
describing any adjudications of the kind described. None of 
these chapters will elaborate on forms and levels of re- 
production or relate them to existing concepts and forMUlations: 
in essence they provide data, rigorously but largely descriptively 
establish the existence or otherwise of explicit re-productions 
and descriptively indicate the more precise nature of any such 
processes. The concluding chapter (7, Forms and Levels of the 
Re-Production of Community) will draw together and review the 
analysest identify and elaborate on any distinctions between 
forms and levels of re-production which emerged during the 
actual analyses- in particular assess the extent to which there 
are senses in which the re-productive process is quasi-scientific- 
and relate the findings to the existing literature. 
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QUANTITATIVE CONTENT ANALYSIS 
Quantitative content analysis emphasises the quantification 
of textual categories (io. themes, concepts, argumentsp 
definitions, see Beardsworth 1980p Hartmann op cit). This 
research is concerned with the details of the forms, contents 
and power of argumentative processes as opposed to the frequency 
and distribution of categories. The inappropriateness of the 
method can be illustrated by a simple example. In S7 (see appendix 
one) the author describes the activities of steel strike pickets 
as violent and threatening (S7: 4), prefaces this description 
with praise for the Home Secretary's response to these 
activities (57: 2-S7: 3), and follows up this praise/description 
with a contrast between the Home Secretary's response and the 
inadequacy of Labour Prime Minister's response to a previous 
instance of undesirable industrial action (S7: 5). 
1 
This analysis 
of part of S7 could be extended and supported in detail, but 
despite its brevity and simplicity it clearly illustrates the way 
in which categories combine to produce a qualitative and multi- 
faceted argumentative process. The author does not, for example, 
simply praise one response to a particular activity; condemn 
another response to a different instance of a similar activity; or 
define industrial action in a particular way. He/she provides 
a contrastive description of two different but similar responses 
to two different but similar activities; more specifically, 
readers are invited to re-produce the knowledge that one of the 
issues in industrial disputes is the relative merits of responses 
to the problem (ie. violent/threatening/blockading behaviour) 
posed by trade union activities. The more general point is that 
the question of whether or not an argumentative process is re- 
productive in the sense described in this research can only be 
answered via an examination of the complex ways in which textual 
categories appear in and contribute to overall argumentative 
processes (see next snction for an elaboration). 
This is not to say that recurrence is not an important 
issue. The extent to which particular meanings are present is 
obviously an important question and the method cannot only be 
used to identify categories (eg. Golding & Middlet6n op cit, 
Hartmann op cit), but also to supplement other kinds of analysis 
(eg. Brunsdon & Morley op cit) arid identify the general range, 
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and kinds of media output (eg. Williams 1962). However, given 
the concerns of this research it is not an appropriate method. 
LINGUISTIC FIETHODS 
There is a body of work which has attempted to formalise 
the analysis of media texts; that is, specific linguistic 
concepts and techniques are used to analyse the text as a 
complex whole, or at least to analyse parts of the text larger 
and more complex than words, sentences or themes. Hence, for 
example, Fowler (1977), Fowler at al (1979), Hodge (1976), Hodge 
and Kress (1974), Kress and Hodge (op cit) and Kress and Trew 
(1978) are, collectively, a group of ling uists concerned to add 
a sociological dimension to linguistic analysis and a linguistic 
chmension to sociological analysis. They have applied a range 
of concepts to a range of texts and many of these analyses are 
specificially concerned with newspaper language (eg. Hodge 1979, 
Kress & Hodge 1979, Kress & Trew 19789 Trew 1979ag 1979b). At 
first sight this kind of work is an extremely strong candidate 
for use in this research. In essence its potential strength is 
that it is sensitive to the complexities of argumentative 
processes/forms and facilitates analyses which are objectively 
and rigorously grounded in technical accounts of how language 
works. There are, however, problems involved in using it in this 
research. 
The problems can be illustrated by considering the fact that 
there is no necessary one-to-one relation between linguistic forms 
and argumentative forms/processes. Hence, for example, a key 
linguistic form is the way in which texts represent causality 
(ie. agent-process-affected links). More specifically, an 
application of this concept to S7 would suggest, amongst other 
thingsp that in S7: 2-S7: 4 the author uses a transactive model; 
that isl he/she specifies agent (steel strike pickets), process 
(violence and threats), affected (people who want to work). The 
usefulness of this kind of analysis is that it raises an 
important sociological issue (ie, the representation of causality), 
provides a technical, objective and external reference point for 
the analysis of this issue (ie, a particular linguistic form is 
present therefore a particular argumentative form/process is 
present (ic. a causal one))t and could be used to rigorously 
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breakdown, layout and reprosont.. the mcaning of the text as a 
whole (io. tables and matrices which represent the overall 
textual use of transactives/non-transactives, see Trew 1979a). 
However, as Trew (ibid) points out, analyses and breakdowns of 
texts in terms of linguistic forms tend to ignore the 
complexities of texts; they have to be supplemented by- and 
complexities have to be restored by- qualitative analyses. For 
examplep in the case of S7 and from the point of view of this 
research transactive and other forms of linguistic analysis 
would have to be minimally, supplemented via a consideration of 
the following: the author is considering two different but 
similar agent-process-affected links, equating past and present, 
contrasting two different but similar responses to two 
different but similar links, re-producing the knowledge that 
one of the issues in industrial disputes is the adequacy of 
responses to the problem posed by trade union activity, deriving 
a perspective from descriptions (ie. industrial action takes 
certain forms and must therefore be understood as a problem), 
assuming rather than establishing that violence and threats 
have occurred (ie. to begin by praising a response to violence/ 
threats is to assume- and premise the discussion on- the 
argument that it can be taken for granted that violence/threats 
is an adequate description). Clearlyp an analysis of transitivity 
would not in itself reveal all this information. Linguistic forms 
are overdetermined in the sense that the transactive parts of 57 
carL_not be understood simply in terms of transitivity (ie. one 
of the transactives must be understood in terms of and related 
to the assumption of an agency, the provision of a problem 
perspective, the contrast between ... and so on). It might be 
argued that it is possible to use or identify a range of 
linguistic forms. However, this would simply result in a list 
of analyses which would have to be supplemented and inter-related. 
Moreover, this assumes that each linguistic form is a discrete 
and self-contained entityt end that the overall argumentative 
process is simply the sum or mechanical aggregate of a number of 
self-contained linguistic forms. This is clearly not the case: 
if, for example, a transactive is not understandable simply in 
terms of transitivity and is an integaral part of other 
linguistic formsp then one-to-one correlations between particular 
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linguistic formsp particular ar. gumentative processes, a group 
of discrete linguistic forms and an overall argumentative process 
are impossible. 
2 
Relatedly, and as indicated, there is an 
obvious sense in which there is no one-to-one relation between 
particular linguistic forms and particular meanings. Hence, for 
examplev Trew (ibid) identifies different meanings or ideologies 
in different newspapers but does not establish, or claim to 
establishp a close relationship between particular linguistic 
forms and particular mcanings/ideologies. His marriage of .F 
immanent linguistic analysis and sociological analysis involvesA 
demonstrating how some transactives reflect ideology A, others 
ideology 01 still others ideology C. This does not necessarily 
make the analyses less significant or valid but it does mean 
that there may not be a specical advantage to be gained from 
the use of linguistic methods. If there is no strong 
relationship hetween particular linguistic forms and particular 
argumentative forms/meanings then saying that this transactive 
sentence has this or that meaning and is part of this or that 
argumentative process is essentially no different from saying 
that this sentence has this or that meaning and is part of. *. 
The linguistic analysis does not significantly add to the 
qualitative analysis; the latter (ie. this sentence suggests 
that A caused B and is part of a contrast between) is more 
efficient and directly sociological than the linguistic + 
qualitative analysis (ie. this sentence is transactive and is 
part of a relational contrastt it suggests that A caused B and 
is part of a contrast between C& D). 
It might be argued that the above misses the point: namelyp 
there is no one-to-one relation between linguistic forms and 
argumentative forms/processes but linguistic analysis provides 
a clear and rigorous procedure for conducting analyses. In other 
words the fact that it is necessary to supplement analyses based 
on the identification of linguistic forms is not a weakness of 
the method but Part of the method: the initial essentially 
linguistic analysis provides a rigorous and clear breakdown of 
the text. ýJoweverq as suggested, the point of the above is 
that this assumes that other forms of analysis do not provide 
rigorous and clear procedures and/or that 
linguistic analysis 
is the best/most efficient way of breaking down the text. Put 
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another way it is not necessarýly an argument for linguistic 
analysis but rather for rigorous analysis. The possibility of 
a more directp efficient analysis can be illustrated by briefly 
considering the following analysis of S7: in S7 the author 
describes ... , prefaces this description with... , follows 
up this praise/description with a contrast between ... 
(ie. see 
p. 29). This analysis identifies the overall structure of the 
first half of the text and indicates the ways in which the 
various features of this part combine to produce a more general 
argumentative form/process. Subsequent analyses could repeat 
this process and elaborate on the forms and contents of the 
text. The end result would be a more direct, efficient analysis 
of, from the point of view of this research, the relevant 
features of the text. In other words the breakdown of the text 
and the analyses of it tend to merge; whereas with linguistic 
analysis there would be a two-fold and potentially wasteful 
strategy, ie. this sentence suggests that A caused 8 as opposed 
to this sentence is transactive, it suggests... . This kind of 
efficiency is especially important in research which has to 
consider in detail 71 editorials and is not just concerned with 
very particular and relatively simple argumentative processes 
(ie. causality). Clearlyo as lono as qualitative analysis of 
the kind alluded to can provide procedures for validating 
interpretations and strategies for breaking down and following 
the evolution of argumentative processesp then there is no 
particular advantage to be gained from the use of linguistic 
methods. It might be argued that there can be no better 
validation and analytical procedure than that provided by 
linguistic analysis (ie. an analysis of language therefore 
linguistic analysis). However, as demonstrated, linguistic 
analyses have to be supplemented by qualitative analyses: high 
level validity of the kind referred to would only be possible 
in any strong sense if there were one-to-one relations between 
linguistic forms and argumentative processes/meanings; 
linguistically based analysis has, to a significant extentp to 
be validated qualitatively. 
Aspects of the above can be generalised: particular forms 
of qualitative content analysis- the recurring structures 
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found in media language (eg. Mqrley 1976), the structures and 
connotations of vocabularies (eq. Glasgo w University Media 
Group op cit), the promises or frameworks which media language 
is based on or presupposes (eg. Brunsdon & Morley op cit, 
Hall 1973at Hall et al 1976), the ideas/images which inform and 
structure content (eq. Hall et al 1978)- would not necessarily 
be irrelevant to the analysis of explicit argumentative 
processes but would not in themselves identify the various 
features of these processes or the way in which they combine 
to produce a multi-faceted overall process; they would by 
definition identify only those processes which they identify. 
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For the purposes of this research what is required is a form 
of qualitative content analysis which identifies the ways in 
which various features combine to produce a multi-faceted, 
overall and explicit argumentative process; in particular, it 
is necessary to provide procedures for validating interpretations 
and strategies which clearly and rigorously breakdown or follow 
the evolution of relevant argumentative processes. 
QUALITATIVE CUNTENT ANALYSIS: PROCEDURES AND STRATEGIES 
As indicated there is a sense in which qualitative content 
analysis is just a collective name for a variety of analyses 
of different kinds and levels of form/content. However, the 
basic procedure adopted- and the one adopted in this research- 
is the provision of a series of analyses which are supported by 
references to and analyses of extracts rrom the texts being 
analysed. The length of the nxtractsv the extent to which 
every analysis is supported by explicit references to extracts 
and the complexity and kinds of references to and analyses of 
extracts varies considerably, but the general strategy is to 
support analyses via references to and analyses of extracts* 
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Hall (1975) proposes a particular kind of extract based analysis 
but also highlights the essential features or the method. He 
contrasts "literary-critical, linguistic and Stylistic methods ... 
(p. 15) and quantitative content analysis: 
"Both methods are based an a long preliminary soak, a 
submission by the analyst to the mass of his material ... 
content analysis uses this process ... to define categories 
and build a codes*s whereas literary, stylistic and 
linguistic analysis uses (it) ... to select representative 
examples which can be more intensively analysed. The error 
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is to assume that ... 
(the latter) ... is merely intuitive 
and unreliable. Literary/linguistic types of analysis also 
employ evidence: they point, in detail, to the text on 
which an interpretation ... is based; they indicate more 
briefly the fuller supporting or contextual evidence 
which lies to hand; they take into account material which 
modifies or disproves the hypotheses.... " 
(ibid p. 15) 
To avoid confusion: Hall is not referring to the kind of 
linguistic analysis discussed in the last section, he is 
suggesting that the complexitips of textual processes can be 
examined via qualitative analyses of the kind associated with 
traditional literary criticism. In so doing he identifies the 
method and validation technique which is used but not always 
explicitly stated in a lot of qualitative analyses of media 
, 3+ language (see footnoteit4): namely, the provision of detailed 
analyses of extracts from texts which indicate in detail why, 
how and in what ways a particular interpretation is valid, the 
extent to which the evidence supports it, the extent to which 
interpretations have to be modified or abandonedo and so on. 
Clearlyo this kind of method would be a good way of analysing 
the complexities of argumentative processes. For examplet a 
representation of S7 which mergod a breakdown and analysis of 
the structure of the text 1, )ouW clisplay the details or the 
argumentative processes and be warrantable in the ways indicated; 
specifically, readers could check and inspect detailed analyses 
of the original text. 
More specificallyt this research will adopt the unusual 
strategy of providing analyses which are based on explicit and 
public references to the whole text as opposed to extracts from 
it. This is desirable because only this procedure can allow a 
comprehensive inspection of the validity of analyses. 
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may seem a strange claim. One possible objection is that the 
scientific community is governed by norms which require honesty 
and integrity, consequently an opportunity to check analyses 
against whole texts is only necessary when there are good 
reasons for believing that SOMe kind of deliberate misinterpretation 
has occurred; when, as is usual, deliberate misinterpretation is 
not an issue detailed analyses of extracts are sufficient. 
Another objection is that the 'extract method' provides detailed 
analyses of representative extracts, summaries of the whole 
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and general statements about tbe forms and contents of texts; 
analyses, summaries and statements which indicate in detail 
how, why and in what ways hypotheses are valid/invalid. Hence 
there is no significant difference betujepn detailed analyses 
of representative extracts and detailed analyses of whole texts. 
However, if analysts provide access to complete copies of all 
the texts and detailed analyses which literally take the reader 
through the text and clearly demonstrate in detail how, why and 
in what ways hypotheseSare valid/invalid, then it should be 
possible to establish a body of empirical findings whose status 
is absolutely clear. This is not to naively assume that all 
questions are unequivocally empiricalv that texts have a single 
unequivocal meaning, that findings are irrefutable or that 
there is no relation between particular findings and particular 
theoretical concerns/perspectives. it is simply to say that 
given an operationalised apDroac /hypothesis (ie. production/ 
re-production) and a concern with argumentative processes which 
are not just features of particular parts of texts, then the 
best way to proceed is to take the reader through the whole 
text and... (see above). The use or this method facilitates a 
clear specification of the basis of the analyses; that is how, 
why and in what ways they were arrived at and are valid. True 
it would be possible for readers to propose analyses other than 
those relevant to the hypothesis but the basis of the, analyses 
made should be clear. 
It might be argued that the proposed mothod does not 
fulfil crucial requirements. Given, so the argument might run, 
a practical procedure for breaking down, following and taking 
the reader through the text (see next section), a crucial 
question remains unanswered- what is the theorotical basis of 
the method? Is the validation of analyses, as opposed to 
practical procedures for establishing them, simply a matter of 
inter-subjective agreement? If so how can the analyst claim 
to have accurately identified lay encodinqs and invited decodings? 
If there is no more particular validation procedure then is it 
not better to use methods which havo a clear external reference 
point (ie, linguistic methods)? The concept of members competence 
can be used to address these issues. 
6A 
working definition 
of the concept is: lay authors and lay and professional readers 
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are members of the same linguistic community in that they 
can understand the meaning of ordinary (ie. non-technical) 
language, this shared knowledge or linguistic competence makes 
the successful encoding and decoding of preferred meaning 
possible. Lay authors (ie. editors) can encode meanings which 
invite lay readers to decode texts in particular ways, and lay 
readers can decode in the way intended and professional readers 
(je. sociologists) can recognise these preferences because 
authors and lay/professional readers are, at a certain level and 
in a certain way, members or the same lanquage community. In a 
sense this argument is unproblematic. As Hall (1973a) has 
pointed out while there is some evidence for literal 
misunderstandings of texts, the fact of the matter is that there 
is a clear and obvious sense in which the majority of readers 
can understand what is being preferred because they are familiar 
with the norms of ordinary language. Howevert the use of the 
concept of shared linguistic competence and the assumption of 
.a 
language community have to be qualified. Firstly, it is not 
the case that all the analyses or all aspects of the analyses 
will necessarily refer to knowledge common to lay authors and lay/ 
professional readers. For example, if the analyst identifies 
reasoned adjudications between competing arguments which involve 
the analysis of a THEY who threaten OUR national interests, then 
he is in part identifying an argumentative form/rhetorical device 
which may not be visible to lay authors and readers. Readers 
may not argue that the author is using a form of argument which 
is powerful because it constructs a THEY; similarlyt lay authors 
may not say 'I will usti this form of argument in order to... ". 
Howeverv the way in which readers are invited to read texts is a 
major concern. If stocks of knowledge are quasi-scientific and 
are powerful because they are quasi-scientific thenApso facto 
readers must be in a position to arfue, legitimate and defend in 9 
a quasi-scientific manner. For example, readers may not be in a 
position to argue that the identification of a THEY is a 
powerful argurnentative form but they must be in a position to 
argue that their stock of knowledge is compelling because it is 
clearly the case that X throatens the national interests. Clearly, 
from the point of view of this research, while the nature of 
lay stocks of knowledge is a crucial issue analyses will not be 
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limited to the artintiIaLiol, Of *lay Competence. 
Given a concern with lay stacks of know] edrje (io. as 
opposed to aspects (ir lay , Luclýs ol krinwlod,,, e which may or may 
not be visible or apparent Ln 1ý, y atithors and readers) then 
the articulation of shared comliptence wM hP. the theoretical 
basis of the determination of meaning. As suggested there is 
an obvious sense in which is Unproblematic. ror example, 
the argument that strikers have often dc-imagpd the economy is, 
because of shared compptence, understandab. le as the argument 
that... . The meaning of this argument may be unclear in the 
sense that the extent of generalisation involved in 'often' is 
uncertain. However, we could not, for example, refer to the. 
linguistic form of the arnumcnt to clarify this matter nor could 
we refer to the number of times the word 'often' occurs. The 
fact that the argUrrient is essentially transactive or that it 
occurs a certain number of times tells us nothing about the 
extent of generalisation. The fnct that we could count the 
number of times the argument that strikers damage the economy 
occurs is beside the point: the 'often' argument is a 
qualitative generalisation and counting the number of more 
particular argUlTients itself involves recognising these arguments 
as arguments that... . The argument is understandable and the 
extent of generalisation determinable only be reference to 
shared competence (ie. compotenco suggests that 'often' means 
that damane is common and not atypical). As suggested the 
argument that other methods are superior is essentially an 
argument about practical strategies. If qualitative or 
quantitative formalisations of texts havel from the point of view 
of this researcht to tie supplr-, mented and ultimately validated 
by qualitative interpretations then, practical strategies asidet 
analyses of preferred meanings involve qualitative analyses 
which are possible because of shared compotence. 
This raises the second point: namely, that while there is 
a sense in which language is sharedq comrietences and language 
communities may be specific. As Hall (ibid) argues without, 
some kind of shared competence or general language community 
communication would be imPossible, but this does not necessarily 
mean that different culturesp groups or subgroups share the 
same codes and competences. Indeed as Forloy (Sri. No. 9) has 
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argued there may be significant-variations within particular 
subgroups. That corripetence/lannuage is soecific in the sense 
suggested and that this is a lon-itimate/worthy object of 
investigation is undeniahli,. However, in the case of this 
research the issue is not particularly relevant. Given the 
general powerful influence or newspapi, r Ian-uarlc, thp. more 
npecific power/influence which stemn frnm a di-monsfrably 
sucresoful relationshir with a corniiur. ty of rearlers and the 
rererencii to and re-use or reviiliaailr, well established knowledge, 
then it is not unrý, asnnablp to posit. a lar)(ju, i(jr- shared by Jay 
authors and readers. This is tict tr) ray thal, all aspects of 
popular nfnispaper language are consistent with all the 
competences of all their regular readers or that it is not 
mediated by spPcific compet. encps/languages; it is simply to say 
that the section of public opinton which thu newspapers 
regularly and successfully influu, ncp will be cornriptent in the 
norms or urdinary lanfjtiage which tho iiews'pa, )or uses. The decoding 
of the language- the possihýliýy that it is mediated by specific 
couipetences/languages- is a separate issue (see pp. 0-11) in the 
sense that, literal misunderstandings apart, the majority of 
non- preferred decodings or mi., diations are not the result of 
misunderstandings of langiiagp hut rathei-Adirrurent responses 
to what is said (pg. "negotiated" or"oppositional" decodings, 
Hall 1973a, 1973b, Morley 198na). Ploreoverl popular newspapers 
are public mediums 3110 Must therefore be rooted in public norms 
of ordinary language; consequentlyi, they will riot be 
incomprehensible to the majority of non-regular readers or to 
professional text analyst,;. Given a certain level of literacy 
and the competence which stems from socialisation analysts can 
familiarise themselves with the forms and contents of popular 
newspapers and publicly demonstrate preferred meanings. This is 
not say that popular nriiispapprr, do not use language in 
distinctive ways unly that, because of the essentially public 
nature of the JaDjUage particular us2ges will be visible and 
comprehensible to analysts. Hence while there is a sense in 
which the assumption of a shared language is problematic it 
is 
by no means unwarrantedp and does not involve a denial or 
the 
specificity of competence or thr possibility of the mediation 
of the language by compotences/languages (again see pp* 
0-11)* 
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True, in the last instance, the. analyst can never be certain 
that tie/she has completely and exhaustively identified the 
relevant preferred weanings; unless he/she is a genuine member 
of a community (ie. utterly familiar with and immersed in any 
particular usages) thpre bi'll always be an element of doubt. 
However, in the case of modern popular newspapers there are no 
serious problems; they are not, rnr example, historical, esoteric 
or specialist texts. Moreover, as SLI1,11.1ested, more 'formal' 
mpthods would involve a sir; 6lar element of doubt in that, at 
least from the point of view of this research, they would involve 
qualitative interpretation. 
PRACTICAL Plk(, 'CEIAIRL! ý 
The above has sugqested that for the purposps of this 
research a qualitative analysis of the relevant complexities of 
the whole is more efficiprit than quantitative or qualitative 
formalisations; that the general theoretical basis or the method 
is the articulation of sharpci compeLence-, that qLI31itative 
analyses of the wholp shotild an-,; can be ri-goroijs and public. 
The validity of thR methorl is dtpendpnt ()r. Hie provision of a 
clear and rigoroiis practiral py-orpiltirH. For analysing the whole 
tt-. xt; a procr-dUrP (s) which is szýnsitiwp. to Lhe relevant 
complexities of texts and which clParly/rigorOLISly dpmonstrates 
to the reader the validiLy or otherwine of the operationalised 
hypothesis. The followiny are the fis-, (-! ntial practical components 
of the method. 
1. A micessary, though not stirf irirnt, compnnent is the quoting 
of parts of the editorials and the provision of analyses of these 
parts. To givu, a simple example. In S7 (seo appendix onp. ) the 
author begins by suggesting that "THAINY HEAVEN that Home Secretary 
Willie Whitelaw has had the (jtjts to demand that the. law should 
be enforced against steel strike pickets who go too far" (S7: 2). 
An analysis of this part would be- This part Suggests to the 
reader that the Home Secretary has rightly asked for the law to 
be enrorced against steel strike pickets. This analyst has used 
competence to provide this reading and has assumed that shared 
competence is such that readers will see its validity. In other 
words it is assumed that the analyst's task is complete, a reading 
which articulates shared competence has benn offered for inter- 
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subjective validation. If the. analyst had felt that the reading 
was insufficiently grounded, tie would have provided further 
support and would not have stopped providing support until 
he was satisfied that claims were clear, justified and well 
supported. He could, to give a simple example, have added 
either of the following: has rightly (iP. "THANK HEAVEN ... 
rightly); has rightly (iP. "TIIW, T HEAVEN-"). These additions 
provide further support by indicating that rightly is a correct 
reading because competent readers toill equate THANK HEAVEN and 
rightly. 
The above is a very simple example but it demonstrates 
general principles. The analyst will support claims about 
quoted parts; the type and extent of support will vary but the 
principle is that the support clearly indicates the nature, basis 
and validity of readings. 
2, The provision of analyses or isolated parts is, of course, 
insufficient. it seems reason3hlr that the argumentative 
processes relevant to this rescarch tend to evolve in a linear 
manner; that is, the first two parts reveal more of the meaning 
of the overall process than the first part taken in isolation, 
the first three more than the. first two, the first four... . 
This is not to adhere to a crude ontology of texts it is simply 
to make what seems intuitively to be a generally valid assumption. 
Given this, except in special circumstances, the initial quote 
will be the first port of an c(litorial or a combination of early 
parts; analyses of the first part (s) will. hP Followed by analyses 
of subSerjUent rarts. These lat ter analyses will add to and 
d('VP10P thr-1 earlier ones; later analyses continL12 -in unfinished 
anclysis and ttu! tind result jr, an analysis of the whole. Obviously 
the precise Way 111 which analyst-,; are huilt tip will vary but 
quote/anal ysis/qtiote/analYsis//qLjcil, ti/ / analysis is the basic format. 
In addition where norpssary sumi, iaries and reviews of analyses 
will he provided (ie. half way Uirough an editorial, at the end of 
an editorial, whon the contenl. s of one editorial have to he 
re. lated to other contents. 
3. To quote and anal yse evejýy sintile part of 71 cd1torials, ever, 
if several parts are often quoted together, wnuld be impractical. 
The analyses would not be endless hut they would be extremely 
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cumbersome. I-lence on accasions parts of parts (ie. words, phrases 
or sentences) or whole parts will not be quoted. It might be 
argued that this rLMS counter to the principlPs of the method. 
The analyst must wark throiiijh --)iirl 
I. akc Llip reaclor through the 
whole part by part otherwise the hasis and validity of analyses 
of overall argumentative processes will be uncertain. Howeverg 
the vast majority of parts will be fully or almost fully quoted, 
only those parts which do riot cont. ributf-, significantly to the 
overall process will bo omitted and readers will be aware of 
what has been omitted and can therefore chack judgments about 
significant contribution. Moreover, the analyses will involve 
working through the whole, except in very special and notified 
circumstances parts will not be treated in isolation from the 
context in which they occur. 
4. Analyses will, of course-, lie made froi,. i the point of view 
of the approach/operationalised hypothesis, see p. 28 for the 
division of labour between chapters 3,4p5,, 5,7. 
5. What follows is an extended illustration of 1-5, it consists of 
an analysis of one of the ExprPss editorials. 
In E2 (see appendix one) the author begins by suggesting that 
"THE PROPOSED elimination or 52,000 jobs in thp steel industry 
is a shocker. It will affect all the major stepl-making centres ... 
especially South Wales, where bittPr memaries of the grim 1930s 
are already being rovived" (E2: 2). This part suggests to the 
reader that the prospect of lost jobs is disturbing (ie. 
"oe. shocker ... 11) because steel communities will 
be adversely 
affected. In the next part It is suoOn-, ted that "Nor is this 
the end or the story. Sir Charles Villiers is thinking in terms 
of a further 209000 redundancies. Obviously oill Sirs, whose 
Iron and Steel Trades Confederation will bear the brunt ... 
has got to fight his corner" (E2: 3). This 1-iart further 
emphasises the issue or lost. jobs and invites the reader to see 
a critical trade union respons(i (ie. fighting a corner) as 
understandable (iP. "OhViOLISly... "). The author proceeds by 
qualirying this invitation: "But whet, in fact, can lie do? 
There is cortainly a case for tfie view that British Steel 
manacemont has been hail and short-sighted over the years... 
(but) 
there is too much ... plant whirli t, lill nover be profitable 
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again... If the industry is to., be in ruttire viable, then all 
this has to tie cut out" (E2: 4-E2: 5). In tho light of the 
Parlipr parts these parts that while a critical trade 
union response is understandable there is nothing that can be 
done, viability is Lhe impnrtant thing and dtýrrws 'r , (in a cut in 
j0hS (ie. CLIttin( Unpror-itaLile plants= cutting jobs). 
The ovurall int(-ntion in E?: 2-E2: 5 seems to be to SLIggOSt 
to readers that those who are concerned about lost jobs must 
adopt a realistic attitude; that is, accept that viability is 
the issue and that lost johs are inevitable. In the rest of the 
editorial the author reinforces and develops this argument. It 
is suggested that "In short, what we have is a hard and ruthless 
operation designed to make our stepl industry internationally 
competitive ... these painful channes ... should 
have been made 
gradUally... . But as happens all 
too often in British industry, 
necessary changes are not made until they have to be put through 
in a desperate rush and in the biorst pcssible economic 
conditions ... Sir Charles Villiers 
is right to concentrate 
production ... in only the most modern plants, with strictly 
rational manning levels. StrikP action over the 2 per cent pay 
offer- or days of protest- can inake no difference. And the story 
of British Steel will be the story of other British industries 
in the next few years" (E2: 6-E2: 8). These parts suggest that 
painful changes are necessary and that attempts to challenge or 
resist then are pointless/unrealistic because only these changes 
can ensure future viability. Thoy also invite the reader to 
make generalisations, ie. delayed changes are typical of British 
industry and necessary/painFul changes will have to be mado in 
other industries.. Noreover, there is same re-production or 
knowledge involved in the sugqestion "But as happens all too 
often in British industryp necessary changes are... ". ' This invites 
the reader to equate past and present, re-demonstrates that in 
British industry necessary changes are uften delayed. ljowevert 
it is not a particularly strong apneal to a series of confirming 
instances and there is no evidrtrice for re-production in the 
other parts*of E2,; they offer particular arguments about, to use 
a general term, the steel industry. True the suggestion that 
11 ... the story of 
British Steel will be the story of other 
British industries in the next few years" offers the reader a 
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non---pecific argument but it dQ. cs not re-produce knowledge. 
It does, hOWPver, lay the basis for future rp-productionsl(le, 
the author1r, future comrients cnUld fillfil hin/her current 
predictions) . 
The aýtive simp-I Y illustj*8tes the barn bories of 'the method 
and prucpduret in practice the an,. -lysis would hý-, part of a 
series of analyses and thH virious forms and cnW. f-, nts would be 
described ar, d commented/elahor,, al-nd on in various ways (see, p. 
2r, for division of labour). This may seem an extremely tedious 
method; however, given the approach (ie. the details of the 
specifics of certain argumentative processes), thn need for a 
clear and rigorous procedure which fulfills the reqijirements of 
the operationaliserl appi-nach/hypothesis and valiflatFIS analyses,, 
and the benefits to bt- fjainfýd rroin a rigurt-jus/puhlic 
examination of the whole then it is both worthwhile and necessary. 
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FOOTNOTES 
The presentational featurps of this example are used in 
the actual analyses. Each editorial has a letter, a main 
number and qualifying numt-, -ers preceded by colons. The 
letter is the initial letter of the newspaper (ie. S), the 
main number identifies a whole editorial in a chrononlogical 
sequence (ie. S19 S2p S3 ... 
), the qualifying numbers refer 
to the parts of a particular editorial (ie. S7: 1, S7: 2t S7: 3t 
S7: 4 ... 
). In all cases the parts are naturally occurring 
paragraphs, le. they faithfully reflect the editor's 
paragraphing 2f 
=hiS ýEr text. 
2. This is not to say that there are no correlations or that 
the issue of correlations- and the use of linguistic 
methods in general- cannot he fruitfully pursued and 
developed. As will become apparent the argument is simply 
that from the point of view of this research the absence 
of one-to-one correlations ineans that linguistic methods 
are less efficient. 
This may seem an obvious statement. Howeverr there is a 
sense in which qualitative content analysis is just a 
general label for a variety of analyses of different kinds 
and levels of form/content. For example, Brunsdon & Morley 
op cit, Chibnall pp cit, Cohen op cit, Connell op cit, 
Glasgow Univnrsity redia Group fill rit, 1-1811 1973a, Hall et 
al 1976, lq78, Florley 1976, Smith et al 11375- are all works 
which nither employ qualitative r, -ethods or have a significant 
qualitativi, dimension, Wil. Lhu th;, oretiual pýirspoctives 
and mpthodological approaches employed lead to a variety 
of analyses of forms/contents. As suggestpd many of these 
steategivs are relevant to this research but to adopt a 
priori a particular strategy or collection of strategies 
would not necessarily produce a method which efficiently 
facilitated a consideretior of the various features of the 
explicit aro; umr-. ntativP , irocesses. Hence, for example, the 
premises and imaf. ýes found in the erUtorials may be 
important features buL may iiot be the only ones and may 
intFir-act with othors. COIIS;? IILWnt. 1y, a move r,, E, nP. ral strategy 
for Isepinn what is Pnipir. -Ically involved in the proces is 
required. 
4. Examples of work adoptinij this strnte(j, / arp. those given 
above. However, it must st. ressed that in practice 
they provide variot s kinr: s of analyses: tht- 'Pxtract riniethod' 
in thr, basic procedUrn, /pri, icipi. t3. Ancl(--,, r$on and Sharrock's 
(up c1t) critique of 11radical IIIRdia/CUltUral studies" 
(ibid p. 367) involves EiXtensivo criticism or this method. 
(NJ. footnote 1. to their article indirates that by this 
term they mean virtually all the analyses of content 
referred to in this rpsp. arch). Moro specifically, for 
exarTiple, they suggest that the work it) question ignores 
the rorms and contexts in which extracts appear and 
selectively analyses Hxtracts which do not reveal 
the 
meaning of the whole.. Murdock's 
(1980) reply persuasively 
argues that they misrepresent the work in question; 
for 
example, while the detail of the analyses and extracts varies 
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it is extremely difficult 
, 
to see the validity of the claim 
that texts are crudely used 11 ... in illustrative service 
of preconceived themes. " (ibid p. 373) Examples of very 
detailed usages of the rxtract method include Brunsdon & 
Porley op cit, Glasgow University Media Group op cit, 
esp. vol. 2, Smith et al op cit. 
5. This is not to argue that this procedure is a necessary 
condition for any valid analysis, but rather- as will 
become apparent- that in the case of this research it 
is the basis of a clear and rinorous analysis. In the 
light of footnote four a relaied point is that the adoption 
or it means that disputes about the representativeness 
of extracts and the ways in which analyses were arrived at 
could be avoided, or at least minimised. 
6. This concept is associated with ethnomethodology and is 
thereby linked to a particular set of theoretical/methodo- 
logical concerns, assumptions and arguments. The argument 
which follows detaches it from this particular tradition 
and simply suggests that an atheoretical version of the 
concept is central to the proposed method. Whether or not 
ethnomethodologists would sanction this neutralised usage 
is irrelevant. From the point of view of this research 
the point is that some important remarks can be 'borrowed' 
and put in a more general context (Atkinson & Drew 1979 & 
Turner 1974 are the sources drawn on). 
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CHAPTER THREE 
THE RE-PRODUCTION OF COMMUNITY: THE ECONOMICS OF THE 
STEEL STRIKE 
. INTRODUCTORY, COMMENT 
. Four of the newspapers offer a consideration of 
what can be called the "economics of the steel strike" 
(e. g. the merits and effects of. the steelwqrkereý pay 
claim, the economic consequences of the steel strike, the 
relationship between the strike and the. economic 
fortunes of the steel industry, the relationship between 
the pay claim, the*stri. ke and-the Government's. economic 
and industrial policy). In a sense this is not a very 
satisfact*ory category; it draws together. a number of 
diverse arguments and-economic perspectives. Moreover,, 
different newspapers emphasise different issues to dif- 
ferent extents. However, there are a number of 
editorials which, in general terms, invite a considera- 
"2 tion of the. economic dimensions of the steel strike. 
This chapter examines these editorials (see appendix 
two). Each newspaper. will be analysed in turn. 
,, DAILY, EXPRESS. OPINION 
Under the heading "This winter's bumpy ride" (E1: 1)y 
the, Express introduces the steel strike to readers by 
suggesting that "LAST WEEK saw us jumping out of the 
miners' frying pan into the steel workers' fire" (E1: 2). 
It is then suggested that "The short-lived euphoria-over 
the miners' settlement- despite the fact that it was at 
a dangerously high 20 per cent- has been followed by 
anxiety-over a possible steel strike that would paralyse 
much of British industry" (EI: 3). These introductory 
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parts invite the reader to see the threatened steel strike 
in the context of the settlement of the miners*'-; ý, pay claim. 
They suggest to the reader that pay claims past and 
present can be understood as problems (i. e. frying pan 
into the fire). This is a re-production of knowledge in 
the sense that the author is suggesting that knowledge 
about a past-event (i*e* the mineri', ý_settlement) can be 
applied to a recenf, -event i. e. the steelworkers'l pay 
claim/threatened strike). The suggestion is that the 
general argument- pay claims are problems- can be 
applied to both events (i. e. EI: 4 clearly suggests that a 
disputed pay claim is the cause of the threatened strike). 
True it is not necessarily the case that the author is 
suggesting that. all pay claims can be understood in this 
way, he/she is only equating. one past and-one recent 
event (i. e. two pay-claims not pay claims in general). 
However, there is some ' re-production 
of knowledge. 
Clearly, to suggelt that the pay claim/threatened strike 
can be understood as similar to the miners2_pay settle- 
ment. is to produce knowledge by re-producing knowledge. 
Readers are invited to understand a past and a recent-event 
in terms of the same knowledge, to see the similarities 
between past and present. 
The author proceeds by suggesting that negotiations 
in the steel dispute have not reached an advanced stage 
(El: 4) and that despite the findings of a survey recent 
pay claims and settlements are high (EI: S-El: 6). It is 
then suggested that "The Government has always known that 
it would have to keep its seat belts tightly fastened 
during this winter's bumpy ride of wage claims" (El: 7): 
This part, as does the title- "This winter's bumpy ride" 
(EJ: J)- suggests that the Express has formulated a 
number of wage claims as problems (i. e. not just the 
minere-- and the steelworkers"-- claims). To suggest that 
the Government knows it has to resist this winter's bumpy 
ride of wage claims is to suggest that there have been 
potentially problematic (i. e. If ... bumpy ride... ") wage- 
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claims in previous winters. To suggest this in the 
context of the steelworkers pay claim/threatened strike 
is to suggest that the steelworkerS,,, claim is the latest 
of this particular winter's problematic claims. Clearly, 
the phrase 11 ... this winter's bumpy ride of wage. claims" 
invites the generalisation- pay claims are problems. 
More specific phrases would be: during this winter there 
will be ... ; in the next two months... the steel- 
worker's pay. claim is... The author does not indicate 
the time period covered by this generalisation. However, 
it is. clear that he/she is suggesting that there have 
been a series of winters characterised by problematic pay 
claims. Hence it would seem that the, Express is under- 
standing the steelworker'sý, pay claim/threatened strike by 
drawing on a stock of knowledge about wage claims. 
Readers are invited to see the threatened steel strike. as 
the latest in a series of-events which demonstrate the 
validity of the knowledge that wage claims are problems. 
Four suggestions indicate the reasons why the author 
regards wage claims as problematic: the suggestion that 
the miners? settlement ... was ... a dangerously high 
20 per cent... " (EI: 3); the suggestion that "... a 
possible steel strike would paralyse much of British 
industryll (El: 3); the suggestion that 11 ... as the 
Chancellor has said, the present 18 per cent average of 
pay settlements can only lead to hundreds of bankruptcies 
and hundreds of thousands unemployedIt (El: 6); and the 
suggestion that 11 ... if our economic performance is to 
improve significantly within the next six months, it is 
crucial not only that pay rises moderate but-that public 
spending and monetary growth are brought under control 
now" (EI: 9). The significant feature of all these 
suggestions is that they seem to offer local as opposed 
to re-produced knowledge; that is, they involve specific 
arguments about specific-events (i. e., the miners' 
settlement ... possible steel strike ... , the present 
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IS per cent... J, ..., within the next six months... 
). 
In other words in El there is no re-production of 
knowledge about why wage claims are problematic, only a 
re-production of the knowledge that they are problematic. 
True the reader can use the argument that wage claims 
sometimes lead to strikes and the argument that high wage 
claims adversely effect industry, employment and economic 
performance to consider the nature of the wage claim 
problem but. there is no-evidence that this is re-produced 
knowledge. There is, for example) no invitation to 
adopt a historical perspective on economic performance or 
the relationship between wage levels and employment. 
Hence the only firm conclusion which can be drawn from 
the analysis of El is that the Express draws on a s-ýock of 
knowledge about wage claims to provide an understanding of 
the steelw6rkers wage claim which suggests that it, 
like 
some previous wage claims, can be understood as a problem, 
In E3: 8 the-threatened steel strike is formulated in the 
following way "Certainly the prospect of beginning another 
New Year with another crippling industrial dispute can 
dent the spirit of-even the most invincible optimistl''5' 
This part suggests to the reader that the steel strike 
would be the latest (i. e. another) in a series of crippling 
New Year industrial disputes. In so doing it re-produces. 
the knowledge that the New Year is often characterised by 
problematic (i. e. crippling) industrial disputes. Clearly, 
the author is not providing new knowledge but understand- 
ing the steel strike in terms of the old knowledge that 
crippling\, industrial disputes often occur in the New Year. 
Readers are invited to understand the steel strike in 
these terms and thereby to re-affirm a stock of knowledge. 
More generally, in the light of El readers are reminded 
that the wintpr/New Year is the time when the wage* claim/ 
industrial dispute problem recurs. 
The use of a stock knowledge about the industrial 
disputes problem is also a feature of E4* The author 
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begins by suggesting that "TODAY Britain could begin the 
1980s with the most disastrous industrial dispute since 
the coal strikes of 1974. A long drawn out steel strike 
could cripple British industry if it is accompanied by 
action from the train*drivers ... and ... dockers ... 
(E4: 2-E4: 3). These parts suggest to the reader that the 
steel strike is the latest in a series of disastrous 
industrial disputes and, given certain conditions, poten- 
tially the most disastrous in the series (i. e. the phrase 
"... most disastrous ... 11 suggests that disputes past and 
present have been/are-more or less disastrous; the 
argument that effective secondary industrial action would 
make the steel strike crippling suggests that it is poten- 
tially the most disastrous dispute). Clearly, in 
E4: 2-E4: 3 the author is dr'awing the reader's attention to 
the similarities between the past and the present, re- 
producing the knowledge that industrial disputes are 
problematic because they have disastrous effects on 
industry. The invitation to place the steel strike in a 
historical c6ntext is continued in the suggestion that 
"There will, however, be one important difference between 
a steel strike and the coal strike, not to mention the 
"winter of discontent" of last year. There will be no 
General Election this year. The Government will not 
fall" (E4: 4). While this part announces a difference 
between a steel strike and previous strikes it also 
invites readers to consider a similarity. Namely, that 
one aspect of disastrous disputes is that they are threats 
to Governments. To suggest that the difference between a 
steel strike and previous strikes is that the Government 
will not fall is to suggest that a steel strike like some 
previous strikes would be a-threat to a Government (i. e. 
something which brings the Government down). Clearly, 
the fact that the author suggests that in practice the 
steel strike will not effect the Government does not 
falsify the knowledge that strikes are often threats to 
Governments. 
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Taking E3 and E4: 2-E4: 4 together it would seem that 
the Express has a stock of knowledge about industrial dis- 
putes which suggests that they are threats to Governments 
and are problems because they have disastrous/crippling 
effects on industry. Readers are invited to see the 
steel strike as the latest in a series of-events which 
demonstrate the validity of this stock of knowledge. In 
E4 the author proceeds by inviting the reader to consider 
in detail the economics of the steelworker's wage claim. 
It is suggested that the situation testing the Govern- 
ment's nerve is that despite the fact that the steel 
industry loses approximately ZI million a day "... "the 
steelworkers are demanding a wage increase of around 17 
per cent- which is the going rate of inflation" (E4: 5). 
It is then suggested that "The money is not there. Only 
if the Government printed more money, or raided the tax- 
payer, could more cash be produced. It will not happen. 
Why should it? Most-people's wages are limited by what 
their firm or industry can actually earn. W'hy should the 
steelworkers. occupy a privileged position? (E4: 6-E4: 7). 
These parts suggest to the reader that the best approach 
to the steelworkers wage claim is to tie a wage increase 
to earning power and to refuse to allow unearned 
increases (i. e. onets which are paid for by printing 
money or by providing taxpayer's money), This recom- 
mended approach to the steelworkersi wage claim is 
reinforced in the suggestion that 11 ... the assumption that 
their living standard should be maintained- as some sort 
of God-given right- irrespective of the real economic 
value of what they produce, is wholly unreal', (E4: 8). The 
use of the phrase "Most people's wages*9.11 suggests that 
the author is inviting generalisation, suggesting that 
tying wages to earning power/the real economic value of 
the product should be a general principle rather than a 
specific response to a specific wage claim (i. e. a 
principle which should be applied to all, or at leasý 
most, wage claims not just to the steelworker's claim). 
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To suggest that the steelworkers should not be privileged 
in the sense that their wages, like most people's, should 
be tied to earning power is to suggest that tying wages 
to earn3ng power 3S the best approach to wages in general. 
That the author considers the recommended approach to the 
steelworkersý wage claim to be an appropriate approach to 
wages in general is confirmed by the suggestion that "The 
world is not like that. And Britain has got to learn that 
lesson if it j-s ever to pull itself up again" (E4: 9)'. In 
the light of E4: 6-E4: 8 this part suggests to readers that 
the country's fortunes will only improve if it is reallsed 
that wages have to be related to the real economic value 
of the product. Put another way it suggests that provid- 
ing unearned wages/maintaining li. ving standards regardless 
of the value of the product is unrealistic and will prevent 
an 3mprovement in the country's fortunes. 
The overall j. ntention in E4: 5-E4: 9 seems to be to 
suggest that the steelworkers"'. wage claim j. s unreali. sti-C 
and contradicts the princi. ple that wages should. be 
related to earning power/the real economic value of the 
product. Clearly, j. n so suggesting the author seems to be 
proposing a general approach to wages and, at least by 
implication a general economic strategy (i.. e. the implica- 
tion of the suggesti. on that accepting the recommended 
general approach to wages will enable Britain to ft ... 
pull i. tself up again" is that economi. c success for Britain 
depends on the appl3. cati, on of the wages ti. ed to earning 
power pr3nciple). However, while the author clearly 
seems to be understandi. ng the steelworkers' wage claim 
by proposi. ng a general approach to wages and a general 
economic strategy, there j-s no-evi. dence that this j-. nvolves 
a re-production of knowledge. True the author's argument 
is not a local one, however, the invited generalisation 
does not seem to be a re-produced generali. sation. 
There 
is, for example, no clear invitation"to adopt a 
historical 
perspective on the relationship between wages and earning 
power. 
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Taken in isolation the argument about the effects 
of a long stqel strike in E4: 10 also lack a re-productive 
dimension. It is suggested that "A long s-6rike would not 
only damage British'industry in general. It will hit the 
long term future of the steel industry. Some. plants that 
close may never re-open. 11 While this part seems to offer 
local knowledge it is, a re-production of knowledge in the 
sense that it re-affirms knowledge by specifying two of 
the ways in wh ich the steel strike could be disastrous/ 
crippling. In the two concluding parts of E4 it is 
suggested that "Many recent industrial disputes have shown 
how long it takes for workers to make up again the wages 
that were lost. In short)-everybody will lose. Is it 
too late for rationality to come in and take-over" (E4: 11- 
E4: 12). The first of these parts reminds readers that 
industrial disputes adversely affect workers. The second, 
via the suggestion that-everybody loses, draws together 
the suggestions that industry in general, the steel 
industry and the steelworkers will be adversely affected 
by a long strike* While the first part is re-productive 
in the sense that it points to a similarity between 
previous strikes and the steel strike, it may not be a 
significant part of the. Express' , 
stock of knowledge. This 
is so because the claim that it takes workers a long time 
to make up lost wages seems to be used to provide support 
for the. claim that, everybody loses, it is not, or does not 
seem to be, an intrinsically important argument but rather 
a argument which provides support for another argument. 
However, the argument is re-productive. 
In E4 the fact that workers in a loss making industry 
were demanding a high wage increase was formulated as 
"... a test of the Government's nerve" (E4: 5). A similar 
formulation is found in E5. It is suggested that the 
picketing/secondary industrial action which is taking 
place cannot be justified but is, until a Bill becomes 
law, legal (E5: 2-ES: 5). It is then suggested that "In 
the meantime, we can expect to see picketing employed 
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ruthlessly in support of the steelworkers' industrial 
action ... it seems certain that they are on to a loser. 
The Government, which could easily step-in to provide 
more cashp appears to be determined to sit it out what- 
-ever the cost" (E5: 6-E5: 7). The author proceeds by 
suggesting that a General Election is not imminent, that 
the Government has a big majority and that 11 ... it is 
. clear that Mrs. Thatcher and Sir Keith Joseph can hold 
out longer-than can the steelworkers- provided they keep 
their nerve" (ES: 8). These parts re-affirm the knowledge 
that the. steel strike, like previous. strikes, is a threat 
to the Government of the day, a threat which this partic- 
. ular Government can resist. As in E4 the. Express' stock 
of knowledge is given a local modification. The author 
is suggesting that while the knowledge that strikes 
threaten Governments is still valid the current Govern- 
ment can resist the threat. The references to picket- 
ing/secondary industrial action in the earlier parts of 
E5 suggest that these activities are oneýof the means by 
which. strikers threaten Governments. A lot of the 
, Express editorials refer to this kind of. activity. These. 
editorials are analysed fully in the next chapter. For 
the moment it is sufficient to*briefly consider the 
references in E4 and E8o In the first case it is sugges- 
ted that'effebtivd secondary industrial. action could make 
the steel strike a crippling dispute (E4: 3), the most 
11 :. dispute since the coal strikes of *. * disastrous. 
1974" (E4: 2). In the second case it is suggested that 
various forms of industrial action (E8: 8) can be used 
to lawfully, mount a. blockade against the country's* 
. economic 
life far more severe than anything imagined.. -. 
by Hitler's U-boat 
, 
s.. *" 
(E8: 7). Clearly, for the 
,. Express, industrial action, 
to use a general term, is 
considered to be one of the means by which strikers 
threaten Governments and damage industry/the economy. 
Having suggested that the Government can resist the 
threat posed by the steel strike the author proceeds by 
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suggesting that "What will happen to a virtually bak- 
rupt steel industry in the meantime is another matter. 
How many jobs will be left when. all this is-over? 
Productivity in the steel industry may not be as low as 
has been made out, because the French and Germans do the 
sums on a different basis from us. Even so, the 
91,000,000-a-day losses of the British Steel Corporation 
show that the industry is simply not earning the money 
to pay the-wages that are being demanded" (E5: 9-E5: 11). 
These parts re-affirm knowledge by specifying one of the 
ways in which the. steel strike has damaging effects and 
suggest that regardless of arguments about productivity 
figures the fact is that the principle that the steel- 
workers wages have to be related to the earning power 
of their industry applies. 
. These issues are-also raised in E6. The author 
begins by, suggesting that the steel. strike will probably 
escalate inio a dispute which involves non-steel unions 
(E6: 2-E6: 3) and a general confrontation between the TUC 
and the Government (E6: 5). It is then suggested that 
trade union. action not a Government U turn is responsible 
for this situation (E6: 6-E6: 7). The author proceeds by 
inviting a focus on the. economics of the steel strike. 
It is suggested that "Through the increasing confusion 
and complication of the dispute, one thing. -istands like a 
stone, Because of the dramatic collapse of the world 
steel market and its resultant inability to pay off its 
debtsp the-Steel Corporation is, to. all intents and 
purposes, bankrupt. It simply has not got the money to 
pay. its employees more if they do not earn their pay 
rises by increased productivity Nor can the Government 
afford to keep on-subsidising industries that do not break 
, even or make a profit. The unions are surely capable of 
understanding the fundamental. economic sense of this- and 
so of ending a strike that is a gift to our foreign 
competitors while crippling further our declining 
industriesp like steel" (E6: 7-E6: 12). As well as re- 
affirming the Express' stock of knowledge about the 
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damaging effects of strikes these parts prefer a 
particular. economic theory; namely, that the steel- 
workers have to earn their pay rises via productivity 
and that the Government should not subsidise industries 
which are not viable. There are no indications that 
this knowledge about pay rises and loss-making indus- 
tries is re-produced knowledge., It would seem that in 
E6, as in E4, the author is providing a local analysis 
which. stresses that it is important to earn wages and 
not to use subsidies. True in E6, as in E4. there is 
some invitation to generalise (i. e. subsidise 
industries ... 11) but this generalisation 
does not involve 
the re-production of knowledge.. 
Clearly, there is a relationshiý between the re- 
produced and non-re-produced knowledge found in the 
,., Express. For example, in E4 it 
is suggested that the 
situ. rtion testing the Government is that an unearned 
wage increase is being. claimed (E4: 5-E4: 7); in ES it is 
suggested thdt the Government can resist the option of 
providing unearned cash (ES: 7-E5: 8); and in El it is 
suggested that high wage, claims adversely effect 
industry, employment and the country's. economic perform- 
ance (E1: 6 and E1: 9). Clearly,, in these parts non- 
re-produced knowledge re-affirms the re-produced 
knowledge that wage, claims are a problem and/or the 
re-produced knowledge that industrial disputes adver- 
sely effect industry/the economy and threaten Govern-* 
ments. However, as has been demonstrated, there is no 
, evidence to suggest that the-Expresst preferred economic 
theory-. that is, the viability of particular industries., 
industry generally and the nation is dependent on a 
refusal to. allow subsidies and a. close relationship 
between wages2 productivity and earning power- is re- 
produced knowledge. A relevant point here is that the 
analysis of E2 in chapter two indicated that the author 
is inviting the argument that the necessary changes 
designed to make the steel industry viable (e. g. closing 
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uneconomic plants, concentrating production in modern 
plants, having rational manning levels) will have to be 
made in other industries (E2: 8). This argument re- 
affirms some of the main dimensions of the, Expresst 
preferred economic theory and suggests that if industries 
are to be viable this theory will have to be applied in 
the future. It will be recalled that a similar sugges- 
tion is made in E4: namely, that the country's economic 
fortunes will only improve if it is realised that wages 
have to be related to the real. economic value of the 
product (E4: 8-E4: 9). ' This kind of suggestion can be 
seen as an initial. step in the formation of a future 
. stock of knowledge* 
Given that the author is prefer- 
ring a particul-ar. economic theory and indicating the 
desirability of applying this theory in the future it 
follows that this theory is a good candidate for inclu- 
sion in a future. stock of knowledge. 
The, Express' existing stock of knowledge primarily 
consists of the knowledge that past and Present are 
similar because wage-claims are problems and because 
industrial disputes adversely effect'industry/the 
. economy and threaten 
Governments., This-statement can be 
qualified in three ways. Firstly, as the analysis of 
E2 demonstrated, the author re-produces the knowledge 
that 11 ... in British 
industry, necessary changes are not 
made until they have to be put through in a desperate 
rush-and in the worst possible. economic conditions" 
(E2: 7). Secondly, E4: 11 can be read as a re-production 
of the knowledge that industrial disputes involve a loss 
of earnings which is difficult to make up. Thirdly, 
the author points out that industrial. action is one of 
the things which bring about the adverse effects 
associated with industrial disputes* There are no 
indications that the author is suggesting that some wage 
-claims or 
industrial disputes cannot be understood in 
the terms provided by the stock of knowledge* Hence it 
seems reasonable to assume that he/she considers this 
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knowledge to be an adequate and comprehensive descrip- 
tion of. all wage-claims and industrial disputes (i. e. all 
claims and disputes in the period covered by the stock of 
knowledge). 
., DAILY, MAIL-COMMENT 
The, Mail introduces readers to the threatened steel 
strike by suggesting that it is--possible to have sympathy 
for the-steelworkers. It is suggested that "You have to 
have a balance sheet, instead of a heart, not to feel some 
sympathy for the men who work in this industry" (MA1: 3) 
The author proceeds by indicating reasons why it is pos- 
sible to feel sympathy: jobs have been lost (MA1: 4); more 
jobs may be lost (MAI: 4); and they have been offered 
a mere 2 p. c. 11 (MAI: 6) pay rise. This invitation 
to see that it is possible to have sympathy for the steel- 
workers is followed by the suggestion that '? So Mr. Bill 
Sirs, the moderate leader of'the Iron and Steel Trades 
Confederation., feels driven to stand and make a fight of 
it'. ' (MAI: 7). This part suggests to readers that the 
threatened. strike is a reaction to lost jobs and a low 
pay offer. In the light of the invitation to feel 
some sympathy ... 11 for the steelworkersthe suggestion is 
that the threatened. strike is an understandable reaction 
to adverse circumstances. The author proceeds by sugges- 
ting that It ... the poor chap and his 
85,000 members are 
not-even fighting with their backs to the wall. Behind 
them is nothing except the abyss. It is suicide. 
Sheer suicide*" (MAI: 8-MA1: 9), These parts suggest that 
while it is possible to have sympathy for the steel- 
workers a strike in their defence would be suicidal., 
The author proceeds by indicating why strike action 
would be suicidal* It is suggested that "If they do 
succeed in shutting down the industry., losses currently 
running at Zi million a day will become-even more cata- 
clysmic. That, in turn, must mean even more redundan- 
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cies" (MA1: 10). It is then suggested that-even 
if a strike were to produce a substantial improvement in 
basic pay... 11 (MA1-. 11) there would be more redundancies: 
"One. steelman's pay rise would be another steelman's 
one-way ticket to the dole queue. They can't win" 
(MA1: 12). This formulation of the suicidal nature of 
the proposed-strike defines it in terms of adverse 
effects (i. e. -closing the industry leads to worsened 
financial losses and more redundancies) and suggests that 
-even if the strike is "successful" the. steelworkers' will 
. still suffer. 
However, there is no-evidence to suggest 
that the author is re . -producing knowledge: Both MA1: 10- 9- 
MA1: 12 and MA1: 2-MAI: 9-seem to be providing local 
knowledge, specific arguments about specific-events 
(i. e. The proposed strike is suicidal. An improvement 
in basic pay will mean redundancies). There is no use 
and/or re-affirmation of a. sto6k of knowledge: no 
reference to the past or to the similarities between the 
past and the present. Nor is, there any., evidence for 
the re-production of knowledge in the rest of the 
editorial, After referring to the possibility that 
many trade unionists may not want to be involved in a 
hopeless. strike (MA1: 13-MAI: 15) the author suggests that 
"The hard truth is that there is only one way forward 
for British. Steel: fewer men, many fewer men working 
more productively, far more productively" (MA1: 16). It 
is then suggested that the low productivity of British 
. steelworkers 
(MA. 1: 17) is the reason why the steel 
corporation ... is offering. its workers next to nothing 
on basic pay, buý up to 10 p c. extra for*those who can 
and will work more ekficiently" (MA1: 18). The author 
proceeds by suggesting that "It would be utterly dis- 
honest, however, not to concede that improved produc- 
tivity will-also create yet more redundancies ... For 
the world is in recession and already cluttered up with 
surplus steel nobody wants to buytt (MAI: 19-MAI: 20). 
Like the earlier parts these parts only make specific 
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arguments about the economics of the steelworker's pay 
.. claim and 
the steel industry, they lack any re- 
productive dimension. In the context of the earlier 
parts they suggest that while it is possible to have 
sympathy for the. steelworkers the truth of the matter 
is that the realities of the 11 ... balance sheet... " 
,6 (MAI: 3) have to be faced. For the, Mail these 
realities are: that increased findnciaýl losses result- 
ing from a. strike would mean more redundancies; that 
increases in basic pay in a loss-making industry means 
increased redundancies; that the steel industry will 
only be viable when manning levels are reduced and 
productivity increased;. that British steelworkers are 
relatively unproductive, consequently pay rises must 
be 
linked to increased productivity; that job losses are 
inevitable whatever happens. 
The concluding parts of MAI are as equally 
specific as the earlier parts. It is suggested that 
"Because, when times were not so bad, successive 
Governments could not summon up the courage to back the 
tough measures required to make British Steel viable 
and competitive, the painful changes are having to be 
pushed through now, when the. economic weather is foul. 
A national. steel. strike will not, avert these changes. 
It will only render them more traumatic" (MAI: 22-MA1: 22): 
Again, these parts seem to provide local knowledge about 
the. eponomics of the steel strike. They suggest, in 
the light of the rest of the editorial, that while it is 
possible to have sympathy for the-steelworkers the 
realities of the balance sheet make painful changes 
inevitable. Clearly, in MAI there is no-evidence to 
suggest that the author is re-producing knowledge. 
Readers are only invited to consider local arguments 
and knowledge. 
Similarily, MA2 only provides local knowledge. 
The author begins by suggesting that the strike will 
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probably go ahead (MA2: 2) and that the 11 ... grievance 
is that British-Steel's offer of a2 P'c. rise is 
lunrealistict" (MA2: 3). It is then suggested that the 
steelworkers are quite right, but not in the sense 
they mean. For, given the hopeless productivity of the 
British steelworkers, and the fact that the corporation 
is losing a million pounds a day, what is surely 
unrealistic is to offer any wage increase, at all" (MA2: 4- 
MA2: 5) Th9se parts re-affirm some of the arguments 
found in MAI. They suggest that low productivity and 
heavy financial losses make a low or zero offer inevit- 
able The author proceeds by suggesting what pos- 
sible purpose will a strike in January serve? It can 
only result in reduced orders and, therefore, less jobs 
at a time when customers are few, and world steel 
. 
_capacity 
far-exceeds the demand. The awful truth is 
that nobody owes the British. Steel workers a living" 
(MA2: 6-MA2: 7). . Like the earlier parts these parts 
re-affirm some of the arguments found in MAI but-are 
local arguments about the. economics of the. steel strike. 
In the terms of MAI they suggest that the strike would be 
suicidal (i. e* lost jobs, reduced orders) and that the 
steelworkers have to earn a living through efficient 
production. 
In general what emerges from MAI and MA2 is the 
local knowledge that a high pay offer cannot be made 
and that a strike in support of higher pay is illegit- 
imate because the steel industry is not functioning 
efficiently. -Clearly, there is some continuity between 
MAI. and MA2 but no re-production of knowledge. There 
are,, for example, no invitations to adopt a historical 
perspective on loss making industries, unrealistic pay 
.. claims, 
the relationship between pay and productivity or 
the need to earn a living. 
There is, however, -evidence for the re-production 
of knowledge in MA3 and MA4. In MA3: 6-MA3: 8 it is 
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suggested that "Already ... the steel furnaces are bel. ng 
banked down and vast tracts of British industry are ring- 
i. ng the weeks on the calendar that could lead to crisis 
and closure by early February. There is a wintry sense 
of ddja vu... of, 10h God, here we go again'. What 
reason have we to thi. nk that the steelmen and other 
desperate and determined groups of trade unionists in 
the early 80s will not bury Mrs. Thatcher-and her hopes 
of regenerati, ng Bri. tain as surely as the miners and the 
local authorl. ty workers saw off Ted Heath and Jim 
Callaghan 1-n the 70s? " 
7 These parts suggest to the 
reader that the steel stri. ke is potentially the latest 
in a series of stri. kes whi. ch have led to cri. sis/closure 
and whi. ch have been desperate/determi. ned threats to 
elected Governments. Clearly, the use of the phrase 
if ... here we go again ... 11 i-nvi. tes readers to remember 
that strikes which lead to crisis/closure and which 
threaten Governments have occurred before, and to formu, 
late the steel strike as another example of thi. s kind of 
strike. This re-production of the knowledge that strikes 
threaten Governments and the viabili. ty of British 
industry suggests that this knowledge has been valid for 
a decade and may conti. nue to be vali-d i. n the 1980s. The 
suggestion that Mrs. Thatcher may not be burnt (MA3: 10) 
anno'unces the welcome possibility that the Mail's 
knowledge may cease to be vali. d. Clearly, the praise 
for Mrs. Thatcher in MA3: 10-MA3: 14 suggests that the . 
author does not want her and her hopes for regeneration 
burnt. Readers are expected to re-affi. rm a stock of 
knowledge and praise a person who may falsify the know- 
ledge that trade unionists... . 
In MA4 the author begi-ns by suggesting "HUSTLE, 
bustle- what a busy, busy time it is for thi. s country's 
scurrying trade union leaders" 
(MA4: 2). He/she pro- 
ceeds by suggesting that "Mr. Len Murray, lugubrious and 
self-important is here, there and everywhere. 
Liai. son 
committees are being set up. Guidelines agreed. 
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International brotherhood invoked. Say 
, ý, ýur 
the moment. 
For this is one of those rare occasions when you can 
witness the Great British trade union movement acting 
wi. th a sense of national purpose and a will to achi. eve a 
common goal... an 'own-goal'. The wrecki. ng of , 
the 
economy... the brothers ... really do feel involved 1. n 
the steel strike. They respond to the challenge of 
closing down furnaces and foundari. es; of fi. ghti. ng to 
preserve unproductive jobs" (MA4: 3-MA4: 9). These parts 
provide general knowledge. The nature of this know- 
ledge becomes clearer when MA4: 3-MA4: 9 are considered in 
the light of the concluding part. It i. s suggested that 
"Here mobilised, is a truly impressi. ve display of that 
force for negative action which has the hallmark through- 
out the world of organised Briti. sh labour. Uni-ted they 
fail" (MA4: 10). ThIs part suggests that the actions of 
trade uni. on leaders/the trade uni. on movement during the 
steel stri-ke are a good example (I.. e. 11 ... a truly 
impressi-ve display... 11) of the actions of organised 
labour in general. Clearly, the earli, er suggesti. on 
that " ... this is one of those rare occasi. ons when you 
can witness the Great Bri. ti. sh trade union movement 
acting... to achieve ... (the) 'own-goal' (of) ... 
wrecki. ng the economy" (MA4: 7-MA4: 8) is ironic. The 
author is i. n fact suggesting that occasions when i. t is 
possi. ble to witness the negati. ve acti. on of'the Bri. ti. sh 
trade union movement are commonplace. Hence MA4 
invites readers to see the steel strike as the latest in 
a series of-events whi. ch demonstrate that one of the di. s- 
tinguishing features of the actions of trade uni. on 
leaders/the trade union movement i. s that they adversely 
effect the viabi-lity of parti. cular industries and 
industry in general (j.. e. closing down furnaces/ 
foundaries, preserving unproductive jobs, wrecking the 
economy). 
Clearly, in contrast to MA1 and MA2) MA3 and MA4 
provide re-produced rather than local knowledge. What 
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emerges from these two editorials is that the author is 
re-producing the knowledge that, the actions of trade 
unionists during strikes are a threat to Governments and 
the viability of particular industries and industry in 
general. (i. e. trade unionists: "... Bill Sirs and his 
steelmen ... 11 
(MA3: 5); ... groups of trade unionists ... 
(MA3: 8); ... trade union leaders ... 
(MA4: 2); 
... trade union movement ... 
(MA4: 7); "... brothers... " 
(MA4: 9))- 
,A 
number of the Mail editorials consider the 
actions of agentsýlike trade unions/trade union leaders, 
However, of those not analysed to date only three are 
primarily concerned with the "economics" of these 
8 
actions. In MA11 the author begins by suggesting that 
a private steel firm "Shut down by secondary strike 
action ... is losing El million a week... 
Chairman' 
Derek Norton says that while this crippling dispute lasts 
he will refuse to pay taxes and insurance... worth E2 
million a month... Mr. Norton and his firm are victims 
crying out for justice. Not only are they victims but 
they are also the breadwinners for the nation. It is 
they and their like who support the State, subsidise its 
welfare needs and foot the bill for its follies. Yes, 
it is the money squeezed out of what wealth can still be 
created by such private enterprise which pays for. schools, 
hospitals, debt-ridden nationalised industries and-even 
handouts to the families of strikers" (MA11: 3-MA11: 8). 
These parts invite the reader to use an incident during 
the steel strike as an occasion to make a generalisation. 
They suggest that private enterprise in general, not just 
Mr. Norton and his firm but "... they and their like... ", 
-finance public spending and ensure a healthy welfare 
state. In the last two parts the author invites further 
generalisation. It is suggested that "The banners 
behind which our unions march still proclaim the brother 
hood of man. Some brotherhood when the only solidarity 
they can show is to bite the hand that feeds them" 
These parts suggest that unions in 
... our unions ... 11 not just the steel unions or general, 11 
6o 
the unions involved in the secondary strike action, 
adversely effect the economic viability of private enter- 
prise and thereby threaten the viability of the welfare 
state. 
Hence it would seem that one of the intentions in 
MAII is to invite the reader to make a general contrast 
between the positive actions of private enterprise and 
the negativ-e actions of trade unions. The author is 
using. a particular instance (i. e. a private steel firm 
I'Shut down by... is losing... ") to produce and support a 
general contrast between trade unions and private enter- 
. 
prise. This is a re-production of the knowledge that 
the actions of trade unionists have adverse effects in 
the sense that it re-affi: ýms some of the knowledge re- 
produced in MA3 and MA4. To suggest that firm is 
losing money and witholding taxes and insurance because 
of a crippling dispute is to re-affirm the knowledge that 
during strikes the actions of trade unionists threaten 
the viability of particular industries It is not clear 
whether MAII offers re-produced knowledge as opposed to 
being a re-affirmation of knowledge found in other 
editorials. There does not seem to be a reference to 
the past or to the similarities between the past and the 
present. 
9 The author seems'to be simply producing a 
generalisation. Consequently, the contribution of MA11 
to the stock of knowledge, or at least the stock of 
knowledge identified so far, is probably limited to the 
above re-affirmation. Nevertheless it does not seem 
unreasonable to suggest that readers may add social 
damage to their stock of knowledge about the adverse 
effects associated with the actions of trade unionists 
during strikes (i. e. threaten particular industries, 
industry in general and thereby social expenditure). 
However, there is no definite-evidence for this addition. 
One thing which MA11 clearly does is to specify an 
activity which causes the damage associated with the 
actions of trade unionists (i. e. secondary strike action). 
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It is now possible to see parts of MAI and MA2 as 
re-affirmations of part of the Mail's stock of knowledge. 
As was seen both of these editorials, amongst other 
things, formulate the proposed strike in terms of 
adver'se effects on the viability of the steel industry. 
Given MA3, MA4 and MA11 this formulation is a re- 
affirmation of-the knowledge that the actions of trade 
unionists during strikes adversely effect particular 
industries. - 
In MA13 the author begins by suggesting that "IN an 
apparently desperate move to cripple the British Steel 
Corporation and force Sir Charles Villiers and the 
Government to go back to the negotiating table, the steel 
unions are to start picketing the customers" (MA13: 2). 
After drawing the readers attention to Mr. Moss-Evanst 
support for the actions of the steel unions (MA13: 3) the 
author proceeds by suggesting that "This escalation of 
the strike was-evidently cooked up by the TUC chiefs who 
are worried that the Thatcher policy of no surrender may 
be paying off, and that if it does, it may have a ripple 
effect throughout industry, reducing both their bargain 
,- 
ing power and prestige" (MA13: 4). In the light of MA3 
the opening parts of MA13 remind the reader that the dis- 
tinguishing features of trade union. activity during 
strikes is that it damages particular industries and is 
a threat to the Government of. the day (i. e. the argument 
that the secondary picketing aims to cripple the 9SC 
suggests an escalation of damage not just potential 
damage). There is a sense in which the author is clearly 
suggesting that, at least in the case of the steel strike, 
damaging an industry and threatening a Government are 
related rather than distinct aspects of trade union 
activity. However, in MA3, as in the. Express, threaten- 
ing Governments seems to be defined as bringing them down 
and there is a difference between bringing a Government 
down and bringing it back'to the negotiating tableo 
Nevertheless MA13: 2-MA13: 4 does suggest, or at least 
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imply, a relationship between damaging an industry and 
threatening a Government. 
After suggesting that the escalation is dangerous 
and may be unsuccessful (MA13: 5-MA13: 7) the author 
provides a more specific analysis of the economic con- 
sequences of the escalation of the strike. It i. s 
suggested that a successful strike would be catastrophic 
(MA13: 8): "The more steel-users are ruined, the less 
demand there will be for steel when-the strike is-pver. 
Those customers who survive will look around for 
substitutes or alternati. ve supplies which are more 
reliable, so the market for British steel will be 
permanently reduced and more jobs will be on the scrap- 
heap" (MA13: 9-MA13: 10). If these parts are taken in 
isolation they provide local rather than re-produced 
knowledge. They suggest that a successful strike will 
adversely effect some of the industries who use steel, 
the steel industry and the job prospects of the steel- 
workers. However, Mail readers have a stock*of 
knowledge which suggests that one of the distinguishing 
features of trade union acti. vity during strikes is that 
it causes damage to particular industries and industry 
in general. Hence MA13: 9-MA13: -10 is a re-affirmation 
of part a stock of. know. ledge. A further re-affirmation 
is provided in the concluding part. It is suggested 
that "We must hope that despite this raising of the 
temperature of the strike, the steel bosses and Tory 
mini. sters alike will keep their cool and their nerve" 
(MA13: 14). Thi. s part re-affirms the knowledge that 
the. actions of trade unionists during strikes threaten 
Governments and reinforces the implied relationship 
between damaging an industry and threatening a 
Government. 
The last of the editorials which deals with what 
has been called the economics of the steel strike begins 
with the suggestion that "THE Government will not 
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intervene in -%I-dhe steel strike" (MAS: 2). It is then 
suggested that "... yesterday... Sir Keith Joseph 
explained why there are to be no beer and sandwiches 
this side of the industrial grave. His arguments were 
bleak and convincing. At present, other British 
workers, through their taxes, are providing 91,800 in 
subsidy a year for, every steelworker in employment. 
This simply cannot go. on" (MAS: 2-MAS: 4). These parts 
suggest that the Government will rightly (i. e. rightly- 
convincing arguments) not intervene because intervention 
will involve continued subsidies to the steel industry. 
After further criticism of interventionist/subsidy 
policy and support for. the Government's non- 
interventionist policy (MA5: 5-MAS: 7) the author proceeds 
by making a more general statement about non- 
intervention. It is suggested that "For many years,, 
Sir Keith has preached. Now he must practice ... He 
must sit on his hands immobile hour after hour, day 
after day, week after week and, it may be, month after 
month, while the industrial crisis grinds on. What he 
must on no account do- and nobody understands it more 
profoundly than the anguished guru of Mrs. Thatcher's 
Government- is plunge his hands into the public purse 
to buy off the strikers" (MA5: 8-MAS: 9). These parts 
suggest that the policy of non-intervention is a good 
policy because it does not involve spending public money 
to subsidise workers/settle strikes. They also re- 
produce the knowledge that a non-interventionist/non- 
public money policy is a good policy. To suggest, in 
the context of support for this policy, that Sir Keith 
must practice what he has preached for years is to 
suggest that this policy was appropriate in the past and 
is still appropriate týday. 
It will be recalled that part of the knowledge 
produced in MAI and MA2 is that the steel industry will 
only be viable when the steelworkers work more efficiently 
and/or earn their wages via increased productivity. 
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Given this knowledge and the critique of subsidised work- 
ing in MA5, i. t seems reasonable to assume that the Mail 
prefers a non-interventionist policy because it prefers 
the following theory: efficient, productive working leads 
to economic viability, subsidised working threatens 
economic viability because it is inherently inefficient/ 
unproductive (i. e. unearned/public money has to be used to 
support industries and/or workers). It follows that MA1 
and MA2 re-affirm a stock of knowledge which suggests that 
a non-interventionist policy provides the best approach to 
wages, strikes and industry in general. In conclusion 
the author suggests "The phoney skirmishing is-over. The 
real test of will between the unions and this new 
Government, which happens to be Tory., has begun" (MAS: 10). 
In the context of the earlier parts this part suggests 
that there have been a series of conflicts between the 
unions and Governments, conflicts which threaten Govern- 
ments in that they test thei. r will to refuse to subsidise 
workers by providing public money. To suggest that 
this new Government, which happens to be Tory... " is 
having its will toresist the use of public funds to 
subsidise workers tested by the unions during the steel 
strike is to suggest that previous Governments have had 
their wills tested in a similar way. Hence for the 
.. Mail strikes, past and present, not only threaten the 
existence of Governments but also test their will to 
resist interventionist options. This latter piece of 
knowledge not only defines strikes in a particular way 
it. also re-affirms the knowledge that interventionist 
policy j, s good policy; a policy which should have been 
applied in the past and which should be applied today. 
The Mail's stock of knowledge suggests that past 
and present are similar in two respects. Firstly, the 
actions of trade unionists during strikes damage 
particular industries and industry in general, threaten 
Governments in the sense that they can bring them down 
and test their ability to resist interventionist options. 
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Secondly) a non-interventionist/non-public money policy 
is the best approach to wages, strikes and industry in 
general. This statement can be qualified in three ways. 
Firstly, secondary strike action is seen as a cause of 
the damage associated with the actions of trade unionists. 
Secondly, readers might add damage to social expenditure to 
their knowledge of the effects of the actions of trade 
unionists. Thirdly, readers might see damage to industry 
and threatening a Government -as related rather than dis- 
tinct aspects of the actions of trade unionists. As in 
the, Express the author does-not indicate any definite 
exceptions to the stock of knowledge. 
10 Hence it seems 
reasonable to assume that it is considered to be an 
adequate and comprehensive description of all-events in 
the period covered by the stock of knowledge. 
.. MIRROR-COMMENT 
The. Mirror's introduction to the economics of the 
steel strike begins by inviting the reader to consider 
the way the steelworkers have not received a fair deal. 
In MR1: 2 it is suggested that "IT'S not just a two per 
cent. wage rise the steelworkers are being offered. With 
todayls price increases it's-also a 15 per cent. cut in 
their standard of living". This part suggests to the 
reader that the steelworkers have not received a fair deal 
because the pay offer does not really constitute an improve- 
ment To suggest that the pay offer is in effect a cut 
ifi living standard is to suggest that it is unfair. The 
next two parts of the editorial reinforce the unfairness 
argument by suggesting that the offer is only unavailable 
to it ... those 
lucky enough to keep their jobs" (MR1: 3) 
and that "Communities dependent upon steel are being 
devastated by closures. ... 
(They) fear mass unemployment" 
(MR1: 4). These parts suggest to the reader that some 
steelworkers have not received a fair deal 
because they 
and their communities are being adversely effected 
by 
closures/job losses. 
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The intention i. n the first secti. on of MR1 (MR1: 1- 
MR1: 4) seems to be to-invite the reader to use the notion 
of fairness to sympathise wi. th the steelworkers. 
Readers are offered knowledge which invokes sympathy for 
the steelworkers because i. t indicates the way they have 
been unfai. rly treated and effected. The reader is 
i-nvi. ted to recogni. se that the steelworkers deserve 
sympathy because low offers, job losses and closures are 
unfai. r. The notion of unfai. rness i. s used in the rest of 
the edi-torial. Readers are invi. ted to see Si. r Charles 
Vi. llj. ers' argument that trade union! -sts cannot be pro- 
tected from reali. ty (MR1: 5) from the steelworkers point 
of view: 11 ... for 50,000 men whose jobs are going that 
sounds li. ke the ski. pper sayi. ng: "The shi. pls si. nking. 
Throw some more men-overboard"" (MR1: 6). This part 
inMokes the not3. on of fairness by suggesti. ng that Si. r 
Charles Vj. llj. ers i. s treati. ng the steelworkers unfai. rly, 
he i-s si. mply throwi. ng them-overboard. The author 
proceeds by listi. ng some of the -6hi. ngs the steelworkers 
can see: "They see Si-r Charles agreei. ng with the Govern- 
ment to end a L300 mj. llj. on a year loss within a few 
months- and dol. ng it at their expense'? (MR1: 7); "They 
see another loss-makj. ng i. ndustry, coal, offering mi. ners 20 
per cent. more. They see deri. sory cuts i. n. the Ci. vi. 1 
Servi-ce which mean that no one wi. 11 actually lose a'job" 
(MR1: 8); "They see the Cabi-net pursuing j. rrelevant changes 
i. n. trade union law whi-le production falls unhindered and 
unemployment ri. ses unchecked" (MR1: 9). It i. s then sugges- 
ted that the steelworkers consi. der these thj. ngs to be 
unfai. r and that "... they regard a two per cent. wage offer 
as a fi. nal i. nsult" (MR1: 10). In conclusi. on the reader i. s 
invi. ted to see the steelworker's sense of unfairness as 
an explanati. on of the threatened strike: . 
"That's why 
we're faced wi. th the threat of a nat3. onal steel strike 
from January 211 (MR1: 11). The suggestion here is that 
the threat of a strike i. s an understandable reaction to 
unfai-r treatment/poll. ci. es. The more general suggesti. on 
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in MR1: 5-MRI: ll is that the notion of fairness can be 
used to, understand the actions of the steelworkers and 
the. actions/policies which effect them. Readers are 
provided wiýh an account of the steelworkers perceptions 
which invokes sympathy for them. The author seems to 
be saying: we can see what the steelworkers can see, we 
sympathise with them and understand why they have threat- 
ened the strike. 
The-overall intention in MRI seems to be to invite 
the reader to use the notion of fairness to understand 
the. actions/situation of the steelworkers and ther actions/ 
policies which Pffect them. However, there is no 
evidence to suggest that the, Mirror is re-producing 
knowledge. There are, for example, no arguments which 
suggest that the use of the notion of fairness to under- 
stand the situation. and actions of oLccupational groups 
is part of a stock of knowledge. Clearly, MRI is a local 
text. 
The author begins MR2 by suggesting that "THE 
British Steel Corporation plan for survival will mean dis- 
aster for a third of its workforce and the communities in 
which they live.. * Parts of South Wales, the North-East 
and. Scotland will know unemployment at levels not seen 
since the 1930s" (MR2: 2 and MR2: 4). These parts develop 
the argument that the steelworkers deserve sympathy 
because they have been unfairly treated by reminding the 
reader of the devastating effects of sackings/closures 
(i. e. develop and remind in the sense that they re-affirm 
one of the arguments made in MR1). The author proceeds 
by suggesting that "The sackings and closures will cost 
the Corporation 9250'milliono With luck, it will save 
the Corporation a loss of'Z300 million a year" (MR2: 5). 
This part could be read in two ways, either as an invita- 
tion to consider the financial benefit of sackings/ 
closures to the Corporation or as an invitation to con- 
sider the smallness of the financial benefit (i. e. "With 
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luck ... 11). The author's general intention is made 
clearer by the suggestion that "But the cost of keeping 
-men in employment will be transferred to social security, 
to keep them in unemployment" (MR2: 6). This part 
suggests to the reader that the British Steel Corporation's 
plan is illogical because nothing is ultimately gained by 
. it, the money saved will be paid out in social security 
benefits. Taking MR2: 5 and MR2: 6 togetherýthe suggestion 
is that-even if the plan saves the British Steel Corpora- 
tion money, little or no money will actually be saved. 
In the light of MR1 and the earlier parts of. MR2 the more 
general suggestion, or at least implication, is that the 
unfair sackings/closures areý not necessary, nothing will 
be gained, jobs will be lost and communities will be 
devastated. 
In the next part the author turns his/her attention 
to Sir Charles Villiers', claim that "He had to "do his 
duty"" (MR2: 7). It is asked "Duty to wfiýom? To the 
industry., which has gone from bad to, terrible under his 
chairmanship? To the workers, whom he is abandoning? To 
the taxpayer, who will still foot the bill in the end? 
Or to the Government., which has told him what to do? " 
(MR2: 8). This part as well as criticising Sir Charles 
Villiers' and implying criticism of the Government (i. e. 
their instructions led to the plans),. also remind the 
reader that the steelworkers are being treated unfairly 
(i, e. abandoned). In conclusion the author asks "When 
Sir Charles is doing his duty, shouldn't he consider 
including himself among the 53,000 who are going to lose 
their jobs? " (MR2: 9)*. Again, these parts combine 
criticism of Sir Charles Villiers (i. e. given his 
performance he should sack himself) with a sympathy 
invoking reference to lost jobs. The suggestion is that 
if Sir Charles Villiers wants to be fair he should sack 
himself as well as large numbers of his employees. 
The-overall intention in MR2'seems to be to re-affirm 
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the argument that the steelworkers have been unfairly 
treated and to criticise Sir Charles Villiers and the 
British Steel Corporation's 11 ... plan for survival ... 
(MR2: 2). Clearly, there is no-evidence for the re- 
production of knowledge. Like MRI, MR2 is a local text. 
The author provides a specific consideration of specific 
issues. However, there is thematic continuity between 
MRI and MR2. As well as providing sympathy invoking 
references to lost jobs and damaged communities, both 
editorials. also, invite criticism of Sir Charles Villiers/ 
the British Steel Corporation and the Government. (i. e. 
specific criticism of current. actions/policies). 
In MR3 the author begins by suggesting. that "THE 
steel strike which nobody wants and which the country 
can't afford will have to be settled around the negotiat- 
ing-table sooner or later**. Sir Charles Villiers,, who 
has. chaired British Steel deeper and deeper into disaster) 
is at least right about that" (MR3: 2-MR3: 4). It is then 
suggested that the initial low pay offer started the dis- 
pute (MR3: 5). that the offer was subsequently raised in a 
confusing manner (MR3: 6-MR3: 7), that if the latest offer 
is what it seems to be (MR3: 8) " ... it IS worth talking 
about" (MR3: 8), and that "With 52,000 jobs being lost in 
steel this year the unions will want to know how many 
more men must go to pay for the rises of those who stay... 
they must decide whether the price is too high" (MR3: 9). 
These parts suggest while it is possible to criticise 
Sir Charles Villiers for starting a strike the country 
cannot afford and for handling the pay offer badly, a 
potentially fair offer has been made and should be dis- 
cussed In so suggesting the author is re-affirming 
some of the arguments and knowledge found in MR1 and 
MR2. Readers are invited to criticise Sir Charles 
Villiers/the British Steel Corporation and to use the 
notion of fairness to understand the steelworker'. pay 
claim. 
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The author proceeds by suggesting that "For its 
part, the Government must come clean about its policy for 
loss-making state-owned industries ... in the end ... 
decisions on pay are its decisions. If two per cent was 
the origihal limit for the steel men why were the miners 
offered 20 per cent? And what about the railways? Like 
coal and steel they lose money. How much is British 
rail going to be allowed to offer the engine drivers? " 
(MR3: 10-MR3: 12). These parts invite the reader to use 
the notion of fairness to criticise the Government and 
sympathise with the steelworkers. They suggest that the 
Government has applied a pay policy unfairly and that it 
is the steelworkers who have been adversely effected by 
this-action (i. e. their pay offer was limited to 2%). 
The issue of the Government's*unfair application of a pay 
policy, which was also raised in MR1: 8, is given extended 
consideration in MRS. It is suggested that the logic of 
Sir Keith Joseph's view that more money cannot be 
offered without more productivity (MR5: 3) is .. 'undoubt- 
edly right. Higher wages without higher productivity 
means higher prices or higher taxation" (MR5: 4). It is 
then suggested "But why single out steel? Was the 
miner's 20 per cent rise paid-for out of higher produc- 
tivity? Or the local government workers' 13 per cent? 
Will the offer of 14 per cent to the civil servants be 
paid for by cutting costs? (MR5: 5-MR5: 6). Clearly, 
these parts re-affirm the suggestion that the Government 
has applied a pay policy unfairly and that it is the 
steelworkers who have been adversely effected by this 
unfair policy. In MRS: 8-MRS: 10 the reference to the 
Government's policy is as follows: "The Government says 
it isn't intervening in the steel strike, But by cutting 
off the Corporation's money it prevented a settlement. 
That's intervening. It didn1t do the same to the Coaý 
Board or the local councils. It isn't doing the same for 
its own workers. Its policy can't always be right. Or 
even always wrong. But at least it ought to be 
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consistent. " These parts invite criticism of the 
Government not so much because an unfairly applied 
policy has adversely effected the-steelworkers but 
rather because an inconsistent application of policy 
constitutes., whatever the Government says, an interven- 
tion in the. steel strike and has prevented a settlement 
of-it. This invitation and the invitation in the 
earlier parts of the editorial re-affirm knowledge in 
the sense t. hat they reiterate some of the arguments and 
knowledge found in MR1, MR2 and MR3. Though in the 
case of MRS criticism of the Government and sympathy for 
the steelworkers because they have been unfairly treated 
seem to be separable themes rather than two sides of the 
same coin. It would seem that for the, Mirror the 
Government can be criticised because it has applied a 
pay policy unfairly, because it's inconsistent applica- 
tion of policy constitutes intervention and prevented a 
settlement, and because it's application of policy is 
unfair to the-steelworkers, 
Similarily, in MR4 criticism of the British Steel 
Corporation is not invited simply because itts actions/ 
policies are unfair. on the steelworkers, Under the head- 
ing "Blunder bosses" (MR4: 1) the author suggests that 
"THE steel strike will have to be settled-eventually on 
terms not much different from those which are 
"unacceptable" today. * But whatever the concessions and 
whoever makes them) they won't compensate for the damage 
that a prolonged strike will do. The Corporation has 
so far blundered at-every step" (MR4: 2-MR4: 5). The 
author proceeds by. indicating the ways in which the 
Corporation has blundered: after announcing lost jobs 
it made a low pay offer (MR4: 5) and it rejected a plan 
to monitor productivity deals (MR4: 6-MR4: 7). In con- 
clusion the author suggests that discussions about the 
plan should continue (MR4: 8-MR4: 9) "Because the only 
alternative is a battle which will do more harm to 
Britain than a complacent Government imagines. Harm 
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much greater than the benefits to anyone" (MR4: 10- 
MR4: 11)- Clearly, MR4 re-affirms the invitation to 
criticise the Corporation and, to a lesser extent, the 
Government. 
However, as in-all the-Mirror editorials analysed 
so far, there is no re-production of knowledge. What 
emerges from MRI, MR2, MR3, MR4 and MRS is a consistent 
body of knowledge not a re-affirmed stock of knowledge; 
that is., the author co 
, 
nsistently invites a particular 
understanding of the. economics of the. steel strike. All 
these texts seem to be local, they consist of specific 
arguments about specific aspects of the steel strike. 
The nearest the-Mirror comes to relating the steel strike 
to more general knowledge is when it criticises the 
Governm. ent's policy on pay. Clearly, to make suggestions 
like -the Government's pay policy has led to high offiýrs/ 
awards to some. occupational groups but a low offer to the 
steelworkers- is to invite generalisation about the 
Government's pay policy (i. e. it has-been applied 
unfairly). However, this is only a limited generalisa- 
tion about one aspect of the Government's. activities and 
it does not draw on or re-affirm a stock of knowledge 
about the Government's pay policy or pay policy in 
general. 
In summary the main dimension of the, Mirror's 
body of knowledge about the economics of the steel strike 
are as follows: the steelworýers have been unfairly 
treated and deserve sympat4y: they have receivqd a low 
offer., have lost jobs and their communities are threat- 
ened by further job losses/closures; the British Steel 
Corporation/Sir Charles Villiers is open to criticism 
because it/he made a low offer which started the dispute, 
because it's/his policies unfairly effect the steel- 
workers, and because it/he handled the pay claim/ 
negotiations badly; the Government is open to criticism 
because it's inconsistent policy is unfair, unfairly 
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effects the steelworkers and prevented 4 settlement of 
the strike. 
A revealing feature of the use of the notion of 
fairness in MR5 is that the author. accepts the logic or 
internal validity of the argument that higher wages can- 
not be offered without increased productivity but pro- 
ceeds by using the noti , on of 
fairness to challenge this 
argument (MR5: 3-MR5: 6). This kind of foature is also 
found in MR1. It is suggested that 11 ... Sir Charles 
Villiers ... says: "It is not possible to protect trade 
unionists from reality". Maybe not. But for the 50., 000 
men whose jobs are going that sounds like the skipper 
saying: "The ship's sinking. Throw some more men, over- 
board"" (MR1: 5-MR1: 6). In each of these cases the 
author is not challenging the logic/internal validity of 
an argument which suggests that the use of the notion 
fairness is not the most appropriate way to understand 
the steelworker's situation. In the first case the 
argument not challenged is higher wages can only be paid, 
if productivity is increased; in the second case the 
argument no-t challenged is reality is such that lost jobs 
are inevitable*. Having not challenged the logic/ 
internal validity of these arguments the author proceeds 
to use the notion of fairness to challenge their 
validity* In the first case he/she is suggesting: 
higher wages can only be paid if productivity is 
increased but why is this principle only applied to the 
. steelworkers? 
Why is it applied unfairly? In the 
second case he/she is suggesting: maybe trade unionists 
cannot be protected from reality but. it is unfair to 
simply throw men-overboard. 
The structure of MR5: 3-MRS: 6 and MR1: 5-MR1: 6 suggest 
that for the Mirro fairness to the steelworkers is the 
only criterion which should be used to assess' their pay 
claim and situation. To accept the logic/internal 
validity of arguments which propose other criterion but 
to argue that fairness is a more appropriate criterion 
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is to suggest that fairness is the only criterion which 
should be used, In short for the-Mirror the claim and 
situation are moral issues.. Though, in conclusion, it 
should be emphasised that there is no-evidence to. suggest 
that the4firror has invited readers to use the notion of 
fairness on previous occasions or that it considers fair- 
ness to be central to an understanding of pay claims, pay 
policies, occupational groupa and Governments. In the 
, Mirror it would seem that there 
is no re-production of 
knowledge only a consistent invitation to understand the 
economics of the steel strike in-a particular way. As 
has been seen the. Mirror only goes beyond local know- 
ledge when it suggests that the Government's pay policy 
has been applied unfairly. But this is not a generalisa- 
tion about pay policy in general or the Government in 
general, only a generalisation about one pay policy and 
one aspect of the Government's. activities. Moreover, 
it is a generalisation which involves no reference to 
the past or to the similarities between the past and the 
present. 
,, THE', SUN-SAYS 
The, Sun introduces the-economics of the steel strike 
to readers by inviting them to consider the findings of a 
survey. It is suggested that "A NEW survey shows that 
seven out of ten British workers would think twice about 
making 
Auge pay claims if they thought their companies 
would suffer badly" (S1: 2): 
12 The author proceeds by 
relating this reported survey finding to a general theory: 
t'More and more people are learning that in many cases big 
wage demands mean fewer jobs" (S1: 3). These parts 
suggest that there is quantitative-evidence which suggests 
that the general theory in many cases big wage demands 
mean fewer jqbs/poor company performance is recognised as 
valid by the majority of people (i. e. general theory in 
the sense that it applies to many cases). The author 
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proceeds by applying the general 
* 
theory about wage 
demands to the threatened strike. It is suggested "So, 
why are the steel union leaders so hell-bent on calling 
out their 90,000 members? This (threatened strike) ... 
is in support of a pay claim of 20 per cent. It would add 
9240 million more to. the wages bill" (SI: 4-Sl: 6). The 
"So, why... 11 which introduces these parts invites the 
reader to use the general theory to question the logic/ 
legitimacy. of a strike. The author seems to be saying: 
given the known relationship between big wage demands 
and lost jobs/poor company performance why are we faced 
with a strike which is in support of a 20 per cent pay 
.. claim and which would add Z240 million 
to the wages bill; 
. clearly, the only result will be lost jobs and poor 
company performance. It is then suggested that the 
British Steel Corporation is, already in a poor financial 
. state. . "(W.... already expects losses of more than 
L300 million this year. And because of dwindling 
markets and the need to streamline the industry, ýhere 
are. plans to axe 50,000 jobs and close several plants" 
(SI: 7-SI: 8) The suggestion, or at least implication, 
here is that a 20% pay rise -would not only lead to lost 
jobs and poor company performance it might, also worsen 
an. already poor situation (i. e. more lost jobs/even worse 
company performance). 
. Clearlyp one of the 
intentions in S1: 2-S1: 8 seems 
to be to use a general theory about wage demands to 
understand the steelworkers pay claim. Knowledge is 
re-produced in the sense that the author is suggesting 
to the r. eader that the steel strike is the latest in a 
series of-events which affirm the validity of the 
knowledge that in many cases big wage demands mean fewer 
jobs/poor company performance. Clearly, this knowledge 
is part of a stock of knowledge. 
In the next section of S1 the author,, after sugges- 
ting that the-availability of productivity bonuses is one 
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of the reasons why the "... 2 per cent offer is not as 
bad as it seems" (S1: 9-S1: 10)1 proceeds by suggesting 
that "Higher productivity is vital., since Britain's steel 
men produce only about half as much per man as workers in 
the German. steel industry" (S1: 11). This reference to 
productivity can be read in two ways. The author could 
be suggesting that higher productivity is vital because 
the relatively low productivity of British steelworkers 
adversely Iffects the competitiveness of the British 
steel industry and/or that the relatively low productivity 
of British steelworkers means that a high wage claim and 
a threatened strike are illegitimate.. The first reading 
is an implication of S1: 11. The second is possible not 
just because it is implied in S1: 11 but also because 
S1: 11 is followed by the suggestion. "Let the union chiefs 
get. back to the negotiating table without delay" (S1: 12). 
In the light of. S1: 11 this part suggests that because of 
the low productivity of British steelworkers the union 
chiefs should call off the strike and negotiate the pay 
., claim.. 
Put another way the author seems to be suggest- 
ing that given the low productivity of British steel- 
workers a strike in support of a. high pay claim is-illegit- 
imate: True S1: 12 could be read not as a argument 
following on from S1: 11 but as a argument introducing 
S1: 13 and S1: 14- According to this reading the authorial 
suggestion would be that the union chiefs should go back 
to the negotiating table because "A prolonged strike 
would do massive harm to British industry generally. it 
would be fatal to the job prospects of the steel workers" 
(Sl: 13-Sl: 14). Both these readings seem equally 
plausible. Readers can see that low productivity and the 
adverse effects of a Iongg, strike are good reasons for a 
return to the negotiating table. There are no signs 
that the consideration of productivity and adverse effects 
involves the re-production of knowledge. Readers are 
offered local knowledge about the relatively low produc- 
tivity of British steelworkers and the effects of a long 
strike. 
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In S2 the author begins by drawing attention to an 
instance of sympathy for the steelworkers and reasons why 
sympathy is legitimate (S2: 2-S2: 4)* 
13 It is then sugges- 
ted that "But the fact is that the steel industry cannot 
afford-even one per cent. It is already L300 million in 
the red" (S2: 5). He/she proceeds by offering an explana- 
tion of the current financial state of the steel industry. 
-It is suggested-that "This has happened partly because 
there is a world recession in steel. But also for the 
far more important reason that the performance of the 
steelworkers is appalling" (S2: 6-S2: 7). The next step 
in the author's argument is to provide-evidence for the 
argument about the steelworkers performance and to offer 
an explanation of this performance: "Despite a massive 
programme of investment, each British steelworker produces 
only about half the output of a French or German worker. 
Japanese workers produce THREE TIMES as much stdel... as 
our own. And1the blame falls chiefly on the steel 
unions, with their restrictive practices and their 
stubborn insistence on: over-manning" (S2: 8-S2: 10). Taken 
together S2: 5-S2: 10 invite the reader to make the follow- 
ing logical/causal connections: there is clear-evidence 
that despite high investment the productivity of British 
steelworkers is relatively low; the steel unions' 
restrictive practices and insistence on-over-manning are 
responsible for the low productivity of British steel- 
workers; which is in turn responsible for the current 
financial state of the steel industry; the financial 
state of the industry undermines the legitimacy of the 
pay. claim, they cannot afford to offer any pay rise. In 
the later parts of S2 readers are invited to see this 
chain of knowledge as a realistic assessment of the state 
of the steel industry. It is suggested that "Sooner or 
later,, realism will have to dawn in our steel industry. 
It makes no sense at all for the railmen to help postpone 
the inevitable day of reckoning" (S2: 11-S2: 12). To 
suggest, in the context of the chain of knowledge, that 
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realism will have to dawn in the steel industry is to 
suggest that the industry will eventually have to recog- 
nise the validity of the chain of knowledge. To suggest,, 
again in the context of the chain of knowledge, that the 
railmen's threat to support the steelworkers (introduced 
in S2: 2) would merely help postpone 11 ... the inevitable 
day of reckoning.. -" is to suggest that., if the fortunes 
of the steel industry are to improve, the realistic logic 
of the chain of knowledge will have to be applied. There 
are no-clear indications in S2: 11-S2: 12 as to what elements 
of the chain of knowledge are se*en as constituting the 
realism of the day of reckoning. However, readers could, 
given the chain of knowledge, make a number of assumptions. 
For example: that high wage claims, indeed wages claims 
of any kind, are unrealistic; that higher productivity 
and the curbing of restrictive practices/over-manning are 
necessary to improve the industry's fortunes. 
Clearly, in the later parts of S1 and the whole of 
S2 there is no, evidence f'or the re-production of knowledge. 
Taken together they offer the reader a local analysis of 
aspects of the. economics of the steel strike, one which 
emphasises the fact, causes and effects of low produc- 
tivity.. The author does not invite the adoption of a 
historical perspective on pay claims, productivity, 
financial losses, strikes, restrictive practices, 
realism, etc. 
In S4 the author offers a local analysis of a sugges- 
tion made by Mr. Bill Sirs. It is suggested that "STEEL 
UNION chief Mr. Bill Sirs is being-even dafter than usual 
to suggest that his workers might call off the strike if 
they received their "productivity" money NOW" (S4: 2)s 
In S4: 4 the author proceeds by suggesting that "If words 
are to mean anything at all, productivity bonuses have to 
be EARNED- by higher productivity" (S4: 4). It is then 
suggested that there is precious little evidence... " 
(S4: 6) to support Sir Keith Joseph's belief " ... that the 
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British steelworkers are as good as any in the world" 
(S4: 5). As in S2 the author supports arguments about 
the performance of British steelworkers by suggesting 
that despite. high investment the relative productivity of 
British steelworkers is low (S4: 7). In conclusion the 
author suggests that "Mr. Sirs should send his men back 
to work to EARN their bonuses. And to prove that Sir 
Keith's faith is justified" (S4: 8). Clearly, S4 is a 
local text. - The intention seems to be to simply chal- 
lenge Mr. Sirs' suggestion and Sir Keith Joseph's belief 
rather than to relate-them to a stock of knowledge. 
True there is some continuity of knowledge between S1, S2 
and S4 (e. g. the author re-affirms arguments about the 
relatively low productivity of British steelworkers). 
However, there is no-evidence for the re-production of 
knowledge. 
There is such-evidence in some of the other edito- 
rials. In S3 one of the main intentions seems, to be to 
invite the reader to contrast two general. economic 
theories/policies.. The author begins by suggesting that 
before (the steel-unions) plunge Britain into indus- 
trial chaos'? (S3: 2), they should "Stop this madness- and 
start talking". (S3: 3). It is then suggested that "THE 
LAST thing we want is government intervention, as iabour 
Mps demand... WE all know where THAT leads. To higher 
INFLATION, fewer JOBS, greater TAXATION" (S3: 4 and S3: 6- 
S3: 7). These parts invite criticism of the intervention- 
ist. economic policy preferred by Labour MPs. It is 
-clear 
from S3: 6 that the author is re-producing criticism, 
He/she would not really be in a position to say If... WE 
. all 
know where THAT leads" unless he/she was confident 
that the effects of interventionist economic policy are 
part of the reader's stock of knowledge. To say we all 
know where that leads is not to tell readers something 
about the effects. of interventionist policy it is to 
remind them that they know what these effects'are. it 
is to say we know why interventionist economic policy is 
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inappropriate, if it is applied again the usual con- 
sequences will follow: higher inflation and taxation, 
fewer jobs. Clearly, in the first part of S3 the 
author is re-producing knowledge about the effects and 
appropriateness of interventionist. economic policy. 
He/she proceeds by suggesting an alternative to 
the Government intervention demanded by Labour MPs* It 
is suggested that "Instead the unions must start talking 
about how best to take the limited amount of cash the 
British Steel Corporation can offer. It isn't much. 
How could it be when the productivity of British steel- 
workers is so much worse than that of steelmen abroad? 
(S3: 8-S3: 10). One of the things which these parts 
suggest to readers is that the steel unions should 
negotiate within the financial limits set by the British 
, Steel 
Corporation's current financial situation rather 
---bhan want or expect Government intervention. This support 
for a non-interventionist policy (i. e. support- "Instead 
the unions must. -. 
9 is at the same time support for 
Mrs. Thatcher's Government's policy. 
14 
This becomes clear 
in the later parts of the editorial. In S3: 16-S3: 19 
it is suggested that the country cannot afford t-d 
use taxpayer's' money to meet, (the unions) unrealistic 
demands. This will be the first big challenge to Mrs. 
Thatcher's Government from powerful trade unions in a 
, state 
industry. Ministers must mean it when they say 
that it is up to the employers and the workforce to 
solve their own problems- Let them show that the bad 
, old 
days of buying off strikes with bags of unearned 
money have gone for, ever*. " These parts invite support 
for the Government's economic policy: namely, non- 
intervention in strikes. (S3: 18) and a refusal to use tax- 
payers money to end strikeso Hence the later parts of 
S3 make it clear that the author's preference for a non- 
interventionist policy involves a preference for 
Mrs. Thatcherts Government's policy, 
The reference to "... the bad old days of buying 
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off strikes wilth bags of unearned money... 11 is probably 
a reference to the policy of previous Labour Governments. 
A reference which re-affirms the knowledge re-produced 
earlier by reiterating the suggestion that intervention- 
ist policy is inappropriate and has adverse consequences 
(i. e. 11 ... bad old days... "). The status of the know- 
ledge about Mrs. Thatcher's Government's policy is not 
as obvious. Clearly, the author is supporting this 
____policy 
and suggesting that it should be applied t*o the 
steel strike. However., just how old this knowledge is 
is uncertain. There are, for example, no arguments like: 
we know where-interventionist policy leads.,, we, know that 
Mrs. Thatcher's non-interventionist policy is superior. 
The main re-production of knowledge in S3 is the re- 
production of knowledge about the appropriateness and 
effects of Labour's interventionist policy. However, it 
would be strange if the-Sun's stock of knowledge about 
interventionist policy did not include support for an 
alternative:. criticism and support are two sides of the 
same coin (i. e. to suggest that Governments should not 
intervene by providing taxpayer's/unearned money is to 
suggest that-all money paid out must be earned by the work- 
force and/or determined by the financial situation of the 
industry in question). Hence it seems reasonable to 
assume that criticism of an interventionist policy and 
support for Mrs. Thatcherts non-interventionist policy 
are two sides of the same stock of knowledge. 
Criticism of Labour's interventionist policy is the 
central theme in S14, It is suggested that Jim Callaghan 
suggested that he could end the dispute in days. He 
did not say how. But we, all guessed. He would have 
handed a bagful of gold to the strikers: Now he confirms 
those suspicions. What matter, he asks, if we DO add 
another E20 million or so to the national debt" (S14: 4- 
S14: 6). These parts suggest to readers that their stock 
of knowledge about the nature of interventionist policy 
has been confirmed (given S3 readers know that handing 
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out a bagful of gold is a description of interventionist 
policy). To suggest that we all guessed" how Jim 
Callaghan would end the dispute is to suggest that we 
(i. e. author and readers) have a stock of knowledge 
about the likely nature of Jim Callaghan's policy for end- 
ing the. steel strike, to proceed by. suggesting "Now he 
confirms those suspicions" i5 to suggest-that the steel 
. strike 
has re-affirmed what the, Sun. already knew. Clearly, 
the author is re-producing a stock of knowledge about the 
nature of interventionist policy: re-producing the know- 
ledge that this policy involves handing out unearned 
money to strikers. He/she proceeds by suggesting that 
adding to the national debt can be seen as a mere 
drop in the. ocean" (S14-: -6-S14-: 7)- It is then suggested 
"And how did we get'this. ocean in the first-place? It is 
made up of drops Drops dribbled out by Diamond Jim and 
his cronies. It was Callaghan and Co. who dug a pit for 
Britain by granting enormous, inflationary pay awards to 
win favour with the unions- or. to buy off blackmail... 
It was because he spent OUR money like a drunken sailor 
that Mr. Callaghan was. turfed out of office... he has 
. clearly 
learned nothing from his fall" (S14: 8-S14: 10). 
These parts develop the analysis of "the bad old days" 
provided in S3: 16-S3: 19.. They re-affirm the suggestion 
that industrial relations issues were handled by spending 
unearned/taxpayer's money (i. e. "OUR money" = unearned/ 
taxpayer's money) and develop this suggestion by pointing 
out that the last Labour Government's interventionist 
policy created a large national debt. They-also remind 
readers that this kind of policy is current Labour policy 
(i. e. 11 ... he has..., 
learned nothing from his fall"). 
. Clearly, 
in S14 the author is re-producing and re- 
affirming criticism of Labour's interventionist policy, 
formulating the-steel strike as the latest in a series of 
-events which demonstrate the validity of the, Sun's stock 
of knowledge. 
I 
In S13 the author begins by suggesting "THE. LATEST 
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idea for ending the steel dispute is to set up a court of 
inquiry" (S13: 2). He/she proceeds by criticising this 
option because it is a form of intervention (S13: 3-S13: 4). 
It is then suggested that "The Government are insisting 
on no intervention. Gone, they say, are the days when 
Whitehall was willing to. play fairy godmother to the 
workers, forcing employers to grant settlements they could 
not afford" (S13: 5-S13: 6). These parts remind readers 
that the current Conservative Government has a non- 
interventionist policy and invite support for this policy 
(i. e. the criticism of a court of inquiry because it is a 
form of intervention (S13: 3-S13: 4) = support for non- 
intervention). In the light of'S3 and S14 this is a 
re-production of knowledge in the sense that it re-affirms 
support for non-intervention. In conclusion, the author 
suggests that "A court of inquiry would be simply inter- 
v. ention by the back-door,. with some Left-wing professor 
induýging his pet financial theories and sociological 
aims. On past performance, the strikers would be handed 
-all they wanted. 
Maybe more. And the Governmentts whole 
industrial. strategy would be in ruins" (S13: 7-S13: 9). 
Readers will probably read these concluding parts as 
a specification of the reasons why the idea of intervention/ 
a court of inquiry should beyesipted, as the because 
elements of the following argument: intervention/a court 
of inquiry must be resisted because it. would result in 
unearned/taxpayer's money being used to settle the steel 
strike and because. it would ruin a good industrial strat- 
egy. True the author does not. directly suggest that inter- 
vention/a court of. inquiry should be resisted because.. 
and because, The text structure indicates that he/she 
is only suggesting that money being handed out and a ruined 
industrial strategy are the likely consequences of an 
academic inquiry. However, readers bringing the 
knowledge 
re-produced in S3 and S14 to bear on S13 will read 
S13: 8- 
S13: 9 as undesirable consequences, as reasons why the 
interventionist option discussed should be resisted. They 
know that providing unearned/taxpayer's money to settle 
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strikes is undesirable and that the Government's policy 
is good and therefore should not be ruined. Consequently, 
they know that the interventionist option discussed in 
S13 should be resisted because... . -Even if this 
reading is not made S13 in itself criticises an inter- 
ventionist option and supports the Government's non- 
interventionist policy. Hence it re-produces knowledge 
in that it re-affirms such criticism and support. This 
analysis might be objected to on the grounds that S13 
does not associate intervention with the Labour Party and/ 
or Labour MPs and therefore does not genuinely re-produce 
the knowledge re-produced in the other editorials. How- 
-ever, there is a contrast between a d. esirable non- 
interventionist policy and an undesirable interventionist 
policy. Hence it seems legitimate to suggest that S13 
re-affirms a central feature of the knowledge re-produced 
in S3 and S14. 
In S8 the author invites a consideration of the 
intervention/non-intervention issue by suggesting that 
Sir Keith Joseph's "... message on the steel strike has 
been clear and consistent. There are only two ways in 
which the steelmen can get more money. EITHER they fund 
the rises themselves, by increased productivity. OR the 
taxpayer coughs up yet more money" (S8: 3-S8: 6). While 
the author proceeds by distinguishing between Government 
money and taxpayer's money (S8: 7), it seems reasonable to 
assume that readers will read taxpayer coughs up yet 
more money" as a reference to the possibility of the 
Government sanctioning the use of taxpayerts money. Put 
another*way the author is in effect suggesting -or the tax- 
payer/Government coughs up yet more money.. This seems 
reasonable because competent readers-know that the Govern- 
ment makes decisions about the use of taxpayer's money) 
that taxpayer's money is to all intents and purposes 
the same as Government money. It also seems reasonable 
to assume that readers will read the presentation of 
Sir Keith Joseph's message as a presentation of a 
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desirable option and an undesirable option. Readers know 
that the Government has a desirable policy on non- 
intervention, a policy which recommends the non-use of 
taxpayer's money. Hence they will read the phrase 
the taxpayer coughs up yet more money" as a reference to 
undesirable interventionist policy and the phrase 
fund the rises themselves by increased productivity" as a 
reference-to desirable non-interventionist policy. 
The author proceeds by emphasising the extent to 
which taxpayer's money is already being used to subsidise/ 
support the. steel industry: "In the current financial 
year the steel industry will swallow f, 324,,, 000,, 000 of OUR 
money. Or, to put it another way, the rest of us are. already 
paying a subsidy of Z1,800 a year, or 935 a week, to-every 
man employed in the industry" (S8: 8-S8: 9). It is then 
suggested that the steelmen already earn more than the 
national, average (S8: 10), that the productivity deals now 
being offered would further increase their earnings (S8: 10) 
and that despite a re. cent increase British steelmen's 
productivity is, still lower than t-hat of French and West 
German steelmen (S8: 11). In the context of the earlier 
parts of the editorial S8: 8-S8: 11 suggest that financing 
any pay rise by providing more taxpayer's money would be 
wrong because large amounts of taxpayer's money are-already 
being used to support the steel industry/steelmen, because 
the steelmen are already earning relatively high wages and 
because they can increase these wages through increased 
productivity. A significant feature of this suggestion is 
that it re-affirms a preferred policy (i. e. we and the 
Government favour non-intervention/the non-use of taxpayer's 
money, surely this is an appropriate preference given the 
already high subsidies, relatively 
high wages and the pos- 
sibilitY of, even higher wages) and 
demonstrates how this 
policy can be practically applied to the steel strike 
(i. e. 
pay rises can be funded via increased productivity). 
in the second half of S8 (i. e. S8: 12-s8: 16) the 
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author re-affirms the contrast between a desirable non- 
interventionist policy and an undesirable interventionist 
policy. It is suggested that "Of course, -everyone wants 
a speedy settlement to a strike which is inflicting great 
and growing damage on the nation. But not at any price. 
The widespread delusion- shared, apparently., by Jim 
Callaghan- that we can solve-every problem by paying up 
is a dangerous nonsense Fortunately, more and more people 
are beginning to recognise that it is necessary for us to 
EARN our living. That printing money is no solution" 
(S8: 12-s8: 1s). Clearly, these parts re-; produce criticism 
of interventionist policy, specifically Labour's (i. e. 
ti ... Jim Callaghan ... 11) interventionist policy, and 
support for non-interventionist policy. In the context 
of the rest of the editorial these parts suggest that the 
, overall intention in S8 is to use the steel strike as an 
. occasion 
to re-produce criticism of Labour's intervention- 
ist policy and support for t4e Conservative's non- 
interventionist policy. The author's conclusion reflects 
and underlines the concern to use the. steel strike in this 
way. -It is suggested that "The-steel. strike,, traumatic as 
it is, seems as good a place as any from which to begin 
the journey back to sanity" (S8: 16). Given the suggestions 
which this part provides a conclusion for it seems likely 
that the author is suggesting that the new Conservative 
Government should use the steel strike as a vehicle for 
implementing a sane policy (iOeo non-intervention) and 
replacing an insane one (iOeo Labour's interventionist 
policy). 
To date the analysis has identified a number of 
editorials which re-produce knowledge about interventionist 
and non-interventionist policy and a number which primarily 
seem to offer the local knowledge that the actions of the 
steelworkers/steel unions have made the steel industry an 
inefficient and loss-making industry. There is some 
-evidence which suggests that there is a relationship 
between the two sets of knowledge. In some of the parts 
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of S5 the author re-makes the kind of logical/causal con- 
nections made in S2. It is suggested that "The industry 
is lo§ing money. at the rate of something like a million 
pounds A DAY" (S5: 14)., that 11 ... devastating figures ... 
(show) that productivity in two Japanese steel plants last 
year was up to SIX TIMES greater than in Britain" (S5: 15) 
and that the British steel industry has received large 
amounts of state/taxpayerts cash (S5: 17). It is then 
suggested that there are only two possible explana- 
tions for the current state of the industry: ONE: That 
far too many people are employed in it, and TWO: That 
there are too many restrictive practices" (S5: 18-S5: 20). 
These parts suggest the following logical/causal connec- 
tions: despite high investment the productivity of British 
steelworkers is relatively low and the industry loses 
enormous amounts pf money, -over-manning and restrictive 
practices are responsible for the current state of the steel 
industry; that is, responsible for low productivity and 
large losses. The author proceeds by suggesting that "In 
the end,, the unions will have to move out of Never-Never 
Land ... TO ACCEPT that. it is no longer sensible to live now 
and pay later.. TO RECOGNISE that increased prosperity for 
the industry and the nation can only come through drastic 
pruning and drastic reforms" (S5: 22-S5: 24). These parts,. 
as do S2: 11-S2: 12, suggest that the realities of the 
situation will have to be faced, that the, Sunts analysis of 
the ý3tate of the-steel industry is a realistic assessment 
(i. e* not one made from never-never land) of what has to be 
done. However, they also, if indirectly, relate the 
analysis of the state of the. steel industry to the 
Government's non-interventionist policy. To suggest that 
the unions will have to, accept that 11 ... it is no longer 
sensible to live now and pay later" is to suggest that if 
the unions. act and think in a non-interventionist manner 
the steel industry will recover (i. e. living now and paying 
later refers to the use jof unearned money and the postpone- 
ment of repayments of borrowed money; that is, in the 
industrial context, to a reliance on endless intervention). 
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The implication here is that the non-application of non- 
interventionist principles is a cause of the poor state of 
the steel industry. Hence the analysis of this state is 
a re-affirmation of the desirability of applying non- 
interventionist policy. Similarily, to suggest that the 
viability of the steel industry and the nation generally 
depends on changes. within industry (e. g. reforms like 
reducing-over-manning and restrictive practices and 
increasing productivity) is to suggest that the state of 
the steel industry is a good example of the adverse effects 
of the non-application of non-interventionist policy. 
Again, the analysis of the state of the industry is, if 
indirectly, a re-affirmation of the. Sun's knowledge of 
interventionist and non-interventionist policy. A re- 
affirmation is also provided by the suggestion that the 
steelworkers could increase productivity and thereby 
increase earnings and save jobs (S3: 13-S3: 14). To suggest 
this is to suggest that desirable goals can be. achieved by 
the application of non-interventionist policy (e. g. rises 
funded through increased productivity). Similar__, Iy, the 
suggestion in S8: 15-S8: 16 that the. steel strike is a good 
opportunity to apply the principle that 11 ... it is neces- 
sary for us to EARN our living" (S8: 15) suggests that the 
state of the steel industry is a good example of the 
adverse effects of not applying non-interventionist policy. 
It might be argued that these re-affirmations are indirect. 
Nevertheless it seems reasonable to assume that readers 
can use the analysis of the state o, f the steel industry 
to re-affirm their knowledge of interventionist and non- 
interventionist policy. 
However, not all the elements of the, Sun's analysis 
of the state of the steel industry are reinforcements of 
itsý-' knowledge about interventionist and non-intervention- 
ist policy (e. g. the suggestion that the strike will/does 
have adverse effects (see also S5: 26-S5: 27). The stock 
of knowledge about the interventionist policy referred by 
the Labour party suggests that it is a bad policy because 
it leads to higher inflation, higher taxation and lost 
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jobs and because it involves spending unearned/taxpayer's 
money. The stock of knowledge about the non- 
interventionist policy preferred by Mrs. Thatcherts 
Government suggests that it is a good policy because it 
makes particular industries and industry in general viable 
and because it-avoids the adverse effects of inter- 
ventionist policy. As the analysis of S1 demonstrated an 
additional-element of the. Sunts stock of knowledge is*the 
knowledge that in many cases big wage demands lead to lost 
jobs and poor company performance. There are no indica- 
tions that the author is suggesting that any-events con- 
stitute exceptions to the stock of knowledge. It seems 
reasonable to assume that the author is inviting criticism 
of the Labour Party and support for Mrs, Thatcher's 
Conservative Government. True the editorials only deal 
with a particular policy. However, competent readers 
know that an industrial and economic policy is an important 
policy and a distinguishing feature of mainstream 
political. parties. Hence readers will equate support for 
or criticism of such a policy with support for or 
criticism of a party. 
k 
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FOOTNOTES 
The St'ar does not offer a. detailed consideration of 
the economics of the steel strike but it could be 
argued that some of the Star editorials consider the 
economic dimensions of the strike. However, the 
_Star is a special case because compared to the other 
ne7s-papers it did not produce very many editorials 
about the steel strike (only six) and did not con- 
sider issues in the same depth as the other news- 
papers. Given this it seemed reasonable. to analyse 
all the Star editorials in one chapter and to 
exclude the. Star from the analyses provided in the 
other chapters. The analysis of the-Star is 
provided in chapter six. 
2. Chapters three, four, five and six all analyse some 
of the editorials produced by the, Express, the Mail.. 
the Mirror and the Sun. General categories or 
themes Fe7g. the economics of the steel strike) are 
used to provide a group of editorials for analysis. 
These categories or themes are only organising* 
devices and therefore have no substantive implica- 
tions: arguments and knowledge are derived from the 
editorials not imposed on them. However, there are 
relationships between the editorials analysed in 
differbnt chapters and some editorials fall into more 
than one category. These relationships will be 
analysed as and when they become apparent and some of 
the editorials will be analysed in more than one 
chapter. Hence there is a sense in which chapters 
three., four and five provide incomplete analyses. 
A feature 
ence to a 
been quot 
have been 
omissions 
sentences 
of all the analyses is that when a refer- 
part is in brackets after the part has 
ed the full. stop appears after the brackets 
closed- e. g. steelworkers' fireý'. (Ei: 2). 
are indicated by features like It. *., When none of these features/appear complete 
and/or parts- have been quoted. 
4. Throughout the analyses the phrase local knowledge 
will be used to-refer to non-re-produced knowledge 
involving specific arguments about specific-events. 
E3 is analysed very selectively. This seems 
reasonable because it deals with a variety of issues 
which are unrelated to the steel strike. Con- 
sequently, the reference to the steel strike can be 
legitimately extracted from the editorial. 
The Mailts invitation to have sympathy for the steel- 
workers is itself an interesting feature of MA1. An 
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analysis of this invitation is provided in chapter 
five. 
MA3 is analysed selectively. This seems reasonable 
because the reference to the steel strike is part of 
a more general consideration of the prospects for the 
New Year, consequently, the reference to the strike 
can be extracted from the rest of the editorial. 
8. The "non-economic" editorials and the possibility of 
links between these editorials and the editorials 
analysed in this chapter will be examined in chapter 
six. As that chapter demonstrates the-Mail makes a 
clear distinction between trade union leaders and 
ordinary trade unionists. The use of the phrase 
trade unionists to describe the knowledge re-produced 
in MA3 and MA4 is a general description of the agents 
referred to in these editorials. 
The suggestion that "The banners behind which our, 
unions march still proclaim the brotherhood of man ... 
(MAII: 9) will probably be read as a historical 
reference to the values of the trade union movement. 
The Mail's consideration of this kind of issue is 
dealt with in chapter six; 
10. It might be argued that in the-Mail and the:.. Express 
the local modification of the stock of knowledge 
which suggests that the current Government will not 
necessarily be effected by trade unionists constitutes 
an exception to the stock of knowledge. However, in 
both cases the steel strike is defined as a threat. 
Chapter seven, which presents the conclusions, will 
consider the status and significance of local 
modifications. 
In MR1: 9 the author invites criticism of the Govern- 
ment's general economic and industrial policy. 
However, this invitation is not a major focus in MR1 
or MR2, MR3, MR4 and MRS. The issue of the Mirrorts 
criticism of the Government is taken up again in 
chapter six. 
12. The first and last parts of all the Sun editorials 
are underlined. In some cases other parts are also 
underlined. This feature has been omitted for 
practical reasons. This omission is not serious. 
The analyses naturally identify the arguments and 
knowledge which the authorwants to emphasise. 
13. This feature of the editorials is analysed in chapter 
five. 
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14. The parts not included in the analysis are not, at 
least at the moment, important. However, some of 
them will be referred to at a later stage. 
15. The first thirteen parts of S5 consider, in general 
terms, the argument that it is possible to have 
sympathy for both the steelworkers and the British 
Steel Corporation. This argument is not relevant 
to the issue under analysis. However, it is, in 
another context, a significant argument. This 
context is the focus of chapter five. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
THE RE-PRODUCTION OF COMMUNITY: PICKETS AND PICKETING 
INTRODUCTORY-COMMENT 
This chapter examines a group of editorials (see 
appendix three) which deal with phenomena like pickets, 
secondary pickets, picketing and secondary picketing. 
I 
In general terms the provision of arguments and knowledge 
about these phenomena is a central concern in the, Express, 
the Mail and the. Sun. In the Mirror it does not seem to 
be a central concern.. As in chapter three each newspaper 
will be analysed in turn. 
-DAILY EXPRESS-OPINION 
In E12 the author begins by inviting the reader to 
consider the argument that "THIS WAS the scene at Hadfield 
yesterday where 1,200 pickets, many led by Yorkshire 
miner's leader Arthur Scargill, frightened the workforce 
of Britain's largest steelworks back on strike" (E12: 1). 
2 
The author proceeds by inviting the reader to consider two 
quotes. The chairman of the steelworks is quoted as say- 
ing that ""Intimidation and anarchy have won a total 
victory"" (E12: 2) and a Hadfield's convener as saying that 
""Loss of life has nothing to do with th6 trade union 
movement. But after all we have been through today it 
became obvious lives may be lost. We were determined to 
continue working. But we were told that if we did there 
would be 2,000 pickets tomorrow. I would challenge anyone 
to go through that picket line and face what we went 
through today" (E12: 3-E12: 4). 
The intention in E12: 1-EI2: 4 seems to be to produce 
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knowledge about secondary picketing at a Sheffield steel- 
works. True the author refers to 1,200 pickets and quotes 
a reference to 2,000 pickets. However, it seems likely 
that readers will read E12 as an editorial about secondary 
pickets/secondary picketing. This is likely because the 
author suggests that a firm,, whose workforce is not on 
strike, has been visited by pickets who do not work for this 
firm and who were led, or at least many of them were led, 
by a well known non-steel trade union leader. The use of 
the phrase flying pickets... 11 (E12: 5) also suggests 
that the author is considering secondary pickets and/or 
secondary picketing (i. e. flying to visit a firm, flying 
3 from firm to firm). Hence it would seem likely that the 
author is producing knowledge about secondary pickets and/ 
or secondary picketing; specifi. cally, he/she is using 
quotes to support his/her arguments about the-events at 
the steelworks, the chairman and the convener are presented 
as eyewitnesses to the frightening of the workforce. 
However, the production of knowledge about a specific 
instance of secondary picketing is not the-overall 
intention in E12, it is only part of it. In the first of 
the final two parts the author relates this specific 
instance to previous instances. It is suggested that the 
convener's ... experience, Mr. Pussyfoot Prior, is why the 
people of this country voted you and your party into 
office. They want protection.. They want a law to defend 
them against intimidation... from flying pickets like 
these" (E12: 5). This part suggests to the reader that 
-events like the recent-events at Sheffield have occurred in 
the past. Clearly., to suggest that instances of intimida- 
tion by flying pickets LIKE THESE led people to vote for 
the present Government is to suggest that intimidatory 
, events sinfilar to the recent ones at Sheffield have 
occurred in the past * The suggestion is that the intimida- 
tory actions at Sheffield are the latest in a series of 
intimidatory actions. Hence the author is re-producing 
the knowledge that secondary picketing in general is 
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inti. midatory. True there is no evidence to suggest that 
the author is inviting the reader to see all past and 
present instances of secondary picketing as intimidatory. 
However, it j. s clear that he/she i. s re-producing knowledge 
about secondary picketing as opposed to merely producing 
knowledge about the secondary picketing at Sheffield; a 
speci. fic, recent instance of secondary picketing is under- 
stood as being similar to previous instances of secondary 
picketing. ' The issue of the extent to which secondary 
picketing is held to be intimidatory will be returned to in 
due course. For the moment it is sufficient to note that 
the author is clearly suggesting that the-events at 
Sheffield are the latest in a series of-events which 
suggest that intimidatory secondary picketing is not 
atypical. 
In E12: 5 the author also suggests that people 
di. sapprove of and want something done-about inti. midatory 
seco ndary pi. cketi. ng. To suggest that people elected a 
Government to defend them agal. nst the ki. nd of secondary 
picketi. ng seen at Sheffi. eld j. s to suggest that people 
di. sapprove of and want somethi. ng done about thi. s kind of 
secondary pi. cketi. ng. The author rei. nforces thi. s sugges- 
ti. on j. n the final part, addressing Mr. Prior he/she 
suggests that "You have a mandate to act. Unless you 
li. sten to the people who put you in office, your whole 
government may become obsolete" (E12: 6). Clearly, the 
reference to a mandate is a reference to the mandate to 
do somethi. ng about i. nti. midatory secondary picketing. 
4 
Gj. ven the nature of E12-evidence for the re- 
production of knowledge about secondary pi. cketing in the 
other editori-als would be the exi. stence of an attempt 
to 
demonstrate that secondary picketing duri. ng 
ýhe steel 
stri. ke, like previ. ous j. nstances of secondary picketing, 
j. s i. nti. midatory and that people disapprove of and want 
something done about i. ntimi. datory secondary picketing. 
In. E13 the author, developi. ng the suggesti. on that two 
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officials of the miner's union are involved in the steel 
strike (E13: 2), suggests that "The flying pickets which 
were successful at Hadfield's last Thursday, this week 
threaten to descend on the Sheerness Steel Company in 
Kent, Manchester-Steel and the Bidston plant in Birkenhead. 
And the name of the game is bullying and intimidation" 
(E13: 3-E13: 4). . These parts understand the intention to 
picket steel companies via a reference to the recent 
secondary picketing at Hadfield's. To suggest that the 
secondary pickets (i. e. flying=secondary; visiting 
different companies=secondary) who intimidated people at 
Hadfield's are going to other companies and that the 
name of the game is bullying and intimidation" is to 
invite readers to use the knowledge of the recent second- 
ary picketing at Hadfield's established in E12 as a guide 
to the character of the intended secondary picketing. 
This invitation suggests to the reader that secondary 
picketing during the steel strike,, not just the particular 
instance at Hadfield's is intimidatory. True the author 
does not directly say that all secondary picketing during 
the steel strike is intimidatory. However, to make a 
list of companies about to be effected by the kind of 
secondary picketing seen at Hadfield's is to suggest, or 
at least imply, that during the steel strike intimidatory 
picketing is commonplace. This is a re-production of 
knowledge in the sense that it re-affirms some of the 
knowledge re-produced in E12. Readers are reminded that 
instances of secondary picketing during the steel strike 
demonstrate that secondary picketing involving intimida- 
tion and/or bullying is a feature of industrial disputes. 
True there is no direct reference to pastýevents in 
E13: 2-E13: 4 but readers bringing the knowledge re-produced 
in E12 to E13 will be able to use the analysis of the 
intended secondary picketing to re-affirm the knowledge 
that instances of secondary picketing during the steel 
strike are the latest in a series of instances of 
intimidatory secondary picketing. 
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The author develops the analysis of intimidatory 
secondary picketing during the steel strike by suggesting 
that it is illegal. It is suggested, for example, that 
one of the functions of the police 11 ... is to enable law- 
abiding citizens to go about their business in peace" 
(E13: 4) and that it is no 11 ... use Mr. Prior talking 
about laws against secondary picketing which will be -on 
the Statute Book by the summer. Massive-in-6imidatory 
picketing blatantly violates the law as it already stands. 
The only legal right pickets have is to inform and per- 
suade peacefully. Nobody pretends that this is what is 
going on now" (E13: 7-E13: 10). The author proceeds by 
suggesting that illegal, intimidatory secondary picketing 
has. occurred in the past. It is suggested that "If 
necessary, chief constables should be told that they are 
expected to carry out this basic police duty, as did the 
Metropolitan Police in the case of Grunwick" (E13: 11). 
This part invites readers to see illegal, intimidatory 
secondary picketing during the steel strike as-another 
instance of illegal, intimidatory secondary picketing. 
To suggest that it is possible for chief constables to 
fulfill the function of enabling 11 ... law-abiding 
citizens to go about their business in peace" (i. e. 
E13: 4=E13: 11 this basic police duty") by doing what. 
the police did at Grunwick is to suggest that the steel 
strike and Grunwick'are similar. The same police 
response is possible/applicable in both cases. Hence 
readers know that one of the issues in the steel strike, 
as in the Grunwick dispute, is the possibility and 
desirability of a police response to the threat posed by 
illegal, intimidatory secondary picketing. Further 
generalisation about this kind of issue Is invited in 
E13: 12- it is suggested that "If necessary, the Public 
Order Act can be toughened up, or... the law which for- 
bids people to hold demonstrations outside polling 
stations at General Elections can be applied to industrial 
disputes. " In the context of the reference to Grunwick 
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and the consideration of possible responses to illegal, 
intimidatory secondary picketing the reference to 
if ... industrial disputes" suggests to the reader that the 
issue of responding to such secondary picketing arises in 
several rather than just one or two specific industrial 
disputes. 
Clearly, the analysis of the illegality of intimida- 
tory secondary picketing during the steel strike involves 
the re-production of knowledge. It relates this instance 
of illegal, intimidatory secondary picketing to other 
instances. Readers are invited to re-affirm the know- 
ledge that the threat posed by illegal., intimidatory 
secondary picketing should be resisted, Taking E12 and 
E13 together it would seem that the, Expvess' stock of 
knowledge about sec. ondary picketing includes the following 
pieces of knowledge; that intimidatory secondary picket- 
ing is not atypical; that people disapprove of intimida- 
tory secondary picketing and want something done about. it; 
that intimidatory secondary picketing is illegal; that 
the threat posed by illegal, intimidatory secondary picket- 
ing should be res-isted by the authorities. Clearly, all 
of these pieces of knowledge are re-affirmed and/or re- 
produced in E12 and/or E13. 
In E14 the author begins by suggesting that "LORD 
HAILSHAM has made it clear that mobs who stand outside 
factory gates calling themselves pickets but behaving like 
gangsters are in-violation of the existing law" (E14: 1). 
The author proceeds by developing and supporting Lord 
Hailsham's argument It is suggested that "None of the* 
laws which best ow such wide-ranging immunities upon trade 
unions give a licence for thuggery. So if the criminal 
law is being blatantly violated in the context of an 
industrial dispute, the duty of the police is to enforce 
the law... 11 (E14: 2-EI4: 3). These parts invite the reader 
to understand two things* Firstly, that secondary 
picketing during the steel strike is intimidatory, in the 
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terms of E14: 1-EI4: 2 gangster like thuggery. Secondly, 
that this secondary picketing is illegal and can/should 
be dealt with by the authorities. True there is no 
direct reference to the steel strike. However, given 
E12 and E13'readers will read the reference to mobs 
breaking the law as a reference to illegal, intimidatory 
secondary picketing during the steel strike. The 
invitation in E14: 1-EI4: 3 is a re-production of knowledge 
in the sense that the author is re-affirming the know- 
ledge that the steel strike is another instance of 
intimidatory and illegal secondary picketing. True 
there is no reference to previous instances in E14: 1- 
E14: 3 but in the light of E12 and E13 these parts are 
clearly a re-affirmation of the validity of the knowledge 
that illegal, intimidatory secondary picketing is not 
atypical. 
The next part. of E14 seems to introduce a distinc- 
tion between intimidatory activities and secondary picket- 
ing. It is suggested that "Violence or intimidation 
aside, where at least the law is clear, the question 
remains about the usefulness of Mr. Prior's Employment 
Bill when it comes to secondary, picketing" (E14: 4). - One 
interpretation of this suggestion is that the author is 
suggesting that-illegal, intimidatory secondary picketing 
and secondary picketing are both problems which should be 
dealt with.. (NB. another interpretation of this kind of 
suggestion is given during the analysis of E8. 
) 
Competent readers know that the reference to people who 
call themselves pickets but behave in a violent and 
intimidating way is a description of the intimidatory and 
illegal nature of instances of secondary picketing during 
the. steel strike. It follows that the author is 
inviting a'distinction between legitimate secondary 
picketing and illegitimate (i. e. illegal and intimidatory) 
secondary picketing; that is, legitimate in the sense of 
being legal under existing legislation. Clearly) he/she 
does not consider non-intimidatory secondary picketing to 
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be legitimate in the normative sense. To suggest that 
the existing law can be used to deal with illegal, 
intimidatory secondary picketing (E14: 1-EI4: 4) and to 
proceed by raising the question of the 11 ... usefulness 
of Mr. Prior's Employment Bill when it comes to 
secondary picketing... 11 (E14: 4) is to suggest that while 
the law can be used to deal with the problem of illegal, 
intimidatory secondary picketing, Mr. Prior's proposed 
legislation-may not be a useful response to the problem 
of non-intimidatory but legal secondary picketing. 
In E14: 5-E14: 11 the author invites a detailed 
consideration of the usefulness of Mr. Prior's Bill/ 
proposed legislation. It is suggested that he has 
wrongly rejected criminal sanctions (E14: 5); that 
his policy will fall unless it is drastically 
strengthened... " (E14: 5); that the idea of suing or 
seeking injunctions against actual pickets is impractical 
(E14: 6-E14: 9); and that there are also practical 
problems involved in trying to sue union organisers 
(E14: 9-E14: 11). Clearly, these parts suggest that non- 
intimidatory secondary picketing is a problem which 
should be dealt with.. To criticise a policy on legal 
secondary picketing because it is not strong enough, does 
not propose criminal sanctions and proposes*jmpractical 
measures is to suggest that legal secondary picketing is 
a problem which should be dealt with. Readers know that 
recommendations like strengthen your policy on secondary 
picketing and consider Introducing criminal sanctions are 
only made if secondary picketing is considered to be a 
problem which should be dealt with. 
Clearly, in E14 the consideration of illegal, 
intimidatory secondary picketing and legal secondary 
picketing are distinct in that the author considers the 
former and then moves on to (i. e. "Violence or 
intimidati'On aside ... 11) a consideration of the latter. 
The general significance of this is that it suggests that 
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the author does not invite the knowledge that all 
secondary picketing is illegal and/or intimidatory.. To 
make a distinction between illegal/intimidatory second- 
ary picketing and secondary picketing and to consider 
proposals to deal with the secondary picketing problem is 
to rule out the knowledge that all secondary picketing is 
illegal and/or intimidatory. What emerges from E12., E13 
and E14 is that illegal and/or intimidatory secondary 
picketing is not atypical either in the past or during 
the steel strike. As the author does not suggest that 
all secondary picketing is illegal and/or intimidatory 
and does not suggest that only a few, isolated instances 
of secondary picketing have been illegal and/or 
intimidatory it seems reasonable to assume that the 
suggestion is that illegal and/or intimidatory secondary 
picketing-both in the past and during the steel strike is 
common. 
In E10 the author re-produces knowledge about the- 
legal secondary pi. cketing problem. Under the heading 
"Stop pussyfooting Mr. Prior) time is running out" (E10: 1) 
the author asks "HOW CAN the Tory Government hope to make 
Britain great if it cannot make it work? " (E10: 2). it 
is then suggested that "It's about time that they realised 
that they have a mandate for tough, direct action to 
solve the jungle of industri. al relations- and to stop 
pussyfooting around with meek and mild policies" (E10: 3). 
The author proceeds by criticising Sir Keith Joseph and ' 
Jim Priorts policy on secondary picketing. In respect of 
the latter and the Government in general it is suggested 
that "Jim Prior, afraid to take the fl. rm steps that would 
strengthen the hand of the law, refuses to outlaw 
secondary picketing. This was a battle fought 
by this 
newspaper last year. And, as we said in 1977, the 
Government must give the management the right to manage 
and the workers the right to work. The Government came 
to power... with radical ideas for changing our fortunes.. 
The mistake ... (they) made was to embark on a monetary. 
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p. ol3cy before tackling industrial relations" (E10: 8- 
E10: 11). These parts, amongst other things, provide 
-evidence that knowledge about the problem of secondary 
picketing is part of the Express' stock of knowledge. 
The explicit reference to a tradition of campaigning to 
outlaw secondary pi. cketing suggests that invitations to 
consider secondary picketing in steel strike editorials 
are re-productions of the. knowledge that secondary picket- 
ing is a problem which should be dealt with. True in 
E10: 1 EIO: 11--6he author does not refer to secondary 
picketing during the steel strike, Moreover, in EIO 
the one brief reference to the steel strike (E10: 6) is 
only a-part of the author's criticism of Sir Keith 
Joseph. Hence it might be argued that E10 is not an 
edi. torial about the steel strike, However, the steel 
stri. ke is menti. oned in E10 and readers can relate the 
consideration of secondary picketi. ng and industrial 
relations to the steel strike. Hence E10: 1-E10: 11 re- 
produce the knowledge that secondary picketing is a 
problem which should be dealt with. 
In E8 the author considers a legal judgment about 
secondary industrial action during the steel strike. It 
is suggested that "THE LAW of England is what the House 
of Lords says it is ... But if it i. s lawful for the 
steel union to create a strike in the private sector, 
where there is no real dispute, and if it is right for 
the unions acting in collaboration with the steel union to 
stop the movement of steel through the ports and across 
the country2 then all we can say is that the law is 
wrong" (E8: 2-E8: 3). This part invites the reader to see 
the law, or at least the law as interpreted by the House 
of Lords, which permits secondary industrial action 
during the steel strike (i. e. extending the steel strike 
and stopping the movement of steel) as wrong. The author 
proceeds by suggesting that the Express,, faced with a law 
which goes a gainst its beliefs, recommends constitutional 
change rather than disobedience (E8: 4-E8: 5). It is then 
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suggested that "The trouble is that the Government Bill 
which is before the Housp makes scarcely a dent in the 
vast immunities whi. ch trades. unions enjoy. Nothing fn 
the Bill will make a criminal offence the kind of obstruc- 
tion which the House of Lords judges to be perfectly 
legal" (E8: 6). * This part suggests to the reader that the 
fact that the secondary industrial action carried out 
during the steel strike would be legal under the 
Government's proposed legislation indicates the general 
inappropriateness of this legislation. In effect the 
author seems to be saying: the praposed leg3slation will 
not ciffect the immunities enjoyed by trades unions 
involved in secondary industrial action, for example, the 
stopping of the movement of steel during the steel strike 
and the extension of the steel strike would remain legal. 
To illustrate the suggestion that proposed legislation 
would not 'Offect the immunities enjoyed by trades unions 
by suggesting that it would not make secondary industrial 
action during the steel strike illegal is to suggest that 
this instance of secondary industrial action illustrates 
that the proposed legislation does not solve the 
secondary industrial action problem. 
In the last four parts of E8 ft is suggested that 
"As thl. ngs stand, the unions could, perfectly lawfully, 
mount a blockade against the country's economic life far 
more severe than anything imagined, let alone carried out, 
by Hi. tler's U-boats ... The brutal truth is this. To 
stop intimidatory picketing, secondary picketing or 
blacki-ng) requi. res being willing to bring trade unionists 
before the courts if they do not obey the law. Which in 
turn means being willing to face a general strike. All 
talk about "trades union reform" comes down to this. It 
is, in fact, the big question in our national life" 
(E8: 7-E8: 10). It is not clear whether the phrase "As 
things stand ... 11 introduces arguments about what the 
unions could do under existing legislation or what they 
could do under proposed legislation. The latter reading 
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is more likely because the phrase is preceded by a 
consideration of the proposed legislation. However, it 
does not really matter which reading j. s intended. This 
i. s. so because 1-t is clear that the author i. s unhappy 
about both existing and proposed legislati. on (E8: 2-E8: 3 
and E8: 6). Hence j-n E8: 7 he/she is j. n effect suggesting 
that the problem not solved by existi. ng or proposed 
legi. slati. on j. s that the unions canp- vi. a i. ndustri. al acti. on, 
mount a blockade of the country's economi. c life. Readers 
are i-nvi. ted to see that a vari. ety of forms'of industrial- 
acti. on are part of the industrial acti. on problem; namely, 
secondary i. ndustri. al acti. on (e. g. extending stri. kes, 
stopping or blacking the movement of goods), intimidatory 
pi. cketi. ng, inti. midatory secondary picketi. ng and legal, 
non-i. nti. midatory secondary picketi. ng. The reference to 
i. ntimidatory picketi-ng i. s almost certai. nly a reference to 
any kind of picketi. ng involvi. ng inti. mi. dati. on. True the 
previous analyses have suggested that the author ! -. nvi. tes' 
a considerati. on of inti. mi. datory secondary picket3ng. 
Hence it might be argued that he/she 1. s i. ntroduci. ng a 
new previously unconsidered category (i. e. inti. mi. datory 
_picketing). 
However, for the Ex2ress intimidatory 
secondary pi. cketi. ng 1. s a problem not so much because it 
is secondary pi. cketi. ng or because it is illegal but 
because it is intimidatory. Readers despite the fact 
that they have been invi. ted to read accounts of 
i. nti. midati. on as accounts of intimidatory secondary 
pi. cketi. ng w1.11 put i. nti. midatory picketi. ng in the same 
category as i. ntimi. datory secondary picketing. They wi. 11 
di. sti. nguish picketi. ng and secondary pi. cketi. ng and wi. 11 
recogni. se the di. fference between i. nti. mi. datory picketi. ng 
and intimi. datory secondary picketing but thi. s latter 
di. fference will be considered'unImportant because both 
activities i-nvolve the horror of intimi. dati. on. 
It follows that E8 re-affirms the knowledge that 
inti. mi. datory pi. cketing/secondary picketing and legal, 
non-i. ntimidatory secondary picketing should be dealt 
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with/outlawed. "The author is also re-producing the 
knowledge that secondary industrial action is a problem 
which should be dealt with (i. e. outlawed). To suggest 
that., for those who believe that secondary industrial 
action is wrong, the appropriate response to a judgment 
legalising secondary industrial action during the steel 
strike is to critically re-affirm their belief (E8: 4) 
is to suggest that this belief is part of our stock of 
knowledge. 
5. 
In E9 the author begins by suggesting that "AS 
THE steel strike drags on and involves more and more 
people, it is starkly obvious that the Government's 
present plans are patheticallýk inadequate to deal with 
the situation. The Bill goi. ng through the Commons would 
-make no di. fference to the abi. li. ty of the steel unions 
to extend the dispute to the private sector, it would 
not stop other. unions from stopping the movement of 
foreign. steel j. nto and across the country" (Eg: 2-E9: 3). 
These parts suggest to the reader that the lesson to be 
drawn from secondary industrial action during the steel 
strike is that the Government! s proposals would not s, olve 
the secondary industrial acti. on problem. To suggest 
that a Bi. 11 is inadequate because it would not prevent 
the extensi. on of the steel stri. ke and action to prevent 
the movement of steel is to suggest that the steel strike 
indicates that the proposed legislati-on does not solve 
the problem, it does not prevent that which should be 
prevented. Hence the author is re-affirming the 
knowledge that secondary industrial action i. s a problem 
which should be dealt with. In E9: 2-E9: 3, as in some 
of the other edi-torials, the emphasis on the inadequacy 
of the Government's proposals-is a local modification of 
the Express's stock of knowledge about industrial action. 
The author seems to be saying: Sometime ago we began a 
battle against vari. ous forms of industrial action. The 
Government is right to tackle the problem which has 
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re-emerged in the steel strike. However, while the 
steel strike clearly indicates the nature of the problem 
it also, equally clearly, indicates the inadequacy of the 
Government's response to the problem. 
In the rest of Eq it is suggested that hopefully 
Government amendments to the Bill will cover the points 
raised by the steel strike (E9: 4-Eg: S); that 11 ... if the 
Government fails ... to curb the abuse of trade union 
power ... 11 it will have failed to carry out a mandate 
(E9: 6); that given this mandate 11 ... there can be no 
excuses. The work has got to be done on the immunities 
that trade unions enjoy" (E9: 7); that "As things stand 
they can do virtually anything they like ... 11 
(E9: 8); 
that the Government's proposals on secondary picleeting 
and other facets of trade union practice are 11 ... peanuts" 
(E9: 10-E9: 11); and, finally, that "It is not too late 
to think again. - It will be soon" (Eg: 12). Clearly, 
all-of these suggestions re-affirm knowledge. To hope 
that amendments to the Bill will do something about the 
extension of strikes and the stopping of the movement of 
goods is to suggest that secondary industrial action 
should be stopped. To suggest that a failure to curb 
the abuse of trade union power and the immunities enjoyed 
by trades unions is a failure to act on a mandate is to 
suggest that the Government have a mandate to deal 
effectively with the industrial action problem (see also 
E10: 3). To suggest that trades unions can do virtually 
anything is to suggest that without an effective Bill the 
problem will remain. To suggest that the Government's 
proposals are peanuts is to suggest that stronger 
proposals are necessary to deal with the problem posed 
by the various forms of industrial action. To suggest 
that it will soon be too late to think again is to suggest 
that the Government may lose the chance to solve the 
problem. 
A question which now arises is what is the nature 
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of the industrial action problem, why do the various 
forms disliked by the Express need dealing with/ 
outlawing? In E8 and E10 it is suggested that the 
industrial action problem is a fundamental problem. 
Some of the relevant parts of these editorials have 
already been referred to. To suggest, in the context of 
a recommendation to outlaw secondary picketing, that for 
sometime it has been necessary to give management the 
right to manage and workers the right to work (E10: 9) is to 
suggest that until secondary picketing is outlawed industry 
will be unable to function. properly and thereby will be 
unviable. To suggest, in the context of a reference to 
the Governmentts radical ideas for changing our fortunes, 
that to introduce an economic policy without tackling 
industrial relations is a mistake (ElO.: 10) is to suggest 
that until the industrial action. problem is solved 
economic prosperity-for the nation is impossible. In the 
terms of the last parý, of E10: 10 "A tight-money, free 
enterprise policy is the right one but it won't work 
unless the industrial relaý, ions problem has been dealt 
with". It would seem that for the Express various forms 
of industrial action are a fundamental problem, 
-not 
just 
undesirable practices which should be curbed and/or 
outlawed but cancers which must be removed if industry 
and the nation generally are to prosper. 
It might be argued that E10 only invites readers 
to see secondary picketing as the industrial action/ 
industrial relations problem. However, industrial 
relations is a general term which covers more than just 
one category of industrial action and E8: 7-E$: 10 make it 
clear that all the various forms of industrial action 
disliked by the Express can contribute to a blockade of 
,6 
economic lifee Moreover, as chapter three demonstrated 
E4 suggests that pickets involved in secondary industrial 
action It ... could cripple British industry... " 
(E4: 3) and 
E5 suggests that picketing in support of the steelworkers 
will worsen the already poor financial state of the steel 
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industry. ES is also instructive because it speci-fi. 
. 
es 
a form of industrial action. which the author considers 
if not alright at least acceptable. It is suggested 
that after the enactment of the Government's Bill 
if ... picketing can be subject to reasonable 
restriction- namely to the striker's own place of work" 
(E5: 5). As E8, E4 and E5 suggest intimidatory picketing/ 
secondary picketing is included in the forms of 
industrial action which are a problem because they can be 
used to mount a blockade of economic life. However, as 
some of the previous analyses suggest intimidatory 
picketing/secondary picketing is also seen as a problem 
because of the fact that it involves unlawful intimida- 
tion, Hence the Express' stock of knowledge has a moral 
as well as*an economic dimension. 
7 
The Express' stock of knowledge suggests that past 
and present are similar because: illegal, intimidatory 
picketing and illegal, intimidatory secqndary picketing 
are problems and should be outlawed; legal, non-intimidatory 
secondary picketing and secondary industrial action are 
problems and should be outlawed; the majority of people 
want a solution to the industrial action/industrial rela- 
tions problem; and because the problem is a fundamental 
problem, one which threatens orderly like (i. e. unlawful 
intimidation) and prevents prosperity for industry and the 
nation generally. This statement can be qualified in two 
ways. Firstly, picketing of the striker's own place of 
work is considered reasonable. Secondly, the author 
pr, ovides a local modification of the stock of knowledge by 
suggesting that the Government's response to the problem 
is inadequate. Presumably if in the future the Government 
does not satisfy the-Ex2ress' requirements criticism of 
it's response will become part of the stock of knbwledge. 
However, such criticism is not part of the existing stock 
of knowledge. 
Clearly, while the author does not, for example, 
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suggest that all secondary picketing is illegal and 
intimidatory he/she only identifies one class of-event 
which is not covered by the stock of knowledge about 
the industrial action/industrial relations problem; 
namely, picketing of-the strikers own place of work. 
Finally, one of the conclusions in chapter three was that 
industrial action is. one of the things which bring about 
the adverse effects associated with industrial disputes. 
Obviously this conclusion can now be qualified: 
industrial action is not simply a me ans or strategy. 
DAILY-MAIL COMMENT 
The first Mail editorial about pickets and 
picketing considers Lord Denningts Appeal Court judgment 
banning secondary picketing during the steel strike. It 
is suggested that "With his views, as such; we have no 
quarrel. They are a splendid embodiment of the popular 
will. Secondary picketing is a thoroughly nasty 
practice. The-overwhelming majority of men and women, 
in and out of trade unions., do detest it and do want to see 
it outlawed" (MA6: 3). This part is clearly about second- 
ary picketing in general (i. e. "Secondary picketing is ... if 
as opposed to the more specific Secondary picketing during 
the steel strike is ... The author proceeds by inviting 
readers to consider secondary picketing during the steel 
strike. It is suggested that "The extension of the steel 
strike to workers in the prývate steel firms is an 
excessive and authoritarian abuse of union power. These 
men have no quarrel with their own employers, They are 
not party to any dispute with the British Steel 
Corporation. Most of them do not want to strike. And 
there has been no union attempt to ballot their opinions" 
(MA6: 4). In the context of MA6: 3 this part invites the 
reader to consider fresh-evidence for the validity of the 
knowledge that secondary picketing in general is a nasty 
practice. To make an argument about the nastiness of 
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secondary picketing in general and to proceed by pointing 
to the nasty or undesirable features of secondary 
picketing during the steel strike is to suggest that this 
particular instance of secondary picketing re-affirms the 
knowledge that secondary picketing is nasty. It might 
be argued that there is no-evidence for the claim that 
the knowledge that secondary picketing is a nasty practice 
is existing knowledge. However, at least in MA6, the 
implication-of the statement "Secondary picketing is., '. " 
is that past, events have demonstrated that secondary 
picketing is an undesirable practice. If the author 
merely intended to produce a generalisation from a con- 
sideration of secondary picketing during the steel strike 
it seems reasonable to assume that the description of the 
nastiness of this particular instance of secondary picket- 
ing would probably have preceded the more general claim 
(i. e. he/she would have derived the generalisation from 
the consideration of the particular instance). - As it in 
fact follows rather than precedes the general claim it is 
probable that the author is re-producing the knowledge 
that secondary picketing is an undesirable practice not 
merely producing a generalisation- 
An issue which now arises is whether the knowledge 
re-produced in MA6: 2. -MA6: 4 is that secondary picketing is 
an undesirable practice or that secondary picketing is an 
undesirable practice which the majority dislike and want 
made illedal. Clearlyp there is a sense in which the 
author invites a consideration of the latter knowledge. 
True the reference to the "... -overwhelming majority... it 
and the popular will... " could be legitimations of 
knowledge not actual knowledge; that is, the author 
could be legitimating the-Mail's views by invoking the 
support and approval of the majority. However, a 
knowledge reading is perfectly plausible. 
In MA6: 5-MA6: 9 the author suggests that while Lord 
Denning's judgment is controversial because it 
ill 
pre-supposes planned legislation and contradicts legal 
precedent it must be obeyed because it is the declared 
law. ' He/she proceeds by suggesting that "For the 
future, this Tory Government must both strengthen and 
more speedily implement plans for responsible union 
reform ... the existing laws, on which... (Lord Denning) 
seeks to ground limits to-overweening trade union power,. 
have the solidity of quicksand and the clarity of 
. activated sludge', 
(MA6: 10-MA6: 11). These final parts 
invite the reader to see secondary picketing during the 
steel strike as an-event which demonstrates that 
secondary picketing is an undesirable practice and that 
plans to deal with it are desirable. The phrase 
this Tory Government must both strengthen and more 
speedily implement plans for responsible union reform" 
refers to plans about secondary picketing which existed 
prior to the steel strike (i. e. something which did not 
already exist could not be strengthened and more speedily 
implemented). True the final parts refer to plans 
for responsible union reform" and an attempt "... 
_to ground limits to-overwhelming trade union power ... It 
rather than plans to reform or an attempt to ground 
limits to secondary picketing. However, readers will 
either read these phrases as meaning plans to reform or 
an attempt to ground limits to secondary picketing or 
read them as suggesting that secondary picketing is one 
of the aspects of unionism that needs reforming and one 
of the dimensions of. union power which needs limiting. 
Clearly, the plans and attempt, referred to in MA6: 10- 
MA6: 11 are references to the plans referred to in MA6: 6 
and the legal judgment referred to in MA6: 2-MA6: 5 
(i. e., references to secondary picketing). Equally 
clearly the reference to the Government's plans invites 
the reader to approve of the pre-existing plans. To 
suggest that in the future plans must be strengthened 
and more speedily implemented is to suggest that the 
pre-existing plans are desirable. Competent readers know 
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that people do not recommend the strengthening and more 
speedy implementation of something which is undesirable. 
It follows that the author is offering the knowledge 
that past-events have demonstrated the desirability of 
the plans. To suggest., in the context of a judgment 
about secondary picketing during the steel strike, that 
plans must be strengthened and more speedily implemented 
is to suggest that the knowledge that plans to deal with 
secondary picketing are desirable is valid but needs 
modifying. The suggestion is that the lesson of the 
steel strike is that these plans need strengthening and 
implementing faster. Obviously the invitation to modify 
knowledge in this way re-produces the knowledge that 
plans to deal with secondary picketing are desirable. In 
the light of the earlier parts of the editorial it re- 
produces the knowledge that. -such plans are desirable 
because secondary picketing is a-nasty practice detested 
by the majority. The iuthor is suggesting that the fact 
that the judgment banning secondary picketing during the 
steel strike is a controversial condemnation of secondary 
picketing does not alter the steel strike's status as the 
latest in a series of demonstrations of the need to combat 
the nasty practice of secondary picketing. The-overall 
intention seems. to be to say something like: previous 
industrial disputes demonstrated that plans to combat the 
widely detested nasty practice of secondary picketing are 
desirable. The steel strike confirms this knowledge and 
suggests a modification of it; namely, that the plans 
should be strengthened and more speedily implemented. 
This re-production of knowledge means that subsequent 
coverage of industrial disputes could make the following 
kind of statement-. the steel strike, like other industrial 
disputes, demonstrated that... 
Given the nature of MA6-evidence for the re- 
production of knowledge in the rest of the editorials 
would be the existence of an attempt to re-produce and/or 
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re-affirm the knowledge that secondary picketing is an 
undesirable practice which the Government should deal 
with/outlaw, a practice which the majority of people dis- 
like and want dealt with/outlawed. In MA7 the author 
begins by inviting the reader to recognise the intimida- 
tory character of an instance of picketing. It is 
suggested that "INTIMIDATION has triumphed, however 
temporarily, at Hadfields. You can no more convince 
most men and women in this country that Arthur Scargill 
and his irregulars were peaceful pickets than you could 
persuade them that Hitler's stormtroopers were a butch 
contingent of the Salvation Army" (MA7: 2). The immediate 
intention in this part seems to be to invite the use of a 
contrast between legitimate picketing (i. e. ... peaceful 
pickets ... 11) and illegitimate picketing (i. e. intimidation 
organised in a military fashion) to produce the knowledge 
that the picketing at Hadfields was intimidatory. The 
author is suggesting that th ,e 
intimidatory character of 
the picketing is an incontrovertible fact. Readers are 
invited to consider the fol lo wing argument: the picketing 
was intimidatory,, it would be. virtually impossible to 
convince most people that this was not the case. 
It could be argued that this characterisation of 
the picketing re-affirms the validity of the knowledge that 
secondary picketing is an undesirable practice. Competent 
readers know that. acts of intimidation are examples of the 
nastiness referred'to in MA6 Irue there is a sense in 
which intimidation is not the same kind of-evidence for 
nastiness.. Competent readers know that there is a 
difference between. activities like intimidation and 
extending the strike to workers who do not want to be 
involved in it. However, they also know that these 
. activities 
are similar in that they are both nasty. A 
problem here is that MA7 does not explicitly refer to 
., _secondary 
picketing. Hence unless there is evidence that 
it will be read as an editorial about secoýdary picketing 
it may be difficult to argue that knowledge is being 
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re-affirmed in the way suggested. This issue will be 
returned to shortly. 
In MA7: 3-MA7: 5 the author proceeds by suggesting 
that "Public opinion is outraged by such scenes. Prior's 
law must be strong enough to defend the liberties of both 
workers and management at beleagured firms like 
Hadfields. If the Tories now place anything less on the 
statute book 1. n 1980 they will be abdi. cating their 
responsibil3iti. es". The reference to Prior's proposed 
law does not refer to a propo sed law desi. gned to deal 
with intimidatory picketing at Hadfi. elds but to a proposed 
law which was formulated before the scenes at Hadfields. 
Readers know that Tory plans for legislati. on have been in 
existence for some time. If, as the author suggests, the 
proposed law i. s applicable to the scenes at firms like 
Hadfields, there must be some similari. ty between these 
scenes and the scenes or events which led to the formula- 
tion of the proposed law. In drawl. ng the reader's 
attention to this similari. ty-the author is using histor- 
ically grounded knowledge to understand the pi. cketing at 
Hadfields. The suggestion that "Prior's law must be 
strong enough... " 1-nvites the vi. ew that the lesson to be 
drawn from the pi. cketing at Hadfi. elds i. s that the 
Government must ensure that i. ts exi-sting plans are strong 
enough to deal wi. th scenes of the kind which have occurred 
i. n the past (i. e. those which led to the formulation of 
the proposed law) and, most recently, during the steel 
strike. Hence the author is suggesting that some 
picketing past and present has been-intimidatory and that 
thi. s kind of picketing should be dealt with via 
legislati. on because it i. s an intimidatory threat to 
people's liberties) a threat whi. ch the majority disli. ke 
(j.. e. "Publi. c opinion is outraged by such scenes" (MA7: 3)). 
It j. s possible to argue that MA7 will be read as an edit- 
orial about secondary picketing. Readers will probably 
read the reference to "Arthur Scargill and his 
irregulars ... 11 (MA7: 2) as a reference to secondary 
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pi. cke; ts (i. e. they are not steelworkers and therefore 
cannot be pri-mary pickets). Moreover, part of the 
Mail's definition of secondary picketing is extending 
the strike 11 ... to workers in the private steel firms ... 
(MA6: 4) and readers know that Hadfields i-s a private 
steel fj. rm (see MA8: 2-MA8: 6 and MA11: 2-MA11: 3). Hence 
j. t i. s not unreasonable to suggest that the Mail's 
knowledge states that secondary picketing is undesirable 
simply because the mere fact of extended strikes is 
undesirable and because such extensions sometimes involve 
inti. midatory threats to people's liberties. 
Under the headi. ng "Mobsters at the factory gates" 
(MA8: 1) the author begi-ns MA8 by suggesting that "MORE 
trade union thuggery is planned for this week. Mass 
assaults are threatened agai. nst those% private steel 
companies and their independent-minded employees, who are 
sti. 11 refusing to come to heel. Thi. s is not pi. cketing. 
It i. s gangsteri. sm. It is a deliberate attempt to 
terrori. se, men who want to work, into joi. ning the stri. kell 
(MA8: 2-MA8: 5). Thi. s formulati. on of the i. ntended trade 
union action seems to be based on knowledge of the 
previ. ous weeýs-events at Hadfields. In MA8: 6-MA8: 8 the 
author suggests that "Hadfields of Sheffteld was not 
closed down last week by peaceful perSUaS3on, nor by an 
appeal for uni-on solidari. ty. It was battered into 
surrender by blatant inti. midati. on. The scenes ... were 
sini-ster$ ugly and criminal". Gi. ven thi-s juxtaposition 
of the descripti. ons of the intended acti. on and the-events 
at Hadfi. elds the author i. s groundi. ng arguments about the 
former vi. a a reference to the latter. Thi-s strategy 
suggests to the reader that secondary pi. cketing (i. e. 
picketing pri. vate steel fj. rms) during the steel strike, 
not just one 1-nstance at Hadfields, involves the gangster 
li. ke i. nti. midation of people who want to work rather than 
joi. n the strike. . Readers are invited to consi. der the 
fact that during the steel strike intimidation rather 
than peaceful secondary picketing is the norm. In the 
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terms of MA7: 2 the triumph of intimidation i. s not just 
temporary. Clearly, this strategy re-affi-rms the 
knowledge that some secondary picketing i. s an intimidatory 
threat to liberties and the knowledge that extended 
stri-kes impose stri. kes on people who do not want to 
strike (i. e. i. ndependent employees who do not want to 
come to heel). 
The author proceeds by suggesting that "In ... 
(a) 
... clear ... 
fnvitation to arrest and prosecute ... Lord 
Hailsham... uttered these... words: - ". 'Let no one suppose 
that intimidation is legal. Let no one suppose that what 
we have seen on television agal n and again is legal under 
the existing law. These are breaches of the criminal 
law. Intimidation is unlawful and violence can amount 
to an affray'" (MA8: 10). The use of this quote about the 
legality of the secondary picketing re-affirms the 
knowledge that it is intimidatory. The author proceeds 
by suggesting that "... intimidation ... enjoys no 
immunity under existing English law" (MA8: ii). This 
re-statement of Lord Hailsham's argument and the author's 
own characterisation of the secondary picketing invite 
the reader to take the view that there can be no reason- 
able doubt about the character of the secondary picketing 
and its legal status. The intention seems to be to make 
it unequivocally clear that secondary picketing during 
the steel strike involves intimidatory an. d criminal acts 
rather than legal and peaceful. picketing. 
The consideration of the illegali. ty of the secondary 
picketing rel. nforces the knowledge that it is undesi. rable, 
denies it any legitimacy and suggests that the exi. sting 
law can and should be used to deal with the problem of 
i. ntimidatory threats to li. berty. The author proceeds 
by suggesting "It is not as if we are deali. ng here with 
riots fuelled by spontaneous fury. Stormtrooper miners 
from Yorkshire, for example (and what an example), are 
scarcely men crazed by hardship or dri. ven to extremes 
by 
empty bellies. They are well-heeled and well-ked. While 
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they take time off work down the pits to do a little 
intimidating, they draw meal allowance and money in li. eu 
of wages ... Flying pi-ckets of the Iron and Steel Trades* 
Confederati-on are also gi. ven pocket money from uni. on 
funds. Yet the ISTC i-s not providing strike pay... it is 
the taxpayers who are having to find milli. ons ... to 
support the families of striking steel workers... 
Unions ... should be forced to meet at least a proportion 
of the cost-(of official strikes). Let the executi. ve of 
the ISTC decide whether to give beer money to bully boys 
or milk allowance to the babies of strikers. Let them 
choose and bear the odium" (MA8: 12-MA8: 17 and MA19). 
This consideration of the financing of strikes and support 
for families seems to offer the reader local knowledge. 
There are no indications that knowledge is being re- 
produced. The author seems to be making specific com- 
plaints about some of the financial dimensions of strikes 
and proposing fairer arrangements. The consideration of 
the storm troopers and bully boys is continued in the 
rest of the editorial, It is suggested "Why should 
Britain's Welfare State be softer on strikers than that 
of almost any other industrialised nation in the free 
world. Why should the police turn a blind eye to Marxist 
publici. ty-seekers who stand dictator-like at the head of 
their union heavies and deny to law-abiding men and women 
that most cheri. shed of r3. ghts, the right to work? The 
mobsters are at the factory gates. They trample on the 
rule of law and rob innocent citizens of their liberty. 
The Lord Chancellor has sounded the alarm and not before 
ti. mell (MA8: 20-MA8: 23). As well as reinforcing suggestions 
about welfare poli. cy and the use of exi-sti. ng legislation 
these parts suggest that the secondary picketing which 
has no possible justi. ficati. on (i. e. the pi. ckets are well 
financed and well fed) is a well organi. sed and poll. tically 
moti. vated attempt to deny li. berties via intimidation. In 
so doing they, amongst other things, underline and 
emphasi. se the nature and undesirabi. lity of secondary 
S 
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picketing. 
8 
There is no clear evidence which suggests 
that the author is re-producing the knowledge that 
intimidatory secondary picketing is illegal. However., 
competent readers know that intimidation implies illegal 
acts. Consequently, the suggestion that secondary 
picketing is illegal can be seen as a strong implication 
of the stock of knowledge. 
Under the heading "VICTIMS CRYING OUT FOR JUSTICE" 
(MA11: 1) the author begins MA11 by suggesting that "ONE 
private steel firm has been driven to breaking point. 
Shut down by secondary. stri. ke action, Hadfields ... is 
losing Z12 million a week" (MA11: 2-MAII: 3). The author 
then points out that the chairman*of Hadfields says that 
during 11 ... this crippling dispute ... 11 
(MA11: 3) he will 
not-pay "... taxes and insurance to the Government worth 
Z2 million a month" (? IA11: 3). These parts suggest to the 
reader that the secondary picketing at Hadfields is to be 
understood as something which causes financial damage 
(i. e. losses arising from the shut down) and that 
Mr. Norton's refusal to pay taxes and insurance is a 
response to the crippling financial effects of secondary 
picketing/secondary strike action. 
9 In a way this 
knowledge of the secondary picketing at Hadfields is 
different from the knowledge of secondary picketing found 
in MA61 MA7 and MA8. The emphasis is on financial 
damage to a firm rather than on the intimidation of 
people who are not involved in the strike and/or who want 
to continue working rather than go on strike. However, 
there is also a sense in which these two kinds of knowledge 
are similar. Competent readers know that fi. nancial 
damage and intimidating people who are not involved in 
the stri-ke and/or want to continue working rather than 
strike are similar activities. They can be understood as 
indications of the nastiness of secondary picketing and 
they adversely affect desirable things (i. e. economic 
viability and people's freedom/liberty). Hence there is 
clearly a sense in which the first part of MA11 re-affirms 
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the knowledge found i. n MA6, MA7 and MA8. This i. s not to 
say that things like fi. nancial damage and inti. mi. dati. ng 
people can be equated but simply that they can both be 
taken as i. ndicators of the way a nasty practi. ce adversely 
affects desirable or valued thi. ngs. In the terms of 
MA11: 5 the firm shut down by secondary stri. ke action is 
i. n the same category as 11 ... the i. nnocent passer-by who 
is mugged... ". The suggestion j. s that the category is 
victim of a, nasty practice. 
The author proceeds by Inviting readers to see 
trade union action in general, not just the specific 
action at Hadfields, as a threat to economic well being. 
This invitation begins in MAII: 6-MA11: 7., it is suggested 
that Mr. Norton and his firm are "Not only..; victims, 
but they are also the breadwinners for the nation. It is 
they and their like who support the State, subsidise its 
welfare needs and focýt the'bill for its follies". It is 
then suggested that "Yes, it is the money squeezed out of 
what wealth can still be created by such private enter- 
prise which pays for schools, #ospitals, debt-ridden 
nationalised industries and-even handouts to the families 
of strikers" (MA11: 8). This account of how finance for 
public spending is raised invites the reader to make 
generalisations. It is not just Hadfields who are the 
breadwinners but It ... they and their like ... 11 or put 
another way "... such private enterprise ... It. Further 
generalisation is invited in MA11: 9. The reference to 
if... our unions... " is a reference to unions in general 
(i. e. unions) not just those associated with the steel 
strike or the secondary picketing at Hadfields. These 
generalisations are brought together in the suggestion 
that "Some brotherhood when the only solidarity they can 
show is to bite the hand that feeds them" (MA11: 10). 
This part suggests that trade unions, through secondary 
picketing, adversely affect the economic viability of 
private enterprise and the State. Readers are invited 
to make a sharp contrast between trade unions and private 
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enterprise. The latter is seen 'as playing a central role 
in the creation and maintenance of the country's economic 
and social well being; in contrast, the former are under- 
stood as the causers,, despite the rhetoric of brotherhood, 
of crippling damage to private enterprise and thereby to 
-everyone, including themselves. 
Taken in isolation the generalisations in MA11 
invite the reader to use claims about the economic effects 
of secondary picketing at Hadfields as an occasion to 
produce general knowledge about trade. unions/secondary 
picketing. However, set in the context of some of the 
editorials analysed in the previous chapter MAII re-affirms 
knowledge about the effects of the actions of trade 
unionists. It suggests that these actions, specifically 
secondary picketing, damage particular industries, industry 
in general and social expenditure. Given this relationship 
between the two sets of editorials it is not unreasonable 
to suggest that MA11 is in effect a re-production of 
knowledge about the economic and social effects of 
secondary picketing/secondary str-ike action. 
The Mail's stock of knowledge suggests that past and 
present are similar for three reasons. Firstly, secondary 
picketing is an undesirable practice because: extending 
strikes imposes strikes on people who are not and do not 
want to be involved in them; it sometimes/often involves 
an intimidatory/illegal threat to people's liberties; it 
damages particular industries, industry in general and 
social expenditure. Secondly, secondary picketing should 
be dealt with/outlawed. Thirdly, the majority of people 
disapprove of it and want it dealt with/outlawed.. 
Clearly, the Mail considers all secondary picketing to be 
undesirable. To suggest that it is a "... thoroughly 
nasty practice ... 11 
(MA6: 3) and to proceed in the rest of 
MA61 MA7) MA8 and MA11 by indicating the ways in which it 
is undesirable is to suggest that various aspects of the 
steel strike are re-affirmations of the knowledge that 
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secondary picketing in general is undesirable because..... 
It is also probable that the Mail considers any kind of 
picketing which has the effects described to be 
undesirable; if the effects were the same the difference 
in the form of picketing would be insignificant. 
Finally, as suggested above,, there is a close relationship 
between the Mailts knowledge of the economics of the steel 
strike and it's knouledge cf picbets and picketing. 
Pickets and-picketing are partly defined in economic terms 
and the author. extends the list of adverse effects 
associated with the actions of trade unionists during 
strikes (j.. e. trade unionists impose their will/views on 
people and threaten their liberties via intimidation). 
MIRROR COMMENT 
As has already been suggested the provision of 
arguments and knowledge about pickets and picketing is not 
a central concern in the Mirror. In MR12 picketing is 
understood in the context of the knowledge that the 
Government could resolve a strike which could have been 
prevented. Under the heading"THE COST OF SAVING , 
FACE" 
(MR12: 1) the author begins by suggesting that "THE strike 
which should nevýr have started was looking as if it 
would never end. That's why the steel unions decided to 
make it much rougher. Their picketing of-every customer 
of British Steel will be legal and devastating- if it is 
successful" (MR12: 2-MR12: 3). These parts suggest that 
steel strike secondary picketing, in the authorls terms 
the picketing of customers, is best understood as a 
response to a deadlocked strike (i. e. soo"That's why" ... 
In so doing they draw the reader's attention not so much 
to the secondary picketing but to the fact that the . 
stri. ke is deadlocked. Put another way the emphasis is 
on the status of the secondary picketing as an indication 
of deadlock rather th4n on the actual character of the 
secondary picketing. True there j. s a sense in which the 
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author provides an understanding of the actual character 
of the secondary picketing. Readers are invited to 
understand it as a mea. ns, or strategy used by the steel 
unions. To suggest that secondary picketing is a 
potentially effective response to the fact that the strike 
has not ended is to suggest that it is a means or 
strategy, a tactic which-might end the strike. This 
argument is reiterated in MR12: 4 and MR12: 5. It is 
suggested that "Industry has got by for nine weeks 
without the Steel Corporation. Stocks are high and so 
are imports. Manufacturers and dovernment have almost 
become complacent. But if they have half forgotten the 
strike, the steelmen haven't. Each has lost close on 
Z1,000 in wages. Their desperation has made their 
leaders get tough". In the light of the earlier parts 
these parts suggest that so far the tactics of the steel 
union have not been successful and that the adverse 
effects of this lack of success led to the decision to 
picket customers of British Steel. The implication of 
this suggestion is that the secondary picketing is a 
legitimate trade union tacti. c. This implication is 
present not so much because the author positively invites 
the reader to approve of the secondary picketing but 
because the suggestion is that it is simply a tactic, 
means or strategy; something which is to be-neither 
applauded nor denounced. In the rest of MR12 the author 
develops the issue of a preventable and deadlocked strike 
by suggesting that the negotiati. ons have produced a basis 
for a reasonable settlement (MR12: 6-MR12: 8) and that a 
settlement is being delayed primarily because the 
Government will not break the deadlock because it is 
interested in saving face (MR12-: 9-MR12: 10). 
. 
Like MR12, MR6 invites a view of pickets and 
picketing but highlights other issues. The author 
responds to legal judgments banning the extension of the 
strike and secondary picketing during the strike by 
suggesting that Lord Denning's "... decisions- about 
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spreading the strike and on secondary picketing- mean 
that the law is different from what many lawyers thought 
it was. And from what the House of Lords said it was 
only a few weeks ago" (MR6: 6). The author proceeds by 
suggesting that these 11 ... extraordinary judgments... " 
(MR6: 5) must despite what some people say be obeyed 
(MR6: 7). Having criticised the judgments (i. e. they are 
extraordinary because they contradict dominant leg'al 
opinion and-a legal precedent) but recommended that they 
should be obeyed the author switches to the issue of a 
preventable and deadl. ocked strike (MR6: 9-MR6: 11). In 
this case criticism of the Government's stance towards 
the deadlock takes the form of the suggestion that the 
Government should intervene because the dispute 
affects us all" (MR6: 11). 
The suggestion that secondary picketing and strike 
action during the steel strike should not have been out- 
lawed does not necessarily i-nvite approval for the 
secondary picketing. However, the-criticism of the 
judgment (see also MR7: 7) implies that the secondary 
picketing is a legitimate trade union tactic in the 
sense that it is perfectly legal. 
10 
As in MR12 there is 
no indication that the view that secondary picketing- 
and by implication other kinds of picketing- is a 
legitimate trade union tactic involves an i-nvitation to 
positively support secondary picketing during the steel 
strike, secondary picketing in general or the trade 
uni. on movement in general. Moreover, neither of these 
editorials is about secondary picketing in the sense 
that this topic is not a major topic and is subordinate 
to other topics. Clearly, the Mirror not only does not 
generalise or re-produce knowledge about pickets and 
picketing but also does not consider it a particularly 
important topic. All the author invites is approval for 
the view that secondary picketing during the steel strike 
can be supported in the sense that it is a legitimate 
trade union tactic. The editorials which refer to 
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pickets and picketing, like those analysed in chapter 
three, are local texts. 
THE SUN SAYS 
The Sun's consideration of pickets and picketing 
begins with the suggestion that "AN OLD menace returns 
to the industrial scene: bullying, threatening and 
sometimes violent secondary pickets" (S6: 2). This 
introduction is followed by two parts which invite the 
reader to consider two specific, recent events: "At 
Sheffield, lorries trying to get into a private steel- 
works find their way blocked by 100 angry men. At 
Corby, a woman. office worker is punched in the mouth as 
she tries to cross a picket line" (S6: 3-S6: 4). The 
reference to the recent events at Sheffield and C6rby 
provide support for 'the author's argument that an old 
menace has returned. He/she is suggesting that the 
behaviour. of secondary pickets at Sheffield and Corby are 
examples of bullying, threatening and sometimes violent 
'behaviour. This invitation to see similarities between 
past and recent events is continued in the next two parts. 
-In the first it is suggested that "Such-ugly,, shameful 
scenes are all too familiar. They recall the "flying 
pickets" of the two coal strikes" (S6: 5). In the second 
it is suggested-that it is significant that Arthur 
Scargill, the supposed inventor of secondary picketing, 
tr ... is said to 
be "advising" the strikers" (S6: 6). 
Clearly) these parts relate the present to the past. 
The overall intention in S6: 2-S6: 6 seems to be to ' 
offer an understanding of some secondary picketing during 
the steel strike by suggesting that the activities of 
steel strike secondary pickets are similar to those of 
secondary pickets in previous industrial disputes. The 
author does not argue that the secondary pickets at 
Sheffield and Corby were bullying, threatening and some- 
times violent but rather that these secondary pickets, like 
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previous secondary pickets, were bullying, threatening and 
sometimes violent. He/she is re-producing knowledge 
rather than producing knowledge; drawing the reader's 
attention to the similarities between secondary pickets 
past and present. It seems reasonable to assume that 
this handling of the steel strike secondary pickets means 
that in editorials which deal with subsequent industrial 
disputes the author is in a position to re-produce know- 
ledge by beginning with arguments like: An old menace 
returns to the industrial scene... . At X... , at Y... 
These ugly and shameful scenes are familiar. They recall 
the flying pickets of the coal strikes and the steel 
strike secondary pickets. Whether or not this option was 
used in subsequent coverage of industrial disputes is of 
course an, empirical issue. However, what is clear is 
that in the first half of S6 (i. e. S6: 2-S6: 6) the author 
is re-producing a stock of knowledge. 
In the next section of the editorial the author 
develops his/her analysis via an Invitation to understand 
the secondary pickets as a problem. It is suggested that 
the strikers 11 ... nominal leader, the pathetic Bill Sirs,, 
wrings his hands and says he is-"very wo. rried"11 
(S6: 7) 
and that "Tory speakers declare that-events are demonstra- 
ting the need for tougher laws against picketing., which 
they promised at the last Election" (S6: 8). These 
suggestions i-nvite the reader to argue that people who 
might normally be expected to have different views about 
the secondary pickets (i. e. a union leader and tory 
speakers supportive of anti-picketing legislation) in. fact 
have similar views. The reference to Bill Sirs suggests 
that the official leader of the secondary pickets defines 
their activities as a problem. The reference to tory 
speakers suggests that they, like Mr. Sirs, consider these 
activities to be a problem. Competent readers know that 
people only worry and call for tougher laws when they 
think that some kind of problem exists. The next step in 
the author's argument is the suggestion that the views of 
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Mr. Sirs and the tory speakers are not a completely accurate 
analysis of the problem. He/she suggests "Of course, these 
(i. e. tougher laws) are needed. And soon. But we do not 
have to wait for new Acts of Parliament to appear like the 
Seventh Cavalry to save us. There are already laws against 
intimidation. Against violence. It is every bit as 
illegal to use force in an industrial dispute as it is in 
a robbery" (. S6: 9-S6: 12). In the light. of the earlier parts 
these parts-suggest to the reader that while the activities 
of the secondary pickets are a problem worrying and calling 
for tougher laws are not, at least in the short-term, the 
most appropriate response to this problem. Clearly, to 
suggest that tougher laws are needed but are not necessary 
because existing legislation can be used against bullying, 
threatening and sometimes violent secondary pickets is to 
suggest that for the moment the best way to respond to the 
problem is to i-nvoke existing laws. The underlying 
assumption is that the activities of the secondary pickets 
are a problem which should be responded to. 
This production of a problem perspective on the 
secondary pickets is not the production of a new 
perspective, one which the author is offering as a specific 
response to a specific group of secondary pickets. The 
suggestion that promised tougher laws against secondary 
pickets/secondary picketing are needed soon suggests to 
the reader that*the activities of secondary pickets have 
been a problem in the past. 
12 To i-nvite approval for a 
previous promise (i. e. 11 ... at the last Election" (S6: 8)) 
is to i-nvoke a historical perspective. Readers know that 
a problem which was the subject of a previous promise to 
introduce tougher laws has been a problem for some time 
(j.. e. at least since the date of the previous promise). 
Moreovery the initial suggestion that "AN OLD menace 
returns ... 11 
(S6: -2) suggests that a problem has returned. 
Competent readers know that authors do not use words like 
menace to describe bullying, threatening and sometimes 
violent behaviour unless they feel that this behaviour 
should be defined as a problem. 
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Clearly, the knowledge re-produced in S6: 2-S6: 12 
is that bullying, threatening and'sometimes violent 
secondary pickets are a problem which should be responded 
to (i. e. tackled, solved, dealt with., etc. ). For the 
author this knowledge adequately describes secondary 
pickets, or at least some secondary pickets, past and 
present. The final two parts of S6 re-affirm this 
knowledge. It is suggested that "No one has the right 
to stop workers who want to work. There is nothing 
sacred about a picket line. The'police should not 
hesitate to use their full powers. And the Government 
should back them with its full authority" (S6: 13-s6: 14). 
In the light of the rest of the editorial these parts do 
two things. Firstly, they re-affirm the knowledge that 
the behaviour of secondary pickets is a problem which 
should be tackled. ' The references to the Government and 
the police only make sense if it is assumed that there is 
a problem which should be tackled. Secondly, they 
re-affirm the reader's knowledge of the nature of the 
problem. The earlier references to the-events at 
Sheffield and Corby suggest that secondary pickets are not 
just a problem because they behave in a bullying, threaten- 
ing and sometimes violent manner but because this kind of 
behaviour adversely effects some of the material and human 
dimensions of normal working (i. e. lorries cannot enter 
steelworks, an office worker has difficulty getting to 
work). True it might be argued that the author only 
offers these effects as examples of bullying, threatening 
and sometimes violent behaviour and is thereby suggesting 
that the problem is the behaviour not the behaviour and 
certain kinds of effects. However, to suggest that 
certain actions (i. e. angry men blocking lorries, somebody 
punching someone else) and the effects of these actions 
(i. e. blocked lorries and punched people cease to function 
in a normal manner) are examples of bullying, threatening 
and sometimes violent behaviour is to suggest that these 
actions and effects are part of the problem. It follows 
that the suggestion "No one has a right to stop workers 
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who want to work" (S6: 13) reminds the reader that an 
aspect of the problem which should be tackled j-s the way 
the bullying, threatening and sometimes violent behaviour 
of some secondary pickets adversely effects a feature of 
normal working (i. e. people who want to work cannot do 
so). 
Given the nature of S6 evidence for the re-production 
of knowledge in the rest of the Sun editorials would be 
the existence of an invitation to re-aff3rm the knowledge 
that the behaviour of some secondary pickets is a problem- 
one which should be solved- because bullying, threatening 
and sometimes violent actions adversely affect some of the 
material and human dimensions of normal working. In S7 
the author begins by drawing the reader's attention to a 
particular response to steel strike pickets. 
It is 
suggested that "THANK HEAVEN that Home Secretary 
Willie 
Whitelaw has had the guts to demand that the law should be 
enforced against steel strike pickets who go too 
far. He 
promised that the police would ensure that all who wanted 
to work would be allowed to do so. They will crack down 
hard against violence and threats on the picket lines" 
(S7: 2-S7: 4). The first point to make about these parts 
is that they clearly invite a consideration of steel 
strike p. ickets not steel'strike secondary pickets. 
However) equally clearly the author is referring to the 
behaviour of bullying, threatening and sometimes violent 
secondary pickets. This is so because in both S7: 2- 
S7: 4 and S6 there is a reference to violence and threats 
directed at people who want to work. Readers will read 
the two references as references to bullying, threatening- 
and sometimes violent behaviour. It follows that the 
author is not distinguishing between pickets and secondary 
pickets*or picketing and secondary picketi. ng. Either he/ 
she is suggesting that both pickets and secondary pickets 
behave in the way described or he/she is using pickets as 
shorthand for secondary pickets. In both cases there 
does not seem to be an intention to distinguish different 
kinds of pickets and picketing. Hence it seems 
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reasonable to assume that the author considers his/her 
descriptions to be applicable to 
, 
all kinds of pickets and 
picketing. It follows that the author's formulation of 
Mr. Whitelaw's response to the activi. ties of steel strike 
pickets suggests to the reader that picketing, or at 
least some picketing, during the steel strike involves 
violence and threats directed at people who want to work 
normally. To thank heaven for a demand that the law is 
enforced to-allow people to work and to curb violence and 
threats is to suggest that violence and threats which 
prevent people working have occurred. ThisAs a re- 
production ok knowledge in the sense that it re-affirms 
most of the knowledge re-produced in S6. Readers are 
i-nvited to focus on the merit of Mr. Whitelaw's response 
to bullying/threatening/violent/intimidatory behaviour 
dixected at people who want to work normally. The 
-suggestion is that he has taken a worthy and brave stance 
towards the problematic behaviour of steel strike pickets. 
The author proceeds by i-nviting the reader to 
ff ... contrast Willie's 
firm stand for law and order with 
the wishy-washy excuses offered a year'ago by, Labour 
Pr3me Minister Jim Callghan when lorry drivers mounted an 
unchecked blockade of British business" (S7: 5). This 
part suggests that Mr. Whitelaw's response to the 
activities of pickets is better than Mr. Callaghan's. In 
the terms of S7: 6-S7: 7 he does not propose a 
weak-kneed reliance on a voluntary code ... but rather 
ff ... tough support of the 
law". The i-nvited assumption 
in these parts. is that some steel strike pickets, like 
some pickets in general, are a problem and that it is 
possible to assess the relative merits of politicians"- 
responses to the problem'of pickets. Readers know that 
tough support for the law and weak reliance on a 
voluntary code are two possible responses to the problem. 
Clearly, these parts are not inviting the reader to 
consider new knowledge about steel strike-pickets in 
particular or pickets in general. Knowledge is being 
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re-produced. The author is suggesti. ng that in the 
steel strike, as in the lorry drivers dispute, the 
behaviour of pickets is best understood as a problem 
which requires a solution. While the contrast between 
tough support for the law and weak reliance on a 
voluntary code invites support f. or a specific response 
to a specific group of pickets, it also re-produces a 
stack of knowledge. Underlying the praise for 
Mr. Whitelaw and the critici. sm of Mr. Callaghan is the 
re-produced knowledge that the behaviour of pickets, past 
and present, is best understood as a problem. Competent 
readers know that vi. olence and threats whi. ch prevent 
people working (S7: 3-S7: 4) and an unchecked blockade of 
Briti. sh business (S7: 5) are similar in that they are both 
problems because they threaten normal worki. ng. 
13 
In the last part of S7 it i. s suggested that 
Mr. Whitelaw "... knows it i. s vital for Bri. tain's 
interests that people who want to li. ve and work in peace 
should be protected from the bully boys" (S7: 8). Thi. s 
part i-nvites the reader to widen the category of things 
threatened by bully boys or bullying pi-ckets. Phrases 
like It ... Britain's interests ... 11 and 11 ... live and work 
i. n peace... " suggest, or at least imply, that the threat 
is a threat to cheri. shed values (j.. e. the country's 
interestsj, the right to live and work in peace) rather 
than just to the routine features of normal working. 
(See also S6: 13- "No one has the right to stop workers 
who want to work". ) 
As noted as well as re-affi. rming and re-producing 
the knowledge re-produced j. n S6, S7 i-ndicates that the 
Sun does not disti. ngui. sh different kind. s of pickets and 
picketing and implies that the problem is the threat 
posed to cheri. shed values. Whereas 57 deals with the 
merits of general political. responses to the problem of 
pickets, in S9 the author invites a consideration of the 
possibility of a more practical response to the problem. 
He/she begins by suggesting that "ENGINEER'S union chiefs 
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have appealed to steel pickets to stop blockading 
factori. es ... They are worried about possible lay-offs" 
(S9: 2-S9: 3). These parts invite the reader to begi. n 
from the assumpti. on that the steel pickets acti. vities can 
be adequately characterised as blockading factories. To 
announce that that someone has appealed to somebody else 
to stop doing something j. s to fnvite the assumption that 
thi. s something is happening and that the activities of 
the somebody else can be characterised as the doing of the 
something. These jn3. tj-al parts also i-nvi. te readers to 
re-affi. rm the knowledge that the acti. vi. ti. es of steel 
pi. ckets are a problem. The suggestion is that appeals 
to steel pickets grounded j. n a worry about lay-offs are 
made by . people who are faced with a pi. ckets problem. 
In more general terms the author is suggesti. ng that 
another incident (i. e. the uni. on chief's appeal) has 
re-affirmed the knowledge that the behavi. our of some 
pickets j. s a problem. 'True the account of the steel 
pi. ckets activi. ties does not use categori. es like bully 
boys; vi. olence, threats, i. nti. midati. on. Hence j. t mi. ght 
be argued that there j. s a si. gni. fi. cant element of dis- 
conti. nui. ty between S6 and S7 on the one hand and S9 on 
the other. On the surface this is true. However., 
there are very strong continu3ti. es. Not only is the 
knowledge that steel pickets are a problem because they 
adversely effect normal working re-affirmed, the kind 
of behaviour referred to in S9 is essentially similar to 
that referred to j. n S6 and S7. Blockadj, ng factories 
and thereby causing possible lay-offs is not di. s- 
simi. lar to the preventi. on of lorries enteri. ng factori. es, 
threats to the freedom to work and blockadi. ng British 
business. Clearly, the author j. s j. nvi. ting the reader 
to re-identify the problem; that isj*the thre ats 
associ. ated with bullyi. ng) threatening and someti, mes 
vi. olent pickets. 
In S9 the author proceeds by suggesting that 
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while the Sun has sympathy with the Engineer's union 
chiefs, 11 ... we do not understand their difficulty. Why 
not simply order their members to cross the picket lines? 
And to call the police if they are impeded" (S9: 4-S9: 5). 
These parts suggest to the reader that there is a simple 
solution to the problem posed by pickets who blockade 
factories (i. e. What is the difficulty? Cross the 
picket lines). In so doing it re-affirms the knowledge 
that the activities of steel pickets can be best under- 
stood as a threat or problem. To ask what can the 
engineers do about steel pickets who blockade factories 
and thereby cause possible lay-offs? is to ask what can 
be done about the problem of steel pickets who pose a 
threat to people's livelihoods? In the terms of S9: 6- 
S9: 7 the engineers right to work is threatened. The 
suggestion that it is possible to call the police if 
people are prevented from crossing picket lines also 
re-affirms the knowledge that the steel pi'Ckets are a 
problem or threat.. It suggests that blockading 
factories is illegal and thereby problematic. In S9: 8- 
S9: 10 the issue of responding to the problem of steel 
pickets is developed via a focus on the relationship 
between the pickets and the steel union leader. It is 
suggested that Mr. Sirs "... who pretends to be worried 
about his pickets getting out of control, has the remedy 
in his own hands" (S9: 8). This part suggests that the 
pickets2- activities can be described as getting out of 
control and implies that if Mr. Sirs really agrees that 
this is a problem he should make the response to the 
problem-available to him (i. e. the remedy is in his 
hands, if he is genuinely worried he should apply the 
remedy). The author proceeds by drawing the reader's 
attention to the remedy-available to Mr. Sirs. it is 
suggested that men who refused to join the strike would 
be expelled from the union (S9: 9) and that "if pickets 
disobey instructions, Mr. Sirs should withdraw their 
union cards too. But he won't" (S9: 10). These parts 
re-affirm knowledge about the pickets problem by 
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suggesting that union discipline can and should be used 
against pickets who are out of control, who blockade 
factories and deny people their rights. 
In S16 thq author devotes a whole editorial to the 
question of union discipline. It is suggested that Bill 
Sirs has said that a number of steelworkers are to be 
expelled from the steel union because they 11 ... defied 
union discipline by refusing to join the strike" (S16: 2- 
S16: 3). The author proceeds by drawing the reader's 
attention to another instance of people defying union 
discipline. It is suggested that "The union ordered 
that the dispute should be peaceful at all times. But 
the pickets intimidated other workers* They threatened 
to storm Hadfields. They committed acts of violence" 
(S16: 5-S16: 6). This contrast between orders that the 
dispute should be peaceful and the reality of unpeaceful 
acts/threats allows the author to ask why those pickets 
responsible for the unpeaceful acts/threats have not 
been expelled "Or punished in any way? " (S16: 7). The 
knowledge which makes the posing of this question 
pos'sible is that pickets have been involved in violent/ 
intimidatory/threatening acts. Clearly, the author's 
raising of the issue of union discipline re-affirms the 
Sun's knowledge about pickets. Hence while the, overall 
intention in S16 may be to raise the issue of union 
discipline, the raising of this issue is also a re- 
affirmation of knowledge. 
The relationship between S10 and the Sun's 
knowledge of pickets/picketing is not very clear. It is 
suggested that "A GROUP of German steel workers have 
come to Britain to help Yorkshire pickets in the steel 
strikell (SIO: 2). It is then suggested that the cynical 
interpretation of this visit would be that it is in the 
if ... Fatherland's 
interests to inflict ... damage... on 
-our industry. But even if the Germans have come in the 
cause of international brotherhood, j. t is still an 
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outrageous intervention in an argument which is none of 
their,, business" (SIO: 3-SIO: 4). This-part implies that 
, even if the support for the Yorkshire pickets is based 
on a no tion of brotherhood it is. illegitimate because 
only the steelworkers have a legitimate right to be 
involved in the steel strike. This kind of interpreta- 
tion is also found in S10: 7 where it is suggested that 
maybe the Germans persuaded the authorities that they 
wanted "... -to 
kneel at the throne of "King" Arthur 
Scargill, who now seems to be running the strike". This 
implies that it is possible that the interfering Germans 
may have come to assist the king interferer. Moreover, 
readers know that Mr.. Scargill's role in previous strikes 
involved some kind of responsibility for the ugly and 
shameful scenes associated with bullying, threatening and 
sometimes violent secondary pickets (see S6: 5-S6: 6). 
Hence it seems reasonable to assume that readers can 
define the visit of the-Germans as interferers supporting 
a known organiser of ugly/shameful. scenes and/or those 
directly responsible for such scenes (i. e. Yorkshire 
pickets/steel strike'pickets). In a sense this chain 
of j. mplications and associations re-affirms some elements 
of the Sun's stock of knowledge about pickets/picketing. 
It suggests, or at least implies, that picketing during 
the steel strike involves ugly and shameful scenes. There 
is also some indication that S10 re-affirms the problem of 
pickets perspective. The argument that the Germans, 
given their purpose to help Yorkshire pickets, should be 
deported (S10: 8) suggests that the activities of Yorkshire 
pickets during the steel strike is a problem. Readers 
know that the suggestion that someone should be deported 
for helping someone else suggests that the activity of 
helping and thereby the activity of the someone who is 
being helped is problematic. However, while 310 does 
seem to re-affirm some elements of the Sun's stock of 
knowledge., it is not,, in t. he way the other editorials are, 
a clear invitation to consider the problem of bullying, 
threatening and sometimes violent secondary pickets. 
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Ther. e is, for example, no clear reference to this kind of 
-activity and no clear ýosj. ng of the question what can be 
done about i. t? Hence S10, compared to the other 
editorials, is probably best regarded as somewhat 
In S12 the author considers the-overturning of Lord 
Denning's decision to stop the steel unions extending the 
strike to the private sector. It is suggested that Lord 
Denning's decision seemed to involve creating law 
instead of interpreting it" (S12: 3), -This part invites 
the reader to acknowledge the legitimacy of the decision 
to-overturn Lord Denning's decision to ban the extension 
of the strike (i. e. he interpreted the law incorrectly). 
However, the author proceeds by suggesting that the 
... 
law as it stands is BAD law" (S12: 4). This part 
invites the reader to challenge the legitimacy of the 
decision to, overturn Lord Denning's decision (i. e. the 
decision to, overturn is based on a correct interpretation 
of a bad law). In S. 12: 5-S12: 7 the author invites the 
reader to consider the reasons why the existing law is 
bad law. It Is suggested that "Workers in the private 
steel industry have no quarrel with their employers., no 
part in the dispute. The unions have sought to involve 
them as a piece of blackmail. They want to inflict so 
much wi. lful damage to the economy that the Government wi. 11 
grant them increases they have not earned and which the 
country cannot afford". This account of why the law 
governing the extension of the*strike is bad law invites 
a focus on the relationship between the unions, private 
steelworkers: the pay claim, the economy and the 
Government. The author proceeds by reiterating the 
suggestion that the existing 
law is bad and by posing two 
questions. IlWhen is this absurd 
law to be changed? When 
is the scandal to be ended? " 
(S12: 9). To inquire when an 
absurd law is to be changed 
to end the scandal 
is to suggest that extending strikes is a problem which 
should be solved. In S12: 
10 the author draws the 
reader's attention to the 
history and proposed future of 
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the problem. It is suggested that "The nation is still 
waiti. ng to hear from Employment Minister James Prior". 
Thi. s part remi. nds the reader that the present Government 
has plans to. provide a solution to the problem. The 
Government, the author suggests, has promi-sed to end the 
scandal.. In so doing he/she re-produces knowledge vi-a 
the suggestion that the steel strike j. s the latest in a 
series of-events whi. ch affirm the validi. ty of the 
knowledge that the law about the extension of stri. kes is 
bad law. It follows that the author j. s probably 
suggesti. ng that blackmail , 
and damage, or similar acti. ons, 
intended to make Governments meet pay claims have 
occurred before. 
Hence., it would seem that the Sun has a stock of 
knowledge about secondary industrial action/the extensi. on 
of stri. kes and a stock of knowledge about pickets and 
pi, cketing. In the second case the knowledge suggests 
that bullyi. ng, threateni. ng and someti. mes vi-olent pi-ckets 
are a problem because this ki. nd of behavi. our adversely 
effects the materi. al and human dimensions of normal 
working; a problem which should be tackled. Thj. s 
statement can be qualifi. ed i. n one way. It is probable 
that the author is also re-producing the knowledge that 
this kind of behaviour is a threat to cheri-shed values 
(e. g. the country's j. nterests, the ri-ght to li-ve and work 
i. n peace). In the fl. rst case the knowledge suggests that 
secondary industrial action/the extensi. on of strikes is a 
problem whi. ch should be tackled because 1-t i. nvolves 
blackmail and damage i. ntended to make Governments meet 
pay clai. ms. In both cases no excepti. ons to the stock of 
knowledge are i. ndi-cated. Hence it j. s reasonable to 
assume that the knowledge is consi-dered to be an adequate 
and comprehensive description of pickets/picketing and 
the extension of stri. kes. The two stocks of knowledge, 
or the two di. mensi-ons of the stock of knowledge, at least 
in general terms9 reinforce one another. In both cases 
the author is suggesting that strikers cause damage and 
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act in undesirable and inappropriate ways. At an even 
more general level this negative image is reinforced by 
the local knowledge identified in chapter three (e. g. 
the steelworkers/steel unions are responsible for the 
poor state of the steel industry, a long strike would 
further damage the steel industry and damage industry 
generally). 
0 
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FOOTNOTES 
It is not being, suggested that pickets, secondary 
pickets, picketing and secondary picketing are 
necessarily identical. or-even similar phenomena. The 
title and introductory sentences of this chapter 
simply introduce the general subject matter of the 
editorials. The actual analyses will carefully con- 
sider the ways in which the editorials refer to 
phenomena which can be generically described by using 
phrases like "pickets and picketing". 
2. E12 was printed alongside a photograph of the pickets/ 
picketing referred to in E12: 1. Hence when the 
author says "THIS WAS the scene ... yesterday... 
(E12: 1), he/she is referring to a photograph. Given 
the scope and aims of this research no analysis of 
this strategy has been provided. This omission is not 
serious: the photograph-rej. nforces rather than alters 
the meaning of the editorial. 
3. The use of the word pickets could be authorial short- 
hand or it could indicate that the author does not 
distinguish between pickets and secondary pickets or 
picketing and secondary picketing. Some of the other 
editorials may throw some light on this issue.. It 
should be pointed out that throughout this chapter, 
unless any of the editorials suggest otherwise, it 
will be assumed that competent readers define secondary 
picketing as picketing carried out by. people who do not 
work for the firm being picketed (i. e. 'secondary 
pickets) and/or who picket firms where the workforce 
is not directly involved in the dispute. 
4. It might be argued that the claim*that people elected 
a Government because they wanted something done about 
secondary picketing is a legitimation of knowledge 
rather than actual knowledge. That is, the author is 
supporting his/her arguments by invoking the dis- 
approval of the majority. However, the claim can 
also be read as knowledge. (SrA chapterseveA 41ra rev; ew of d*&re^, 6 
prarý) 
5. The Express' consideration of the legal judgment 
mentioned in E8 will be analysed in detail in chapter 
five. To-avoid undue repetition of analyses chapter 
five will focus on F47 and E7 will not be analysed in 
this chapter. , It can, however, be noted that while 
E7 focuses on Mr. Arthur Scargill's response to a 
controversial judgment outlawing secondary industrial 
action the author also clearly states that the 
controversial version of the law is the desirable 
version (E7: 10-E7: 11) and thereby re-affirms the 
knowledge that secondary industrial action should be 
outlawed. 
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6. It should be noted that the term industrial relations 
covers more than forms of industrial action (e. g. 
E9: 10 refers to secret ballots and closed shops). 
Analyses of the Express' consideration of other 
aspects of trade union practice are provided in 
chapter six. 
EIS has not been analysed in this chapter and is not 
analysed in any of the other chapters. It is clearly 
about pickets and picketing but does not reveal any- 
thing new about the stock of knowledge. The nature 
of this knowledge has been firmly established via 
analyses of numerous editorials. Hence. an exception 
to methodological rules seems reasonable. E15 is, of 
course, -available for inspection in the appendix to 
this chapter. 
In MAIO the author provides a detailed considerati. on 
of a Marxist publicity seeker*.. An analysis of this 
editorial is provided in chapter five. 
The equation of secondary strike action and secondary 
picketing is justified because part of the, 
' 
Mail's 
definition of secondary picketing is the extension of 
strikes to workers in private steel firms and because 
MA7 and MA8 describe the intimidatory nature of the 
secondary picketing at Hadfields. 
10. A full analysis of the Mirror's consideration of the 
judgment is provided in chapter five. 'For the moment 
the relevant issue is the basic nature of it's 
knowledge of pickets/picketing. 
11. It should be pointed out that 36: 2-S6: 6 do not invitb 
the argument that all previous secondary pickets and 
all steel strike secondary pickets are a bullying, 
threatening and sometimes violent menace. The issue 
of the level of generalisation will be returned to 
when, evidence from the other editorials is-available. 
12. The use of the word picketing in S6: 8 could be short- 
hand for secondary picketing or it could be that the 
author is noting calls for tougher laws against 
picketing and secondary picketing. It will be 
assumed that S6 is about secondary pickets/secondary 
picketing. This is assumed on the grounds that the 
first half of S6 clearly considers secondary pickets 
and S6: 8 refers to the activities of these secondary 
pickets as a demonstration of the need for tougher 
laws. The issue of different kinds of pickets and 
- picketing. will be considered when clear-evidenc. e is 
-available. 
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13. The contrast between Labour and Conservative 
responses to the problem of pickets also reinforces 
the Sun's knowledge of the relati. ve meri. ts of the 
Labour and Conservati-ve parties (see chapter three). 
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CHAPTER FIVE 
THE DEFENCE OF COMMUNITY 
INTRODUCTORY COMMENT 
this chapter a feature of some of the editorials, 
which will be referred to as the defence of community, 
will be identified and analysed. - To facilitate clear 
understanding I will now briefly describe the general 
nature of the defence of community. The editorials 
sugge st that. certain-events, arguments or knowledge pose 
a threat to the arguments and knowledge preferred by a 
newspaper. They challenge the validity of the news- 
paper's preferences. In order to maintain the validity 
of preferred arguments and knowledge and reject the 
claims of alternative arguments and knowledge a newspaper 
must resist or in some way deal with the threat. In the 
most general terms the defence of community refers to the 
process whereby a newspaper deals with threatening, events, 
arguments or knowledge. 
R, S, SFSq6.. de, d . is, elapter on& 
/ tfiere is a sense in which all editorials which 
relate the steel strike to a stock or consistent body of 
knowledge are defending community. They are dealing 
with potentially threatening-events, arguments or 
knowledge by suggesting that they can be understood in 
terms of a stock or consistent body of knowledge. Hence 
the community's knowledge is re-affirmed and alternatives 
are ruled out. However, in some of the editorials defen- 
'e, WAJ 
sive operations/seem to be particularly-evident and., in 
the light of the newspaper's community, important. 
This chapter is only concerned with these editorials. 
2 
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RESISTING SYMPATHY FOR THE STEELWORKERS 
As was seen in chapter three a major dimension of 
the Mirror's knowledge of the economics of the steel 
strike is an invitation to sympathise with the steel- 
workers. The author draws'the reader's attention to 
things like the lowness and unfairness 
lof 
the pay offer, 
the loss of jobs and the destruction of communities. The 
Sun also draws the reader's attention to some of the 
things highlighted in the Mirror. Moreover, the Sun 
understands them in terms of sympathy for the steel- 
workers and thereby acknowledges the validity of the 
Mirror's arguments. However, the intention in the Sun 
seems to be to invite readers to resist arguments which 
invite people to sympathise with the steelworkers. 
The main invitation to resist such arguments is 
found in S2 and S5 (see Appendix Four). In S2 the 
author begins by drawing the reader's attention to a 
threat: "BRITAIN'S railmen threaten to black steel 
imports if our own steelmen go on strike" (S2: 2). This 
part suggests to the reader that the railmen are sympa- 
thetic towards the steelworkers case (i. e. they are 
prepared to support them by taking industrial action). 
The author proceeds by suggesting that "OF COURSE, there 
is sympathy for the 50,000 steelworkers who are to lose 
their jobs. OF COURSE, it is understandable that a two 
per cent increase should be regarded as. derisory when 
inflation is above 17 per cent" (S2: 3-S2: 4). These 
parts suggest to the reader that there are good reasons 
for having sympathy for the steelworkers, that it is 
natural that some people will have sympathy for them 
(i. e. of course lost jobs and a low pay increase lead to 
sympathy for the steelworkers). 
I 
The intention in the early parts of S2 seems to be 
to introduce the topic of sympathy for the st. eelworkers 
and to acknowledge that sympathy for them is legitimate. 
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The author proceeds by inviting the reader to consider a 
fact. He/she suggests "But the fact is that the steel 
industry cannot afford even one per cent. It is already 
E300 million in the red" (S2: 5). In the light of 
S2: 2-S2: 4 this part invites the reader to consider the 
following argument: while sympathy for the steelworkers 
is understandable, support for them based on comparisons 
between the low pay offer and the high rate of inflation 
is undermined because it ignores financial reality. it 
would seem that the author having introduced the topic'of 
legitimate sympathy wants to invite the reader to chal- 
lenge the notion of legitimate sympathy on financial 
grounds. The use of the But which introduces S2: 5 
invites the reader to challenge arguments which invite 
, sympathy 
for the steelworkers in the following way: YES 
sympathy is legitimate BUT when financial reality is 
considered a sympathetic stance towards the steelworkers 
can be ch. allenged.. 
In S2: 6-S2: 10 the author further undermines a sym- 
pathetic stance. As was demonstrated in chapter three 
these parts invite the reader to make the following 
logical/causal connections: there is clear evidence, 
that despite high investment the productivity of British 
steelworkers is relatively low; the steel unionst 
restrictive practices and insistence onýover-manning are 
responsible for the low productivity of British steel- 
workers; which is in turn responsible for the current 
financial state of the steel industry; the financial 
state of the steel industry undermines the legitimacy of 
the pay claim, they cannot afford to offer any pay rise. 
In the context of this chapter the significance of this 
chain of knowledge is that it invites the reader to con- 
sider the following argument: while there is a sense in 
which sympathy for the steelworkers is legitimate, a 
sympathetic stance not only ignores the financial reality 
it also ignores the fact that the steel unions are res- 
pon sible for low productivity and that low productivity 
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is the. cause of the current poor financial state of the 
steel industry; given the financial reality and the part 
played by the steel unions in bringing about this reality, 
the notion of legitimate sympathy for the steelworkers is 
undermined* Put another way in S2: 2-S2: 10 the author 
offers the reader: an instance of sympathy for the steel- 
workers (S2: 2); reasons why sympathy is legitimate 
(S2: 3-S2: 4); reasons for undermining the notion of 
legitimate sympathy (S2: 5-S2: 10). 
In-the last parts of the editorial the author re- 
inforces the critique of'sympathy. In S2: 11-S2: 12 it is 
suggested that "Sooner or later, realism will have to 
dawn in our steel industry. It makes no sense at all 
for the railmen to help postpone the inevitable day of 
reckoning". As suggested in chapter three these parts 
invite the reader to see the chain of logical/causal 
connections established earlier in the editorial as a 
realistic assessment of the state of the steel industry. 
The significance 'of this in this chapter is that to 
suggest that sympathetic support for the steelworkers by 
the railmen would merely help postpone the inevit- 
able day of reckoning*.. " is to suggest that., if the 
fortunes of the steel industry are to improve, the 
realistic reckoning of the Sun's, chain of knowledge will 
have to be applied and unrealistic sympathy resisted. 
The suggestion that those who are sympathetic 
towards the steelworkers are ignoring the realities of 
the situation is further reinforced in S2: 13-S2: 14. it 
is suggested that 11 ... the National Union of Railwaymen... 
has often shown moderation and responsibility in its own 
demands. Do these sensible2 moderate men really want to 
go to the wall in defence of the indefensible? " In the 
light of the rest of the editorial these parts suggest 
that sympathy for the steelworkers simply cannot be - 
rationally grounded. The suggestion is that given the 
reality of the situation and the part played by the steel 
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unions in bringing about this reality, anyone who has 
sympathy for the steelworkers. is defending the indefen- 
sible The strength of this challenge to a sympathetic 
stance (i. e. defence of the indefensible) suggests that 
the author is inviting a rejection of the notion of 
legitimate sympathy for the steelworkers rather than just 
inviting readers to challenge or underrýine the notion, 
Hence in S2 as a whoie the reader is invited to consider; 
an instance of sympathy for the steelworkers (S2: 2); 
reasons why sympathy is legitimate (S2: 3-S2: 4); reasons 
for undermining the notion of legitimate-sympathy 
(S2: 5-S2: 10); a rejection of the notion of legitimate 
sympathy on the grounds that it is an unrealistic defence 
of the indefensible (S2: 11-S2: 14)9 
This kind of invitation is also found in S5.. After 
referring to the tragic failure of the steel talks 
(S5: 1-SS: 2) the author suggests that "It is not difficult 
to have sympathy with both sides in the dispute ... 
(S5: 3)6 He/she proceeds by inviting the-reader to con- 
sider some reasons why it is not difficult to have 
sympathy for the * 
steelmen. It is suggested that "THE 
STEELMEN have seen their position in the wages league 
being gradually eroded* They have seen state-subsidised 
miners win 20 per cent increases, And they have been 
told that only a wholly self-financing wages deal is open 
to them" (S5: 4-S5: 6). It is then suggest 
, 
ed that despite 
the absurdity of the steelments 
* 
demand for production 
bonuses in advance (S5: 7) it is easy to understand 
their resentment" (S5: 8). The provision of reasons why 
sympathy for the steelworkers is legitimate is followed 
by a consideration of the Steel Corporation's case 
(S5: 9-SS: 12). A case which the author suggests is 
stronger but which has been put with monumental 
ineptitude" (S5: 9). It is then suggested IfBut no amount 
of official indeptitude can disguise the brutal facts... 
The industry is losing money at the rate of something 
like a million pounds A DAY. On the very day the talks 
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break down., devastating 
productivity in two Japý 
up to SIX TIMES greater 
industry has not lacked 
years E4,000 million of 
into it" (SS: 13-SS: 17). 
figures are produced showing that 
anese steel plants last year was 
than in Britain. The British 
for investment. In the past six 
state cash- OUR CASH- has flowed 
ý As in S2, the intention in S5: 3-S5: 17 seems to be to 
acknowledge that it is legitimate to have sympathy for the 
steelworkers and to proceed by providing information which 
undermines the legitimacy of a sympathetic stance. Readers 
are invited to consider the following kind of argument; 
while there are reasons why sympathy for the steelworkers 
is legitimate;. sympathy for them based on these reasons IS' 
undermined because it ignores the fact that,; despite 
xnvestment; productivity is low and the industry loses 
enormous sums of money.. Again the use of a But bridges 
the two parts of this argument. The author seems. to be 
saying: YES it is possible to have sympathy for the steel- 
workers and the Steel Corporation has handled the negotia 
tions badly BUT the brutal facts are... As in S2 the 
author proceeds by suggesting that-over-manning and restric- 
tive practices are the cause of low productivity. and 
financial losses (SS: 18-S5: 20)., It is then suggested 
that 11 ... the unions will 
bave. to move out of Never-Never 
Land ... TO ACCEPT that 
it is no longer sensible to live now 
and pay later. TO RECOGNISE that increased prosperity 
for the industry and the nation can only come through 
drastic pruning and drastic reforms" (SS: 22-S5: 24). These 
parts suggest -to the reader that anyone who has sympathy 
for the steelworkers is being unrealistic. In the light 
of the earlier parts of the editorial the suggestion is 
that when the issue of sympathy is considered the financial 
state of the steel industry and the part played by the 
steel unions in bringing about this state cannot be 
ignored; anyone who ignores this is, like the steel unions, 
living in never-never land (i. e. being unrealistic). True 
there are no direct references to sympathy in S5: 13-SS: 24, 
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the author is describing and accounting for the state of 
the steel industry and suggesting that the steel unions 
will have to recognise the validity of this description 
and account. However, it is clear that the intention 
seems to be to invite the reader to reject, or at least 
undermine, the notion of legitimate sympathy for the 
steelworkers. To raise the possibility of legitimate 
sympathy and to proceed by detailing the steel unions 
unrealistic failure to recognise that their inefficiency 
has caused financial losses is to invite readers to 
lindermine. the notion of legitimate sympathy. Competent 
readers are not expected'to be sympathetic towards people 
who are responsible for large financial losses. 
As in S2 there are indications that the intention 
in S5-is to invite readers to reject rather than merely 
undermine the notion of. legitimate sympathy. In S5: 26- 
S5: 27 it is suggested that , 
"Meanwhile, they are losing 
money, customers and valuable goodwill. They are 
further damaging their capacity to compete, and their own 
long-term employment prospects.., and further delaying the 
day when the industry at last becomes viable". These 
parts invite readers to reject the notion of legitimate 
sympathy by adding to the list of adverse effects 
associated with the steel unions. In the light of the 
earlier parts of the editorial the author is inviting 
consideration of the following kind of argument: not 
only are the steel unions responsible for the current state 
of the steel industry, they are losing... and damaging...; 
consequently, the argument that the steelworkers deserve 
sympathy has to be rejected, 
As in S2 this invitation compýletes the following 
overall invitation: the possibility of sympathy for the 
steelworkers (S5: 13); reasons why sympathy is legitimate 
(S5: 4-S5: 8); reasons for undermining the notion of 
legitimate sympathy (SS: 13-SS: 24); a rejection of the 
notion of legitimate sympathy on the grounds that it is,, 
in the terms of S2: 14, defending the indefensible (S5: 26- 
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SS: 27) 
RESISTING SYMPATHY FOR THE STEELWORKERS AS THE DEFENCE 
- OF' COMMUNITY 
Clearly, the-overall intention in S2 and S5 seems to 
be to raise the possibility of sympathy for the steel- 
workers., to acknowledge that there are reasons why 
sympathy is legitimate and to provide reasons for reject- 
ing the notion of legitimate sympathy. These editorials 
do not simply invite the reader to criticise the steel- 
workersY to castigate the railmen for threatening to 
support the steelworkers, to see the pay claim and the 
strike as damaging and unrealistic, to blame the steel- 
unions for the current state of the steel industry, to 
uncritically reject the notion of legitimate sympathy for 
the steelworkers, etc. The invitation is to join a 
community which raises, examines and rejects an argument 
which threatens the Sun's preferred arguments and 
knowledge (i. e. the argument that sympathy for the steel- 
workers is legitimate). The author is logically (i. e. 
giving reasons) defending preferred arguments and 
knowledge by critically examining an alternative poten- 
tially threatening argument. An example of the way the 
argument that the steelworkersdeserve sympathy threatens 
the, Sunts arguments and knowledge is that if sympathy for 
the steelworkers is a valid argument it is difficult to 
make arguments which recommend that Mrs* Thatcher's 
government should resist the challenge posed by 
? 'unearned" wage claims and pursue a non-interventionist 
policy. It seems reasonable to assume that the examina- 
tion and rejection of the alternative argument defends 
preferred arguments and knowledge in two senses. Firstly, 
the threat posed by the alternative argument is resisted. 
Secondly, the validity of the preferred arguments and 
knowledge is reinforced because the author has7demonstra- 
ted that they can be defended against competitors, they 
appear to be superior arguments. The relationship 
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bebueen the Sun's preferences and the threat posed by the I 
sympathy argument will be considered in more detail later. 
For the moment it is sufficient to note that it is clear 
that in S2 and S5 a potentially threatening argument is 
being resisted, preferences are defended. 
THE MIRROR'S INVITATION TO HAVE SYMPATHY FOR THE STEEL- 
WORKERS 
As chapter three demonstrated an invitation to have 
sympathy for the steelworkers is a central dimension. of 
the Mirror's knowledge of the economics of the steel 
strike. From the point of view of this chapter the 
interesting feature of this invitation is that the. Mirror 
often highlights the reasons why the steelworkers have been 
treated unfairly- why sympathy for them is possible and 
legitimate-.. referred. to in the, Sun. In MR1: 2 readers 
are invited to consider the difference between the pay 
offer to the steelworkers and the rate of inflation. In 
S2: 4 this difference is formulated as a reason why 
sympathy for the steelworkers is possible and legitimate. 
In the-Mirror the author proceeds by introducing the 
sympathy invoking issue of pending lost jobs referred to 
i. n S2: 3 (MR1: 3-MR1: 6). Later on in the editorial the 
reader'§ attention is drawn to the relatively high pay 
increase offered to the miners (MR1: 8). This increase 
is formulated as a reason why sympathy for the steel- 
workers is possible and legitimate in S5: 5. 
As chapter three demonstrated in MR1 the references 
to the reasons why sympathy is legitimate identified in 
the Sun are part of a more general invitation to use the 
notion of fairness to sympathise with the steelworkers 
and to criticise the Government and/or the British Steel 
Corporation (i. e. it is suggested that they are respons- 
ibl e for things like lost jobs, low offers and inconsis- 
tent offers). As chapter three also demonstrated this 
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invitation is found in some of the other Mirror editorials 
For the purposes of this chapter-the important features of 
these editorials are as follows. 
In MR5 the disparity between the treatment of the 
steelworkers and the awards/offers to other occupational 
groups (including the minerts 20 per cent referred to in 
S5: 5) is formulated in terms. of the question ItSo why pick 
on steel? " (MR5: 1). In more detail, it is suggested that 
the logic of Sir Keith Joseph's view on the relationship 
between wages and productivity is correct;. "The logic is 
undoubtedly right. Higher wages without higher produc- 
tivity means higher prices or higher taxation" (MR5: 4). 
The author challenges the appropriateness of this view by 
suggesting "But-why single out steel? Was the minerst. 
20 per cent rise paid for out of higher productivity? 
or the local g6vernment workers' 13 per cent? 
"(MRS: 5- 
MRS: 6) These parts suggest that while the logic of the 
view is correct it has not been applied fairly and con- 
sistently., Readers are invited to consider the following 
argument: YES if wages are not related to productivity 
the result will be higher taxes or inflation BUT why 
should the steelworkers be the only occupational group to 
have their wages related to productivity? As in the Sun 
the word But is used to challenge an argument previously 
formulated as legitimate. The sense of unfairness to the 
steelworkers invoked by the reference to the inconsistent 
application of a wages policy is reinforced by the sugges- 
tion that at the start of the steel strike the steel- 
workers-would have accepted any of the rises given/ 
offered to'other occupational groups (MR5: 7). In the 
last parts of the editorial the author reiterates the 
suggestion that the government has been unfair and incon- 
sistente It is suggested that it has) despite what It 
says; intervened in the steel strike and prevented a 
settlement, it has not done this in negotiations with 
other occupational groups (MR5: 8-MRS: 10), 
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In MR3 a question similar to the but why pick on/ 
single out steel? zýaised in MR5 is raised at the end of 
the editorial. Again the author invites sympathy for 
the steelworkers by pointing to the inconsistency and 
unfairness of the Government's policy; "If two per cent 
was the original limit for the steelmen why were the 
miners offered 20 per cent? )'I(MR3: 
11)'. In the earlier 
parts of the editorial the fact that the offer to the 
steelworkers has been progressively raised from its 
initial low level is used to criticise British Steel, 
specifically Sir Charles Villiers It is suggested 
that the initial low pay offer to the steelworkers and 
the subsequent hesitant improvements reflects Sir Charles 
Villiers' disastrous chairing of British Steel (MR3: 4- 
MR3: 8). More. specifically, the author suggests that 
the low initial offer started the steel dispute (MR3: 5) 
and that the hesitant improvements have confused the 
negotiations (MR3: 6-MR3: 8).. In MR2 the fact that Sir 
Charles Villiers is responsible for lostjobs is the 
dominant theme. -The presentation of this sympathy 
invoking theme (MR2: 2-MR2: 6) is followed by a critical 
account of Sir Charles Villiers- views on the situation 
(MR2: 7-MR2: 9). 
Clearly, the reasons why sympathy for the steel- 
workers is possible and legitimate found in the Sun and 
the Mirror are often the same. Equally clearly, the 
Mirror's invitation to use the notion of fairness to 
sympathise with the steelworkers is based on and/or 
leads to criticism of the Government and the British 
Steel Corporationj whereas the Sun rejects the notion of 
legitimate sympathy and goes on to prefer arguments and 
knowledge different from those preferred in the Mirror. 
This suggests that the , 
Sun's rejection of sympathy for 
the steelworkers has inter-textual dimensions. 
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THE DEFENCE OF COMMUNITY: THE SUN AND THE MIRROR 
The schematic representation of the overall invita- 
tions in the Sun and the Mirror (see overleaf) suggests 
that the Sun is not just defending preferred arguments 
and knowledge against an alternative argument, it is 
defending preferences against alternatives present in 
the. Mirr_or. 
As suggested earlier the argument that the steel- 
workers deserve sympathy is a threat to the Sun's 
knowledge that it is desirable that the Government should 
resist "unearned" wage claims and pursue a non- 
interventionist policy. This threat can now be formula- 
ted as a threat to theýSun from the. Mirror. The Mirror's 
sympathy argument threatens the Sun's knowledge in the 
following way. The invitation to have sympathy clearly 
involves the suggestion that the steelworkers should be 
granted a reasonable pay rise; that is, a rise similar. 
to the offers/awards given to workers in other state- 
owned industries: a rise which is not necessarily 
related to productivity (i. e. in the. Sun's , 
and the 
Government's terms an unearned rise) and a rise which 
would involve-Government intervention, Furthermore, 
the. Mirror's invitation to use the notion of fairness to 
sympathise with the steelworkbrs and to criticise the 
Government suggests that criteria other than the economic 
ones preferred by the Government and the-Sun can be used 
to assess the steelworkers situation and the actions/ 
policies which effect them. 
Clearly; the Mirror's preferences threaten the 
validity of the SunIs preferencese Hence the Sun's 
raising of the possibility of sympathy for the steel- 
workers is an acknowledgement of the threat posed by the 
arguments and knowledge preferred by the Mirror 
(A)* The 
., Sun's examination and rejection of 
the sympathy. argument 
(B) defends itS preferences against the threat. This 
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SUN 
Acknowledgement of 
44 threatening argument: 
sympathy for the 
steelworkers is 
possible. 
Reasons why threatenin 
argument is valid: 
lost jobs, a low pay 
offer, a higher award to 
workers in another state- 
owned industry. 
B 
Defence 
Rejection of threaten- 
ing argument: BUT THE 
FACTS ARE tne steel 
industry loses enormous 
-sums of money and the 
working practices/low 
productivity of the 
steelworkers is the 
primary cause of the 
financial plight of the 
industry. 
D 
Conclusion/Statement of 
Preferences: If the 
industry anO industry/ 
the nation generally 
are to prosper wages 
have to be earned and 
not paid for with 
unearned money. The 
Government, quite 
rightly, has a policy 
of non-intervention. 
Q 
MIRROR 
Preferred argument lead- 
ing to_and/or produced_b 
a consistent body o 
knowledgf?: sympathy for 
the steelworkers because/ 
therefore fairness can be 
used to assess the steel- 
workers situation and the 
actions/policies which effect 
them. 
Reasons why preference is 
valid: the actions/pollcies 
of the Government and/or the 
B. S. C. have led to lost jobs, 
a low pay offer, higher 
offers/awards to workers in 
other state-owned industries, 
threatened steel communities. 
Acknowledgement of validit 
of threatening argument: 
true if wages are not rela- 
ted to productivity., inflation 
or taxation will rise. 
Rejection of threatenin 
argument: BUT WHY SINGLE OUT 
STEEL? The view about the 
relationship between wages 
F and productivity is logic- 
, ally correct 
but has been 
applied unfairly and incon- 
sistently. 
C 
Conclusion/Statement of 
Preferences: the steel- 
(W workers deserve sympathy 
because they have been 
unfairly treated. The notion 
of fairness can be used to 
assess the steelworkers . 
situation and the actions/ 
policies which effect them. 
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defence enables the author to reject conclusion (C) and 
re-affirm the validity of conclusion (D). The end 
result of the process is that readers are able to defend 
preferred arguments and knowledge against alternative 
arguments and knowledge. They can logically support 
their preferences, logically reject threats to prefer- 
ences and argue that other preferences are inferior. 
In all three cases the logical basis of their arguments 
is their ability to argue YES.... BUT... 
This process also operates in the reverse direction- 
the Mirror defends itS. arguments and knowledge against 
the threat posed by the kind of arguments and knowledge 
found in the Sun. However, in this case the process is 
more indirect., As noted earlier the Mitror acknowledges 
that the logic of Sir Keith Joseph's views on the 
relationship between wages and productivity is correct 
(MR5: 3-MR5: 4). A similar acknowledgement occurs in 
MR1. After pointing to the low pay offer, the lost 
jobs and the closures which are devastating communities 
(MRI: 2-MRI: 4), the author quotes the following statement 
of Sir Charles Villiers "It is not possible to protect 
trade unionists from reality" (MR1: 5). The author's 
response to the view that lost jobs and closures are a 
reality which must be faced is to suggest "Maybe not. 
But... that sounds like the skipper saying... Throw some 
more men overboard" (MR1: 6). This response is an 
acknowledgement of the correctness of a view similar to 
that found in MR5. It is a YES-BUT type response to a 
vlew about the "logic/reality" of a situation. In both 
cases the acknowledgement of the correctness of the view 
is followed by a response which challenges the view: 
YES maybe the steelworkers cannot be protected from 
reality BUT they are adversely effected by the actions/ 
policies of the Government and the British Steel 
Corporation, and other groups of workers are not effected 
in the same way (MR1: 6-MR1: 10); YES higher wages without 
higher productivity means higher prices or higher 
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taxation BUT the Government has applied this view incon- 
sistently and unfairly, other groups of workers have 
not had their wages tied to productivity (MRS: 4- 
MR5: 10). 
Hence it would seem that the Mirror performs a 
defensive operation similar in form to that found in 
the Sun. Namely, raising and acknowledging the validity 
of a threatening argument (E) and subsequently rejecting 
it (F). The basis of the threat is that if wages have 
to be tied to productivity sympathy for the steelworkers 
is impossible. The defence against this threat allows 
the Mirror to do three things: reject the argument 
that wages have to be tied to productivity; reject 
knowle, dge based on this argument (e. g. the steelworkers. 
do not deserve sympathy, the Government should not 
intervene); assert the superiority of arguments and 
knowledge which emphasise fairness, sympathy for the 
steelworkers and criticism of the Government. In the 
schematic representation it is suggested that the threat 
to the Mirror comes from the Sun. However, the Mirror 
tends to focus attention on the arguments of the Govern- 
ment and the British Steel Corporation as opposed to the 
actual arguments found in the Sun. Nevertheless it does 
raise arguments similar to those found in the Sun. 
Hence it seems reasonable to suggest that inter- 
textually the defence of community is a two way process 
between the Mirror and-the Sun, even though the Sun's 
defence against the Mirror is more direct. In any case 
it is clear that Mirror readers, like Sun readers, can 
defend their preferences against threatening alternat- 
ives. 
RESISTING SYMPATHY FOR THE STEELWORKERS: THE EXPRESS 
AND THE MAIL 
In the most general terms the Express and the Mail 
treat the issue of sympathy for the steelworkers in a 
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similar way to the Sun. They invite their readers to 
resist arguments which invite readers to sympathise 
with the steelworkers. The way(s) in which they do 
this is also generally similar to the strategy found 
in the Sun. However3 in more specific terms there are 
differences between the three newspapers. 
In the first section of E4 the author relates the 
steel strike to previous industrial disputes (E4: 2- 
E4: 4). It is suggested that an-important difference 
between these disputes and the steel strike is that 
"There will be no General Election this year. The 
Government will not fall" (E4: 4). The theme of strikes 
as challenges to Governments is developed via the 
suggestion that the steel dispute 11 ... is a test of the 
Government's nerve. " (E4: 5). The author proceeds by 
suggesting that the situation testing the Governmentfs 
nerve is that "The steel industry is losing around ; Z1 
million a day, yet the steel workers are demanding a 
wage increase of around 17 per cent- which is the going 
rate of inflation" (E4: 5). It is then suggested that 
"The money is not there. Only if the Government 
printed more money, or raided, the taxpayer, could more 
cash be produced. It will not happen. Why should it? 
Most people's wages are limited by what their firm or 
industry can actually earn. Why should the steel- 
workers occupy a privileged position? (E4: 6-E4: 7): 
These parts suggest to the reader two reasons why the 
steelworkers pay claim is illegitimate. Firstly, 
because in the light of the financial*state of the steel 
industry the pay claim is simply ridiculous or in some 
sense unrealistic. This view of the pay claim is 
invited via the contrast between the Z1 million a day 
losses and the 17% claim (i. e. losses of around ZI 
million a day, yet the wage demand is for... ). 
Secondly, because pay claims which are not directly 
related to the earning power of the industry and/or 
which can only be met by using taxpayer's/Government 
money contradict the general rule that wages are 
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directly limited by earning power. The suggestion is 
that there is no reason why the steelworkers should be 
an exception to this general rule. 
Clearly, in E4: 2-E4: 7 the intention seems to be 
to formulate the steelworkers pay claim as a challenge 
to the Government and as illegitimate. The author 
proceeds by inviting the reader to consider the pos- 
sibility of sympathy for the steelworkers. It is 
-suggested that. "Of course it is easy to understand how 
they feel about a prospective reduction in their living 
standard. It would be rough for anybody. Yet the 
assumption that their living standard should be main- 
tained- as some sort of God-given right- irrespective 
of the real economic value of what they produce, is 
wholly unreal" (E4: 8). The first section of this part 
invites the reader to recognise that sympathy for the 
steelworkers is both possible and legitimate. The 
reason why sympathy is said to be legitimate is the same 
as one of the reasons given in the Sun and the Mirror. 
Namely, that a pay offer which amounts to a reduction in 
living standard is rough or unfair. As in the Sun the 
acknowledgement that sympathy is legitimate is followed 
by an invitation to undermine/reject the notion of 
legitimate sympathy, The second part of E4: 8 invites 
the reader to consider the following kind of argument: 
YES it is possible to have sympathy for the steelworkers 
BUT the assumption that wages should maintain living 
standards regardless of the economic value of the product 
is unrealistic; consequently, the notion of legitimate 
sympathy can be challenged* The function of the word 
But in the Sun is performed in the Express by the Yet in 
E4: 8. This word bridges the two parts of the argument 
and signals the critique of the notion of legitimate 
sympathy. However, the Express does not perform the 
same defensive operations found in the Sun. The main 
difference is that in the Express the notion of 
legitimate sympathy for the steelworkers is rejected 
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before it is acknowledged. This difference can be 
illustrated via a comparison of the different overall 
invitations found in the two newspapers: The Sun- 
the possibility of sympathy for the steelworkers; 
reasons why sympathy'is legitimate; reasons for under- 
mining the notion of legitimate sympathy; reasons for 
rejecting the notion of legitimate sympathy; the 
Express- reasons for undermining the. notion of legit- 
imate sympathy for the steelworkers (E4: 5-E4: 7); the 
possibility of sympathy and a reason why it is legit- 
imate (E4: 8 first part); a reason for undermining the 
notion of legitimate sympathy (E4: 8 part two). 
It could be argued that the difference between 
the-overall inv: Ltati. ons demonstrates that, compared to 
the Sun, the Express does not place great emphasis on 
the possibility of legitimate sympathy for the steel- 
workers. This issue, so the argument would run,. is 
not textually prominent, it is raised in the middle of 
an invitation to consider the reasons for undermining 
the legitimacy of the steelworkers pay claim. Readers 
are not invited to consider the following argument- 
YES it is possible and legitimate to have sympathy for 
the steelworkers YET .., but rather the following 
argument- the steelworkers pay claim is illegitimate, 
YES sympathy for them is legitimate YET this stance 
can be undermined/rejected. Clearly, the difference 
between these two arguments is that. the second is some- 
what dismissive of arguments which sympathise with the 
steelworkers. * The rejection of such arguments is made 
easier because the illegitimacy of the pay claim is 
firmly established before the issue of sympathy is 
raised. 
The argument that this difference is indicative 
of a particular stance towards the sympathy argument 
could be developed in the following way.. The Express' 
dismissive approach indicates that it does not consider 
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the sympathy argument to be a major threat to itsý 
preferred arguments and knowledge. True materials 
which enable readers to resist the sympathy argument 
are provided, hence it must be assumed that this argu- 
ment is considered a threat. However, it is con- 
sidered a minor threat in that it can be easily rejected 
or resisted. If it was seen as a major threat it is 
reasonAble to assume that the author would place it in a 
textually prominent position and proceed to examine and 
G 
1i ect it. As it is the author, so to speak, rejects it 
in passing. The sympathy argument does not introduce 
arguments about the economics of the pay claim, it is 
mentioned in the course of a consideration of such 
arguments. It follows that the author expects readers 
to radically reject rather than simply undermine or 
reject the sympathy argument. Clearly,, for the , 
Express 
the crucial thing about the steelworkers pay claim is 
that. it must be understood in the context of an economic 
policy which insists that pay rises have to be earned by 
performance. Given the Express' clear and firm 
support for this knowledge the sympathy argument can be 
strongly and easily rejected. The reader is in a 
position to radically reject arguments which emphasise 
sympathy for the-steelworkers and to radically re-affirm 
the superiority of the Ex2ress' arguments and knowledge. 
Readers are not expected to be strongly attracted by 
alternative arguments and knowledge. 
The main problem with the above argument is that 
it assumes an extremely close relationship between a 
stance t8wards the, sympathy argument and the fine 
details of the physical organisation of E4 It is, for 
example, quite possible to argue that the physical 
details of the rtjection of the sympathy argument reflect 
a strategy for dealing with something considered to be a 
-major 
threat. According to this argument the author 
seems to be effectively dealing with a major threat by 
disguising or under-emphasising the significance and/or 
16o 
validity of the sympathy argument. It is difficult to 
see how textual analysis could udicate between these 
readings of the physical details of E4. Hence it must 
be concluded that it is impossible to impute any signif- 
icance to the detailed differences between the Express 
and the Sun. However, one thing is clear; readers are 
invited to defend preferences against an alternative. 
The Mail's treatment of the sympathy issue is found 
in MA1. In MA1: 3. it is suggested that "You have to 
have a balance sheet, instead of a heart, not to feel 
some sympathy for the men who work in (the steel) 
industry". The author proceeds by providing reasons why 
sympathy for the steelworkers is legitimate.. It is 
suggested that "No sooner had they become resigned to the 
disappearance of 20,000 jobs, than they are having to 
face the prospect of losing 32,000 more. -Even worse, 
the pay rise they-are being offered is a mere 2 p. c. 11 
(MA1: 4 and MAI: ý). After raising the possibility of 
sympathy and giving reasons why it is legitimate the 
author suggests that the lost jobs and the low pay offer 
have 11 ... driven ... 11 the moderate Mr,. Bill Sirs to 
stand and make a fight of it" (MA1: 7). The author pro- 
ceeds by challenging this stance: "It is suicide. 
Sheer suicide" (MAI: 9). The reasons why the poor 
chap and his 85,000 members... " (MA1: 8) are committing., 
or are about to commit, suicide are given in MA1: 10- 
MAJ: 12: shutting down the industry would worsen its 
financial state and thereby lead to more redundancies 
(MA1: 10); similarily, any improvement in pay achieved 
by a strike would'result in lost jobs (MA1: 11-MA1: 12). 
In the terms of the last sentence of MA1: 12 the steel- 
workers "... can't win". 
The intention in MAI: 3-MA1: 12 seems to be to 
invite the reader to consider the following argument: 
yES it is possible and legitimate to have sympathy for 
the steelworkers BUT a strike in support of their claim 
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would be self-destructive. This argument does not 
really challenge or undermine arguments which sympa- 
thise with the steelworkers, it simply suggests to the 
reader that sympathy is possible and legitimate but that 
a strike would be self-destructive. In MAI: 16 the 
author proceeds by "suggesting that "The hard truth is 
that there is only one way forward for British Steel... 
many fewer men working... far more productively",. it 
is then suggested that the current low productivity of 
British steelworkers is the reason why the steel 
corporation is offering a low basic pay rise with extra 
pay for improved efficiency (MA1: 17-MAI: 18). In a 
sense these parts invite the reader to challenge the 
sympathetic perspective provided by the heart.. The 
suggestion is that despite the possibility and legit- 
imacy of sympathy for the steelworkers, efficient 
production can only come through lost jobs (i. e. fewer 
men) and higher productiv%ty (i. e. improved efficiency). 
In effect the author seems to be saying: the reality of 
the balance sheet-overrules the sympathy of the heart. 
However. ý the author proceeds by suggesting that "It 
would be utterly dishonest ... not to concede that 
improved productivity will ... create yet more redun- 
dancies... " (MA1: 19). This part invites readers to 
retain some sympathy for the steelworkers. The author 
is suggesting that-even given improved productivity and 
thereby improved industrial performance and pay the 
steelworkers will still be adversely affected by job 
losses. put another way the author is inviting the 
reader to be honest. He/she is suggesting that it must 
be clearly stated that improved productivity will not 
necessarily improve the steelworker's situation, even 
given improved productivity jobs will be lost. Readers 
are invited to see-that there will, at least in the 
for- 
seeable future, always be reasons for sympathising with 
the steelworkers. 
The retention of sympathy for the steelworkers is 
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also invited by the suggestion that 11 ... when times 
were not so bad, successive Governments could not summon 
up the courage to back the tough measures required to 
make BritishSteel viable and competitive... painful 
changes are having to be pushed through now, when the 
economic weather is foul. A ... strike will not avert 
these changes. o. only render them more traumatic... " 
(MAI: 21-MAI: 22)0 These parts invite readers to argue 
that there is nothing the steelworkers- or anyone else- 
can do to avoid low basic pay offers, job losses and pay 
offers tied to productivity.. The suggestion is that 
these painful changes are, in the terms of MAI: 16, the 
way forward, that it is inevitable that the steelworkers 
will be the victims of painful changes. 
In a sense the-overall invitation in the Mail is 
similar to that in the, Sun. The possibility of 
sympathy for the steelworkers is raisedv reasons why 
sympathy is legitimate are g1ven and. reasons for chal. - 
lenging the perspective of the heart/sympathy argument 
are given. However, it is possible that the intention 
in the Mail is not so much to reject the notion of 
legitimate sympathy but to suggest that it has to be 
considered in the light of the realities of the balance 
sheet. -Overall the reader is invited to consider the 
following argument. Such things as lost jobs and a low 
pay offer make sympathy for the steelworkers entirely 
legitimate but the realities of the situation must be 
faced: a-strike, as would improvements in pay, will 
lead to more redundancies; painful changes are 
inevitable, the industryts performance can only be 
improved if fewer men work more productively and if 
wages are closely tied to productivity, This argument 
accords priority to the Mail's knowledge of economic 
realities but also invites readers to sympathise with 
the steelworkers. True the legitimacy of sympathy is 
'undermined in that the author invites the reader to let 
the balance sheet rule the heart. Howeverp the 
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emphasis on the way the steelworkers are/will be 
adversely affected whatever happens invites the reader 
'4 
to remain sympathetic. 
The fact that the Mail seems to invite readers to 
retain rather than reject outright the notion of legit- 
imate sympathy for the steelworkers does not affect its 
ability to defend preferred arguments and knowledge. 
Faced with the threat of the sympathy argument the 
reader, despite being sympathetic, is in a position to 
defend preferred arguments and knowledge (e. g. the 
illegitimacy of the pay claim and the strike, the 
validity of non-interventionist economic policies). 
This can be done via a reference to economic realities. 
Readers faced with the threat can argue: sympathy f or 
the steelworkers is possible and legitimate but the 
facts of the mattei- are that the strike would be 
suicidal; that low basic pay offers/job losses are 
inevitable; that-the way forward- fewer men working 
more productively- may not improve the steelworker's 
situation but is the only way forward... Clearly, the 
Mailý, like the Express, the Mirror and the Sun, offers 
readers materials which enable them to defend preferred 
arguments and knowledge against threatening arguments 
and knowledge. 
THE DEFENCE OF COMMUNITY: THE APPEAL COURT AND SECON- 
DARY PICKETING 
As the analysis of the issue of sympathy for the 
steelworkers suggests one of the defining features of 
the defence of community is that readers are provided 
with materials which enable them to resist threatening 
arguments and knowledge.. In the case of an Appeal 
Court judgment about secondary picketing/secondary 
industrial action one of the main intentions in the 
Express and the Mail seem. ý to be to invite resistance 
to Mr. Arthur Scargill's response to the judgment. 
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RESISTING MR. ARTHUR SCARGILLtS RESPONSE TO THE 
- JUD6MENT 
In E7 (see Appendix Five)the author begins by 
suggesting that "IN a confused legal situation the 
latest ruling has to be accepted as the authoritative 
one. So unless the House of Lords-overrules Lord 
Denning's court of Appeal, the court's ruling on the 
steel strike must be accepted. Which means the steel 
unions must call off strike action in the private sec- 
tor, and the trade union ban on the mo'veme nt of steel 
must be lifted" (E7: 2-E7: 3). These parts simult- 
aneously invite an acceptance of the ruling and an 
acknowledgement that it could be criticised. For the 
author the ruling has to be accept'ed not because it is 
unequivocally correct but because the legal-situation is 
confused and in such situations the latest. ruling., 
unless it is changed, must be accepted.. Similar', ly, 
certain trade union actions have tO-stop not because 
they are unequivocally illegal but because a ruling, 
which has authority because it -is the latest ruling,, 
means that they have to. stop; if the ruling is changed 
the, actions could be legal. Clearly, the introduction 
of the situation as a confused legal situation ... 11.9 
the criterion of the latest ruling ... 11 and the 
qualification of the need to accept the ruling ("So 
unless... ") constitute an acknowledgement that the 
ruling which has to be accepted could be criticised. 
The author proceeds by suggestipg that "Of course, 
the present situation was tailor-made for Arthur 
Scargill, the-Yorkshire miners' leader. This desparately 
ambitious man, with his thirst for personal publicity, 
can hardly be expected to neglect an opportunity to cast 
himself in the role of trade union. hero- even martyr" 
(E7: 4). It is then suggested that Mr. Scargill's 
ambition and desire for personal publicity led to his 
rhetorical demand to workers to defy the Court of 
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Appeal: "So he places himself on the rhetorical bar- 
ricades, demanding defiance of the Court of Appeal. He 
asserts that the workers should pay more attention to 
their trade u. nion than to the court" (E7: 5). In 
prefacing an account of Mr. Scargill's response to the 
judgment (i e he recommends defiance of the judgment) 
with an account of his motivations the author is 
inviting the reader to undermine the legitimacy of the 
response. He/she is suggesting that it is an illegit- 
imate response because it is the result of ambition and 
a desire for personal publicity rather than a result of 
informed criticism of the judgment. The suggestion is 
that "personal factors" led to and explain Mr. 
. Scargill's critical response. The reader's ability to 
delegitimise his response is reinforced by the 
formulation- rhetorical demand to defy the court. Again 
this suggests that the response is not the result of 
informed criticism, It is, the author suggests, simply, 
a piece of rhetoric. 
Additional reasons for undermining the legitimacy 
of Mr. -Scargill's response are provided in the next two 
parts of the editorial. It is suggested that the doc- 
trine that workers should pay more attention to their 
trade union-than to the court is curious ... 
(E7: 6) and that if individuals, or organisations... 
are going to decide what laws to obey and what not, then 
we will live in a state of anarchy" (E7: 7). As in the 
earlier parts of the editorial part of the de- 
legitimising power of these parts is that they suggest 
that Mro Scargill's response is not the result of and/ 
or does not constitute informed criticism (i. e. it is 
simply a decision to recommend defiance of the law and 
obedience to a pressure group). However, E7: 7 also 
invites de-legitimisation because it suggests that the 
response involves an invitation to disobey the law and 
is the kind of thinking which leads to anarchy. Com- 
petent readers are not expected to afford legitimacy to 
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anarchistic invitations to disobey the law. 
Clearly, the intention in E7: 4-E7: 7 seems to be to 
de-legitimise Mr. Scargill's response to the judgment, 
The reason why the author invites de-legitimisation is 
that the response threatens some of the Express' 
knowledge* The basis of the threat is that the response 
suggests that the judgment is illegitimate because it 
places a ban on legitimate secondary industrial. action., 
consequently criticism of it and support for the. action 
is a legitimate stance. It might be argued that the 
author does not. acknowledge that this is what the 
response suggests. True he/she does not refer directly 
to Mr. Scargill's legitimisation of criticism and sup- 
port. However. connotations of criticism and support 
are present in the suggestion that demanding 
defiance of the Court of Appeal. He asserts that 
workers should pay-more attention to their trade union 
than to the court" (E7: 5). In this part the. author, 
in order to facilitate the de-legitimisation of Mr. 
-Scargill's response, seems to have transformed a 
relatively neutral phrase (e. g. 'criticism of the ruling 
and support for the trade union actions) into a phrase 
with de-legitimising potential (e. g. rhetorical demands 
to defy the court and pay more-attention to a trade 
union). Likewise a relatively neutral introduction to 
Mr.. Scargill's response is transformed into "Of course., 
the present situation was tailor-made for Arthur 
Scargill... This desparately*ambitious man... " (E7: 4) 
These phrases reinforce the reader's ability to under- 
mine the legitimacy of the response without impairing 
his/her ability to see that a response which criticises 
the judgment and invites support for the outlawed actions 
is being considered* Put another way the references to 
Mr. Scargill's response and the formulations which under- 
mine the legitimacy of it tend to merge (i. e. Mr. 
Scargill said XYZ. This is a rhetorical demand 
becomes 11 ... he places himself on the rhetorical 
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'5 Clearly, barricades, demanding definace ... 11 
(E7: 5)). 
readers know that the author is considering a response 
to the judgment which criticises it and which invites 
support for the actions. it outlaws. 
As chapter three demonstrated part of the Express' 
knowledge is the knowledge that secondary industrial 
action is undesirable and should be outlawed. Hence. 
Mr.. Scargill's invitation to criticise the judgment and 
support the secondary industrial action outlawed by it 
threatens the, Express. It suggests that an instance of 
secondary industrial action is perfectly legitimate and 
that workers should support it: The Express' intro- 
duction to the judgment. acknowledges the legitimacy of 
this suggestion by acknowledging that the judgment ban- 
ning secondary industrial. action can be criticised and/ 
or challenged. Given this introduction and the Express! 
knowledge it follows that the de7legitimisation of an 
invitation to criticise the judgment and support secon- 
dary industrial. action is an attempt., to defend preferred 
knowledge against the threat posed by an alternative 
argument. True the, overall invitation in E7: 2-E7: 7 is 
only to consider:. an acknowledgement of the. legitimacy 
of criticism of the judgment and thereby of invitations 
to support the. actions it outlaws (E7: 2-E7: 3); 
references to Mr.. Scargillts criticism and support 
(E7: 4-E7: 5); reasons for de-legitimising or rejecting 
Mr. Scargill's support for the secondary industrial 
action (E7: 4-E7: 7)-ý Hence it might be argued that the 
intention only seems to be to defend a particular legal 
judgment and to undermine the legitimacy of criticism 
of it. There is, so this argument runs, no evidence 
to suggest that the intention is to defend preferred 
knowledge about secondary industrial action; the author 
is simply suggesting that a legal judgment should be 
obeyed and that invitations to disobey it are illegit- 
imate. However, in the concluding parts of the 
editorial it is suggested that "What is most important 
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is that the Government's own legislation should b, e 
strengthened, clarified, and pushed through without 
delay: So that the Denning version of the law is 
laid down in black and white, unambiguously, on the 
Statute Book" (E7: 10-E7: 11). These parts relate the 
judgment to preferred knowledge. In the light of the 
earlier parts of the editorial they suggest to the 
reader that while the judgment outlawing secondary 
industrial action can be criticised, it is desirable 
that pending legislation should unequivocally outlaw 
the. actions outlawed by the Denning version of 
the law Hence the author seems to be to defend- 
ing the preferred knowledge that secondary industrial 
action should be outlawed against the argument that it 
is perfectiy legitimate and should be supported- rather 
than just defending a judgment against criticism. 
Clearly, given the concluding partsy. the intention 
seems to be to reject-the legitimacy of Mr... Scargillls 
invitation to support secondary industrial action and 
to re-affirm the knowledge that secondary industrial 
,6 
action is something which should be outlawed, 
If the. Express was not considering and rejecting 
a threatening argument the editorial would probably 
have begun, or. at least could have begun, as follows: 
The Appeal. Court ruling means that strike action in the 
private sector must be called off. and the ban on the 
movement of. steel lifted, the Denning version of the 
law should be embodied in the pending legislation. 
Mr.. Scargill's criticism of the judgment and support 
for the outlawed actions means that this use of the 
judgment as an occasion to-simply state and re-affirm a 
preferred argument is impossible.. The author is forced 
on to the defensive because Mr. Scargillfs challenge to 
a legal judgment outlawing secondary industrial action 
challenges knowledge which supports and/or recommends 
th6 outlawing of secondary industrial action. Givern 
this threat the author has to place the. Express' 
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preferences in a YES-BUT type argument. Readers are 
invited to consider the following: YES the judgment 
can be criticised and thereby support for the secondary 
industrial action is legitimate- -it is certainly not 
unequivocally illegal- BUT Mr. Scargill's invitation 
to support the secondary industrial action is not based 
on genuine., reasoned arguments but on a desire for 
personal publicity.. Hence his arguments do not chal- 
lenge the argument that secondary industrial action is 
illegitimate and should be outlawed. The important 
thing is that it should be outlawed. This YES-BUT 
argument allows the author to deal with a threat to a 
preferred argument (i e. the secondary industrial action 
is a legitimate trade union practice) and to re-affirm 
preferred knowledge (i. e. secondary industrial action 
should be outlawed). 
In general terms the Mailts 
, 
treatment of the 
judgment and Mr. Scargillts response to. it is similar 
to the Express'. The-overall intention in MA6 seems to 
be to invite readers to acknowledge that the judgment 
can be legitimately criticised and to invite support 
for the spirit of the judgment.. ; It is suggested that 
while "LORD DENNING is a very great lawyer. there is 
a limit to the good sense that-even he can extract from 
bad law" (MA6: 2). The author proceeds by suggesting 
that Lord Denning's views are acceptable and a 
splendid embodiment of the popular willf, (MA6: 3)o The 
reader is then invited to consider why this is the 
case: "Secondary picketing is a thoroughly 'nasty 
practiceo. elf; most people 11 ... detest it and.. want to 
see. it outlawed" (MA6: 3); "The extension of the steel 
strike ... is an excessive and authoritarian abuse of 
union power" (MA6: 4); workers in the private steel 
firms are not involved in the dispute, do not want to 
strike and have not been balloted (MA6: 4)* 
7 
This invitation to consider the acceptability or 
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correctness oý Lord Denningts views is followed by an 
invitation to acknowledge that his judgment can be 
legitimately criticised. It is suggested that "The 
jump, however, from condemnation to legal judgment does 
appear to be one of the most audacious the Master of 
the Rolls has-ever made: Tory plans to make secondary 
picketing illegal have not yet reached the statute book. 
Lord Denning's judgment sounds to be in flat contra- 
diction to the majority ruling of the Law Lords only a- 
month or so back" (MA6: 5-MA6: 7). Clearly, these 
parts indicate reasons why it is possible and legitimate 
to criticise Lord Denning's judgment- it amounts to 
condemnation rather than legal judgment, it pre- 
supposes pending legislation and it contradicts legal 
precedent. 
Having supported the judgment and. acknowledged 
that 
* 
it can be legitimately criticised, the author pro- 
coeds by suggesting that "For the moment, what Lord 
Denning and his two fellow Appeal Court judges have 
declared to be the law is, indeed, the law- Until and 
unless the Lords find otherwise, it must be obeyed by 
all the citizens in the land" (MA6: 9),, In suggesting 
that a judgment which can be legitimately criticised 
must be obeyed this. part draws the reader's attention 
to the possibility that not-everyone will automatically 
accept a judgment which can be criticised and which 
might be-overruled in the near future, However, the 
author does not pursue the issues of criticism and 
possible disobedience. In the next two parts he/she 
reiterates preferred knowledge about secondary picket- 
ing. It is suggested that "For the future, this Tory 
Government must both strengthen and more speedily 
implement ýlans for responsible union reform. They 
can't leave it all to Lord Denning" (MA6: 10-MA6: 11). 
In the light of the earlier parts of the editorial 
these parts invite readers to consider the following 
YES-BUT type argument: YES the judgment can be 
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criticised- there is a possibility of disobedience- 
BUT disobedience is illegitimate because the declared 
law is the law; it is also good law, it should form the 
basis of future legislation. Hence it would seem that 
the author is not particxilarly interested in criticism 
of the judgment and disobedi'ence, he/she is simply sugges- 
ting that they are possible, that the judgment. must be 
accepted and that it is a good judgment.. Put another 
way criticism and disobedience are not taken seriously,, 
the author simply mentions them and proceeds by relating 
the judgment to preferred knowledge about secondary picket- 
ing (i. e. it is undesirable and should be outlawed). 
However, when MA6 is seen in the light of MA10 it is 
clear that the author's raising of the legitimacy of 
criticism and the possibility of disobedience has a 
defensive purpose. The tale of two trade unionists" 
(MAIO: 1) told in MAIO is a contrast-between two different 
responses to Lord Denning. ýs judgment. It is suggested 
that Mr. Bill Sirs might be "WRONG-HEADED.... But it is not 
easy to dislike (him). He is a trade unionist pure and 
simple. Trying to do what he can for his members. Under- 
standably, he is critical of the... judgment ... however, 
he is law-abiding. Martyrdom may be thrust upon him. 
But he hasn't done around looking for it" (MA10: 2-MA10: 5). 
it is then suggested "What a contrast to Arthur Scargill., 
champion bandwagon jumper,. * Nob64y can get in on a 
militant trade union act with such indecent haste as this 
charmer with the carefully groomed Marxist quiff. There 
he was yesterday in time for the lunch time news.. and... 
early editions of the evening newspapers urging trade 
unionists to thumb their noses at the law and to carry on 
picketing... Wouldn't he love to be tdonel for contempt? 
Held adore the publicity. The steel strike is not his 
dispute. He's muscled in on it. Like he barged his way 
into prominence at Grunwick. In spitting defiance at the 
law he draws attention to himself" (MAIO: 6-MA10: 11). 
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The Mail's references to Mr. Scargill's response 
are similar to the Express' in that they invite the 
reader to undermine the legitimacy of the response via a 
reference to "personal factors". In the case of the Mail 
this takes the form of the suggestion that he is a 
professional interferer who is only interested in pub- 
licity Clearly, the suggestion is that his invitation 
to criticise the judgment and to support the secondary 
picketing outlawed by it is the product of his personality 
rather than of reasoned argument. (As in'the Express the 
reference to this invitation is couched in de- 
legitimising terms, i. e. invitation to critic: Lse and 
support becomes 11 ... urging trade unionists to thumb 
... if their noses at the law and to carry on picketing... 
(MA10: 8)).. The reason why there is an invitation to 
undermine the legitimacy of Mr. Scargill's response is 
that it threatens the Mailts preferred knowledge. The 
threatening nature of his response is apparent from the 
way the author contrasts it with Mr. Sirs' response. 
This contrast recognises that the judgment can be 
criticised and distinguishes between a legitimate and an 
illegitimate critical response: Mr Sirs' is under- 
standably critical of it, Mr. Scargill's criticism of it- 
involves an invitation to actively defy the declared law. 
For the author the difference between the two responses 
is that Mr. Sirs' involves critical acceptance of the 
judgment (i. e. "... he is law abiding ... 11 (MAIO: 5))., 
whereas Mr. Scargill's involves an invitation to actively 
defy the judgment. The latter response is illegitimate 
because it goes against the principle of obeying the law 
until/unless it is changed (MA6: 9); in contrast, Mr. 
Sirs, response is legitimate because criticism of a 
controversial judgment which nevertheless accepts this 
judgment is understandable (MA10: 4). Such criticism does 
not involve inviting people to defy the law and to 
support/carry on picketing, consequently it does not 
pose a threat to the Maillsl preferred knowledge (i. e. 
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secondary picketing is undesirable and should be out- 
lawed). Mr. Scargill's response is a threat, it chal- 
lenges the preferred knowledge. 
True Mr. Sirs' response implies support for the 
secondary picketing and therefore could also be con- 
sidered a threat to the, Maills, preferred knowledge. 
Clearly, it suggests, or at least implies, that the 
secondary picketing is legitimate. However, Mr. Sirs' 
response is not seen as an invitation to support secon- 
dary picketing but only as understandable criticism of 
the'judgment. In contrast, Mr. Scargill's response is 
seen as a radical invitation to support the secondary 
picketing (i. e-. support it regardless of the law) and 
consequently is a threat because it suggests that 
workers/trade unionis. ts should pursue their interests 
via the legitimate tactic of sec9ndary picketing regard- 
less of the law. Clearly, this inv ' 
itation to support 
the secondary picketing and to see it as a legitimate 
tactic is a threat to the knowledge that secondary 
picketing is undesirable and should be outlawed. The 
de-legitimisation of Mr. Scargill's response allows the 
author to resist the threat of arguments which invite 
radical support for secondary picketing 
(i. e. support 
which invites defiance of the law). 
As in the Express, if the Mail was not in the 
business of resisting the threat of Mr. Scargill's 
response to the judgment there would be no need to 
acknowledge that it can be criticised and to discuss 
his response; the acknowledgement (MAO and the dis- 
cussion (MA10) are two sides of the same coin. In other 
words the judgmentý is controversial, the issue of 
criticism only arises) because of the existence of pos- 
sibly legitimate responses which criticise it and 
invite radical support for the secondary picketing. 
Given the Mail's preferred knowledge in the absence of 
such responses it could simply invite readers to focus 
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on the correctness of the judgment (i. e. it rightly out- 
laws secondary picketing). As it is Mr. Scargilits 
response forces the author on to the defensive and con- 
sequently he/she has to invite readers to consider the 
following: acknowledgement of the possible legitimacy 
of criticism of the judgment (mainly MA6 but also MAIO: 4); 
two critical responses to the judgment, one of which is a 
radical invitati'on to support the secondary picketing 
(MAIO); reasons for undermining the radical response 
(MAIO: 6-MAIO: 11). 
The use of the contrast between two responses re- 
inforces the reader's ability to resist the threat of 
Mr. Scargill's response because it invites readers to 
accept one version of the criticism of the judgment 
argument. This allows them to formulate Mr. Scargill's 
version as "extreme" in the sense that it goes beyond the 
limits of acceptable criticism.. Th6 implication is that 
ordinary trade unionists like Mr. Sirs are not interested 
in mobilising support for the secondary picketing, they 
only want to criticise the judgment. Reople like 
Mr. Scargill, on the other hand, are an extreme minority 
who want people to support secondary picketing regard- 
less of the law. Put another way readers are invited to 
consider the following YES-BUT type argument: YES the 
judgment is controversial, criticism of it and support 
for the secondary picketing. may be legitimate BUT 
Mr. Scargill's response goes beyond acceptable criticism/ 
support. Most trade unionists are not interested in sup- 
porting illegal actions. This form allows the author to 
resist a threat to the knowledge that secondary picketing 
is undesirable and should be outlawed. In short the 
author's conclusion that "In spitting defiance at the 
law draws attention to himself" (MA10: 11) is an attempt 
to draw the reader's attention away from Mr. Scargill's 
arguments by suggesting that he only wants personal pub- 
licity. 
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THE EXPRESS AND THE MAIL: MR. SCARGILL AND THE DEFENCE 
OF COMMUNITY 
The Express' and the Mail's knowledge of the Appeal 
Court judgment is similar in that they both invite their 
readers to acknowledge the possible legitimacy of a 
threatening argument and to resist the threat posed by 
this (i. e. Mr. Scargill's)argument. As the schematic 
representation (see overleaf) shows the preferred argu- 
ment about the judgment (B) stems from preferred 
.8 
knowledge A As suggested earlier it seems reason- 
able to assume that were it not for Mr. Scargill's res- 
ponse to the judgment the Express and the Mail would 
simply draw on preferred knowledge about secondary 
picketing and state preferred argument (B). However, 
the threat of Mr. Scargill's response (C) makes this dif- 
ficult, the preferred argument cannot be made because 
his response criticises the judgmept and invites support 
for the secondary picketingo Consequently, the reader is 
invited to consider an understanding of'the judgment 
which takes account of Mr. Scargillts argument (D) 
This means not just that a specific threat is resisted, 
it also allows the reader to resist and challenge any 
alternative knowledge which may emerge from Mr* 
Scargill's argument. For example, the implication of 
his argument is not just that the judgment can be criti- 
cised and the. actions outlawed by it supported but also 
that secondary picketing in general is a legitimate 
trade union tactic w1iich should not be curbed by pending 
legislation or Appeal Court judgments. Clearly, this 
knowledge challenges the Express' and the Mail's 
knowledge. Equally clearly, the de-legitimisation of 
Mr. Scargill's argument is ipso facto a de- 
legitimisation of the more general knowledge implied by 
his argument. In other words preferred knowledge can 
be defended'against an alternative argument and 
alternative knowledge. 
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IN THE ABSENCE OF 
THREAT AUTHOR 
RELATES JUDGMENT 
TO PREFERRED 
KNOWLEDGE. 
A 
Express and Mail: 
preferred knowledge- 
secondary picket-1-ng 
is undesirable, pend- 
ing legislation must/ 
should deal with this 
problem. 
An Appeal Court 
judgment about SP: 
steel strike SP is 
illegal 
Preferre argument 
B 
about judgmen the 
j-udgment is correct, 
it should form the 
basis of future 
legislation. lrllý\ 
C 
D 
UNDERSTANDING WHICH 
PROVIDES DEFENCE 
AGAINST THREATENING 
ARGUMENT. 
Acknowledgement of 
possible legitimFFy of 
threatening argument: 
the judgment must be 
accepted because it is 
the law. However, it is 
controversial and 
could be overruled. 
Hence criticism of it 
and support for the 
actions it outlaws have 
some legitimacy. 
Mr. Scargill's argument: 
Mr. bcargill Has inv =ed 
defiance of the 
judgment and support for 
the SP. 
Rejection of validity of 
threatening argument: 
Mr. bcargill is an 
ambitious man who makes 
arguments for personal 
reasons. Consequently) 
his arguments have no 
rational basis. 
THREAT TO PREFERRED ARGUMENTS 
AND KNOWLEDGE: Mr. Scargill has 
urged trade unionists to defy the 
law and obey their trade union. 
This argument suggests: the 
judgment is controversial; it 
does not have to be obeyed; it 
outlaws legitimate actions; 
support for the actions is legit- 
imate; more generally, SP is a 
legitimate trade union tactic 
which should not be curbed by 
legislation. 
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Ano-ýher more general point is that it seems 
reasoriable to assume that Exýress and Mail readers are in 
a position to de-legitimise anyone who makes the kind of 
argument made by Mr. Scargill and/or who holds the 
knowledge implied by his argument. * True there is no 
direct textual evidence to support this assumption: the 
editorials only deal with Mr. Scargill. However, in 
assessing his argument the authors are defending 
knowledge-against an alternative argument and, at least 
potentially, alternative knowledge - not against 
Mr. Scargill but against his argument. Hence competent 
readers will be able to reject other similar arguments. 
However, it should be pointed out that the de- 
legitimisation materials offered may be specific to 
Mr. Scargill. There is no guarantee th*at they would 
work in other cases. Presumably if the newspapers were 
faced with an argument made by someone who could not be 
de-legitimised via a reference to "personal factors", they 
would have to provide other reasons for de-legitimisation. 
Clearly, their preferred knowledge makes the de- 
legitimisation of public support for secondary picketing 
essential. 
THE MIRROR: RESISTING THE RESPONSE OF PEOPLE LIKE ARTHUR 
SCARGILL 
The Mirror's invitation to accept a controversial 
r, x judgment is different from the E press' and the Maills. 
There is no accompanying invitation to see the judgment 
as a correct one. Indeed the Mirror inviýes criticism 
of the judgment which goes beyond merely acknowledging 
the possible legitimacy of criticism of it. However, in 
an important respect the overall intention seems to be 
similar to that in the Express and the Mail. Namely) to 
deal with the threat posed by a certain kind of response 
to the judgment. 
In MR6 the invitation to acknowledge the 
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controversial nature of the judgment is made via the 
suggestion that "The legacy of this dispute will be sour 
and long-lasting. Aný Lord Denning's extraordinary 
judgments will make. it worse. His decisions- about 
spreading the strike and on secondary picketing- mean 
that the law is different from what many lawyers thought it 
was. And from what the House of Lords said it was only a 
few weeks ago" (MR6: 5-MR6: 6). These parts suggest to the 
reader that Lord Denning's judgment(s) can be criticised 
because it contradicts dominant legal opinion and legal 
precedent. The reference to the private sector steel- 
workers who defied the ruling (MR6: 3) adds weight to the 
suggestion that criticism of the judgment is legitimate. 
It draws the readerts attention to an instance of active 
defiance of the judgment. C1, oarly, in MR6: 3-MR6: ý the 
intention seems to be to invite criticism of Lord 
Denning's judgment. 
The author proceeds by qualifying this invitation. 
He/she suggests that "Nevertheless the steel union 
leaders, rightly, will abide by (the judgment). People 
like Martin Flannery, MP for Hillsborough, who hoped the 
workers wouldn't take notice of Lord Denning, are foolish, 
wrong and dangerous" 
(MR6: 7). This part suggests to the 
reader that while the judgment is controversial and 
criticism of it is possible and thereby 
has some legitim- 
acy. *. criticism which 
involves an invitation to disobey 
the judgment is illegitimate. It is then suggested that 
the risk is that Lord Denning's judgment may 11 ... set 
loose the unofficial (leaders). He has given provocation 
to those wanting and waiting to be provokedit (MR6: 8). 
The suggestion here is that disobedience inciting state- 
ments by unofficial leaders 
(i. e. people like Martin 
Flannery) are not rational statements. Such people, in 
that they want and await provocation, are professional 
provocators. Consequently, any statement they make about 
Lord Denning's judgment lacks a rational basis. These 
statements, it is suggested, are not reasoned responses 
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to the judgment because the people concerned will make such 
statements given any opportunity and regardless of the 
merits of particular cases. 
Clearly, the Mirror seems to be inviting readers to 
de-legitimise the arguments of those whose criticism of 
the judgment involves an invitation to defy it (i. e. 
People ... who hoped the workers wouldn't take notice of 
Lord Denning... 11 (MR6: 7)) on the grounds that they are not 
rational, 'reasonable arguments. -There does not seem to be 
any attempt to relate the 11 ... foolish, wrong and dangerous 
... if 
(MR6: 7) views of those who want to be provoked to 
preferred arguments and/or knowledge. In the concluding 
parts the author suggests that a preventable strike could 
have been stopped once started (MR6: 9) and that "... its 
time the Government moved to break the. deadlock" (MR6: 11). 
While these parts state some preferred arguments they are 
not directly related to the analysis of the judgment. The 
intention-seems to be to consider the judgment and then 
move on to the separate issue of a deadlocked strike. 
Hence the analysis of the judgment is a specific analysis 
in the sense that arguments about the judgment are not 
related to. more general preferred arguments/knowlqdge. 
However, when MR6 is seen in the light of MR7 there 
is-evidence that the judgment is being related to general 
preferences. In MR7 there is a more general considera- 
tion of why arguments which invite defiance of the judg- 
ment are wrong/foolish/dangerous. The author begins by 
quoting an extract from a speech by Mr. Arthur Scargill: 
', "Trade unionists ... have a s. imple choice to make. They 
either accept the decision of three men in wigs sitting in 
a remote part of London or accept the advice and instruc- 
tion of their trade union"" (MR7: 2). The first part of 
the editorial text draws the reader's attention to the 
possibility that this response is illegitimate because it 
is the product of personal factors. It is suggested that 
"MR. SCARGILL is a martyr in search of a strike, and he 
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trails his opinions from one strike meeting to another in 
the hope of finding it" (MR7: 3). This part suggests that 
Mr. Scargill's arguments have no legitimacy because they 
are not specific reasoned responses to specific events but 
more general opinions which he applies to any available 
ýevent (i. e. trailing from meeting to meeting) in order to 
pursue or reinforce his status as a martyr. The pos- 
sibility of a relationship between his response and personal 
factors is not referred to again until the end of the 
editorial. The other parts focus on the actual response. 
It is suggested that parts of Mr. Scargill's response are 
not relevant to the issue at hand (i. e. his statement that 
the Appeal Court judges wore wigs and met in a remote part 
of London (MR7: 4-MR7: 5)). The author suggests that regard- 
less of location and appearance 11 ... their rulings ... still 
have to be accepted. Otherwise a democratic society would 
slip into anarchy" (MR7: 6). As in the Express and the Mail 
the reader is invited to accept the principle that the judg- 
ment is the law unless and until it is overturned... " 
(MR7: 8). It is suggested that while Mr. Scargill it ... IS 
perfectly free to disagree with the judges. The Daily 
Mirror does ... Neither 
(he)nor anyone else is free to 
incite disobedience to it" (MR7: 8). For the Mirror the 
reason why people are not free to incite disobedience is 
that this would lead to anarchy. In additýon to the ref- 
erence to anarchy in MR7: 6 the reference to the idea that 
if one category of person can flout the law why should not 
other categories (MR7: 9) and to the fact that with one pos- 
sible exception systems of government do not place union 
leaders. above the law (MR7: 10) suggest that Mr. Scargill's 
incitement threatens orderly life. 
Clearly like the Express and the 
, 
Mail, the Mirror 
invites its readers to undermi, ne the legitimacy of 
Mr. Scargill's response to the judgment. In the Mirror's 
case three strategies are used: drawing the reader's 
attention to the relationship between the response and 
personal factors (the last section (MR7: 11) develops 
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MR7: 3 by implying that the response was motivated by a 
desire for prosecution); challenging the relevance of some 
of Mr. Scargill's statements; and associating his response 
with anarchy. The overall chain of knowledge in the Mirror 
is also generally similar to that in the Express and the 
Mail. Namely: acknowledgement of the controversial nature 
of the judgment and thereby of the possible legitimacy of 
criticism of it and support for the trade union actions; 
references to responses to the judgment which involve such 
criticism and support; grounds for undermining the legit- 
imacy of certain responses, especially Mr. Scargill's 
response (i. e. especially in the sense that a whole edito- 
rial is devoted to his response). 
This chain -of knowledge invites the reader to defend 
a preferred argument against the threat of the response to 
the judgment of Mr. Scargill and others like him (i. e. 
"People like Martin Flannery" (MR6: 7) and "King Arthur" 
(MR7: 1) are similar in that their arguments involve an 
invitation to disobey the judgment and are not reasoned 
responses to it). The preferred argument is one which 
acknowledges the possible legitimacy of criticism of the 
judgment and support for the trade union actions, and 
invites disagreement with the judgment but which neverthe- 
less also invites acceptance of it. Hence the Mr 
Scargill type response is a threat because it challenges 
the argument that despite its controversial nature the 
judgment must be accepted and criticism of it limited to 
disagreement. As in the Mail the contrast between 
criticism of the judgment limited to critical disagree- 
ment (in the Mail's case Mr. Sirs' acceptable response) 
and criticism which invites disobedience reinforces the 
reader's ability to undermine the legitimacy of 
Mr. Scargill's response. This response can be formulated 
as "extreme" and thereby illegitimate not simply because 
it invites disobedience but also because it goes beyond 
normal ax; d thereby legitimate criticism (i. 
'e. disagree- - 
ment). The reader is invited to consider the following 
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YES-BUT type argument. YES criticism of the judgment is 
legitimate, we disagree with it, BUT the judgment has to be 
accepted; criticism of the kind made by Mr. Scargill is 
quite illegitimate. 
There is also a sense in which the response of 
Mr. Scargill and others like him is a threat to the Mirror 
because it could form the basis of an alternative knowledge. 
This is so because the understanding of secondary picketing 
implied by his arguments makes secondary picketing an impor- 
tant topic (i. e. by formulating it as a legitimate trade 
union tactic which §hould not be curbed he raises and 
addresses potentially radical issues). As was demonstra- 
ted in chapter four while the Mirror invites acceptance of 
the view that picketing/secondary picketing is a legitimate 
trade union tactic, this invitation does not involve radic- 
al'. support for secondary picketing, or, more generally 
the trade union movement. It seems reasonable to suggest 
that the Mirror sees Mr. Scargill, and others like him as 
radical supporters of secondary picketing/the trade union 
movement. True this is only a reasonable assumption if it 
is accepted that readers equate radical criticism of the 
judgment with radical support for the activities outlawed 
by the judgment. However, while a de-legitimisation of 
critical responses does not in itself invite this equation, 
competent readers could make the equation (i. e. radical 
criticism at least implies radical support), Hence it is 
not unreasonable to suggest that there is a sense in which 
MR6 and MR7 provide a defence against radical knowledge. 
THE SUN AND THE APPEAL COURT 
The defensive operation in the Sun involves an 
invitation to support the initial judgment because it is a 
good interpretation of a bad law. In S12 the author 
begins by noting that the House of Lords has overturned 
Lord Denning's judgment (S12: 2). The reader is then 
ilivited to acknowledge the controversial nature of the 
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judgment and the possible legitimacy of criticism of it. 
This invitation is contained in the suggestion that IlMost, 
people expected this decision (i. e. the overturning). 
Albeit with the best of motives, Lord Denning seemed to 
many of us to be creating law instead of interpreting it" 
(S12: 3). Hence the judgment is controversial and open to 
criticism because it was a creative interpretation of the 
law which many people expected to be overturned. The 
implicationthat the spirit of the judgment is acceptable 
(i. e. 11 ... the best of motives. ý. '11) is developed in the 
form of the suggestion that "But the law as it stands is 
BAD law" (S12: 4). The introduction of this suggestion 
invites the reader to consider the following YES-BUT type 
argument: YES the judgment was controversial and is open 
to criticism and YES a correct interpretation of the law 
allows the extension of the steel dispute to private* 
industry BUT the existing law is bad law. The author pro- 
ceeds by specifying some reasons why the law is bad law; 
the ext6nsion of the steel dispute effects workers who are 
not involved in the dispute (S12: 5) and is an attempt to 
blackmail the Government by inflicting wilful damage 
to the economy... " (S12: 6-S12: 7). 
The intention behind the invitation to see the law 
as bad law and the"YES-BUT argument referred to above seems 
to be to defend a preferred argument about the extension of 
the steel dispute to private industry. The House of 
Lords-overturning of Lord Denning's judgment poses a threat 
to the argument that the extension is unacceptable because 
it legitimises this extension by declaring it legal. In 
order to resist this threat the Sun simultaneously acknow- 
ledges and undermines the legitimacy of the House of 
Lords decision (i. e. YES it was expected BUT the correct 
law is bad). Si'Milarily, there is an acknowledgement of 
the incorrect nature of Lord Denning's decision and an 
undermining of criticism of it (i. e. YES it is incorrect 
BUT the law is bad). 
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In contrast to the Express, the Mail and the Mirror 
the Sun is distinctive in that the consideration of the 
judgments does not include a reference to Mr. Scargill or 
the defiance/possible defiance of the law. However., 
clearly S12 has a defensive form. The more general 
knowledge defended is that picketihg/secondary picketing 
is undesirable because it causes damage.. 
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FOOTNOTES 
It might be thought that the implied distinction 
between the re-production of community and the defence 
of community takes the research away from the main 
hypothesis. However, as will become apparent, the 
analyses in this chapter provide important information 
about the existence. and nature of the re-production of 
community/kno; vledge. 
2. The editorials in. question can be found in appendices 
four and five. Some of these editorials have been . 
analysed and/or referred to in chapter three or four. 
Repetition of analyses has been-avoided as much as pos- 
sible. On occasions summaries of previous analyses 
are provided. Readers who wish to inspect the full 
analyses can consult the relevant parts of chapter 
three or four. Conversely, a few editorials or parts 
of editorials are analysed more fully in this chapter. 
This is because they are directly relevant to the con- 
cerns of-this chapter. 
The schematic representation is-a general summary of 
the-overall invitations found in the Sun and the Mirror. 
It is not necessarily the case th ' at each particular 
editorial makes all the arguments and connections 
represented. However, it is assumed that inter-textual 
competence is such that readers will be able to make 
this kind of summary-of the arguments and knowledge 
found in their newspaper. 
The suggestion that the Sun is defenoing. pref, erences 
against alternatives found in the Mirror does not 
involve the claim that readers necessarily know that 
they are resisting alternatives found in another news- 
paper. Readers are invited to acknowledge the validity 
of a threatening argument, examine and reject it, and 
thereby can. defend and assert the superiority of their 
preferences. Objectively, whatever the subjective 
reality, the threatening alternative is found in another 
newspaper. 
It could be argued that inviting the retention of 4. 
sympathy for the steelworkers is an effective way of 
inviting the rejection of sympathy. According to this 
argument in emphasising the significance/validity of the 
sympathy argument the author is rejecting it in a subtle 
manner (i. e. YES, YES, YES, BUT... ). This analysts's 
preference is grounded in the grammatical/physical 
structure of the text: there are clear indications that 
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the intention is to invite the retention of sympathy 
because the steelworkers deserve sympathy. 
5. It should be stressed that it is not being suggested 
that either of these phrases is a truer or fairer 
account of Mr. Scargill's response or that readers will 
automatically distinguish rhetorical and relatively 
neutral formulations. All that is being suggested is 
that readers will know that a critical/supportive 
response is being considered. This analyst's distinc- 
tion and general presentation is intended only as a way 
of illustrating that. a critical/supportive response 
reading is plausible. 
6. E8 is instructive in that it responds to the-overturn- 
ing of Lord Denning's. judgment by suggesting that the 
law should be changed. Hence it is clear th4t the 
desirability of- outlawing secondary industrial action 
is knowledge which will be re-produced in-the face of 
new events/arguments. The defensive operation in E8 
will not be analysed b. ecause the analysis of E7 is suf- 
ficient to demonstrate the form and content of the 
-Express' 
defensive operation, E8 §imPly reinforces this 
operation. An analysis of E8-can 
befound in chapter 
four. 
7. Clearly, in MA6 the Mail is inviting readers to see Lord 
Denning's judgment as a judgment about secondary picket- 
ing. Throughout the analysis of E7 it was assumed 
that the author was considering a judgment about secon- 
dary industrial action. This seems to be an adequate 
general description of the activities the author des- 
cribes. However, as two of the newspapers refer to 
secondary picketing in their considerations of the 
Appeal Court judgment it seemed reasonable to use the 
phrase "The Appeal Court and Secondary Picketing" as a 
general title for the analyses of the considerations of 
the judgment. As will become apparent the fact that 
different newspapers refer to the activities outlawed in 
different ways is not particularly important (i. e. not 
important in this chapter). 
Again the schematic representation. is just a general 
summary of the-overall invitations. Consequently it 
does not show the full complexity of or the differences 
between the two invitations. 
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CHAPTER SIX 
THE RE-PRODUCTION OF COMMUNITY: THE STAR, TRADE UNIONISM 
AND THE STATE OF THE STEEL STRIKE 
INTRODUCTORY-COMMENT 
This is the last of the chapters which analyse the 
editorials. It analyses the editorials produced by the 
Star and the remaining editorials produced by the other 
newspapers (see appendix six). In respect of the latter 
the majority of the editorials not analysed in the last 
three chapters consider, in general terms., one of two 
issues. The Express, the-Mail and the, Sun consider 
aspects of trade unionism; the, Mirmr considers the state 
of the steel strike, particularly the relationship between 
the strike and the Government. 
,, DAILy 
EXPRESS, OPINION 
In E18 the author begins by suggesting that "THE 
10-week-old steel strike must surely now come to an end. 
Mr. Bill Sirs, the leader of the main steel union, has 
been totally discredited by the turnout- and vote- in 
Bri. tish Steel's ballot on whether there should be a union 
ballot on the 14.4 per cent pay offer. A massive 65 per 
cent of workers have defied his instructions not to 
participate in the British Steel ballot- and of those 65 
per cent, 69 per cent have voted for a union pay ballot" 
(E18: 2-E18: 3). The author proceeds by suggesting that 
"This ... 
double slap in the face ... can only be a knockout 
blow for the unions proposal to increase the present 14.4 
per cent offer. The workersf defiance comes as no 
surprise considering that the strike has so far lost each 
of them Z1,000- A democratic postal ballot has once 
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again demonstrated how unrepresentative union leaders are 
of their own members" (E18: 4-E18: 7). The last sentence of 
these parts invites readers to draw a general conclusion 
from the author's formulation of the turnout in and the 
result of the ballot. It-suggests that the steel strike 
is the latest in a series of-events which affirm the 
validity of the knowledge that trade union leaders are 
unrepresentative of their members. Clearly, the use of 
the phrase 11 ... once again demonstrated... " re-produces 
this knowledge. The two concluding parts, amongst other 
things, reinforce this view of trade union leaders. *They 
suggest that Mr. Sirs has had his his position 
totally undermined by his own workers" (E18: 8) and that 
union leaders have lost creditability (E18: 9). 
Under the heading "Undemocratic striking" (E17: 1) 
the author begins E17 by suggesting that "THE steelworkers 
of Consett never wanted to strike and now they want to 
return to work- that is the unequivocal message they 
have given to the Daily Express" (E17: 2). It-is then 
suggested that the steel union demanded their 
support- or else it would not help them get redundancy 
pay. SO ... 
(they) were blackmailed into striking and 
are now being blackmailed into staying out" (E17: 3). The 
author proceeds*by suggesting that the steelworkers in 
question were not given an opportunity to vote for or 
against a strike and that they have been ordered by 
Mr. Bill Sirs " ... to ignore the postal 
ballot being paid 
for by the British Steel Corporationlf (E17: 4). In 
conclusion he/she suggests " ... the introduction of such 
democracy would instantly expose how unrepresentative our 
union leaders can be. So often they speak not for their 
members- just for their own egos or extreme political 
views" (E17: 5). The-overall intention in E17 seems to 
be similar to that in E18; that is, to re-produce the 
knowledge that trade union leaders in general are 
unrepresentative of their members. The author is suggest- 
ing that the steel union's refusal to acknowledge the views 
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of the Consett steelworkers and refusal to solicit these 
views via a ballot are indications of the unrepresentative- 
ness of trade unipn leaders. True there is a sense in 
which the concluding part offers the reader a predictive 
argument (i. e. a ballot,. would, expose unrepresentativeness). 
Hence it might be argued that the author is not taking the 
steel union's attitude towards the Consettt steelworkers 
as indications of unrepresentativeness but rather suggest- 
ing that if this attitude was tested via a ballot-then 
unrepresentativeness, would be exposed.. However, 
competent readers will recognise that the steel unionts 
refusal to acknowledge or solicit the views of the Consett 
steelworkers is in itself an indication of the 
unrepresentativeness announced in the title of the 
editorial. True if E17: 1-E17: 4 are isolated from the 
conclusion in this way there can be no justification for 
the claim that the author is re-producing knowledge about 
trade union leaders in general, these parts deal 
specifically with the unrepresentativeness of steel unions 
leaders. However, the conclusion is not entirely 
predictive. To suggest that such democracy would 
instantly expose how unrepresentative our union leaders 
can be ... 11 is to suggest that trade union 
leaders are 
unrepresentative and that a ballot would demonstrate 
(i. e. - ipso facto. re-demonstrate) this rather than to 
suggest that a ballot would demonstrate 
(ioe. demonstrate 
for the first time) how unrepresentative our union 
leaders are. The first suggestion pre-supposes the 
knowledge that trade union leaders are unrepresentative, 
whereas the second produces this knowledge. Hence the 
conclusion involves both the re-production of knowledge 
and an explicit reference to the predictive value of the 
, Express' 
knowledge. It uses the references to the 
unrepresentativeness of the steel union leaders to 
re-produce knowledge about trade union leaders in general 
, and predicts 
that democratic ballots. would re-demonstrate 
the validity of this knowledge. This prediction is 
confirmed in E18. 
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In Ell the knowledge re-produced in E17 and E18 is 
re-affirmed. The author suggests'that the workers at 
Hadfields, in returning to work., have ended their 
"reluctant" support for the dispute at State Owned 
British Steel, they are not only defying-their union and 
its intimidatory pickets, they are also giving a dramatic 
lead which the rest of the private steel. sector would do 
well to follow" (Ell: 3). It is then suggested that the 
return to work is a triumph for "Desperate Dan" 
Norton ... his employees rightly regard 
(him) not so much 
as a boss, more as a leader ... it is also a triumph for 
the common sense of the British worker, a common sense 
which we hope will rapidly infect Her Majesty's ministers- 
and induce them to outlaw, with-all haste and effective- 
ness... both secondary picketing and blackingff-(Ell: 4- 
Ell: 5*)- One of the suggestions in Ell seems to be that 
there is more communality between a group of steelworkers 
and their boss than there is between this group and their 
union leadersý Clearly., this suggestion does not 
re-produce the knowledge that trade union leaders in 
general are unrepresentative of their members but equally 
clearly it re-affirms this knowledge. 
In E19 the author begins by suggesting that "BEFORE 
Christmas there was a general fear that the steel strike 
would bring British industry to its knees... Yet ... 
British industry is nowhere near a state of collapse. No 
doubt there are difficulties... But life goes on without 
the contribution of the steelworkers... - As a 'strong 
weapon that was to coerce the Steel Corporation. and the 
Government, the strike has failed" (E19: 2-E19: 4). The 
author proceeds by formulating the steel strike as an 
example of a more general phenomenon. It is suggested 
that "Some time back another example was afforded by the 
fireman. There was a strike which was billed to have-even 
more horrendous consequences. But the troops coped. For 
years the strike was held to be an irresistable weapon. 
And some workers, such as the miners and power workers, do 
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have the capacity to bring the economy grinding to a halt" 
(E19: 4-E19: 6). Clearly in E19: 1-E19: 6 the author is 
understanding the steel strike in terms of the general 
issue of the ability or inability of strikes to succeed. 
In the rest of the editorial the author begins by pursuing 
this issue. It is suggested that workers who can succeed 
in the way indicated 11 ... are a minority. More important 
is the prevailing climate of tight money ... In this 
climate strikers risk putting themselves on the dole queue.. 
Then there are the lost wages... All the more important 
then to"give the workers themselves 4 more direct say in 
whether they go on strike- through the secret ballot" 
(E19: 7-E19: 9). The author proceeds by developing the 
argument about secret ballots'*, It is suggested that "The 
government should strengthen its bill so as to make strike 
ballots compol, sory ' --to give more power to the workers 
whose jobs and living standards are placed in the firing 
line by ambitious union leaders" (E19: 10).. These con- 
cluding parts re-affirm the knowledge that trade union 
leaders are unrepresentative of their members. More 
specifically they suggest that future ballots are-even 
more likely to lead to the rejection by. members of their 
policies. For the author this increase in demonstrated 
unrepresentativeness is likely because members will 
recognise that their jobs and living standards are 
threatened by ambitious union leaders. The reference to 
ambition suggests that union ýeaders are not only 
unrepresentative but that they. also. act and think in 
. accordance with 
their own personal interests rather than 
in accordance with their members interests. This 
reinforces the suggestion in E17:. 5 that leaders speak for 
it ... their own egos or extreme political views-11 rather 
for their members. As this suggestion and the suggestion 
about ambition are both parts of re-productive parts it 
seems reasonable to assume that the Expressf knowledge 
about trade union leaders is that they are unrepresentative 
of their members and act/think in ways which favour their 
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own rather than their members interests. True ambition, 
own egos and extreme political views are not necessarily 
the same thing; however., they are all formulated as 
instances of self-interest. 
Clearly, part of the. Express' stock of knowledge is 
that past and present are similar because trade union 
leaders are unrepresentative and. act/think in ways which 
favour their own personal and/or political interests. 
This knowledge*develops the reader's knowledge of the 
: Lndustrial. action/industrial relations problem. To 
suggest that the Government should introduce compulsory 
ballots to enhance the power of trade union members is to 
suggest that the Government can solve the problem posed 
by unrepresentativeness (i. e. 'problem- damaging strikes 
are imposed on trade union members and the. nation). The 
analysis of E19 also suggests'that knowledge about the 
relative failure of some strikes is part of the stock of 
knowledge. ' If E19 is seen in. the context of the 
editorials analysed in previous chapters the suggestion is 
that the relative failure of the steel strike is the 
latest-in a series of-events which demonsirate that while 
all strikes thr. eaten Governments and damage the. economy 
only a minority of. occupational groups can threaten and 
damage to a successful extent. In a sense this 
suggestion modifies the, Express' knowledge of industrial 
disputes* Readers are invited to distinguish between 
damaging. and threatening. strikes. which are successful and 
damaging/threatening strikes which are Unsuccessful. They 
are also invited to see that the majority of strikes 
probably fall into the latter category.. Put another way 
the suggestion that "For years the strike was held to be 
an'l. rresist; ble weapon" 
(E19: 6) indicates that the 
argument that strikes are i. rresisttble is part of an old 
stock of knowledge. The author is suggesting that this 
stock of knowledge should be replaced 
by a more accurate 
one; one which distinguishes between irresist; ble and 
resist; ble strikes. 
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DAILY MAIL COMMENT 
In MA12 the author begins by suggesting that a 
group of steelworkers. are to be punished by the executive 
of their union (MA12: 2). He/she proceeds by describing 
the nature and reason for the punishment. It is 
suggested that "They are to be excommunicated: To lose 
their union cards. What heinous offence have these 
workers committed? They have refused to join a steel 
strike in which they see themselves as having no part" 
(MA12: 3-MA12: 4). It is then suggested that most people 
will think that the steelworkers in question have been 
unjustly treated (MA12: 5). In MA12: 6-MA12: 8 the author 
suggests that "They are well paid, productive, and work 
for a profitable private steel firm. They have no dispute 
with their employers. They have withstood mass picketing. 
They have not been balloted ... Surely, they have earned 
thefreedom to determine their own industrial destiny. If 
, ever this country is once again to have a prosperous 
future it is men like these working for firms like these 
who are going to make it possible". Having praised the 
. steelworkers and private enterprise the author criticises 
modern trade unionism. It is suggested that 
"Fortunately, the feudal tyranny of the union barons in 
Britain has never been complete and shows increasing signs 
of breaking down, The robust and independent-minded 
workforce at Sheerness, together with their cool employers, 
are not to be intimidated. And there are more and more 
men and women in Britain who are coming to resent being 
treated as union serfs. That same union card., which 
should be the badge of brotherhood, is all too often 
assuming the appearance in modern times of a passport to 
subservience" (MA12: 11; MA12-13). These parts suggest 
that the steel strike is the latest in a series of-events 
which affirm the validity of the knowledge that trade 
union leaders impose their will on their members. 
Clearly, the use of the phrase ft ... all too'often... " 
re-produces*this knowledge. This knowledge is 
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reiterated in the concluding parts. . It 
is suggested 
that "A century and a half ago, a small band of farm 
hands from a village-near Dorchester were sentenced to 
transportation for combining together. They were martyrs 
to the union cause. The martyrs of today are those who 
stand out against the unions. From Tolpuddle to Sheerness 
is a long and winding road. But all those who have 
trudged defiantly down it arm in arm- be they 
agricultural workers in their smocks or private steel 
workers in their donkey jackets- march under the same 
banner: Freedom from oppression" (MA12: 14-MA12: 17). 
Clearly, the author is suggesting. that the steel strike 
affirms the validity of the knowledge that trade union 
leaders are unrepresentative of their members in the 
sense that they coerce them.. He/she is also re- 
producing the knowledge that increasing'numbers of people 
are reacting against union leaders. In the context of 
the suggestion that the 11 ... feudal tyranny ... of union 
leaders shows increasing signs of breaking down" the 
references to the workforce at Sheerness suggest that 
these workers are another example of people reacting 
against union leaders. 
It will be recalled that in MAII the author 
praised private enterprise and offered the following con- 
clusion: "The banners behind which our unions march still 
proclaim the brotherhood of man. Some brotherhood when 
the only solidarity they can show is to bite the hand that 
feeds them" (MA11: 9-MA11: 10). In the context of MA12 
these parts are significant because they suggest that 
aims and values like brotherhood/solidarity/communality 
are no longer accurate descriptions of trade unionism 
because it damages the agency (i e private enterprise) 
which supports the nation (see MAI;: 5-MA11: 8). This 
kind of suggestion is also found in MA12. True this 
editorial suggests that appeals to brotherhood are 
inappropriate because trade union leaders coerce their 
members. However, it also praises private enterprise 
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and suggests that the actions of trade union leaders 
adversely effect people who work for the kind of firm 
which makes prosperity possible. Hence it seems 
reasonable to suggest that the Mail's stock of 
knowledge suggests that the traditional appeals of trade 
unionism are no longer appropriate because trade unions, 
specifically trade union leaders, coerce their members 
and thereby damage part of the agency which provides for 
the nation. It follows that it is highly probable that 
the author is also suggesting that the steel strike 
affirms the validity of the knowledge that private 
enterprise supports the nation. Put another way for the 
, Mail private enterprise and people who resist trade 
unionism embody the original and worthy aims of the 
trade union movement. 
Like the, ExEress, the-Mail reads the British Steel 
Corporation ballot as-evidence for the unrepresentative- 
ness of trade union leaders. Under the heading "See the 
forces of reaction marching by" (MA14: 1), the author 
begins MA14 by inviting a contrast between the poor 
turnout at a trade union rally and the partic-44-pation in- 
and result of- the ballot. It is suggested that 
... how many actually 
turned out for this great feudal 
show of strength by the unaons yesterday in London? The 
TUC organisers talked hopefully of 100,000. The real 
figure was probably closer to 50,000. More iffipressive, 
to our way of thinking, were the 58,000 steel men, who 
voted for a chance to hold a ballot on the ... pay 
offer. Their unions wanted them to have nothing to do 
with this ballot ... How dare the bosses try to inject 
, even the mildest dose of industrial democracy into a 
strike that was union property! Steel men were told by 
their union leaders to boycott this ballot... or to 
vote 'No'. Of the 132,000 ballot papers sent out ... 
more than 85,000 were completed and returned. And the 
vote was an uncowed seven-to-three in favour of having 
the pay ballot" (MA14: 3-MA14: 9). This contrast suggests 
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to the reader not only that the steel union leaders are 
unrepresentative of their members but also that among 
trade union members generally there was a lack of 
enthusiasm for a recent official union-event. The co- 
existence of these suggestions is also found in MA14: 10- 
MA14: 11. It is. suggested that "The number of steel men 
who demonstrated their democratic virility... would have 
more than filled those special trains and coaches 
provided to transport the forces of union reaction to 
London. They are fed up with being taken for granted. 
They want to be heard ... consulted... not treated as 
cannon fodder in some grandiose war between the union 
barons and a Tory Prime Minister". These parts as well 
as referring to the lack of enthusiasm for the rally 
(i. e. the implication is either that the trains/coaches 
were empty or that more trains/coaches would have been 
necessary to cater for the steelworkers) and the 
unrepresentativeness of the steel union leaders also 
suggest that one of the ways in which the steelworkers 
have not been properly represented is that their consent 
has not been gained for the use of their case in a 
conflict between union leaders and a Conservative Prime 
Minister. Hence, in the context of MA12 and MAII, the 
contrast re-affirms and develops the knowledge that trade 
union leaders are unrepresentative of their members and 
the knowledge that people are rejecting the views and 
policies imposed from above. Readers can see that the 
contrast is an unequivocal demonstration of the validity 
of this knowledge. 
In the concluding parts the author suggests that 
"Len and Moss and David and Alan talk about the trade 
union movement as if they own it. But what do they 
really know or-even want to know about the opinions of 
the millions they claim to represent. While the TUC 
blimps strut and preen, the poor bloody union infantry 
are in no 
ýood for industrial war games" (MA14: 12-MA14: 13). 
These concluding parts re-affirm the knowledge that trade 
union leaders are unrepresentative and that their 
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members are resisting the views and policies of their 
leaders. 
Under the heading ItSuicide is ceasing to be 
fashionable" (MA9: 1) the author begins MA9 by suggesting 
that "A NEW spirit of dour realism seems to be gaining 
ground at last in Britain" (MA9: 2). He/she proceeds 
by specifying three instances of dour realism. It is 
suggested that "Faced with the warning that their firm 
could well go out of business, the men at the private 
steel firm of Hadfields have yet again nerved themselves 
to return to work. They have done so in defiance of the 
official instruction of the steel unions and with the 
memory of mass intimidatory picketing fresh and 
bruising. In Wales, the miners have rejected by a 
five-to-one majority the advice of their local union 
leaders to strike in support of the-steel workers. 
Their bitter calculation is that such. action could only 
. accelerate the pace of pit closures. At British 
Leyland, the work-force has refused to come out in 
protest strike against the dismissal of Derek Robinson" 
(MA9: 3-MA9: 5). Clearly, these parts re-affirm the 
-knowledge that trade union leaders are unr. epresentative 
and the knowledge that trade union members are resisting 
the views and policies imposed on them This knowledge 
is reiterated in the concluding parts. It is suggested 
that "These are hard lessons learned the hard way. This 
is the restraint of men edging back from the precipice, 
despite the blind union pressure still coming from 
behind Industrial suicide is becoming less fashionable 
with British workers. That is something. The real 
breakthrough will come when our union leaders also wake 
up to. economic reality" (MA9: 7-MA9: 8). These parts 
develop as well as re-affirm the. Maills knowledge. They 
suggest that the issue of representativeness is partly 
an-economic issue. In the context of the rest of the 
editorial the reference to economic reality suggests that 
one of the ways in which union leaders are 
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unrepresentative is t1lat they,, in contrast to their 
members, fail to see that strikes damage the viability 
of the industry in question and are therefore undesirable. 
The editorials analysed in this chapter suggest a 
modification of the stock of knowledge identified in 
previous chapters. Clearly, the author is suggesting 
that the actions of trade union leaders, as opposed to 
trade unionists, damage particular industries/industry in 
general/social expenditure-and threaten Governments. 
Similarly, it is likely that the author is associating 
trade union leaders with the undesirable practice of 
secondary picketing. For example, the argument that it 
is undesirable because-it imposes strikes on people who 
are not and do not want to be involved in strikes suggest 
a distinction between trade union leaders and trade 
unionists. Obviously the ana-lyses in this chapter also 
reveal additional dimensions of the stock of knowledge. 
Past and present are considered similar because: trade 
union leaders are unrepresentative of their members, they 
coerce them and impose views and policies on them; trade 
union members are resisting the imposition of views and 
policies; trade union leaders adversely effect the 
agency (i. e. private enterprise) which provides for the 
nation; modern trade unionism no longer embodies or 
implements the aims and values of the trade union move- 
ment. This statement can be qualified in three ways. 
Firstly, a strong implication of the stock of knowledge 
is that trade union members not only reject the views 
and policies of their leaders they also recognise that 
the trade union movement no longer offers brotherhood or 
communality. Secondly, there are two particular views 
or policies which members reject. they do not want to 
be involved in a conflict with the current Government 
and they recognise that strikes are undesirable because 
they. damage the industry in question. Thirdly, the 
references to Marxist publicity-seekers who stand 
dictator-like at the head of their union heavies and deny 
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to law-abiding men and women ... the right to work" 
(MA8: 20); the intimidation practiced by "Artbur 
Scargill and his irregulars... " (MA7: 2); and to Arthur 
Scargill who has 11 ... carefully groomed Marxist quiff" 
(MA10: 7) and who gets involved izi. strikes which are none 
of his business (MA10: 11)- suggest . that the-Mail is 
arguing that-some trade union leaders, particularly 
Arthur Scargill, use strikes to pursue extreme poli. tical 
ends. Finally, the argument that 11 ... the feudal tyranny 
of unlon barons in Britain. has never been complete and 
shows increasing signs of breaking down" (MA12: 11), 
suggests that for the. Mail while it is possible that 
instances of trade union leaders imposing views and 
policies may become less frequent in the majority of 
cases, past and present, the knowledge that they impose 
in this way is valid. 
,. MIRROR. COMMENT 
Under the heading "Desperation stakesit (MR8: 1) the 
author begins MR8 by suggesting that "THE Government 
started the steel strike and it is-now about time that 
they stopped it" (MR8: 2). It is then suggested that 
documents leaked to a television programme prove that 
the Government prevented the Steel Corporation from 
making a 13% pay offer (MR8: 4-MR8: 5). This argument is 
developed via the suggestion that "As a result of 
instructions from Sir Keith Joseph, the Corporation was 
only able to offer a Itzero increase". That's official 
jargon for an Irishmanis ri . se. Nothing" (MR8: 7). 
These early parts establish that the Government is 
responsible for the strike. The author proceeds by 
drawing the reader's attention to the adverse effects of 
the strike: "The inevitable strike is now in its sixth 
week and growing more reckless-every day ... the men 
are threatening to withdraw safety cover from the steel 
plants... The bosses of Hadfields... threaten to 
withdraw taxes... both men and management are acting 
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from desperation. The issue is not whether the 
Government should "win" the strike, but that it should be 
ended It has already cost the taxpayer dear. More 
than a settlement would have done. Now it looms as a 
threat to the jobs of thousands in other industries. 
It is not a fight to save the economy. Only to save 
the Government's face" (MR8: 9-MR8: 15). 
The-overall intention in MR8 seems to be to blame 
the Government for starting a damaging strike and to 
suggest that the main. issue is the possibility of ending 
a damaging strike. Clearly, this is a similar intention 
to s6me of the intentions found in the-Mirror editorials 
analysed in previous chapters. However, while there is 
some continuity of knowledge MR8, like the other 
editorials, is a local text. There is no-evidence for 
the re-product*ion of knowledge. The author is producing 
local arguments/knowledge about the relationship between 
the steel. strike and the Governmentý There are, for 
example, no arguments like: this Conservative 
Government, like previous ones, has provoked a strike; 
the steel strike, like all strikes, costs the taxpayer 
a lot; past Governments, like this current one, have 
tended to try to win strikes rather than end them. 
Nor is there any, evidence for the re-production of 
knowledge in MR9. Under the heading "THE INVISIBLE 
MAN" (MR9: 1) the author suggests that "SIR KEITH JOSEPH 
isn't interfering in the steel strike in the same way as 
the Russians aren't interfering in Afghanistan. There's 
hardly a platform or a studio from which he isn't heard 
or seen broadcasting his policy of non-intervention. He 
non-intervenes by insisting that the Steel Corporation 
can't have any more money to end the strike ... (and) by 
saying that because of the strike the steel industry 
will be smaller and employ even fewer men" (MR9: 2- 
MR9: 5). After criticising this approach to the size of 
the industry (MR9: 6) the author provides another ironic 
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reference to non-intervention (i. e. irony- the "Ile 
non-intervenes by... 11 which begins MR9: 4, MR9: 5 and 
MR9: 7 introduces examples of intervention) and a 
criticism of Sir Keith Joseph's suggestion that Steel 
Corporation assets should be sold to the private 
sector (MR9: 7-MR9: 8). These criticisms, like the 
suggestion in MR8: 6 that "Ministers who ducked the 
challenge from the miners were ready to take on the 
steel men instead", relate the steel strike to arguments 
about more general issues. To argue that the size of 
the industry should be dependent on future demand 
(MR9: 6), that a selling assets policy can be criticised 
(MR9: 8) and that the Government took on one group of 
workers rather than another is to transcend, or at least 
begin to transcend, arguments about local issues like 
who started a steel strike which should be stopped? 
However, while these arguments are in a sense non- 
specific, they are not clear generaiisatiohs about 
Government policy and they are not re-productions of 
knowledge. There is, however, some continuity between 
MR9: 1-MR9: 8 and the-Mirror editorials analysed in the 
previous chapters (e. g. criticism of the Government). 
In MR9: 9 the author does seem to offer readers a 
definite generalisation about Government policy. It is 
suggested that "It's obvious the-steel strike is now 
caught up in another battle. The one between Left and 
Right in the Cabinet about new laws to curb the trade 
unions. That should be resolved at leisure. Steel is 
more urgent" (MR9: 9-MR9: 10). These parts clearly 
relate the steel strike to Gov ernment policy about trade 
unions in general and the general state of the Cabinet. 
However, they only produce the knowledge that ther6 is a 
Cabinet battle about legislation to curb trade unions. 
There are no indications that knowledge about this 
conflict is being re-produced. There are, for example, 
no statements like; as the steel strike demonstrates 
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the Cabinet is still split; in this Government, as in 
previous Conservative Governments, there is a split 
between Left and Right. Nevertheless readers are 
being offered knowledge which is not local. Though 
it is possible to argue that the fact that the author 
suggests that the steel strike is, caught up in a battle 
and proceeds in MR9: 11-MR9: 13 to consider the possibility 
of Sir Keith Joseph ending the deadlocked strike suggests 
that he/she is not particularly interested in producing 
general knowledge about the Cabinet. 
A consideration of the state of the Cabinet is also 
found in the first two parts of MRIO. It is suggested 
that "THERE are now four sides in the steel strike. The 
Corporýation, the unions and the two halves of the Cabinet. 
One of these halves is desperate to settle. The other 
is determined to fight on.. The Steel Corporation- and 
the men- must be utterly confused" (MRIO: 2-MR10: 3). 
These parts only seem to consider the state of the Cabinet 
in respect of the. steel. strike not the state 6f the Cabinet 
in general. The highest level of generality which can 
be read into them is the suggestion that the Cabinet is- 
split. into two halves. However, it seems unlikely that 
the main intention in MRIO is to produce or reinforce 
general knowledge. This seems unlikely because the 
author, having referred to the two halves of the Cabinet 
,, involved, 
in-the, steel-strike., proceeds by referring to a 
public disagreement between Mr. Jim Priojý and Mrs. 
Thatcher about Sir Charles Villiers (MR10: 4-MRIO: S) and 
Sir Keith Joseph's repudiation of reported Cabinet 
optimism about a swift end to the strikell (MR10: 6). 
These parts refer to disputes between members of the 
Cabinet in the specific context of the steel strike. 
Put another way they are developments of- and proof of 
the validity of- the argument that there is conflict in 
the Cabinet-over aspects of the steel strike. 
The author proceeds by suggesting "None of this has 
helped a solution to the strike, which starts its ninth 
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week on Wednesday" (MR10: 7). This part draws the 
reader's attention away from conflict in the Cabinet by 
suggesting that the possibility of ending a long strike 
is the important issue. This suggestion is developed 
in the rest of the editorial. It is suggested that 
ItSo far, the Government has rejected-every proposal.... 
to take action to end (the strike) ... Its dilemma is 
that if it moves to settle the strike it will look like 
surrender to the unions: the one thing it was elected 
NOT to do. But if it waits... for the unions to 
surrender, a critical industrial and economic situation 
will get worse. Either way the Government loses. But 
the stark truth is that the country would be better off 
if the strike were-over, -even if the Government suffered" 
(MR10: 8-MR10: 11). These parts as well as suggesting 
that the settlement of a damaging strike is the important 
issue, more important than the health of the Government, 
also touch on a more general issue.. Namely, the idea 
that struggles between trade unions and Governments have 
occurred in the past and that the steel strike Is the 
latest of these struggles. To suggest that the 
Government was elected not to surrender to the unions is 
to suggest that in the past Governments have surrendered 
to the unions. ýiowever, this issue is only touched-on, 
The local issues of the need for a solution to a 
damaging strike and the Government's dilemma are given 
prominence. Clearly., MRIO is a predominantly local 
text. 
ý Like the other newspapers the-Mirror considers the 
British Steel Corporation ballot. In the first two 
parts of MR13 it is suggested that "THE steel strike 
might end now if both sides gave a little, because it 
looks as if a little would be enough. Despite the glee 
of Sir Charles Villiers, the result of the Corporation's 
ballot about 
*a 
ballot isn't a victory for him, -even if it 
is a defeat for the union's leaders" (MR13: 2-MR13: 3)- 
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The author proceeds by formulating the result of the 
ballot as an indecisive result (MR 13: 4-MR13: 5). 'This 
formulation relates the ballot to the issue of a 
possible end to the steel strike; the author is 
suggesting that the indecisive result indicates that the 
strike could end if both sides gave a little. The rest 
of the editorial concentrates the reader's attention on 
the possibility of ending the unresolved strike. In 
MR13: 6 it is suggested that "The trouble is that both 
sides have dug their trenches so deep they can't see 
-over the top of them". After suggesting that the 
Corporation can hold out longer (MR13: 7) and that 
holding out would be self-destructive because it would 
adversely effect the workforce (MR13: 8), the author 
proceeds by suggesting that "Independent examination of 
the industry by a court of inquiry would be the best 
solution, because there's a lot more wrong with steel 
than the wages it pays. But the Government wontt have 
that. The next best would be a more informal 
mediation by someone able to see both sides of the 
question" (MR13: 9-MR13: 10). These parts concentrate on 
the possibility of ending the strike but also touch on a 
more general, non-specific issue. This is also the case 
in MR13: 12: an honourable compromise now might 
prevent more trouble in the future". To. suggest that 
the level of wages is not the only thing wrong with the 
steel industry and that there might be more trouble in 
the future is to raise, or at least touch on, the general 
issue of the state of the steel industry. However, 
the re is no detailed consideration of this issue, MR13 
is a predominantly local text. 
A more detailed consideration is found in MR14. 
The author begins by suggesting that "THE inquiry into 
the steelworkers? wage claim may bring an end to the 
present strike but it won't do much to prevent the next 
one. That will be up to the Government. The British 
steel industry is in a mess. * An embittered and exhausted 
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workforce is ranged against a defeatist and incompetent 
management" '(MR14: 2-MR14: 4). He/ýhe proceeds by 
suggesting that the worst stoppage that the industry has 
experienced is to be followed by 11 ... its most 
calamitous sackings" (MR14: 5) and that this jobs policy 
It ... puts whole communities at peril... 
(and) adds to the 
destruction of Britain as an industrial nation" (MR14: 7). 
-Clearly, these parts raise a number of general-issues: 
specifically, there is authorial concern about the genera *1 
health of the steel industry, the jobs and communities' 
of steelworkers and the Britain's status as an industrial 
nation. Some of these concerns are-also found in the 
concluding parts. It is suggested that "As soon as the 
pay inquiry is-over the Government should appoint a 
powerful court of inquiry which can examine, every aspect 
of the industry, future, present and past... a new 
inquiry would help a new chairman to make a new start. 
It could give the men new hope. And, with luck, it could 
give the industry a new future" (MR14-: 8-MR14: 10). 
These parts, like MR14 generally, 'raise some general 
issues. In one of the parts of MR14 (MR14: 7) there is 
, evidence for the re-production of knowledge. The author 
is suggesting that the steel strike is the latest in ,a 
series of-events which demonstrate that Britain is a 
declining industrial nation. 
In the first three parts of MR11 it is suggested 
that "THE MAIN steel union threatens to expel 600 
* 
men 
working in the private steel plant at Sheerness because 
they won't strike to support the public sector workers. 
It is a decision taken in anger. And like most such' 
decisions, it is wrong. The steel strikers havp a good 
case. But they'll spoil it by punishing fellow union 
members who have no direct part in the dispute" (MR11: 1- 
MR11: 4). Clearly, these parts offer local arguments 
about the threat to expel some members of a steel union. 
The author proceeds by suggesting that the men in the 
private sector are in a difficult position (MR11: 5-MR11: 6); 
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that the union leader is rightly unhappy about the threat 
(MR11: 7); and that workers at a number of private steel 
plants are refusing to strike (MR11: 8-MR11: 9). Again, 
all t hese suggestions are. local. In conclusion the 
author suggests that "There's a lot of public support for 
the steel strikers. (sic) People recognise it was 
provoked by a rigid Government and an incompetent 
Corporation. But expulsions won't help the strikers' 
cause. Only throw away the public's goodwill" (MR11: 10- 
MR11: 12). Clearly, these parts, like the editorial as 
a whole, 'offer local arguments and knowledge. However, 
the author is reinforcing some of the knowledge found in 
the other editorials, e. g. criticism of the Government 
and the Corporation, support for the steelworkers, 
secondary picketing (i. e. trying to involve workers who 
are not directly involved in the dispute) is a legitimate 
tactic. 
Clearlyi the editorials analysed in this chapter 
re-affirm the, Mirrorts body of knowledge* Given the 
recurring emphasis on the possibilityof ending a 
damaging strike it seems reasonable to add the argument 
that the strike is damaging and should be settled to the 
-Mirror's 
body of knowledge.. As has been demonstrated 
there is-evidence which suggests that the-Mirror is 
re-producing two pieces of knowledge. Howeverj the 
majority of the editorials analysed in this chapter,, like 
those analysed in previous chapters, do not re-produce 
knowledge. 
,, STAR, 
COMMENT 
In contrast to the other newspapers, one of the 
outstanding features of the-Star is the absence of 
extensive editorial comment (six editorials). Further- 
more, two of the six editorials provide readers with a 
totally humorous understanding of the steel stri. ke. it 
would seem that. the Star is unable and/or unwilling to 
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provide the kind of detailed understanding of the steel 
strike found in the, Express, the, Mail, the Mirror and the 
. Sun. 
In ST2 the reader is invited to understand the 
steel strike in terms of the Government's stance towards 
a potentially damaging strike. The author begins by 
contrasting the worsening hopes of peace and the 
Government's non-interventionist stance: "HOPES of peace 
in the steel strike go from bad to worse. And still the 
. 
qovernment sits defiantly on the fence" (ST2: 2). The 
author proceeds by re-stating and developing this 
contrast. It is suggested that "Talks between the 
unions and BSC have collapsed. Both sides admit that 
they are further apart than-ever. Flying pickets are 
out. Other unions are helping to tighten the. screws. 
And what is the word from Industry Secretary Sir Keith 
Joseph? Nothing" (ST2: 3-ST2: 4)" 2 These parts re-state 
and develop the initial contrast by drawing the readerts 
attention to the ways in which the hopes of peace are 
getting worse and the Industry Secretary's failure to 
respond.. (i. e. the agency of"Flying picket's ... 11 and 
flOther unions... " is seen as an indication of the 
distance between the two sides and the failure of the 
talks., which are in turn seen as indications of the ways 
in which hopes of peace have got worse). 
The author proceeds by suggesting that the 
Government's stance could be costly: "The Tories insist 
that industries have to sort out their owli problems. 
But what is that going to cost the rest of the economy? " 
(ST2: 5). In the next three parts he/she indicates what 
the, cost to the. economy could be. It is suggested that 
"THE MOTOR TRADE has warned that.... foreign firms could 
grab 75 per cent of the British car market ... THE 
SHIPBUILDERS have only two weeks supply of steel. Both 
face a loss of business from which they may never 
recover. Meanwhile,, Britaints rivals jostle to snatch 
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that business" (ST2: 6-ST2: 8). In conclusion the author 
suggests that the Government should step in ... 
before a serious situation becomes fatal (ST2: 9). 
The. Star's critical analysis of'the Government's 
stance towards a deadlocked and potentially damaging 
steel strike does not re-produce knowledge. Clearly, 
ST2 is a local text: it makes specific statements about 
a particular Government's stance towards a particular 
strike. The structure and content of ST5 is similar to 
that of ST2. The title and the first part introduce a 
contrast ("And... still... " (ST5: 2)) between the 
disastrous course of the steel strike and Sir Keith 
Josephs! continued support for the non-interventionist 
stance of the Government. In S15: 3 the contrast is 
developed via the suggestion that his stance has. actually 
made the difference between unions and management worse: 
"All along he has stuck by his aim to force unions and 
management to reach a settlement... The result has been 
to force them further apart",. It is then suggested 
that "The unions are now threatening to halt vital 
maintenance work on furnaces worth millions of pounds, 
Private steel firms are threatening to halt vital 
maintenance work on furnaces worth millions of pounds. 
Private steel firms are threatening io halt payments of 
income tax, VAT and National Insurance.. Their customers 
are already laying off thousands of workers and the CBI 
has warned that several firms face bankruptcy" (STS: 4- 
STS: 6). These parts do not invite the reader to focus on 
the actual threats, lay offs and warning. As in ST2., the 
reader is invited to understand actions and processes 
which are damaging, or potentially damaging, in terms of 
the'stance of the government. However, in the case of 
STS these damaging affects are not just the consequences, 
or possible consequences, of the government's passive 
stance, they are also related to the active agency of the 
government. The threats to expensive equipment, income, 
jobs and the viability of firms are seen as indications 
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of the distance between unions and management and as the 
potentially damaging affects of a situation which the 
government, specifically Sir Keith, are responsible for. 
The reader is invited to read the information in ST5: 4- 
ST5: 6 as the present situation ... 11 which the 
government deny responsibility for but which is the 
consequence of a dispute caused by "Sir Keith's decision 
to impose strict cash 13-mits on the British Steel 
Corporation ... 11 
(ST5: 8). A decision which is one aspect. 
of the policies that do not work and lead to disaster 
(ST5: 10). Clearly, ST5 is a local text, it simply re- 
affirms and develops the arguments made in ST2. 
In ST6 the author begins by suggesting that "THE 
peace deal thrashed out by the ... inquiry into the steel 
strike offers the first real hope that it will soon be 
, over. For that, the whole country owes them three 
hearty cheers. FIRSTLY for finding a compromise which 
both sides seem willing to accept. SECONDLY for 
achieving it in just two days- something that unions 
Zind management found impossible in thirteen weeks.. 
THIRDLY, and most important of all, for making their 
report unanimous- giving neither side any excuse for 
continuing the fight" 
(ST6: 2-ST6: 5). After suggesting 
that the peace deal is fair to both sides (ST6: 6-ST6: 7) 
the author proceeds by suggesting that "After the 
longest official strike since the war there can be no 
winners- only losers. BSC workers have lost about 
E1,500 each in wages, on top of a third of their jobs. 
Management says it has lost orders worth hundreds of 
millions of pounds. But the biggest loser., once again., 
j. s the British economy. The real lesson of the past 
three months is that we must never let it happen again" 
(ST6: 7-ST6: 9). One of the intentions in ST6 seems to 
be to re-produce the knowledge that strikes damage the 
economy. The use of the phrase "... once again ... 
suggests that the steel strike is the latest in a series 
of-events which affirm the validity of the knowledge 
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that strikes damage the economy. 
In ST3 the author begins by suggesting that the 
fact that Mrs. Thatcher is to meet steel union leaders 
indicates that she is "... prepared to be less hide- 
bound than some of her diehard supporters wish" (ST3: 2- 
ST3: 3). He/she proceeds by suggesting that "It is 
fashionable to sneer at Labour's midnight "beer and 
sandwiches" strike-settling dramas. But there are times 
when the workers' leaders must be allowed to go right to 
the topV (ST3: 4-ST3: 5). Clearly, this editorial 
includes a historical reference to Labour's policy on 
industrial disputes. Hence there is a re-production of 
knowledge in the sense that the author is reminding 
readers what the nature of this policy is, and suggest- 
ing that sometimes it is a good policy. 
In the first of the humorous editorials the author 
suggests that "WITH the holidays ending, the steel strikes 
starting, and rising prices, icy roads and earthquakes to 
contend with, it's hardly surprising that Britain came 
bottom of the poll in a 23-nation survey on optimism. 
Worse still- prices expert Colin Mitchell predicts that 
beer could reach 60p a pint by June. Enjoy týat cut- 
price hangover! " 
(ST1: 2-ST1: 3). Clearly, this editorial 
does not re-produce knowledge and does not provide any 
arguments about the steel strike. The intention would 
seem to be to offer readers a humorous account of the 
beginning of the New Year. In the second of the humorous 
editorials the author suggests that the steelworkers have 
received messages of solidarity from foreign trade unions 
and that some foreign workers are offering practical help 
by joining the picket lines (ST4: 3). It is then 
suggested that a strike co-ordinator has suggested that 
the foreign workers think they can learn from this 
experience 
(ST4: 4). In conclusion the author suggests 
that "If more foreign workers take advantage of this 
specialised education, their "skills" could be adapted 
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for a new version of Jeux Sans Frontieres- with Jim 
Prior taking-over from Eddie Waring as the host of It's 
a Lockout" (ST4: 5). Again, there does not seem to be 
any re-production of knowledge in this editorial, it 
provides a humorous account of pickets and picketing. 
Clearly, despite the brevity of the Starts 
editorial comment it does re-produce some knowledge. For 
the, Star past and present are similar because strike s 
damage the economy"and because meetings-between 
Governments and trade union leaders are sometimes an 
appropriate way to settle strikes; a way which is 
rightly adopted by the Labour Party. This statement 
can be qualified. There is no suggestion that any 
particular agency (i. e. workers or Government) is 
responsible for the damage associated with strikes. The 
suggestion that the damaging steel strike is a consequence 
of the Government. 's action and/or inaction is a local 
suggestion. Similarily, the suggestion that the 
Government should act to end the strike seems to be a 
local suggestion. 
,, THE. 
SUN-SAYS 
In the early parts of S11 the author suggests that 
the Iron and Steel Trades Confederation has large financial 
resources (S11: 2-S11: 3) and has 11 ... plenty of money for 
pickets and for the miners and students who are joining 
the line" (S11: 4). He/she proceeds by suggesting "But the 
confederation is not providing a penny in strike pay. The 
members have been told to go... to the state for family 
benefits... already more than E1,000,000 has been paid out. 
Isn't this incredible? " (S11: 5-S11: 8)e In the rest of 
the editorial the author places the contrast between the 
non-use of large financial resources and the use of state 
resources-in a more general context. It is suggested that 
"The steel men have-every right to strike. But they have 
no ri. ght at all to expect the rest of us to pick up the 
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bill. At the last election, the Tories declared that 
unions must be made to bear a fair share of the cost of 
supporting strikers. That was the promise. Where is 
the fulfilment? " (S11: 9-S11: 11). 
This placement of the issue of financial support for 
the striking steel men in the more general context of the 
right to strike and a promised policy towards strikers in 
general re-produces knowledge. The reference to a past 
promise (i. e. "At the last election ... 11) to do something 
which the Sun approves of (i. e. promising to get the 
unions to bear a fair share of the cost of support 
-avoiding making incredible payments from public resources) 
is a re-production of the knowledge that trade unions 
-should support strikers and that a rel-iance on public 
resources should be-avoided.. To ask where is the fulfil- 
ment of a past promise is to ask readers to remember the 
promise and the knowledge which gave rise to the promise. 
put another way. readers are invited to see the steel 
strike as the latest in a series of, events which affirm 
the validity of the knowledge that trade unions- not the 
taxpayer- should support strikers. The concluding 
parts reinforce this invitation. It is suggested that 
"Alas., we are still waiting for Employment Secretary Jim 
Prior to gallop to the rescue. Someone seems to have shot 
his horse" (S11: 2-S11: 13). The use of the phrase 
we are still waitingee. 11 suggests that the author expects 
readers to be impatiently waiting for legislation which 
makes trade unions bear a fair share of the cost of 
supporting strikers" (S11: 10), ' 
The form and content of S15 is similar to that of 
Sil. The early parts invite a contrast between the non- 
use of large trade union resources to support strikers 
and the extensive use of state funds (ST15: 2-S15: 4). It 
3. s then suggested that "In their manifesto at the last 
Election the Tories pledged that they would ensure that 
the unions, not the taxpayers, would bear the cost of 
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strikes. Now we learn that the Social Security 
authorities are finding it "difficult" to implement the 
pledge. In heaven's name, why? It is nine months 
since the last Election. Before that the Tories had FOUR 
YEARS not merely to produce promises but to discover how 
they could best be honoured. What is so difficult about 
honouring this one? (SI5: 5-SI5: 10). These parts clearly 
refer to a past promise to do something which the Sun 
approves of (e. g. approval is present in the critical 
questioning of the inability to honour the promise- "In 
-heaven! s-name, whZ? 
). . Hence they re-produce the knowledge 
that trade unions should support strikes/strikers and that 
a reliance on public funds should be, avoided. 
3 
In contrast to S11 and S15 the-Sun's consideration 
of the British Steel Corporation ballot does not seem to 
xnvolve the re-production of knowledge. Under the heading 
"Why not vote? " (S17: 1. ) the author suggests that "THE 
COLLAPSE of the steel talks is.... especially grave for 
the workers. They are suffering most. One.. * has 
written to the-Sun, sayIng that he has already lost 
Z1,000, and,, even if the unions' claim were met in fullit 
would take him SEVEN YEARS to recoup that money" (S17: 2- 
S17: 4). He/she proceeds by suggesting that "The mood of 
disenchantment was certainly reflected in the recent po-11 
in which steelmen voted two-to-one in favour of a ballot 
on the latest pay offer" (S17: 5). The-overall intention 
in the first half of S17 seems to be to suggest that the 
result of the poll is a reflection of disenchantment among 
steelworkers. This is clearly a local suggestion. it 
does not, for example, refer to financial suffering and 
disenchantment in past strikes or to suffering and/or 
disenchantment among workers gerierally. In the rest of 
the editorial the author begins by drawing the reader's 
attention to Mr. Bill Sirst response to the poll. it is 
suggested that he has refused to accept the result and has 
said it is indecisive (S17: 6). It is then suggested 
that given Mr. Sirst response 11 ... why do not the unions 
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organise their own ballot? If Mr. Sirs is RIGHT about 
the mood of his men such a Poll could... only... 
strengthen his hand. Could it be that he is resisting 
the idea because of a secret fear that he might be wrong? " 
(S17: 7-S17: 9). These parts clearly invite support for 
the argument that Mr. Sirs may be unrepresentative of his 
men. However., as in the earlier parts of the editorial 
there is no re-production of knowledge and no generalisa- 
tion. it would seem that in S17 the author is producing 
completely local knowledge. 
This would-also seem to be the case in'S18. The 
author begins by suggesting "ARE THE bosses of the Steel 
Corporation really seekin*g increases of 40 per cent, 
or E250 a week? " (S18: 2). It is then suggested that one 
of the bosses has denied this but that while the, Sun 
believes this boss Mr. Sirs and other union-leaders do 
not seem to (S'18: 3-Sl8: 4). The author-proceeds by 
suggesting that "It would be tragic if suspicion damaged 
whatever prospects there are of ending the steel strike. 
The Government are the bosses' paymasters. They must nail 
the lie" (S18: 5-S18: 6). Clearly, in S18 the author is 
producing local knowledge, there is not the slightest hint 
of re-production. The main intention would seem to be to 
formulate the report that a large pay increase is being 
sought by British Steel Corporation bosses as untrue. 
There do not seem to be any direct links between the 
arguments/knowledge found in S11, S15j S17 and S18 on the 
one hand and the arguments/knowledge found in the Sun 
editorials analysed in previous chapters on the other. 
Hence the suggestion that past and present are similar 
because the taxpayers rather than trade unions bear the. 
cost of supporting strikes/strikers and because this 
situation is unfair and should be remedied is a distinct 
dimension of the Sun's stock of knowledge, However, this 
dimension does reinforce some of the arguments and 
knowledge identified in the previous chapters. In 
. general 
terms it reinforces the suggestion that the 
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Government should not use or allow the use of. taxpayers 
money to support workers and it reinforces the Sun's 
negative image of trade unionists, strikers and strikes. 
There are no indications that the author is suggesting 
that there are any exceptions to the, Sun's knowledge 
about the way strikes and strikers are supported. Hence 
it must be assumed that this knowledge is considered an 
adequate and comprehensive description of this issue. 
S 
0 
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FOOTNOTES 
E16 has not been analysed. Clearly, it is a short 
and local editorial which deals with the specific 
issue of the relationship between Sir Charles 
Villiers and Mr. James Prior. It does not 
re-produce or re-affirm any part of the Express' 
stock of knowledge. 
2. As in the case of theýSun the, Star's underlining of 
parts of the editorials has been ignored. 
In S11: 10 the author refers to the cost of supporti. pg 
strikers, in S15: 5 he/she refers to bearing'the cost 
of, ' strikes. 
However, given the, overall nature of 
these editorials and the close association between 
strikes and strikers it seems reasonable to assume 
that readers will see the issue as the cost of 
supporting strikes and strikers. 
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CHAPTER SEVEN 
FORMS AND LEVELS OF THE RE-PRODUCTION OF COVAUNITY 
INTRODUCTOR'Y COMMENT 
This chapter draws together, reviewst elaborates on and 
di, scusses the analyses, in particular it refines the theoretical 
approach by distinguishing different forms/levels of re-production 
and by assessing the senses in which the re-productive processes 
identified are quasi-scientific; relates the findings/theory to 
some of the existing literature; discusses the significance of 
the theory/findings in the context of this literature; and 
makes briefer and more general comments on the strengths and 
weaknesses of the specific focus of the research, the contribution 
of the research, the possibilities for further research and the 
possibility of extending/supplementing the specific focus. 
For various reasons it is inappropriate to limit the 
conclusions to brief statements about the existence and nature of 
different forms/levels. Firstly, as suggested (see p. 28), it 
is necessary to highlight and discuss different forms/levels, the 
relationships between them, the links between the various 
dimensions of particular communities and the similarities/ 
differences between the forms/contents of different communities. 
Secondly, non-re-produced knowledge and knowledge which does not 
precisely take the identified forms is relevant to the theory 
and the existing literature. Thir8ly, and more generally, a 
more comprehensive statement of forms, contents and sources of 
power will facilitate a clear consideration of the contribution/ 
value of the research. 
THE COMMUNITIES 
A review of the Express' community will-provide the basis 
for establishing the differences between it and the other 
newspapers and a more general typology of forms and contents. 
DAI. Y EXPRESS OPINION 
PLACEMENT AND CONTEXTUALISATION 
1. The Express' introduction to the pay claim/throatened strike 
re-produces knowledge in a relatively simple and unreflexiVO manner. 
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True it suggests that: the pay claim is the latest problematic- 
winter wage claim; there have been a series of winters 
characterised by problematic wage claims; high wage claims 
adversely effect employment levels and economic/industrial 
performance; all industrial disputes are disastrous because they 
have crippling effects on industry; thp steel strike is 
po'tentially one of the most disastrous/crippling; the steel strike, 
like previous strikesl would be (is) a threat to a Government but 
this Government will be able to resist the threat because no 
General Election is due (see also 2.1). Hence there is an 
explicit invitation to. draw on, apply, develop and re-demonstrate 
the validity of a stock of knowledge. However, this re-productive 
process essentidly involves placement and contextualisation. The 
author does not so much provide detailed/reasoned arguments and 
analyses but rather re-affirms that certain categories provide 
theinost appropriate understanding of wage claims/threatened 
strikes/strikes (ie. disastrous strikes, crippling effects, 
problematic strikes/wage'claims, winter strikes/wage claims). 
This is not to say that the re-prodLiCtive process is completely 
unreflexive or that it is not powerful. Readers are not simply 
expected to argue that the pay claim/strike will have (has) 
adverse effects or to simply assert that this is the case. The 
author evaluatively relates the issues to the concerns and 
interests of the reader (ie. crippling OUR industry, threatening 
an elected Government) and re-affirms that X is problematic 
because of Y. Hence the form, cynItient and power of t'he knowledge 
is the re-demonstration of the val ' 
idity of a stock of evaluative 
arguments, categories or images. 
2 
This argumentative process 
provides further evidence for the validity of a stock of knowledge 
butq in contrast to other processes, it is not particularly 
quasi-scientific; it re-demonstrates and resists threats via a 
contextualisation which re-produces categories/evalU8tions CX: S 
opposed to, for example, quantitative empirical evidence or 
reasoned adjudications. 
REASONED AD3UDICATIONS OETWEEN COMPETING DESCRIPTIONS, PERSPECTIVES 
AND POLICIES 
2. Elements of 1. are part of a more complex and reflexive 
analysist one which provides detailed arguments and an adjudication 
f 
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between competing stocks of knowledge. The forms and contents, 
of this analysis are as follows: 
2.1 The steel strike re-demonstrates that pay claims are 
problems and strikes threaten Governments. More specifically, 
the current strike is a threat because it is in support of an 
ugearned/unrealistic wage claim. The Government could deal with 
the situation by using taxpayers money or by printing money. 
However, they are rightly determined to resist this option and 
are likely to be successful because they are determined, have a 
big majority and do not have to face an election. 
2.2 a) DESCRIPTIONS + ADOUDICATION- YES there are reasons for 
being sympathetic towards the steelworkers; the notion of fairness 
can and has been used to understand wage levels and claims. BUT 
the steel industry loses enormous sums of money and therefore 
cannot afford increases which are not earned by higher 
productivity. YES the taxpayer could pay for increases or the 
Government could print more money BUT why should this happen, 
why should the steelworkers- in contrast to other groups- be 
allowed unearned/uneconomic and thereby unrealistic increases? 
b) PERSPECTIVES + ADJUDICATION- The fact of the matter is that 
wages must be directly related to the economic value of the 
product; that is, to the amount of money the industry earns 
and the productivity of the workforce. The unions and others 
who operate with the notion of fairness should be able to 
understand this fundamental principle/perspective and the 
consequences of not applying it (see a)). c) PERSPECTIVLS/POLICIES 
+ ADJUDICATION- If the country does not learn and implement 
the lesson that the Government cannot continue to subsidise 
wages/industries and accept/act on the principle that the only 
criterion is the real economic value of the product as opposed 
to fairness or sympathy, then the fortunes of particular 
industriest the economy and the country as a whole will never 
improve. True the success of economic Policy is dependent on a 
solution to the industrial action/relations problem (see *6-6-il )v 
but the economic aspect of the appropriate policy is clearly 
distinguishable from the general policy. d) REVIEW OF 
DESCRIPTION-PERSPECTIVE-POLICY LINK- The steel strike re- 
demonstrates that British industry tends to delay necessary 
changes (eg. closing uneconomic plants, rationalising manning and 
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production. levels) and rush them through in unfavourable 
conditions but, more importantly, it provides an opportunity 
to demonstrate (see 4) an economic principle and to introduce 
it in_. ýo our affairs and into public/union perceptions of these 
affairs. 
3. 
P 
At one level the analyses reviewed in 2 involve arguments 
or images which evaluatively relate the issues to the interests 
and lives of readers (eg. Hall et al 1978). More specifically, 
it is arguable that there is a clear sense in which the author 
is suggesting- at least implicitly- that interventionist policy 
(ie. policy based an subsidies and nations like fairness) 
involves spending OUR money in an unprofitable/unrealistic 
manner and that OUR society can only be successful if WE recognise 
that wages/profits have to be earned. In Hall's (1983) terms 
the contrast between the reality of earning wages/profits and 
the sheer unreality/unprofitability of subsidising wages/ 
industries translates monetarist policy into 11 ... the language 
of experience, moral imperative and common sense... ", it debates 
11 ... the national economy ... on the model of the household budget" 
by suggesting that "'You can't pay yourself more than you earn,.. "'. 
(pp. 28-29) However, there is equally clearly a sense in which 
the analysis is not an experientially based, moralistic and 
commonsensical account of how OUR money is being spent 
unprofitablyp how it is possible for us to remedy this situation 
and achieve prollsperity by insisting that wages/profits- like 
individual livings- have to be earned. The reader is detached from 
reality and the issues in the sense that he/she is positioned 
as a reader of an objective analysis and thereby as an objective 
analyst. ' 
3 More specificallyv he/she can provide objective 
evidence for the validity of descriptive claims about what is the 
case and what is not the case; adjudicate between competing 
descriptions of or theoribs about what is the case; derive a 
perspective from descriptions and adjudicate between perspectives; 
derive a policy from a perspective and adjudicate between 
policies. This is not to say that there is an absolutely clear 
cut distinction between descriptionst perspectives and policies. 
However, the author does not, for example, simply argue that 
if wages are not earned financial losses result, OR that the 
notion of productivity as opposed to fairness provides the most 
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appropriate perspective an wages/industrial issues, OR that we 
must apply policy based an productivity rather then fairness. 
He/she describes and/or theorises- eg. the fact is that the 
steel industry loses enormous sumsl therefore it cannot afford ... 
and wages not based on productivity/economic value would be 
unearned/uneconamic/unrealistic; derives a perspective from 
tAs description/theory- eg. given the fact of financial losses 
and the factual consequences of applying notions like fairness, 
then the appropriate way to understand ... is to adopt a 
perspective based on realism/productivity/economic value as opposed 
to fairness; derives a policy from the perspective- eg. given the 
above then the appropriate policy for wages, industry and the 
nation is ... and is not... . The parts of 
this adjudicative 
chain of reasoninb may well imply description-perspective-policy 
links, but the author does not rely on the implications of 
statements which conflate the three phenomenat he/she invites 
a logical/derived distinction between D/P/P and a reasoned 
adjudication between competing D/P/P links. 
This is not to say that evaluative and common sense ideas/ 
images which evaluatively identify the issues with readers- and 
other argumentative devices- do not play a part in the process-; 
it is to say that the process takes quasi-scientific forms and 
that the detachment of the reader is an important part of the 
process. True itl for example, de-legitimises the notion of 
sympathy/fairness and legitimises ýhe emphasis an productivity/non- 
intervention by appealing to OURInational economic interest, 
equating fairness with unrealism and non-intervention with realism, 
and contrasting realism and unrealism 
in a way which identifies 
with common sense experience 
(see p. 220). Howeverp these kinds of 
identificationi equation and contrast appear as reasons, are 
part of a reasoned adjudicative chain and the reader is to a 
significant extent detached from experiential reality. He/she 
cant in a clear sense, provide a logical/reasoned account of the 
issues and can logically/reasonably demonstrate the superiority of 
preferences and the inferiority of alternative, competing 
preferences. The reader is not just expected to invoke the 
national interest, contrast realism and unrealism or discuss the 
issues in experiential terms, but rather is invited to demonstrate 
through a detailed empirical analysis that it is unequivocally 
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the case týat X is... and is not... . Elements of this process 
are inherently evaluative and the process as a whole involves 
evaluations (ie. a perspective and policy); but it is in a clear 
sense quasi-scientific, readers can demonstrate the validity/ 
superiority of preferences and the invalidity/inferiority of a 
threatening alternative. The form, content and power of this 
process is the placement of inherently powerful arguments, ideas 
and images in quasi-scientific forms. Further examples of this 
kind of process are discussed shortly, firstly consideration of 
what seems to be a clear case of the production of knowledge, 
the demonstration as opposed to the re-demonstration of validity. 
THE PRODUCTION OF KNOWLEDGE: THE STEEL STRIKE AS A SIGNIFICANTLY 
SPECIFIC AND UNIQUE EVENT 
4. There was no strong evidence to suggest that the reasoned 
and adjudicated economic theory/principle-perspective-policy 
link was re-produced. One possible explanation is that while 
the link is considered important, a solution to the industrial 
action/relations problem is seen as a necessary condition for 
the success of other policies (see 6-6.1), consequently the 
author is preoccupied with the detailed re-production of knowledge 
about the fundamental problem. Relatedly,, it is arguable that 
concern over the inadequacy of the Government's- specifically 
Mr. Prior's - solution to the problem dominated the coverage 
(see 6.1). On the other hand it might be argued that the link 
is an implicit re-production of'ýnowledge. Howeverg'a more 
important point is that the Express sees the strike as a 
significantly specific and unique event. It 
is seen as a test 
of the Government's ability to resist interventionist options; 
the first empirical test of a theory which has not been applied 
to a relevant and challenging instancep has not fully entered 
public consciousnesst and, must be applied to the steel strike 
and in future considerations of industrial/economic issues. 
Hence the author, given a stock of knowledge which in general 
terms supports the Government's theory/approach, is primarily 
concerned with demonstrating the practical applicability and 
relevance of the theory; indicating how it can be applied to a 
relevant empirical instance. The re-productive process here is 
prescriptive: the author, at least in general terms9 draws on 
f 
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an existing stock of knowledge but sees the strike primarily 
as a practical demonstration of the validity, importance, 
relevance and applicability of an untried theory. He/she is 
preparing the way for a future well confirmed and detailed 
dimension of the stock of knowledge (ie. as the steel strike 
demonstrated ... 
f 
4.1 This kind of demonstration has been seen as a crucial 
ideological process; as part of the attempt to change a postwar 
consensus, to popularise "Thatcherism" (Hall 1983). Given this 
argument then part of the significance of this research is that 
the process took particular, very powerful forms. 
4 
In the case 
of the Express readers are not just in a position to adjudicate 
between competing arguments$ they can also demonstrate the 
validity of the Government's theory/approach. 
_This 
may seem a 
trivial point: there is, so the argument runs, an obvious sense in 
which a demonstration of the validity of the Express' preferences 
is ipso facto a demonstration of the Government's preferences. 
Howaart readers are not invited to argue that the Government's 
approach is correct but rather that analysis demonstrates that it 
is correct. Put another way there is a clear sense in which the 
author is not suggesting that the approach is valid because it is 
the Governments or that the Government's approach is validl but 
rather that objective analysis and an adjudication between 
competing theories demonstrates that a particular approach is 
valid. This suggests to the reader not only that their preferences 
and the Governments preferences are critical, informýd and 
reflexive, but also that the Express' support for the Government 
is critical, informed and reflexive. 
There are links between the analyses reviewed and discussed 
in 1-4 and the analyses of phenomena like picketing/secondary 
picketing/secondary industrial action/trade union leadersq there 
are also links between the various dimensions of the analyses of 
these latter phenomena. The links will become apparent as the 
review and discussion process progresses, 
THE INTERACTION OF FORMS OF RE-PRODUCTION: INTIMIDATORY PICKETING 
S. A central feature of the analysis of picketing/secondary 
picketing is the suggestion that it is unequivocally the case 
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that it involves intimidationy bullying and thuggery as opposed 
to attempts to peacefully persuade. Specifically: the author 
suggests that eye witnesses (ie. a chairman of a firm and a 
convener) have confirmed the undisputable fact that mobs and 
gangstersq who were often led by professional picket organisers 
(eg. Mr. Arthur Scargill)q have intimidated law-abiding citizens 
and threatened public order. He/she proceeds by suggesting that 
this kind of action/activity is illegal- a clear violation of 
the criminal law- and is disapproved of by the majority who voted 
for Mr. Prior and his Government because they want a solution to 
the redurring problem of intimidatory picketing, a defence against 
the actions/activities exemplified by the steel strike. This 
re-produced 'problem perspective' involves and is reinforced by the 
suggestion that one of the crucial issues in industrial disputes 
is the desirability and effectiveness of firm responses to the 
problem; specifically, it is-suggested that the Government should 
ensure that the police carry out their duty to enforce the law 
and should strengthen/modify existing laws. 
5.1 The above analysis, amongst other things, uses common sense 
and emotive language/images which emphasise the undesirable, anti- 
social, abnormal and extreme nature of actions/activities, eg, 
intimidation, bullying, thuggery, mobs, gangsters; criminalises 
these actions/activities and thereby criminalises and de- 
politicises dissent; suggests that they threaten civil liberties 
and the civil national interest, ýp. freedom from intimidation, 
public order; contrasts reasonable/legi , 
timate/law-abiding dissent 
and unreasonable/illegitimate/illegal/anarchistic dissent; invokes 
the knowledge and disapproval of the majority; appeals to the power 
of the authorities, especially to the rule of law. Hence, as in 
the case of the analyses discussed in 31 phenomena like evaluative 
identifications and common sense/emotive language play a crucial 
part in the re-productive'process. 
5 
Indeed in the case in 
question there is a clear sense in which the author (re) identifies 
a sinister THEY who do not just adversely effect some of OUR 
interests but rather threaten the very basis of the socio- 
economic order. In Hall's (1973a) terms signifying issues, 
specifically dissent, in terms of categories/images like law-and- 
order, violence and illegality switches the debate to a 
to ... primordial 
ideological level ... 11, it invokes and refers 
to 
t 
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11 ... the sacred nature of the social order itself" (p. 28). 
Relatedly, it is arguable that this kind of debate is premised 
on and re-produces a consensus which excludes actions, activities 
and alternative knowledge from definitions of what is reasonabley 
normal, justifiedt appropriate, acceptable and relevant via a 
reference to the reasonable/worthwhile actions/values of a WE 
and the unreasonable/unworthwhile and threatening actions/values 
of a THEY (see also, eg, Chibnall op cit, Hall at al op cit). 
Howevert these and the more specific argumentative forms listed 
above appear in quasi-scientific argumentative processes. 
5.2 Readers are invited to consider an analysis of an empirical 
instance which re-demonstrates through analysis the validity- 
unequivocal validity- of the claim that picketing/secondary 
picketing is... . More specifically, it is suggested that the 
claim that P/SP involves intimidation is indisputable because 
eye witnesses from 'both sides' (ie. a chairman and a convener) 
have observed/experienced intimidation during the steel strike, 
and because the majority have observed/experienced intimidation on a 
number of occasions. To a significant extent this detaches the 
reader from subjective/evaluative involvement in the analysis and 
reality. The author provides an account of what is the case, 
supports this account via reference to the'evidence provided by 
eye witnesses from both sides, suggests that this account and 
evidence supports a general theory of picketing, and re-affirms 
this suggestion via reference to the knowledge, experience and 
views of the majority. In a sense this process is 11 .. based on 
direct perception of the world ... 
(it) offers a direct picture of 
'how things seem'... " (Brunsdon & Morley op cit, P. 89); there 
if ... is a 
SENSE OF WITNESSING... a 'reality' which is... made to 
seem 'out therelp separate from and independent of those 
positioned as witnesses. " (Connell op cit, pp, 154-55). This kind 
of non-subjective, direct'perception is an important part of the 
re-productive process. Howeverp the reader is not so much invited 
to be a witness or a direct perceiver but rather an objective 
analyst. He/she can point to a series of confirming instancesp 
analyse an empirical instance in a way which supports a general 
theory and support this analysis/theory by referring to the nature 
of reality and the evidence provided by eye witnesses and the 
majority. Moreoverp he/she can derive a perspective and policy 
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(ies) from. descriptions of what is the case. Part of the 
invitation to be an objective analyst and policy maker involves 
an indirect address to Mr. Prior. The author suggests that he 
should listen to the majority who voted for him and his 
Government because they want a defence against the kind of 
intimidation seen during the steel strike, and thereby develops 
descriptions by identifying a problem and recommending policy 
but also associates the analysis (ie. picketing/secondary 
picketing involves..., is a problem and should be dealt with) 
with the public (ie. it is the analysis of the public) and, 
consequently, reinforces and objectifies the Express' analysis 
and provides further indication that it is critically independent 
of the Government (see also p. 223). On the other hand the 
consideration of the specific policies which implement the 
general perspective/policy primarily appear as'the Express' 
analyses. Howeverp the author does not just suggest that the 
authorities have and can/should respond to the problem in certain 
ways but rather provides further evidence for the validity of 
the knowledge that picketing/secondary picketing is widely 
disapproved of and is a problem which can/should be solved. 
Readers are invited to condemn, criticise and evaluate but this 
invitation is firmly grounded in an analysýs which-re-demonstrates 
the validity of a description-perspective-policy (ie: 5) link. 
Again, the distinction between description, perspective and 
policy may not be absolutely clear cut but it is empirical/real 
as opposed to implicative, and the relationship between the 
three forms of re-production is reasoned in the sense that there 
is an analytical and derivatory chain of argument. The author 
does not conflate the distinction or imply the link by simply 
making one of the following kinds of argument:, ýicketing/ 
secondary picketing is intimidatory/criminal; the problem of 
intimidatory/criminal P/SP can and should be dealt with by doing 
X, YvZ: the problem posed by intimidatory, criinin, al and widely 
disapproved of P/SP can and should... . He/she provides 
evidence and empirical analyses which re-demonstrate the validity 
of the claim that P/SP is an intimidatory and criminal threat to. *# 
and is widely disapproved of because it is.. '., derives a 
perspective from these descriptions (is. P/SP is a problem which 
should be dealt with because it is ... 
), and re-demonstrates the 
validity/appropriateness of policy (ies) which are derived from 
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the re-pro-duced descriptions/perspective, ie. enforcing and/or 
strengthening the existing law is re-demonstrably an appropriate 
way to deal with the problem of intimidatory and criminal acts. 
True the three elements of the chain of reasoning may be entailed 
in one another, any of the three arguments not made (see above) 
may involve a description-perspective-policy link. However, the 
author clearly distinguishes and discusses the descriptive nature 
of picketing/secondary picketing, the appropriate way to understand 
it and the appropriate way (s) to respond to it; re-produces a 
derived D/P/P link and provides further empirical eviidence for the 
validity of the link. This is not to say that evaluative 
identifications are unimportant, that identifications with the 
public are not also identifications with readers, that the re- 
productive process is not inherently evaluative, or that it is 
some form of genuine scientific inquiry as opposed to accounts 
grounded in common sense/emotive language. It is Pimply to say 
that there are clear sense in which it is quasi-scientific. To 
briefly review and reiterate. The arqument, for example, that 
picketing/secondary picketing is intimid&tory and criminal- a 
threat to civil liberties and public order- is in itself a 
powerful form of argument. It involves and appeals to, for example, 
evaluative arguments or images which define P/SP as illegitimate, 
unreasonable, unacceptable and illegal; as a problem which must 
be solved because it involves a threat to OUR interests and social 
order. However, these definitions, arguments or images appear in 
quasi-scientific argumentative processes. The author does not 
simply provide or rely on the power of these phenomena but rather 
places them in processes which invite readers to point to a series 
of confirming empirical instances, analyse a particular instance 
in a way which provides further lobjectivel evidence for the 
validity of a stock of knowledge, and formulate evpluations and 
recommendations which are, objective in the sense that they are 
derived from and develop descriptions of what is the case. Hence 
the forms, contents and power of the re-productive process is the 
interaction between evaluative argumentative forms (see list at 
beginning of this section) and quasi-scientific argumentative 
processes (ie. re-demonstrations, forms of evidenceg forms of 
objectivity); specificall'y, the placement or appearance of the' 
former in the latter. 
6 
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THE QUASI-SCIENCE OF TRADE UNIONISM 
6. For the Express intimidatory picketing/secondary picketing 
is only one dimension of the trade union problem, in particular 
the industrial action/relations problem. The steel strike is 
seen as the latest in a series of events which re-demonstrate: 
a) intimidatory picketing/secondary picketing is..., ... 
(see 
above); b) various forms of illegal and legal industrial action 
(eg. non-intimidatory secondary picketing, secondary industrial 
action- is. extending strikes, blocking or stopping the movement 
of goods) enable trade unionists to blockade/cripple British 
industry and the economic system; c) trade union leaders 
misrepresent their members and use trade union activities as an 
occasion to pursue self-interest and/or extreme political views; 
d) the public disapprove of intimidatory picketing/secondary 
picketing and want something done about this aspect of the 
problem, the authorities have responded and can and always should 
respond to the problem by enforcing the existing law or modified 
versions of it (see 5); e) with one exception (seej)) the various 
forms of legal and illegal industrial action are a fbndamental 
problem and are widely disapproved of- if management cannot 
manage and workers caAnot work, if industry cannot function in a 
normal manner, then the nation will never prosper; f) the major 
necessary condition for prosperity is the removal of the 
industrial relations/action cancer; g) a central and essential 
part of the solution to the pro, blem is to make secondary 
industrial actions illegal; h) the introduction of compulsory 
ballot policy would solve the general problem ; of, misrepresentation 
(ie. strikes could no longer be imposed an workers and the nation), 
and would also provide a medium for the expression of the anti- 
strike mood and realism of workers; i) the Government has a 
clear mandate to deal with the various dimensions of the trade 
union problem; J) non-intýimidatory picketing of a strikers own 
place of work which attempts to inform and peacefully persuade 
is legitimate and reasonable; k) all strikes have disastrous 
effects but a distinction between resistable/irresistable strikes 
has replaced a concern over omnipotent strikes. 
6.1 The analyses of the trade union problem involve a major 
modification/development of the stock of knowledge. It is 
suggested that: a) ror some time we have campaigned against the 
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various fo_rms of industrial action, in particular we have 
fought a battle to outlaw secondary actions. b) The Government 
rightly understood the importance of these policies but have 
mistakenly begun the implementation of economic policy without 
tackling the industrial action/relations problem. c) Moreover, 
analyses of the steel strike indicate that their- in particular 
Mr'. Prior's- proposals are completely inadequate and impractical. 
d) The Government's radical ideas for changing the fortunes of the 
nation are correct but will not work if the fundamental problem 
is not addressed. a) They must recognise this: the Bill must be 
strong and effective, it must unequivocally criminaliýe secondary 
actions. More generally, if enforcing existing, modified or new 
laws means facing a General Strike then so be it: the problem 
must be tackled. 
6.2 Major dimensions of the knowledge reviewed in 5-6.1 are 
part of, re-affirm and develop- and are re-affirmedg devbloped 
and defended by- the analysis of Mr. Scargill's argument (see 6.7). 
The analyses summarised in 6-6.2 are discussed in 6.3-6.8. 
6.3 A distinctive feature of the analysis of the trade union 
problem is particularly evident in the analysis of legal secondary 
industrial actions. This analysis is generally similar to other 
analyses in that the author re-produces a description-perspective- 
policy link. Howeverv he/she emphasises and underlines the 
community's own analyses, especially it's policy making and 
evaluative voice. 
7 
This involves not simply a perspective/policy 
but rather the re-production of a campaign against legal 
secondary actions in particular and industrial action in general. 
Readers are expected to be outraged and incensed by the various 
forms of industrial actionp the Government's response to the trade 
union problem and their failure to recognise that an effective, 
practical and radical solutsion to this problem is the pre- 
condition for prosperity. This is not simply an invitation to 
criticisB trade unionism or to emphasise adverse effects but 
rather to condemn it, to argue that it simply cannot be conceived 
of as anything other than a fundamental problem, a cancer which 
must be removed once and for all. For the Express there can be 
no concessions, no equivocation, no doubt about what the major 
issue is: the country is involved in and must fight a war against 
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the enemy--ýmodern trade unionism; anything less than, for 
example, criminalising legal forms of dissent, prosecuting 
those involved in re-demonstrably illegal and unacceptable 
forms, and restricting dissent to peaceful picketing of the 
strikers own place of work is considered totally inadequate. 
This is significant partly because it identifies a major 
dimension of the Express' inferential framework (see p. 253 
and partly because it highlights the explicitly/strongly 
evaluative, critical and policy orientated nature of the community. 
However, this critical and evaluative voice is firmly grounded 
in quasi-scientific knowledge. 
6.4 The analysis of the crippling economic effects of secondary 
industrial actions involves descriptions of what is the case 
and what is possible during the steel strike, and what is possible 
in industrial disputes per se. The evidence here- compared to 
the analyses reviewed in 2 and 5- is essentially brief, 
qualitative authorial descriptions of problematic and potentially 
catastrophic effects. The perspective and policy are partly 
derived from the suggestion that secondary industrial actions 
during the steel strike are another instance of the prevention 
of normal working, ie. management/workers cannot function 
normallyp the crippling/blockading of industry/the economy. 
Againv evaluations (ie. perspective and policy) and arguments 
which are inherently evaluative and identify the issues with 
readers (ie. crippling OUR industzyj damaging OUR economic 
interest) appear in quasi-scientific forms. Readers can re- 
demonstrate that it is unequivocally the case that certain actions 
are ... and involve ... ; re-demonstrate 
that they are a problem 
because ... ; and re-demonstrate that the only aRpropriate/ 
practical policy is to outlaw them (see 6.1). Moreover, the 
analysis of economic effects is related to the analysis of 
intimidatory/illegal picketing not just in th+ense that they 
are two aspects of the trade union problemp but also in the sense 
that the latter is'seen as part of the threat to normal working/ 
the economic system. Hence the two analyses reinforce one another 
and taken together provide a detailed account of how, why and 
in what ways various aspects of trade unionism can only be 
conceived of as a problem which must be dealt with. More 
generallyp these analyses 'flesh out' the general categories 
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used to in_troduce the strike (ie. disastrous/crippling strikes, 
see pp. 217-1B). 
6.5 The analysis of the difference between trade union leaders 
and their members/ordinary workers suggests that the former 
misrepresent the latter and use strikes/the trade union movement 
to pursue self-interest and/or extreme political views. More 
specifically (see also 6.6-6.8), it is suggested that many 
steelworkers did not want to strike, that the failure of the 
steel unions to hold a ballot and their instructions to ignore 
a B. S. C. ballot is indicative of unrepresentativeness, and that 
the turnout/result in/of the subsequent ballot is another 
unequivocal re-demonstration of the validity of the Express'_ 
knowledge. As in the case of the reference to the convener's 
experience/observation of intimidation (see p. 22S) the 
quantitative evidence provided by another ballot is particularly 
powerful because it unequivocally re-affirms that trade unionists 
perceive the activities of the movement and their leaders as 
illegitimate/problematic. Moreover, there is a 'double' re- 
demonstration of the validity of knowledge: the unwillingness of 
many steelworkers to strike and the failure to hold a ballot are 
descriptive re-demonstrations of what has been established in 
the past (especially by previous ballots); - the eventual ballot 
supports the hypothesis suggested by the stock of knowledge and 
provides further quantitative evidence which suggests that 
the unrepresentativeness of trade union leaders is beyond 
reasonable doubt. Faced with an event or argument wýich cast 
doubt on unrepresentativeness or the the lack of grassroots 
support for trade unionism readers could point to a series of 
confirming instances and resolve any doubt by invoking 
quantitative and thereby unequivocal evidence. 
6.6 The suggestion that the steel strike is another example of 
a failed strike and thereby of the need to replace a concern over 
omnipotent strikes with a distinction between resistable/ 
irresistable strikes is developed in two ways. Firstly, by the 
suggestion that nowadays the majority of strikes are 
likely to 
fall into the former category because only a minority of 
occupational groups (the miners, the power workers) can damage, 
threaten and coerce to a successful extent, Secondly, by the 
suggestion that one reason why strikes are no longer an 
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omnipotent weapon is that in the prevailing economic climate 
workers recognise that jobs/living standards are put at risk by 
ambitious/unrepresentative trade union leaders, and are aware , 
that it takes a long time to make up the wages lost by strikes. 
Hencep the author suggestsv the introduction of compulsory 
ballot policy would provide a medium for the expression of the 
a'nti-strike mood and realism of workers; it would solve the 
problem of misrepresentation (ie. strikes could no longer be 
imposed from above) and in practice would lead to a significant 
decrease in the number of damaging strikes. 
The analysis of the resitable/irresistable distinction 
involves a general form of further evidence in that the author 
simply notes that the failure of the steel strike is another 
instance of... and refers to the relative power of different 
occupational groups. Howeverv aspects of the development of this 
analysis re-affirm the distinction between trade union leaders/ 
trade unionists by specifying that the realism of the latter 
is a central part of the difference. More generally, this and 
some of the other analyses considered in 5-6.6 are part of, re- 
affirm and develop- and are re-affirmed, developed and defended by- 
the analysis of Mr. Scargill's argument. 
6.7 The forms and contents of this analysis and relationship 
between analyses are as follows: 
a) Mr. Scargill's argument suggests that trade unionists 
have a legitimate right to pursue their interests via secondary 
industrial actions regardless of the law. This alternative 
argument threatens the validity of the knowledge that trade 
union actions/activities are illegitimatet widely disapproved of 
and should be curbed/outlawed. 
b) The de-legitimisation of the threatening argument takes 
two forms: it is suggested that if individuals/group simply 
decide to obey some laws and not others then anarchy results, 
and that Mr. Scargill's argument is not reasoned or the result of 
informed reflection but rather the result of extreme political 
viewsq self-interest, personal ambition, a desire for publicity 
and a desire to be seen as a hero/martyr. 
c) This de-legitimisation allows the Express to reject 
Mr. Scargill's argument, defend the preferred stock of knowledga 
f 
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and re-demonstrate the superiority of preferences and 
inferiority of an alternative. More specifically, readers are 
invited to consider the following: YES criticism of the law 
and support for trade union actions/activities is possible and 
can be seen as legitimate, BUT the law must be obeyed otherwise 
anarchy results and criticism/support/perceived legitimacy is 
confined to an extreme, unreasoning, unreasonable and self- 
interested minority. Clearly, trade union leaders pursue self- 
interest and/or extreme political views rather than legitimate 
causes which have popular support. Mlore generally, it is re- 
demonstrably the case that trade union actions/activities are 
illegitimate, widely disapproved of and unsupported, and 
should be curbed/outlawed: dissent must take legal and legitimate/ 
socially acceptable forms, ie. peaceful picketing of the strikers 
own place of work but no secondary actions. 
6.8 This YES_F3UT logic is less rational than the. one reviewed 
and discussed in 2-3 in the sense that it deals with a threatening, 
alternative argument by addressing, at least to a significant 
extent, the p'ersonality/character of the arguer (s). Relatedly, 
the author does not describe and illustrate in detail phenomena 
like self-interest, personal ambition and a desire for publicity/ 
martyrdom; but rather tends to simply equaýe radical criticism of 
the law and radical support for trade unionism- an invitation to 
disobey the law- with these phenomena. Moreover, the analysis 
of the ballot (see p. 231) describes and re-demonstrates 
unrepresentativeness and a lack, oý enthusiasm for tr, ade unionism, 
but simply includes the suggestion that trade union leaders pursue 
self-interest and/or political views in the analysis; that is, 
this suggestion is 'tacked an' to the re-demonstration and is 
warranted by association with this re-demonstration. A further, 
related point is that the author appeals to a stark and 
fundamental contrast between obeying the law and the consequences 
of disobedience, ie. democracy versus anarchy. Again (see also 
pp- 224-25), there is a clear sense in which he/she identifies a 
sinister THEY- specifically but not exclusively a HIM- who are a 
fundamental threat to the social order; re-produces a consensus 
which invokes and appeals to a definition of reasonable/worthwhile 
actions/values/views and defines or labels- as opposed to analyses- 
alternatives as illegitimate, unacceptable and abnormal via a 
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reference to the ways in which they are unreasonable/unworthwhile 
because they challenge or conflict with what is reasonable/ 
worthwhile, ie. self-interest, extremism, anarchy, see also, eg, 
p. 224- intimidation, crime, and so an (eg. Chibnall op cit, Hall 
1973a, Hall et al op cit). However, there is a form of reasoned 
adjudication (ie. a YES-BUT logic) and, more generally, readers 
ca ,n use a variety of analyses to re-affirm, develop, elaborate on 
and defend their knowledge of how, why and in what ways trade 
unionism- specifically the vast majority of the actions/activities 
associated with it and trade union leaders- is/are illegitimate/ 
problematicp widely disapproved of and unsupported inside/outside 
of trade unions, and should be curbed/outlawed. They can 
unequivocally re-demonstrate that trade unionism must be understood 
in a particular way and cannot be understood in other ways, 
specifically as a legitimate activity which has popular support. 
These analyses include ones which describe extremism/anarchy by 
indicating that people like Mr. Scargill organise/lead intimidatory 
pickets. However, the author tends to 'tack on' the self-interest/ 
rhetoric argument, it appears in a YES-BUT logic but the author 
tends to argue by definition- extremism, anarchy, radical criticism/ 
support therefore self-interest, ambitiong rhetoric, self-publicity. 
THE RE-PRODUCTION OF COMMUNITY: THE APPEARANCE OF FORMS OF (DE) 
LEGITIMISATION IN QUASI-SCIENTIFIC ARGUMENTATIVE PROCESSES 
7. The above has identified what can be called forms of (de) 
legitimisation and quasi-scientifir, argumentative propesses. The 
former are arguments/definitionsýimages which allocate legitimacy/ 
approval and illegitimacy/disapproval by evaluating phenomena in 
terms of their positive or negative relation to worthwhile social, 
economicv political, normative and moral structures; and thereby 
evaluatively identify them with/relate them to the interests, 
concerns and lives of readers. These evaluative forms appear in 
quasi-scientific argumentative processes. 
a 
Namely, re-productions of 
descriptions of what is the case which via an analysis of an empirical 
instance provide further evidence for a well established understanding 
and which are- in the sense. described- objective accounts of a 
seemingly external reality. Specifically: there are particular kinds 
of objective analysis/evidence, ie. quantitative/qualitative - 
evidenceý evidence provided by eye witnesses, 'both sides, ' ýhe 
which are 
majorityv detachment from Government; rti-p roduc t ions of perspective 
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derived from and develop descriptions; re-productions of 
policies which apply perspectives and are derived from and 
develop descriptions/perspectives; YES-BUT logics which provide 
a reasoned adjudication between competing stocks of knowledge 
and place descriptions, perspectives, policies and forms of 
evidence in reasoned and adjudicative chains. P 
In a sense it is legitimate to say that forms of (de) 
legitimisation and quasi-scientific argumentative processes are 
two kinds of forml content and source of power. This suggestion 
0 
allows an analytical br-k'down of knowledge processes and gives 
due weight to the existence and role of evaluative/emotive forms 
and contents. Howeverp the analyses and review clearly show that 
they are interrelated. Hence, for example, a re-produced 
description-perspective-policy link is a form of reasoned or 
quasi-scientific argument because it objectively re-demonstrates 
what is the case and re-derives and re-demonstrates the validity 
of a perspective and policy; but it also involves and appeals to 
powerful (de) legitimisations, it places the latter in a reasoned 
argumentative structure. The idea (eg. intimidation, 
profitability, unrepresentativeness) is in itself powerful but is 
not completely independent of the argumentative structure. This 
structure is an essential part of the form and conteQt of the idea. 
Put another way to identify forms of (de)legitimisation indicates 
and highlights the role of evaluative phenomena and allows us 
to specify what kind of logic and-reason is involved 
'- 
to recognise 
the inherently evaluative nature of the editorial language. 
However, in clear senses these phenomena appear in quasi- 
scientific argumentative processes. This is not to ignore the 
differences between the Express' analyses, ie. placement and 
contextuali5ation as well as more reflexive analyses, the 
different YES-BUT logics or the relatively brief/undetailed 
descriptions of the economic effects of secondary actions; 
different levels of re-production, ie. the re-production of a 
consensus or inferential framework; different forms of (de) 
legitimisation; evidence for demonstration; nor is it to equate 
forms of re-production and forms of knowledge. 
9 
rt is simply 
to say that the maintenance, development, legitimation and 
defence of the fZ2. Less, stock of knowledge takes, in general 
terms, a particular and very powerful form; that/is, the appearance 
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of powE3rfql arguments, definitions or ideas/images in quasi- 
scientific argumentative proceSS2S. 
There are differences but also significant and persistent 
similarities between the Express, the Mail and the Sun. Hence 
the latter two communities can be reviewed in the light of the 
above, and further comment on the re-production of community in P 
general can be incorporated into this review. 
NON-INTERVENTIONIST POLICY: DESCRIPTIONS, PERSPECTIVES, POLICIES 
AND ADJUDICATIONS 
B. The Mail's and the Sun's preference for non-interventionist 
policy can be reviewed as follows. 
DAILTMAIL COMMENT 
The steel strike re-demonstrates; DESCRIPTIONS- a) A non- 
interventionist policy is the best approach to wages, strikes and 
industry in general. b) Interventionist policy is inappropriate 
because it unrealistically and uneconomically involves using 
unearned money to subsidise workers/industries and buy off strikes. 
c) if wages are not related to productivity and the amount of 
money the industry earns then industries, ind0stry and the economy 
will never be viable/successful. PERSPECTIVE & POLICY- a) Non- 
interventionist policy should have been applied in the past 
and should/must be applied today. b) The Government must stand 
firm and practice what it has preached; we cannot continue to 
subsidise workers/industries who/which do not earn a'living. C) The 
steel strike is a good opportunity to apply and establish this 
principle/perspective and to abandon a perspective based on 
intervention/sympathy/fairness; the fact and reality is that 
wages must be related to productivity and the amount of money the 
industry earns. ADJUDICATIVE ANALYSES- a) YES there are reasons 
for being sympathetic towards the steelworkers; the notion of 
fairness can and has been used to understand wage claims and 
levels. BUT the steel industry loses enormous sums of money 
and is already heavily subsidised. b) YES the Government or the 
taxpayer could provide more money BUT this is uneconomic/unrealistic 
and would lead to more losses and redundancies. c) It would be 
wrong to claim that the application of non-interventionist policy 
will not lead to more job losses and closures, consequently it 
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is legitimate to retain a sense of sympathy for those affected 
by it. BUT the fact and reality is clearly re-demonstrated by 
the steel strike- unearned wages and subsidies are unrealistic, 
and uneconomic. 
I 
THE SUN SAYS 
Analysis of the steel strike re-demonstrates: DESCRIPTIONS- 
The interventionist policy preferred an+racticed by the 
Labour Party is inappropriate. It leads to higher inflation, 
higher taxation and less jobs; involves spending large amounts 
of taxpayers (ie. OUR) money to subsidise workers and industries 
who do not earn their living; creates a large national debt; and 
leads to a situation whereby individualsp industries and industry 
cannot achieve success and prosperity. b) The non-interventionist 
policy preferred by Mrs. Thatcher's new Conservative Government 
is appropriate. It avoids the effects notedAn a) because it ties 
wages to productivity and/or to the financial state of the industry 
in question, and thereby leads to a situation where individuals, 
industries and industry earn their livings. PERSPECTIVE & POLI CY- 
a) We must recognise that we cannot go on subsidising wages and 
industriesl if we do not apply the perspective of economic realism- 
recognise that WE HAVE TO EARN OUR LIVING- industries, industry 
and the nation in general will never become viable, b) The steel 
strike is a good opportunity to demonstrate and drive home this 
crucial lesson; the Government must seize the chance to introduce 
realism into our affairs. ADJUDICATIVE ANALYSES- a), YES there 
are reasons for being sympathetic towards the steelworkers; the 
notion of fairness can and has been used to understand wage levels 
and claims. YES the taxpayer or the Government could provide 
more money. b) BUT the fact and reality of the matter is that 
the steel industry is already heavily subsidised and loses 
enormous sums, and the low productivity of the steelworkers is 
the primary cause of the financial plight of the industry. c) As 
this example clearly demonstrates viability is only possible if 
wages are directly tied to productivity and/or the financial state 
of the industryp if we adopt--noh4nterventionist/realist perspective 
and abandon interventionist/sympathy/fairness perspectives. 
8.1 As the above suggests while the Express', the Mail's and 
the Sun's analyses are essentially and significantly similar there 
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are differences between them. Firstly, they all emphasise the 
steel strike as a significantly specific event- an opportunity 
to apply the new Government's policy and thereby to change the, 
fortunes of the nation. However, the Mail and the Sun also 
emphasise the re-production of knowledge about interventionist/ 
non-interventionist policy, in particular the need to practice 
Aat has been preached. Secondly, the Mail invites a retention 
of a sense of sympathy for the steelworkers and others who are/ 
will be effected by a painful policy. Thirdly, the Sun 
emphasises the facts/figures and consequences of low productivity, 
the misuse of OUR money and the need to EARN A LIVING (is. the 
Sun explicitly uses and emphasises phrases like OUR money, EARNING 
A LIVING). In a sense these differences are insignificant; what 
is emphasised and underlined in one newspaper is by no means 
inconsistent with or radically different from-the forms and contents 
of the other newspapers. However, they arguably reflect differences 
between the communities and different authorial assumptions. 
Hence a contrast between the realism of earning wages/profits 
and the unrealism/unprofitability of subsidising wages/industries 
is a central form of (de) legitimisation in all three newspapers; 
it allocates legitimacY/illegitim8cY bYt for example, equating 
non-interventionist policy with rea]; Sm, success and profitability 
and invoking a 'household budget model' (Hall 1983, see pp. 220-21). 
However, in the case of the Sun the explicit emphasis on OUR 
money and earning a/our living- not living now and paying later- 
arguably involves the assumption that a particularly, direct 
"... language of experience... " (Hall ibido p. 28) is an 
appropriate and powerful way to address the community. Relatedly, 
all of the newspapers refer to the factsp figures and consequences 
of low productivity but the Sun's emphasis on and underlining of 
these phenomena arguably reflects the assumption that a 
relatively straightforward emphasis on the fact and consequences of 
productivity formulated as manifestly low productivity is more 
appropriate to the community. On the other hand, at one level, 
there is a very similar interaction between forms of (de) 
legitimisation and quasi-scientific forms in all three newspapers, 
is. a contrast between the reality of earning wages/profits and 
the unreality of subsidising them appears in a YES-BUT logic 
which places descriptions, perspectives, policies and facts/figures 
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about low productivity and financial loss in a reasoned 
adjudicative chain. 
Similarly, the Mail invites rejection of sympathy/fairnes's/ 
interventionist arguments but also invites retention of a sense 
of sympathy. This arguable reflects the assumption that a 
mt are 'balanced' view is appropriate to the community; one which 
recognises, rejects and retains a sense of the legitimacy of 
sympathy based arguments. The absence of any explicit and 
detailed re-production of knowledge about interventionist/non- 
interventionist policy in the Express is a slightly different case. 
Trys there is evidence for some continuity and all three 
newspapers emphasise the specificity of the steel strike, 
consequently the lack of detailed emphasis on re-demonstration 
does not necessarily mean that the Express has not previously 
considered the issues in detail. As suggested (see p. 222) it 
may be that the Express was particularly concerned with the trade 
union problem, in particular the inadequacy of the Government's 
response and its failure to recognise that priority must be given 
to non-economic pol*icy. However, the longer term nature of the 
analysis of interventionist/non-interventionist Policy must be 
seen as an empirical question. To assume radical discontinuity 
ignores the possibility of extensive continuityt to assume 
extensive continuity ignores the possibility of radical 
discontinuity. In contrast, in the other two newspapers the 
evidence for interaction between continuity and discontinuity is 
10 
c ear. 
8.2 Again, as stressed in the discussion of the f-x2resst the 
description-perspective-policy link may not always be absolutely 
clear cutp the YES-BUT logics are inherently evaluative and 
evaluatively identify issues with the reader and evaluations/ 
recommendations (ie. a perspective and policy) are integral parts 
of the logics. Moreover, not all aspects of description- 
perspective-policy links are re-demonstrated in detail by the 
analysis of the steel strike, eg. the Sun's reference to higher 
inflation. Howeverg there is a clear sense in which the 
argumentative processes are quasi-scientific, readers are detached 
from evaluative/subjective involvement, positioned as objective 
analysts, in the sense that they are offered a YES-BUT logic 
which places evaluative identifications, references to facts 
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and figure§, empirical assessments of Government policy, and 
descriptions/perspectives/policies in a reasoned adjudicative 
chain, and which thereby provides a form of reasoned account of 
the validity of preferences and inferiority of alternatives. 
TRADE UNIONISM: THE MAIL AND THE SUN 
t 
9. The rest of the Mail's and Sun's analyses can, in general 
descriptive terms, be referred to by the heading trade unionism. 
These analyses are summarised below, they are discussed and the 
three communities are related to one another in 10-22 . 
11 
DAILY MAIL COMMENT 
Analysis of the steel strike re-demonstrates. the validity of: 
DESCRIPTIONS- a) Strikes have crippling effects on particular 
industries and industry/the economy in general. b) Strikes 
threaten/coerce Governments, in particular they test their will 
to resist interventionist options. Mrs. Thatcher's new Government 
may be able to resist the particular threat of the steel strike, she 
is determined and has a definite policy of no surrender/intervention. 
c) Picketing/secondary picketing involves intimidation and 
gangsterism as opposed to peaceful persuasion. d) The mobs and 
gangsters, who are often led by professional and politically 
motivated picket organisers 
(eg. Mr. Arthur Scargill), intimidate 
people (ie. workers & management) who want to work rather than 
strike and threaten public order/the rule of 
law. a) These actions/ 
activities are illegal- clear violations of the criminal law- and 
are disapproved of by the majority. f) Apart 
from the problem of 
intimidation, secondary picketing/industrial action is also 
undesirable because it: imposes strikes on peoplp who are not and 
do not want to be involved, even in the absence of physical 
intimidation freedoms and liberties are threatened; damages 
industry and industry/the economy in general to a crippling extent; 
damages the agency which ensures social and economic well being 
(je. private enterprise). g) Trade union leaders are responsible 
for attempts to wreck the economy and coerce Governments; they act 
against the interests of everyone, including themselves and, 
relatedlyp damage the very agency which ensures success/prosperity. 
h) They are unrepresentative of their members and coerce them. The 
latterv in sharp contrast to the formerg are economic realists; 
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they recognise that strikes threaten jobs and industries and, 
more generally, do not support those leaders (eg. Mir. Scargill) 
who use strikes/the movement to pursue self-interest and/or 
extreme political views. i) Ordinary trade unionists are increasingly 
rejecting actions/policies imposed from above and recognise that 
the movement no longer embodies/realises aims/values like 
br'Otherhoodo solidarity and communality. For the Mail the modern 
heroes/martyrs are those who stand against the movement and 
recognise the rhetorical nature of its appeals. PERSPECTIVES AND 
POLICIES- a) The majority disapprove of- detest- and want 
something done about the nasty/undesirable practices of intimidatory 
picketing/secondary picketing and legal secondary picketing/ 
industrial action. b) Mr. Prior and his party have a clear mandate 
to deal with the various dimensions of the industrial action 
p oblem. c) The existing law can and should/must be used to 
deal with the physical intimidation dimension of the problem, but 
he might consider strengthening existing laws and/or introducing 
new ones to deal with physical intimidation. d) The Government has 
a clear mandate to outlaw legal$ "non-intimidatory" secondary 
picketing/industrial action; the vast majority want a solution/ 
policy which unequivocally criminalises this kind of action. 8) The 
steel strike re-demonstrates the various aspects of the trade union 
problem and the fact that the Government has a mandate to deal with 
it. Howeverv the specific lesson of the strike is that proposed 
legislation must be strengthened and implemented faster; it 
demonstrates the enormity of the effects of trade unlon actions/ 
activities and the need to effectively and quickly deal with the 
problemo If it is not solved the crucial agency of private 
enterprise will not be able to prosper, 
THE SUN SAYS 
Analysis of the steel strike re-demonstrates the Validity of: 
DESCRIPTIONS- a) Picketing/secondary picketing involves bullying, 
threatening and sometimes violent behaviour. b) The bully boys, 
who are being advised by a professional picket organiser (ie. Mr. 
Arthur Scargill), threaten normal working, basic rights (ie. the 
right to live and work in peace), and the country's civil 
(je. public order) and economic interesEs. c) These actions/ 
activities are illegal, clear violations of the existing law. 
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d) Secondaýy industrial action blackmails Governments via the 
infliction of damage to the economy; the aim is to damage to an 
extent which makes Governments grant unearned wage increases* 
e) The taxpayer supports strikes, strikers and their families but 
trade unions have enormous financial resources. PERSPECTIVE (S) 
AND POLICIES- a) Picketing is a problem which can and should be 
so ? ived. b) The authorities (ie. the police and the Government) 
can and should respond to the problem by invoking and enforcing the 
existing law. Other groups (eg. trade union leaders, trade 
unionists) can and should respond by disciplining the bully boys 
or by calling the relevant authorities. c) This Government has 
responded more adequately than previous Labour Governments but it 
must introduce the tougher laws promised in the manifesto. d) The 
Government promised to solve the 'economic' dimension of the 
secondary industrial action problem by outlawing this kind of 
actiont but they have failed to fulfill this promise, why? 
e) The taxpayer should not have to support strikest strikers and 
. their families. 
The Government promised to remedy this unfair 
situation by making trade uions use their own resources, why have 
they failed to fulfill this promise? 
INTIMIDATORY PICKETING: THE EXPRESS, THE MAIL AND THE SUN 
10. As in the Express the basis of the Mail's and the Sun's 
analyses of picketing/secondary picketing as- to use a general 
term- intimidatory is a form of direct perception/description 
of a seemingly external and objective reality (Connel'l op cit, 
Brunsdon & Morley op cit, see p. 225). More specifically, the 
Mail describes and underlines the brute fact and reality of 
intimidationt and suggests that the majority simply will not 
V 
believe that this latest instance of intimidation involles 
peaceful persuasion or some kind of legitimate picketing; it is 
unequivocally and incontr6vertibly- and is widely/almost universally 
perceived as- a blatant attempt to intimidate workers and 
managementt to involve those who do not want to be and are not 
involved in the dispute. The Sun likwise describes the reality 
of violence and threats, in particular it suggests that a number 
of specific events (eg. punching a womang stopping deliveries) 
are further unequivocal examples of bullying/threatening/violent 
behaviour; behaviour which threatens various groups and entities 
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(eg. steeýworkers, other trade unionists, trade union 
representatives; the human, material and economic dimensions of 
normal workingt the more general civil and economic national , 
interest) and is perceived as a problem/threat by various groups 
(eg, trade unionists and their representatives, the steel union 
leader, Conservative MPIst Governments, the Home Secretary). 
ýimilarly, the Mail emphasises the knowledge and disapproval of 
the majority, the Lord Chancellor and ordinary trade unionists/ 
management; the way in which ordinary trade unionists/management 
are adeversely effected by activities which damage specific and 
more general entities (eg. individual rights and liberties, the 
viability of firms and the economy generally, public order, the 
rule of law); and the fact that ordinary trade unionists/workers 
reject and stand out against official actions/activities and 
organised/politically motivated intimidation (see also & esp. 11-15) 
Hence all three newspapers objectify/externalise their analyses 
and reinforce the objectivity of their direct descriptions, deny 
legitimacy to any argument which suggests that picketing is 
legitimate and approved of/supported by sections of society, and- 
more generally- provide and legitimate the argument that P/SP is ... 
by suggesting that it is unequivocally the case not simply that 
P/SP has universal effects (ie. different groups/entities and the 
whole socio-economic orderare threatened) but that it is universally 
perceived as being ... 
(ie. the analyses are the analyses of 
everyone or at least of either the vast majority or a wide range of 
persons/groups). Put another way the references to, different 
groups/entities are part of the communities' knowledge and very 
powerful legitimations of it: the universalisation of adverse 
effects and the universalisation of the perception of adverse 
effects. Moreoverp these references are part of quasi-scientific 
descriptions and description-perspective-policy links, ie. the 
authors do not simply claim that various groups/entities are 
threatened by X and that the problem/threat is perceived 8S*oo by 
&Oe , but rather provide analyses which unquivocally re-demongtrate 
that this is the case. 
10,1 Again, the description-perspective-policy link and distinction 
may not always be clear cut and it must be stressed that quasi- 
scientific refers to a very particular kind of logic or reason. 
This can be further illustrated by considering sentence versions of 
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arguments 
- 
not made (see also p. 226): 1) it is re-demonstrably 
the case that picketing is undesirable; 2) picketing is an 
intimidatory/criminal threat to various groups and the civil/. 
economic national interest; 3) it is re-demonstrably the case 
that picketing is intimidatory/criminal and ... : it is also 
perceived as such by various and diverse persons/groups; 4) it 
Its re-demonstrably the case that picketing is a problem; 5) it is 
re-demonstrably the case that the problem of intimidatory 
picketing can be solved by... . The first kind of statement is 
a particularly neutral form of objectivity/realism or empirical 
perception, it re-demonstrates via analysis of an empirical 
instance the validity of descriptions without using language 
which is strongly evaluative/emotive/commonsensical (ie. undesirable 
as opposed to gangster like intimidation). The second is more 
evaluative/emotive but makes an unwarranted claim, ie. no re- 
demonstration via an analysis of an empirical instance. The 
third places evaluative arguments and identifications in a 
quasi-scientific argumentative process (ie. analysis suggests 
that it is unequivocally the case that THEY intimidate and break 
the law)p implies a perspective/policy and a d-p-p link (ie. 
intimidatory/criminal acts are a problem which should be dealt 
with), but does not explicitly address/derive a link and does not 
provide specific kinds of evidence for the views of different/ 
diverse groups or include arguments about these views in an 
empirically based re-demonstration. The fourth re-demonstrates 
the validity of a perspective but does not clearly distinguish, 
address and discuss description-perspective-policy. The fifth 
re-demonstrates the validity of a perspective-policy link but 
does not specifically and clearly address the issue of description, 
description may be implied but it is not clearly distinguished 
from and related to a perspective and policy. Major elements of 
all five arguments are important- indeed central and crucial- 
dimensions of the communities but the authors clearly if not 
absolutely distinguish description-perspective-policy and re- 
derive the link in a reasoned manner via analyses of an empirical 
instance which are based on, in general terms, a form of objective/ 
realist description and, more specifically, on particular kinds of 
such description, ego descriptions of brute/factual realityt 
analyses of specific examples of intimidation, quoted or direct ýAWr. jct: 
references to- as opposed tokclaims about- the views of Government 
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officers (io. the Home Secretary, the Lord'Chancellor), eye 
witness evidence from both sides of industryo quotes from or 
direct references to the views and experience of workers, 
management, trade unionists, trade union representatives, Mp's, 
Governments. These analyses also re-produce perspectives which 
are based an and develop- but are distinct and derived from- 
descriptions, ie. picketing/secondary picketing is X, Y, is a 
problem and is widely regarded as X, Y and a problem; and policies 
which are based on/develop and distinct/derived from description- 
perspective links, ie. the widely perceived reality and problem 
of intimidatory/criminal acts can be solved by enforcing/ 
strengthening the law9 internal union discipline, calling the 
relevant authorities. 
10.2 Again, powerful, evaluative arguments interact with- appear in- 
quasi-scientific argumentative processes. To identify, for example, 
a criminal and intimidatory THEY who are a THEY because THEY 
Y 
are involved in activities which threaten ' 
eve rp nes/OUR interests 
and, more generally, to use common sense/emotive language and 
evaluative identifications is to provide extremely powerful Cied fr- z; u+ -25) 
arguments. ý However, when these arguments and identifications 
interact with and appear in quasi-scientific processes the result 
is an extremely powerful stock of knowledge. One'which is highly 
resistant to falsification, a powerful defence against alternative 
arguments and threatening events/situations, and invites raaders 
to be objective analystst evaluators, castigaters and policy 
makers rather than simply direct perceiversl moralis'ers, deplorers, 
insistersl denouncers. They are invited to evaluate, castigate, 
denounce and so onj and the processes are inherently and powerfully 
evaluative but it is the interaction and appearance described 
which consitutes the stocks of knowledge. 
D AILY MAIL COMMENT: TRADE UNIONISM, TRADE UNION LEADERS AND 
PRIVATE ENTERPRISE 
The similarities and differences between the three 
communities can be highlighted by considering the rest of the 
Mail's and Sun's analyses, Firstly, the Mail. 
11. Like the Express but unlike the Sun, the Mail emphasises a 
distinction between trade union leaders and ordinary workers/ 
trade unionists. However, in the Mail the role of trade union 
0 
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leaders is underlined and a contrast between trade unionism and 
private enterprise is a major preoccupation. In part the analyses 
of these issues involve placement and contextualisation (see p., 218): 
the author suggests, for examPlBjthat the strike is another example 
of the way in which strikes- in particular trade union leaders- 
cripple and wreck particular industries and industry/the economy in 
P C_ general, and thereby damage ev4ryones interests, including their own. 
As in the Express a variety of analyses flesh out the major 
dimensions of categories like wreck, cripple, threat, coerce. 
Hence, for example, the author analyses a particular instance of 
the financial damage caused by secondary/intimidatory industria 
specifically, he/she supports claims about crippling financial 
damage with a quote from the chairman of a firm. This example is 
seen as an instance of a more general phenomenon- the way in which 
trade unionism- specifically trade union leaders- damage the very 
agency which ensures social and economic well being (ie, private 
enterprise) and thereby damages everyones interests, including 
their own. 
This emphasis an a contrast between the positive (private 
enterprise) and negative force (trade unionism- especially and 
specifically trade union leaders) in society is specific to the 
Mail. True it is not inconsistent with the other two communities 
discussed and central aspects of it are prominent in these 
communities, but it is a particular and distinctive inflection of 
a more general stock of knowledge., 
12 
Whereas the fx2ress is 
particularly concerned with its own campaign to outlaw secondary 
actions and the argument that economic success for the nation is 
dependent on a solution to the trade union problem, and the Sun 
is particularly concerned with the misuse/waste of OUR money (see 
next section); the Mail, in contrastf re-produces a community 
which is particularly concerned with the positive role of private 
businesses and the negativ6 role of trade unionism/trade union 
leaders. 
12. The specifics of this emphasis are particularly evident in the 
analyses Of the differences between trade union leaders and their 
members/ordinary workers. The proposed disciplining (ie. expulsion) 
of private steelworkers who will not join the strike is seen as 
another clear example of an attempt by trade unions/trade union 
leaders to coerce members. More specifically, it is suggested 
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that the fact that a group of well paid/productive/private steel- 
workers have stood out against intimidation and have not been 
balloted is another example of ordinary trade unionists reacting 
against the imposition of actions/policies from above, and that 
such groups working for such firms are the only medium for future 
socio-economic success. For the Mail the heroes/martyrs of today 
ar 
Pe those who stand against trade unionism/trade union leaders. 
More specifically, the equation of Tolpuddle martyrs in smocks and 
Sheerness steelworkers in donkey jackets re-affirms and summarises 
the argument that private enterprise now embodies the original/ 
worthy aims/values of trade unionism (ie. brotherhood, communality, 
success/prosperity via collectivism), 'and that increasing numbers/ 
groups of workers are reacting against the imposition of actions 
and policies. They recognise the rhetorical nature of modern 
trade unionism- the redundancy of the idea of trade unionism and 
the ascendancy/importance of private enterprise. These analyses 
re-affirm and develop- and are re-affirmed and developed by- the 
empirical identification of three groups of workers who have 
recently resisted official actions/policies, in particular they- 
in sharp contrast to trade union leaders- have recognised that 
economic reality is such that these actions/policies are self- 
defeatigg/suicidal. 
13. As in the Express the turn out in and result of the 0, S. C. 
ballot is seen as an 'absolutely unequivocal' re-demonstration of 
the validity of knowledge. Specifically, the Mail suggests that 
anyone not (re) convinced by the'above evidence should consider 
the contrast between a lack of support for a trade union rally 
and the turnout in/result of the ballot. This unequivocal 
quantitative contrast, the author suggestsp is further crystal 
clear evidence for the rejection of official/unrepresentative/ 
coercive/unrealistic actions and policies. More specifically, it 
suggests that the steelwoikers are unwilling to be used in another 
battle between trade union leaders and a Government, in particular 
a Conservative Government. 
14. Againt the inherently evaluative arguments9 definitions, ideas 
or images identified in 11-13 (eg. unrepresentativeness, coercion, 
economic unrealsimp crippling the socio-economic national interest, 
crippling financial damage, intimidation, rhatoricp productivityp 
profitability) appear in quasi-scientific forms. A, 3ain, this is 
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not to play down the role of evaluative phenomena or to suggest 
that the author provides detailed empirical analyses of every 
aspect of the stock of knowledget nor is it to ignore the 
explicitly evaluative nature of the community. It is to suggest 
that readers can- in a particular but clear sense- use a variety 
of analyses to provide a reasoned re-demonstration of the positive 
ro'le of private enterprise and the negative role of trade unionism- 
specifically trade union leaders (is. re-demonstration through 
quantitative/qualitative descriptions of the reality of financial 
damage supported by management quotes, qualitative descriptions 
of a series of specific examples, qualitative/quantitative 
descriptions of unrepresentativeness and the views of the workforce, 
quantitative/qualitative contrasts). More generally, the analyses 
of- to use general categories- economic policy, intimidatory 
picketing, secondary industrial actions, trade unionism/trade union 
leaders- reinforce one another and constitute a more general level 
of argument, is. the analyses of private enterprise and the need 
to earn wages/profits as two analyses of the need for and 
benefits of economic realism, analyses of the various inter-related 
dimensions of the trade union/trade union leader problem (eg. 
econoMiC9 human, moral, political), the universalisation of 
positive effects (is. everyone benefits from private enterprise, 
non-intervention, trade union legislation), the universalisation 
of negative effects (is. everyone- the whole socio-economic system- 
suffers from the various manifestations of the trade union/trade 
union leader problem), and the universalisation of pe'rceptions 
and experience (is. the vast majority inside and outside of trade 
unions perceive and/or directly experience the problem). However, 
while the Mail identifies a multi-faceted problem it, unlike the 
Expressjis not particularly concerned with a specific solution to 
the problem of unrepresentativeness but rather emphasises the 
reality of the contrast between private enterprise and trade union 
leaders. Though, of courseq the Mail'S_ policies, like the Expressf, 
involve limiting dissent to peaceful, primary actions (is. no 
secondary actions of any kind under any circumstances). Specifically, 
for the Mail secondary action is inherently intimidatory, even 
in the absence of physical intimidation it threatens the freedoms 
and liberties of workforces because it attempts to involve them 
in actions which they re-demonstrably do not want to be involved in. 
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15. As in_the Express the analysis of Mr. Scargill's argument 
re-affirms, develops and defends- and is re-affirmed, developed 
and defended by-a variety of analyses. The Mail'sde-legitimisation 
of the argument is as follows. He is a professional and 
politically motivated interferer whose argument is not reasoned 
or the result of informed reflection, but rather of extreme 
political views, self-interest, personal ambition and a desire for 
martyrdom; and he and his argument invites defiance of the law 
and thereby contradicts the principle of accepting and obeying the 
declared law. The explicit contrast between Mr. Scargill and 
the moderate leader of the steel unions (Mr. Sirs) reinforces this 
de-legitimisation and provides the following YES-BUT logic: YES 
criticism of the law and support for the trade union actions is 
possible and can be seen as legitimate. BUT Mr. Scargill's 
argument goes beyond the limits of acceptable criticism and 
support. Most trade unionists are not interested in radical 
criticism/supportp it is confined to an extremet unreasonable, 
unreasoning and self-interested minority. It is re-demonstrably 
the case that trade union actions are illegitimate and widely 
disapproved of inside and outside of trade unions, and should be 
curbed/outlawed: dissent must take legal and legitimate/socially 
acceptable forms, ie. peaceful picketing but no secondary actions, 
Trade union leaders like Mr. Scargill pursue self-interest and/or 
extreme political views rather than legitimate causes which have 
popular support. 
15.1 As in the Express there is a sense in which this YES-BUT 
logic is less rational than the 'economic' one, it deals with a 
threatening, alternative argument by addressing, at least to a 
0 
significant extentt the personality/charýter of the arguer (s). 
Relatedlyp again as in the Express, rather than discussing in 
detail phenomena like self-interest, personal ambition and unreason 
the author tends to equatb radical criticism of the law and 
radical support for trade unionism with self-interest, personal 
ambition, rhetoric and a desire for martyrdom. However, both 
the Mail and the Express place competing arguments in an 
adjudicative chain of reason and readers can use a variety of de 
analyses to re-affirm, kvelop, elaboratehn and defend their 
knowledge of how, why and in what ways trade unionism- for the 
Mail especially the actions/policies of trade union leaders- 
9 
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is illegitimate, widely disapproved ofo should be curbed and 
does not involve actions/activities which have popular support 
either inside or outside of trade unions. Moreover, the vast 
majority of the elements of what can be seen as a consensus based 
definition of what is reasonable/unreasonable (see, eg. pp. 233-34) 
arel at least relatively, described in detail and appear in 
sp! ecific quasi-scientific forms (eg. the brute and widely 
perceived fact/reality of intimidation, civil/economic damage, 
unrepresentativeness and coercion). Furthermore, the analyses of 
intimidatory picketing clearly illustrate extremist and 
anarchistic behaviour b9d specify that people like Mr. Scargill 
organise and lead intimidatory pickets. On the other hand there 
is-a clear sense in which phenomena like self-interest, ambition 
and rhetoric- despite the fact that they appear in a YES-BUT logic 
and the author sees the timing of PIrI Scargill's views as a 
publicity stunt and contrasts them with a moderate response- are 
ttacked on' to activities like public and volatile criticism of 
the law, public and active involvement in industrial action 
carried out by another union. Again, there is a labelling process 
or argument by definition- extremism, anarchy, radical criticism/ 
supportl inter-union activity, therefore self-interestedo ambitious 
and politically motivated interference. 
However, as in the Expressl readers are in a position to reject 
arguments which posit the legitimacy of trade union actions/ 
activities and popular support for them, and the more specific 
argument that breaking the law is a legitimate and s6pported 
activity/intention. Put another way there is a two-fold re- 
production of a consensus: a general, fundamental one which 
involves definitions of actions/intentions/values as unreasonable/ 
illegitimate via a reference to the need to obey the law and the 
consequences of not obeying it; and a more specific one which 
involves arguments which tend to define trade unionism per so 
as illegitimate via a reference to, for examplet intimidation, 
breaches of the criminal law, financial damage, unreprasentativeness. 
Thoughp of course, there is a relation between the two processes: 
Mrs Scargill and people like him defined as extremag radical and 
anarchistic are seen as a specific, particular manifestation of 
a more general phenomenon- extreme, anarchistic and problematic 
trade unionism. 
13 
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THE SUN SAYS: SIMILARITY AND DIFFERENCE 
16. Unlike the Express and the Mail (and the Mirror), the Sun 
does not consider Mr. Scargill's argument. However, it provides 
a relc2ted YES-BUT defence of a preference: YES secondary industrial 
action is legal/legitimate in the sense that it is not illegal BUT 
th, e spirit of the initial judgment which declared it illegal was 
correct- the law must be changed it is bad law. Secondary actions 
are re-demonstrably illegitimate, re-demonstrably part of the 
trade union problem. The analysis of legal, non-intimidatory 
secondary actions, in contrast to other analyses and the x2ress f L--L/ 
Mail's analyses, is brief and undetailed. The author simply 
formulates steel strike secondary actions as another instance of 
blackmail which aims via damage to the economy to force 
Governments to grant unearned increases, and 6ffers the above, 
relatively simplistic YES-BUT logic. The analysis of the ballot 
and the trade union leader-member/ordinary worker distinction is 
S 
equally brieft it is suggested that the rýult is an indication 
of diienchantment among the steelworkers and the unrepresentativeness 
of their leader. It would seem that the Sun is concerned to 
emphasise and provide relatively dotailed analyses Of issues like 
(non) interventionist policy and intimidatory picketing/secondary 
actiong but instead of emphasising in detail issues like legal 
secondary actions and unrepresentativeness focuses an the fact 
that the strike provides further quantitative evidence for the 
fact that- despite the enormous financial resources of trade 
unions- the taxpayer (is. US/YOU) supports strikes, sI trikers and 
their families. This is a particular identification with a 
particular community9 is. strikes like unearned wage-s/claims and 
intetventionist policy involve the misuse/waste of OUR money (see 
also p. 238). However, it also translates a more general stock 
of knowledge into the language of a particular community: all 
three newspapers identify'and analyse a multi-faceted trade union 
problem (is# unearned wageso unproductive workingg intimidationy 
blackmailo threats to Governmentst individual liberties, normal 
working and the national civil/econornic national interest); but 
the Sun emphasises an issue which can be readily understood in 
terms of a particular concern- OUR/YOUR money. 
As in the case of the majority of the differences between 
the three newspapers (see p. 238 & above) there is interaction 
I 
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between specific and more general, shared concerns. This 
interaction is reflected in the Sun's limitation of discussion 
of Government policy to straightforward demands for the 
implementation of pledges/promises, ie. why has it failed to 
outlaw secondary actions?, why has it failed to ensure that trade 
unions support strikes and strikers, existing laws can be used to 
deal with intimidation but the Government must introduce promised 
tougher laws. These demands involve a relatively straightforward 
analysis of policy (ie. why not ? as opposed to the lesson of the 
steel strike is that proposals must be strengthened and implemented 
faster (alill), we have campaigned... analysis of the steel strike 
suggests that proposals are completely inadequate/impractical ... 
the Government must realise ... 
(Express)) which assumes that more 
elaborate analysis is not appropriate (see also p. 23B), but also 
reflect and inflect the shared concerns of the three newspapers 
(ie. in essence solving the multi-faceted trade union problem), 
including criticism of and independence from Government. 
14 
similarly, the Sun's analyses do not emphasise the knowledge and 
disapproval of the majority, but the suggestion that trade unionism 
is completely negative and has no legitimacy and the analyses or 
the way in which a variety of different groups (ie. workers, 
trade union leaders, MP's, Governments) are faced with and perceive the 
problem, clearly invoke this kind of emphasis. 
FORMS AND LEVELS OF THE RE-PRODUCTION OF COMMUNITY 
17. The discussion of the three communities can be usefully 
restated and summarised by identifying inferential frameworks, 
forms of (do) legitimisation and quasi-scientific argumontative 
processes. 
BASIC INFERENTIAL FRAMEWORKS 
It is possible to distinguish various arguments about various 
phenomena and more general arguments which are involved in 
specific arquments or combinations of specific arguments, and which 
set the limits and terms of debate. The communities can be 
restated in the following more general terms- 
15 
DAILY EXPRESS OPINION 
a) The actions/activities of the trade union movement are 
completely negative; they have various kinds of adverse effect 
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and no one_benefits from them. The movement threatens and acts 
against the economic and civil (ie. freedom from intimidation, 
public order) national interest. 
b) These actions/activities can only be seen as a problem/threat. 
They have no legitimacy and the majority recognise this and want 
a solution to the problem. 
c) The leaders of the movement refer to the legitimacy of actions/ 
activities. The majority do not accept this: moreover, ordinary 
trade unionists do not support these actions/activities or those 
who use them to pursue self-interest and/or extreme political 
views. 
d) Regardless of the absence or presence of support the law must 
be respected and dissent must take legal and legitimate/socially 
acceptable forms, ie. peaceful picketing of the strikers own 
place of work but no secondary actions. 
e) Economic realism/monetarist economic Policy is the best policy; 
policy based on notions like fairness/intervention/sympathy is 
unrealistic and unworkable- incompatible with realism/viability/ 
profitability. 
f) The actions and efforts of the workforce are the crucial 
determinant of the viability/unviability of industries and the 
economy. 
DAILY MAIL COMMENT 
as above but also- 
5) The idea of trade unionism (ie. brotherhood, communality, 
collectivism) is redundant. The rhetoric a. nd reality are 
completely different; there is an absolute contrast between 
the positive ýorce in society and the negative force (ie. private 
enterprise/trade unionism-trade union leaders). The latter 
damages the very agency which creates the wealth which makes 
socio-economic well being possible. 
THE SUN SAYS 
as in a-f but no explicit emphasis on the knowledge of the 
majority or detailed/re-produced analysis of the difference 
between trade union leaders-ordinary members/workers. 
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FORMS OF (DE) LEGITIMISATION 
18. There is overlap between the definitions, argumentsl ideas 
or images which allocate legitimacy/approval and illegitimacy/' 
disapproval by evaluating phenomena in terms of their positive 
or negative relation to worthwhile social, economic, political, 
normative and moral structures and thereby identify them with and 
relate them to the lives, interests and concerns of readers. 
Moreover, some of them could be sub-divided; however, the major 
distinctions are as followso unless stated they are common to all 
three newspapers. 
16 
a) The identification of various kinds of adverse effect, 
the non-identification of positive effects and the universalisation 
of adverse effect, ie. everyone and the whole*socio-economic 
/system suffers 
from the trade union problem. b) The use of common 
sense/emotive/evaluative words/images which emphasise the 
undesirablep abnormal, anti-social and extreme nature of actions 
and effects, ie. crippling, blockade, coerciont threats, blackmail, 
bully boys, intimidation, violence, mobsp gangstersp thugs/thuggery, 
stormtroopers. c) The criminalisation of actions/activitiesq ie. 
the criminalisation and de-politicisation of dissent. d) The 
suggestion that they threaten specific civil/economic interests 
and the general, national civil/economic irýterest. e), A contrast 
between the realism of earning wages/livings/profits and the 
shear unreality/unprofitability of subsidising wages and 
industries with taxpayers money (NB. a particularly direct 
emphasis on OUR/YOUR money in the Sun, plus persistent emphasis 
on the fact that strikes/strikers are supported by OUR/YOUR money). 
f) The identification of positive effectsp the non-identification 
of negative effects and the universalisation of Positive effect, 
ie. non-interventionist policy, enforcing the law against trade 
unionism and implementing new laws would benefit everyone/the 
whole socio-economic system. g) References to the experience, 
knowledge and disapproval of the majority and/or various and 
diverse groups/persons, ie. the universalisation of positive/ 
negative effect and the universalisation of perceptions/experience. 
h) A contrast between reasonable, legitimate and law-abiding 
dissent, and unreasonable* illegitimate and/or illegalp anarchistic 
dissent. i) Appeals to the rule of law and a contrast between 
democracy and anarchy (not explicit in Sun but see h)). J) Appeals 
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to the power of the authorities, ie. calls for a defence against 
threats to rights and interests. k) A contrast between an 
extremet unrepresentative, unreasoning, unreasonable, unrealistic, 
self-interestedl politically motivated minority and a moderate, 
reasoningp reasonable and realistic majority (not explicit in the 
Sun but seep egv b) & h)). i) A contrast between the rhetoric 
and the reality of trade unionism and the positive/negative 
force in society (specific to the flail but not inconsistent with 
the other two communities, ie. non-interventionist policy and 
trade unionism as the positive and negative force). 
QUASI-SCIENTIFIC PROCESSES/FORMS 
19. The appearance of forms of (de) legitimisation in quasi- 
scientific processes and forms can be represented as follows- 
Re-Produced description: Analysis of the steel strike suggests 
that it is re-demonstrably the case that X is Y and has positive/ 
adverse effects. 
This re-produced description involves and is extremely 
powerful because it involves an empirical analysis of the 
strike which provides further evidence for the knowledge,, 
that X is Y and has Z effects; Aplaces powerful evaluations 
or (de) legitimisations in a quasi-scientific form and 
thereby re-produces empirical evidence for the realit 
of the desirability/undesirability of X. This process 
is inherently evaluative and implies a perspective (je. x 
is a virtue/problem)f but detaches the reader from 
subjective/evaluative involvement in the sense that he/she 
is positioned as an objective analyst of a seemingly 
objective and external reality. Specifically, he/she can 
analyse an empirical instance and point to a series or 
confirming instancesp and is offered several of the 
following more specific forms of realism/objectivity/evidence: 
quantitative and qualitative analyses of reality, 
quantitative and qualitative contrasts, quantitative and 
qualitative evidence supported by quotes- including 
quotes from those directly involvedl eye witness evidence 
from 'both sides' of industry, quoted references to and/or 
supported descriptions of the knowledge and experience of 
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vario-us and diverse groups/persons, ie. the universalisatIon 
and thereby objectification of analyses and experience, 
quantitative/qualitative analyses of a series of specific- 
examples/incidents, independence from Government. 
Re-Produced perspective: Analysis of the steel strike suggests 
that it is re-demonstrably the case that X is positive/negative 
or a virtue/problem. 
This re-produced perspective involves and is extremely 
powerful because it involves an empirical analysis of the 
strike which provides further evidence for the knowledge 
that X is positive/negative because of ... ; derives a 
perspective from a description and extends this description, 
ie. it is re-demonstrably the case that X is Y and must/can 
only be understood as Y and therefore as positive/negative; 
places powerful (de) legitimisations in a re-produced and 
re-validated description-perspective, link. This process 
is inherently and explicitly evaluative and implies policy 
(je. support & encourage virtues, do something about problems), 
but the author makes clear distinctions between descriptions, 
perspectives and policies and perspectives are based on, 
develop and derived from descriptions. 
Re-Produced policy: Analysis of the steel strike suggests 
that it is re-demonstrably the case that XjYjZ policies are 
appropriate/inappropriate. I 
This re-produced policy (ies) involves and is extremely 
powerful because it involves an empirical analysis of the 
strike which provides further evidence for the knowledge 
that X, Y, Z is appropriate/inappropriate; derives policy 
from a description-perspective link and extends this link 
(ie. it is re-demonstrably the case that X is Y, can only 
be understood as A, and can be practically responded to in 
terms of C); places powerful (de) legitimisations in a 
re-produced and re-validated description-perspoctive-policy 
link. This process is inherently and explicitly evaluative 
but policy is distinguished from description and perspective, 
and is based on, develops and derived from description- 
perspective links. 
I 
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K4Defence/Adjudication: Analysis suggests that YES there are 
reasons for A and reasons why B, C is possible and legitimate, 
BUT A, B, C are inferior for the following reasons ... and our 
preferences are re-demonstrably superior. 
This YES-BUT logic involves and is powerful because it 
involves an analysis of the strike which places (de) 
legitimisations, descriptions, perspectives, policies 
and forms of evidence/objectivity in a reasoned adjudicative 
chain, and thereby provides a reasoned adjudication 
between preferences and alternatives. This process is 
. 
inherently and explicitly evaluative and the phenomena it 
places are in themselves pouierful and reasoned accounts 
of how, why and in what ways A is ... and is not... - can 
only be und erstood as ... and not as... - but the power 
of knowledge is considerably enhanced by the provision 
of reasoned adjudications which re-demonstrate the validity 
of preferences and inferiority of alternatives. 
THE APPEARANCE OF FORMS OF (DE) LEGITIMISATION IN QUASI-SCIENTIFIC 
PROCESSES/FORMS 
20. The representation in 19 has been deliberately stripped 
of substantive empirical content. This highlights the forms of 
the re-productive process, in particular the way in which 
evaluative argumentsl definitionst ideas or images appear in 
quasi-scientific forms and processes, and the way in'which these 
phenomena interact to produce an extremely powerful stock of 
knowledge. Even in'the very simplest case the evaluative 
phenomena does not appear in isolation from a quasi-scientific 
form. Ifj for examplet the references to intimidation were 
simply re-produced descriptions the author would be suggesting 
that it is re-demonstrably the case that picketing is... , All 
the evaluative phenomena listed are powerful in themselves but 
they do not appear as arguments, definitions, ideas or images; 
the power of evaluative phenomena is enhanced by the forms 
in which they appear and the power of argumentative forms/ 
processes is enhanced by the evaluative phenoTena. 
A re-produced description-perspective-policY link plus a 
yEs-BUT logic is the strongest knowledge in the sense that it 
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is a maximum combination of forms. As has been demonstrated 
the three communities considered to date possess knowledge 
which takes several of the forms; in a lot of cases it takes 
all the forms. The stocks of knowledge appear as and claim to 
be quasi-scientific in the sense that readers can distinguish 
descriptions, perspectivesv Policies; provide various kinds of 
objective evidence ; point to a series of confirming instances; 
analyse an empirical instance in a way which provides further 
reasoned/objective evidence for the validity of a stock of 
knowledge; re-demonstrate and re-derive description-perspective- 
policy links; defend preferences and offer reasoned adjudications 
between alternatives. True- to reiterate and underline- the 
suggestion, for example, that an activity is criminal, intimidatory, 
unrealistic and unprofitable is itself a powerful suggestion; it 
allocates legitimacy/illegitimacy and implies a perspective and 
policy. But to unequivocally re-demonstrate throuqh analysis 
that an activity is X and not Y and that a particular perspective 
and policy are valid, appropriate and superior is to suggest 
that there can be no reasonable doubt about the validity of 
knowledge. It appears as and claims to be a set of reasoned and 
well confirmed theories, evaluations, analyses and findings as 
opposed to a mere collection of claims, arguments, views, beliefs, 
opinions, assertions, evaluations, prejudices, denouncements, 
castigations, recommendations, campaigns. This is not to ignore 
the fact that a particular kind of reason is involved- indeed it 
is to stress that this is the case; the differences between 
different analyses; the evidence for the specificity of the 
steel strike (ie. the development of stocks of knowledge); the 
differences between different interactions between different 
forms of (de) legitimisation and different quasi-scientific forms/ 
processes- nor is it to say that the stocks of knowledge are 
scientific in any strong sense or valid/true accounts. Moreover, 
produced and other forms of non-re-produced knowledge could be 
quasi-scientific in some of the sense3described. However, the 
specifics of the various processes described in 1-16 can be 
placed in the more general framework described in 19; re-production 
is a particular and powerful form of knowledge because it analyses 
an empirical instance in a way which provides further reasoned 
evidence for a theoretical stock of knowledge and a reasoned 
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adjudicatiQn between competing stocks; and, in clear sensesv 
the maintenancet development, legitimation and defence of stocks 
of communal knowledge and the rejection of alternatives takes 
particular, very powerful forms. 
THE RE-PRODUCTION OF AN INFERENTIAL FRAMEWORK AND A CONSENSUS 
P 21 In a sense the listed inferential frameworks (framework) 
are misleading. The Expressl for example, does not just argue 
a-f but rather provides a framework which is more complex, multi- 
faceted and quasi-scientific; that is, the more permanent, enduring 
framework which structures and limits the understanding of 
specific issues and events consists of a set of interrelated 
descriptions, perspectives, policies and adjudications. True 
readers canp for exampleg only conceive of the actions/activities 
associated with trade unionism as a fundamental problem which 
must be solved; but they can also analyse specific manifestations 
of the problem, provide reasons why the only and crucial issue is 
changing the law, reasons why certain actions/activities are 
illegitimate, a defence against and rejection of an alternative 
stock of knowledge, and so on. Moreovery and this is the point, 
these phenomena are, in a clear sense, part of the framework 
which structures and limits the community as opposed to fleeting, 
ephemeral employments of it. However, the list of frameworks 
is useful because it highlights and summarises the basic structure 
and limits of the communities and community. True there are 
differences between them and they inflect more generai concerns 
in different ways, but they are clearly significantly similar in 
form and content. The list is also useful because, as suggested, 
it indicates the way in which the findings develop existing usages* 
of the concept of inferential framework. These tend to emphasise 
the kind and level of knowledge listed: as indicated this is 
legitimate but there is also a clear sense in which the framework (s) 
is both more complex and quasi-scientific. 
17 
22, The re-production of a consensus can also be seen as a 
distinctive level and/or kind of re-production. Again, this 
issue will be elaborated on (see PP. 280-85). For the moment 
readers could refer back to analyses of consensus based re- 
productions and/or note the following: 1) the re-production of 
the knowledqe that there are interests common to all members of 
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society, that dissent does not reflect conflicts of interest 
between groups/classes, that dissent must take certain limited 
forms and that if it ceases to so do it becomes something else,. 
ie. crime; 2) the identification of a THEY whose actions/activities 
are defined as illegitimate because they- it is suggested- breach 
norms/values which are assumed to be and re-produced as the 
values of all reasonable people (ie. see the vast majority of the 
forms of (de) legitimisation>, 3) the tendency to define trade 
unionism per se as being outside the realm of what everybody 
considers reasonable/worthwhile, eg. dissent must take legal, 
constitutional and legitimate forms. Put another way re- 
productions of a consensus involve levels of content (ie. everybody 
agrees with/believes arguments about fundamental issues like 
the rule of law and national interests; everyone agrees with/ 
believes arguments about more specific issues- eg. trade unionism 
can only be understood as a problem), and the legitimisation of 
levels of knowledge via a reference to shared values or forms of 
(de) legitimisation; and thereby the re-production of forms of 
(de) legitimisation. Again, part of the value of this research 
is that these re-productions- like re-productions of inferential 
frameworks- take very particular and powerful forms. 
18 
MIRROR COMMENT: FAIRNESS 
23. The analyses suggest that, with two limited exceptions, the 
Mirror does not explicitly re-produce knowledge. This feature and 
the nature of the community can be addressed by consiýering the 
notion of fairness. Usages of this notion are not the only 
characteristics of the community but they are central/crucial. 
DESCRIPTIONS- a) The steelworkers deserve sympathy because they 
have been unfairly treated and affected; the pay offer was low 
and amounted to a cut-in living standards; jobs have been lost 
and steel communities are threatened by further job losses and 
closures; other groups of workers have not been treated and have 
not suffered in the same ways. b) The British Steel Corporation/ 
Sir Charles Villiers can be criticised because its/his actions 
and policies are unfair to the steelworkers (he and the management 
can also be criticised for other reasons, see pp. 263/6S )- c) The 
Government can be criticised because the unfair and inconsistent 
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application of pay and general economic/industrial policy was 
unfair to the steelworkers; despite a declared policy of non- 
intervention they intervened in this dispute and therebyp amongst 
other things, prevented a reasonable pay offer (see pp. 264-65' 
for further criticisms). PERSPECTIVE- The notion of fairness can 
and should be used to understand the actions/situations of the 
st'eelworkers and the actions/policies which effect them. POLICY- 
The application of pay and general econcmic/industrial policy 
shoulJ be fair and consistent; the steelworkers deserve fair 
treatment and a fair offer. ADJUDICATION OF DESCRIPTIONS, 
PERSPECTIVES AND POLICIES- a) YES those who suggest that there 
is an. important relationship between wages and productivity are 
correct; higher wages without higher productivity results in 
higher inflation/taxation. YES there is a sense in which the 
steelworkers cannot be protected from reality- job losses may 
well be inevitable whatever happens. YES a fair offer will 
involve paying for wage increases with lost jobs and YES the 
unions must decide if a fair policy is worth the lost jobs. 
b) BUT why single out and pick on steelworkers. It is demonstrably 
the case that they have been unfairly treated and effected and 
that other occupational groups have not suffered in the same ways. 
c) The Government's pay and more general Policy is'unfair to the 
steelworkers and has been applied unfairly/inconsistehtly- the 
steelworkers deserve fair treatment and a fair offer. 
FAIRNESS- THE RE-PRODUCTION OF KNOWLEDGE? 
24. In a sense the finding that the Mirror does not re-produce 
knowledge about fairness is simply counter intu itive. It might, 
for exampley be argued that there is a clear implicit re-production 
of knowledge because the Mirror and notions like fairness are 
associated with labourist/social democratic traditions (eg. see 
Hall et al OP cit). Put another way the finding is simply the 
result of 8 particular, limited approach to stocks of knowledge. 
However, there are features of the Mirror which suggest reasons 
why there is no explicit re-production and why re-production cannot 
be assumed. 
A particularly revealing feature is that the YES-BUT defence 
of the notion of fairness rejects but does not deny the logic/ 
importance of views about the relationship between wage, job aný 
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productivity levels. This is an acceptance of the logic or 
internal validity and importance of the Express', the Maills, 
the Sun's and the Government's preferred industrial/economic 
policy. True the Mirror treats wages, job losses and policy as 
moral issues; it insists that the most important and crucial 
issue is fairness to the steelworkers and steel communities. 
However, unlike the Express, the Mail and the Sun, it cannot 
completely reject the validity and importance or the threatening 
argument. Moreover, having accepted this argument- or at least 
central dimensions of it- it cannot propose an approach which 
ensures fairness but does not emphasise higher productivity and 
does not lead to lost jobs and higher inflation/taxation. In 
other words it recognises that the straightforward application 
of the notion of fairness is problematic. This is reflected in 
the way in which there is a sense in which the criticism of the 
Government's policy is not so ýnuch that it is unfair but rather 
that it has been applied inconsistently/unfairly. This suggests 
that it is possible that the Mirror does riot explicitly re-produce 
knowledge because it cannot draw on a tradition which argues that 
policy based on fairness does not have adverse effects. The 
steel strike could be a specific and significant historical 
moment because the use of the notion of fairness his to be qualified. 
It might be argued that it is possible that the Mirroi has always 
qualified the notion or that it does not really qualify it because 
it insists on its relevance and importance. Howevers given the 
clear acceptance of a threateni(iQ argument and the difficulty 
involved in formulating a fairness, policy then it is at least 
arguable that the Mirror is inviting re-consideration of the notion. 
In the absence of clear evidence it might be argued that exactly 
how and in what ways the notion has been used is an empirical 
question. This is very much the point. It may be that the Mirror 
has always qualified the notion, ie. a wages/productivity argument 
is central but not specific to the then increasingly powerful and 
influential radical right (see Hall 1983, Hall et al op cit); has 
always qualified it but has argued that it was not directly 
associated with serious adverse effects; began to qualify it in 
the face of new events which could not be dealt with by positing 
no adverse effects; sees the new Government and its electoral 
popularity as a particularly problematic event or as a crystallisation 
S 
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of challenges to the notion of fairness; argues and has always 
argued that an emphasis an fairness is a complete and adequate 
moral defence against alternatives; is for the time being 
qualifying the notion and recognising the importance of it and 
alternatives but is awaiting further developments, ie. the actions/ 
fate of the new Government. 
19 
These are some of the possibilities, 
onIly a detailed analysis of the Mirror's coverage of Ia series of 
events/issues could provide the basis for a clear determination 
of the longer term nature of the community. To assume that the 
steel strike specifics of the usage of fairness involve extensive 
implicit re-production ignores th, e possibility that the stock of 
knowledge is being significantly changed, extended, developed or 
modified. To assume there is no re-production ignores the 
sedimented status of fairness and the possibility of specific, 
detailed continuity. The explicit textual acknowledgement of 
the validity of a threatening argument made by a new Conservative 
Government and the other established popular newspapers is a 
good prima facie reason for according priority to further research. 
This can be further illustrated by considering the descriptive 
basis of the Mirror's use of fairness. It explicitly invites 
readers to see what the steelworkers can see, ie. a poor, insulting 
offer, better offers to other loss making industries, the 
B. S. C. and the Government agreeing on policies which have 
catastrophic effects 
(ie. mass redundancies and devastated 
communities), the Government pursuý. ng irrelevant trade union 
legislation without tackling unemployment and falling production. 
This is a powerful form of description not simply because it 
places an evaluative identification in a quasi-scientific process/ 
form (ie. the reality of unfair treatment), but because it 
reinforces this process by inviting direct empathy with the 
steelworkersy ie. we can see that it is demonstrably the case 
that... 9 the steelworkers'can see 
that it is demonstrably the 
case that ... , we can see what the steelworkers can see and we 
sympathise. Againp this is arguably a powerful identification with 
and re-production of a version of labourist/social democratic 
tradition, in particular a concern with the fortunes, situation, 
rights and interests of the workforce. However, the point made 
above is illustrated by the policy derived from'the description- 
perspective link, ie. the reality of unfairness/adverse effects- 
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therefore 
, 
fairness is an appropriate perspective- the 
steelworkers deserve fair treatment and a fair offer, but 
applying this policy is problematical- the Government's policy. 
could at least be fair in the sense that it could/should be 
applied consistently: why pick on/single out the steelworkers? 
Again, it is arguable that the Mirror's policy proposal is 
uIncomfortablel because it cannot deal effectively with threatening 
events and interpretations. It may, of course, not be an 
uncomfortable description-perspective-policy link. However, it is 
at least arguable that the author is faced with the task of 
changing or rebuilding/reworking the stock of knowledge. Hence- 
arguably/hypothetically, while there is obvious reference to a 
stock of knowledge there is no explicit re-production and 
extensive re-production cannot be assumed because the Mirror is 
faced with the problem of reconciling fairness and economic realism. 
This kind of issue arises in respect of some of the other 
analyses, they are reviewed in 25-27, discussion follows. 
25. A number of analyses emphasise and underline the Government's 
role in provoking, starting and prolonging a damaging dispute. 
Hence the author qualitatively describes and illustrates the" 
reality of intervention despite the policy-of non-intervention, 
and suggests that documents leaked to a television programme 
prove beyond reasonable doubt that the Government- specifically 
Sir Keith Joseph- provoked and started the strike: they 'took 
on' the steelworkers instead ofýthe miners. More ge'nerally, 
readers are invited to make sustained and heavy criticism of the 
Government not just because of the unfair/inconsistent policy/ 
application of policy but, relatedly yet distinctly, also because 
they started, prevented a settlement of and failed to act to end 
a dispute/deadlocked dispute which has inflicted enormous damage 
to the steelworkers, particular industries, industry/the economy 
in general and the taxpayer. It is suggested that the problem 
for the Government is that it was elected partly because it 
promised not to surrender to trade unions: if it settles the 
strike it will be accused of surrendering but if it delays 
settlement a critical industrial/economic situation will get 
worse. For the Mirror struggles between Government and unions 
have occurred in the past but the important- crucial- issue is 
0 
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that this 
' 
Government should move to settle this strike: if it 
was not concerned with winning or saving face it could end a 
costly and damaging dispute- one which demonstrably effects all 
of us/everyone. One of the difficulties is that the strike has 
become entangled in a battle between the two halves of the 
cabinet about legislation to curb trade union power. However, 
flor the Mirror, the Government and the cabinet should be 
concentrating an a practical solution to a costly and damaging 
dispute . 
26. A number of analyses relate various phenomena to fundamental 
issues like fairness, the role of the Government and the BSC, and 
the need to settle a costly/damaging dispute between 'two sides. ' 
a) The damaging intentions of men and management (ie. threats to 
withdraw safety cover and withold taxes) are seen as wrong but 
as indications of- reactions to- a desparate situation- ie. a 
deadlocked strike started by an obstinate Government and an 
incompetent management who have brought about disaster, in 
particular- bearing in mind the role of the Government- they have 
not responded sensibly and effectively to a fair claim and 
reasonable moves by the man and their representatives. b) The 
result of the BSC ballot is formulated as indecisive, as an 
indication of the fact that if both sides conceded some ground 
a damaging dispute could be resolved by further negotiations. 
c) It is suggested that if both sides cannot agree an inquiry or 
informal mediation by someone able to see both sides of the issue the Government 
are desirable options. More generally, A who obstinately refused 
to act- but actually intervened and persistently hindered a 
smooth and quick outcome- should after the eventual pay inquiry 
is over initiate a more general inquiry into the state and future 
of a ruined industry- one which is further indication of and adds 
to our decline as an industrial nation. d) Steel strike 
secondary picketing is ndither approved of nor disapproved of; it 
is seenas a legal and legitimate tactic, a strategic response 
to a deadlocked strike which aims to pursue a good cause and 
hasten an end to a striko which damages, amongst other groups/ 
things, the steelworkers. e) The threat to expel private 
steelworkers who refuse to strike is seen as wrong. It is 
suggested that they are in a difficult position (ie. betray 
colleagues or support the strike and threaten their own 
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livelihoods), but that an attempt to coerce/discipline them 
is wrong and will not be received favourably by the public. 
The majority recognise that the steelworkers have a good case. 
and that the strike was started by an obstinate Government 
and incompetent management, but many groups of steelworkers 
are refusing to strike and the coercion of any or all of these 
c1roups is both wrong and will lessen public support. 
27. The analysis of Mr. Scargill's argument is similar but not 
identical to the Express' and the f", aills. It is suggested that 
people like Mr. Scargill are professional provocators whose 
arguments have no rational basis or legitimacy. More specificallyv 
Mr. Scargill seeks out opportunities to make arguments which have 
no rational base, ignore the merits of particular cases and 
invite illegitimate support for trade union actions/activities, ie. 
anarchistic support. This is illegitimate because: disrespect 
for the law replaces democracy with anarchy- disagreement is 
acceptable and we disagree with the recent ruling- but nobody is 
above the law, people are free to disagree but to incite or 
involve themselves in disobedience and anarchy; Mr. Scargill seeks 
out strikes and uses them as occasions to spread his unreasoned 
opinions and play the role of trade union hero/martyr- he is 
only interested in personal publicity. The contrast between 
critical disagreement and disobedience reinforces the Mirror's 
de-legitimisation of certain kinds of support for trade unionism: 
it clearly establishes a distinction and contrast between 
legitimate/law-abiding/reasonable dissent and illegl'timate/ 
anarchistic/extreme/radical/unreasonable criticism and support, 
This contrast is part of the following YES-BUT logic; YES 
criticism of the law and support for trade union actions/ 
activities is possible and legitimate- secondary Picketing is 
legal and legitimate- BUT radical criticism and support of the 
kind proposed by Mr. Scargill and people like him is illegitimate 
because it invites anarchy and is associated with a minority 
who pursue self-interest and extreme views and whose arguments have 
no rational basis. The law must be respected and dissent must 
take legal and legitimate/socially acceptable forms. 
TRADE UNIONISM: THE EXPRESS, THE MAIL, THE MIRROR AND THE SUN 
28. As in the case of the other three established newspapers 
some of the Mirrorts analyses are, at least in part, relatively 
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brlef and undetailed. In some cases there is a hard core of 
descriptions and clearv derived description-perspective-policy 
linksp ie. the demonstrable reality, of unfairness, damage to , 
the economy and the role/actions/policies of the Government/BSC- 
fairness, criticism of the Government/BSC and an emphasis on a 
negotiated solution to a dispute which damages everyone are 
appropriate and interrelated perspectives- fairness and resolving 
the dispute quickly and efficiently are appropriate policies, 
in particular an inquiry or informal mediation would not restore 
lost jobs and the health of steel communities and might not 
adequately recognise the merits of the steelworkers case, but it 
could at least produce a fair compromise and prevent fprther 
damage. However, in other cases the author tends to refer in 
less detail to phenomena like secondary picketing and the refusal 
of groups of steelworkers to strike, and relates them to 'other' 
issues and emphasisesp ie. fairness, the role of the Government 
in a deadlocked and damaging dispute, incompetent management. 
Moreover, more detailed references to phenomena like damaging 
intentions and the BSC ballot and most of the brief references 
to more general phenomena (ie. struggles between Governments and 
trade unionsp cabinet disputes, the state of the steel industry 
past, present and future) are also related to the overriding emphases. 
It might be argued that the above involves an obvious and 
straightforward re-production of community. Whereas the other 
newspapers- albeit in different ways and to different extents- 
latch onto and analyse in detail issues like secondary picketing, 
and proceed by inflecting a version of the analysis of- to use 
a general category- the multi-faceted trade union problem; the 
Mirror pulls these issues away from this stock of knowledge and 
towards its own, je. two different unequivocal interpretations of 
the ballot and the refusal of men to strike. Similarly, it is 
arguable that the fact that the Mirror does not address secondary 
picketing in detail and sees it primarily in terms of and as an 
indication of something else is not really a reflectiori of a 
failure to address it, but rather is a particular analysis of it: 
0 
the Mirro does not reltte it to other issues but to its own 
particular stock of knowledge. More generally it is arguable that 
the brevity of some of the analyses are simply a reflection of 
the fact that in all four cases some analyses are briefer than 
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others. Moreover, it is arguable that the Mirror's analyses and 
the evaluative identifications involved in them are clear but 
implicit re-productions of a well established stock of knowledg, e: 
ie. at one level the Mirror is re-producing central dimensions of a 
labourist/social democratic stock of knowledge, eg. there are no 
fundamental conflicts of interest and value- the alliance between 
tlie two sides of industry is designed to pursue the national 
economic interest and is regulated by the state which provides an 
institutional framework for bargaining/negotiation, consequently 
legitimate dissent can only take certain forms (eg. Hall et al 
op cit, Morley 1976); more specifically, the emphasis on fairness, 
job losses and devastated/threatened communities, the contrast 
between fairness and economic realism which recognises the limits 
of fairness and the centrality of the efforts of the workforce to 
the economyy the emphasis on damage to the economy/taxpayer and 
the need to settle a damaging dispute through negotiation, the 
emphasis on criticism of Government and management (ie. 'the bosses')- 
perhaps particularly a Conservative Government- who have broken or 
have not followed the rules of 'fair play, ' the recommendation of 
an inquiry/mediationp references to the rule of law, the majority 
and the contrast between legitimate, legal, democratict normal, 
reasonablev reasoned, majority dissent and illegitimatep illegal, 
undemocratic/anarchistict abnormal, unreasonablev unreasoned 
minority dissent- can all be seen as specific employments, 
inflections and re-productions of a more general value consensus 
or stock of social democratic knowledge. (but see 29), The above 
can also be seen as the basis of the Mirror's inferential framework, 
one which is different from but 81SO similar to the Express', 
the Mail's and the Sun1s: similar but different(de) legitimising 
references to damaging strikes, adverese effects, positive effects, 
the national economic and civil interest, the taxpayer, the majorityl 
the rule of law, a democracy/anarchy contrast; a contrast between I 
legitimate and illegitimate dissent (see above & 29); the 
assumption that there are no fundamental or serious conflicts of 
interest and value; the suggestion that the actions/efforts of the 
workforce are a crucial determinant of viability/unviability; the 
suggestion that there is a causal link between productivityp wage 
and job levelso and that serious problems result if wages are not 
related to productivity; distinctions between descriptionsv 
perspectives and policies, description-perspective-POlicY links, 
t 
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YES-BUT logics, the placement of (de) legitimisations in 
quasi-scientific forms, including specific forms of objectivity 
(ie. qualitative and quantitative evidence, the universalisation 
of perceptions, leaked documents, direct sympathy invoking 
references to the views, situation and experience of the 
steelworkersv quoted or direct references to- as opposed to 
au 
t thorial or indirect claims about- the views of management, 
Government and people like Mr. Scargill, analyses of a series of 
specific examples/incidents), but excluding explicit, detailed 
re-demonstration; differences- sustained and heavy criticism of 
the Government and the BSC, no denial of the legitimacy and rights 
of trade unionism (but see 29), an emphasis on and defence of 
fairness, an-'emphasis on and (de) legitimising references to 
fairness, lost jobs, devastated/threatened comm unities and the 
role of the Government/BSC in a damaging and deadlocked dispute 
between two sides which should be settled by forms of fair 
negotittion which aim to produce a fair outcome. 
29. However, as suggested, there is another interpretation of 
the Mirror and its relationship with the other three newspapers. 
The relevant features are particularly evident in the analysis of 
Mr. Scargill's argument. As suggested this can be seen as a" 
re-production of elements of a general value consensus or social 
democratic stock of knowledge (ie. the law must be respected and 
dissent must take legal and legitimate forms, THEY threaten OUR 
interests); an exclusion of views/@rguments which defines them 
as illegitimatep as not part of hormal/legal/legitimate dissent 
and thereby as challenges to existing and highly regarded social 
structures (eg. Hall et al op cit). More specifically, the Mirror, 
unlike the other three newspapersq does not want to exclude forms 
of disse'nt like secondary picketing per se and is thereby arguably 
defending a more specific stock of knowledge (ie. secondary picketing 
is a legitimate tactic but certain forms of action and support for 
trade unionism are illegitimate). A possible reason why the YES- 
BUT logic is not explicitly informed by and does not explicitly 
re-affirm this more specific stock is that the Mirror cannot 
emphasise and highlight the legitiinacy of secondary picketing 
because it then becomes difficult - but by no means impossible- to 
recognise and reject radical/extreme/illogitimate/unreasoned 
actions and viewsq ie. if secondary picketing is analysed in 
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detail and. re-formulated as a worthy and legitimate activity 
then what is wrong with strong and unwavering support for it, 
if this kind of support is legitimate then what is wrong with 
one-off violations of contoversial laws, if that is legitimate 
then what is wrong with strong and unconditional support for 
secondary picketing, if ... ?) 
20 
Put another way if the 
author positively approved of and supported secondary picketing 
as opposed to merely acknowledging its legitimacy- in particular 
the Legitimacy of steel strike secondary picketing- then a 
continuum of views would replace a clear, oppositional contrast. 
Conversely, he/she cannot relate rejections of radical actions/views 
to more general rejections because this would raise the question 
of the general illegitimacy of secondary picketing. In other 
words it may be that the Mirror knows that if it highlights the 
the issue it has to confront either the argument that secondary 
picketing is completely legitimate/positive or the argument that 
it is completely illegitimate/negative. It, so the argument could 
run, does not want to make either argument and therefore simply 
notes the legitimacy of secondary picketing and insists that 
certain kinds of action are completely unacceptable. This may 
involve a defence of a long standing specific stock of knowledge 
or it may be that the Mirror is on the defensive in the sense that 
it has become embarrassed by the issue of secondary picketing and 
thereby wants to suppress it. The latter is possible because given 
the new Government'sp the Express19 the Mail's and the Sun's 
tendency to define trade unionism per se as illegitim'ate- in 
particular the exclusion of secondary picketing from definitions 
of what is legitimate and the limitation of dissent to peaceful 
picketing of the strikers own place of work- and given that these 
discourses and the Mirror share a dislike for certain kinds of 
action/trade unionism, then the Mirror may not be able, so to 
speak, to turn left or right. It is only on safe ground when it 
can unequivocally recognise an extreme/radical/illegitimate/ 
unreasoned instance: if it turns left for preferences it meets 
people like Mr. Scargill, if it turns right it meets a radical 
critique of trade unionism. Put another way it is arguable that 
these other discourses are more powerful in that they reflect 
and are part of an increasingly successful redefinition of the 
consensus (Hall et al, esp. chaptersB & 9). Specifically, for 
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example, for the Government, the Express, the Mail and the Sun 
strikes are not- are no longer- disputes between two sides 
who employ legitimate tactics and who are governed by various 
senses of the notion of fairness (ie. fair wages, fair conditions 
and circumstances, fair negotiations, fair outcomes, fair tactics), 
but rather involve a fight against the enemy- modern trade unionism- 
and an insistence on economic realism. Hence the Mirror cannot 
provide a re-demonstrated, detailed and more positive account 
of trade unionism, cannot successfully recommend the implementation 
of fair wages policy and elaborate on issues like the state of the 
nation and struggles between Governments and trade unions, and 
cannot mount a generalised and re-demonstrated critique of 
Government and management because its (de) legitimisations are 
no longer part of the consensus; even such traditional and 
powerful ones like fairness are under attack. 
21 
Again, it must be 
stressed that there are clear indications of the maintenance, 
development, legitimisation and defence of a stock of knowledge, 
that the, Mirror may not be 'uncomfortable/embarrassed', that it has 
always- for example- negotiated and reconciled the contrast between 
fairness and economic realism and between legitimate/legitimate 
and positively approved of secondary picketing, that these and 
other analyses may have been well established in the period upto 
1979, that there is a clear sense in which it defendi the legitimacy 
and rights of trade unionism. However, in the absence of clear 
evidence the longer term nature of the community is an empirical 
questioný one which could only by answered by resear6h which 
examined in detail the Mirror in the 1970s-1980s. Simply to argue 
that it is a mainstream, social democratic newspaper and is 
associated with identification with the experience, situation and 
circumstances of the workforce, or to assume extensive re-production 
ignores the possibility that the steel strike is a crucial stage 
in the reworking, rebuilding and reconsideration of a stock of 
knowledge which can no longer easily and comfortably accommodate 
threatening events-and interpretations. 
22 Again, only further 
research could cast definite and detailed light on this issue, 
but given the nature and arguable ascendancy of the threatening 
communities (crystallised and reflected in the election victory), 
the sense in which the Mirror's handling of fairness is 
uncomfortable and embarrassed, its failure to address certain 
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issues in 
_detail, 
its recognition of central dimensions of the 
threatening communities (community) and the sense in which it 
'smothers' certain issues by relating them to other issues then 
there are good prima facie reasons for suggesting that the 
absence of explicit and detailed re-production is not the result 
of a particular, limited definition of stocks of knowledge but 
rather a reflection of troubled times for the Mirror. Again - to 
underline- there are clear indications of continuity (ie. fairness) 
and the apparently specific details of these analyses (ie. the 
limits of fairness, the importance of 'economic realism') may also 
be continuitiest but only further research could specify whether 
or not this was the case and how and in what ways the notion has 
been usedv developed and modified. 
STAR COMMENT 
30. The Starts knowledge is distinctive in that there is a clear 
sense in which it is very vague and brief. True it does offer 
a clear understanding of aspects of the strike. However, compared 
to the other papers, there is a quantitative lack of comment and a 
high proportion of humorous comment- a quantitative and qualitative 
lack of comment on issues which preoccupy the other newspapers. 
This suggests that it is unable and/or unwilling to provide 
knowledge of similar quantity and quality. One Possible reason why 
it may be unwilling is that it does not expect readers to see 
the strike as a particularly important event. On the other hand 
if the author wanted to invite membership of a community which 
denied the importance of events like the steel strike then the 
obvious strategy would be to ignore it altogether or understand it 
in a totally unserious manner. However, in the light of the 
knowledge provided by the other papers both of these options would 
be dangerous. Readers of popular newspapers expectf amongst other 
things, serious and detai-led understandings of events like the 
steel strike. As a relatively very now newspaper the Star would 
be unlikely to run the risk of attempting to produce and 
subsequently re-produce a community which totally rejected the 
norms of popular newspaper discourse. This, together with the 
fact that the Star does stress certain issues, suggests that it 
is not so much unwilling but rather unable to provide the kind of 
detailed understanding round in the nther newspapers. 
27 3 
This 
_inability 
could well stem from the fact thatthe Star, 
being relatively very new, does not have an established community 
of readers. Given this then the knowledge is either a first 
tentative step towards the re-production of community or a 
temporary compromise. In the first case the aim would be to 
produce and subsequently re-produce a community concerned with 
issues like the role of Governments and the effects of costly and 
unresolved strikes. In the second case knowledge about these 
issues provides an understanding of sorts but also one which 
avoids deeper, long term commitments. In both cases, in order 
to locate knowledge in the norms of popular newspaper discourse,; t 
draws on aspects of the knowledge of other communities, especially 
the Mirrorls, ie. the strike can be understood in terms of the 
Government's stance towards a deadlocked and damaging strike; 
they started the strike and could and should take steps to end it; 
damage to industries/the economy and the damaging intentions of 
men and management (ie. threatening to stop maintenance and 
withold taxes) can be understood as indications of a deadlocked 
and worsening dispute and in terms of the Government's stance/ 
actions; strikesdamage everyone but as ever the real loser is 
the British economy; meetings between Governments and trade union 
leaders of the kind associated with the Labour Party are sometimes 
an appropriate way to end strikes, this Government it rightly 
considering a version of this optiong the subsequent inquiry 
produced a settlement fair and acceptable to both sides. Clearly, 
the Star draws on knowledge used ý'y the other communities (ie. 
damaging strikes), in particular the Mirror (ie. the role of the 
Government# both sidest damage as an indication of something else 
and as a consequence of a deadlocked strike started by the 
Government rather than as the effect of trade union actions/ 
activities). It may be that at the time in question it was aiming 
to establish a community-similar to the Mirrorlst or that it was 
avoiding long term commitments by emphasizing more general and 
neutral themesp ie. the economy suffers, this particular 
instance of non-intervention is causing problems, intervention 
is sometimes appropriate andis particularly so in the case of 
the steel strike. However, the lack, of an established community 
and the quantitative/qualitative nature of the coverage make it 
very much a special case. [fence no firm conclusions can be drawn. 
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QUASI-SCIENTIFIC COMMUNITY: A COMPLEMENTARY PERSPECTIVE 
31. In chapter one it was suggested that the research was not 
grinding any particular theoretical axe but rather adapting 
certain strategies and perspectives in order to cast fresh light 
on the nature of media language. Relatedly it was suggested 
that the findings could support and/or develop a variety of 
existing emphases. It will not be possible to relate the 
findings to all existing emphases or to provide a comprehensive 
account of the relationship between the findings and any 
particular emphasis; such an enormous and complex task could 
only be achieved via a separate theoretical study. Howevert 
the significance of the research can be highlighted via an 
indication of the ways in which the findings develop and/or 
support a variety of existing emphases, 
23 
THE OBJECTIVITY OF MEDIA LANGUAGE 
32. At various points in the -review and discussion of the 
analyses it was suggested that readers are Positioned not so 
much as direct perceivers of a seemingly external and objective 
reality but rather as objective analysts of it. r1ore specifi. cally, 
it was suggested that whiX direct perception was a central 
feature of the communities there were clear senses in which they 
were more analytical: readers can distinguish descriptionst 
perspectives and policies, derive description-perspective-policy 
linksg demonstrate and/or re-demonstrate the unequivpcal validity 
of knowledgev refer to and provide various kinds of objective 
evidencev analyse empirical instances in a way which provides 
further reasoned and objective evidence for the validity of 
a well established stock of knowledge and a form of reasoned 
adjudication between competing theories. Hence the findings 
support the finding that forms of objectivity or realism are 
central features of media language (eg. Brunsdon & Marley op citp 
Connell op cit, Hall 1972ý 1973a), and develop it by suggesting 
that some media language and thereby some dimensions of sections 
of public opinion have a significant quasi-scientific, reflexive 
or reasoned dimension. 
COMMON SENSE, EVALUATIVE IMAGERY AND QUASI-EXPLANATION 
33. A number of studies enphasise the notion of common sense 
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(eg. Brunsdon & Morley op cit, Hall 1977, Hall et al op cit). 
More generally, numerous studies emphasise- amongst other things- 
the evaluative nature and power of the arguments, explanations', 
ideas, images and themes found in media language, and suggest- 
sometimes only by implication- that it is not in any strong sense 
logical or reasoned but rather involves a commonsensical and 
evaluative stock of taken for granted and unreflexive cultural 
knowledge (eg. Chibnall op cit, Cohen op cit, Glasgow University 
Media Group op cit, Golding & Middleton op cit, Hall et al op cit, 
Halloran at al op cit, Hartmann & Husband op cit, Morley 1976). 
Some of these studies also emphasise the notion of ideology but 
for the moment this can be left on one side. Hall et al's 
arguments are an interesting case because they emphasise the 
links between common senset evaluative imagery and quasi- 
explanation. Reduced to essentials some of the relevant arguments 
are as follows: a) Media explanations of crime are not 11 ... fully 
coherent and adequately theorised ... 
(They) are not in any normal 
not 
sense 'logical. ' They arekinternally consistent and coherent. 
They do not obey a strict logical protocol" (pp. 165-66); b) Media 
explanations unreflexively draw on arguments9 explanations, ideas 
and images which are sedimented in evaluative, common sense 
stocks of knowledge. c) Media explanations are not just b) but 
also derive power from b). Specifically: what is sedimented seems 
to correspond with 'the way things are' and appeals to evaluative/ 
emotive ideas and images which reflect and evaluate our lived 
personal/common sense experience and understanding o'f reality. 
The various emphases reflected in a-c raise a number of 
complex issues which are beyond the terms of this research.. 
However, in more general terms the research supportsp develop$ 
and casts doubt on some of these emphases. It suggests that in 
the case in question (ie. popular editorial coverage of the steel 
strike) there is a sense'in which the language involves a set 
of logical and reasoned theories, findings and analyses. It might 
be argued that this is a very simple and misleading conclusion. 
Hencep for example, it might be argued that an emphasis on 
intimidation and mono-causal explanations of the economy are not 
"fully coherent and adequately theorised explanations" or in any 
strong sense logical or reasoned. More generally, so the 
argument might run, an analyst who applied a theory which focused 
0 
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an the scientific status and/or truth value of the editorials 
would be able to make a strong case for the argument that they 
are not logical/reasoned. However, from the perspective of this 
research this is neither here nor there. The point is that there 
are clear senses in which the editorial language appears as and 
claims to be quasi-scientific knowledge. True it provides 
coommon sense or ordinary language arguments, definitions, ideas 
and images which evaluate phenomena in terms of their positive 
or negative relation to the concerns and interests of readers. 
Moreover, there are clear senses in which some forms of (de) 
legitimisation refer directly to and are firmly grounded in 
personal/commonsensical experience, ie. fair wages, the unreality 
of not earning a living. It would be over general and 
simplistic to simply equate forms of (de) legitimisation and the 
ideas and images referred to in b) and c) but there is clearly 
some similarity between them. However, the problem with the 
Hall et al type argument is that it tends to emphasise that 
media language is completely experientially based and unreflexive, 
and that it is powerful because it is a sedimented, evaluative 
and lived reflection of 'the way things are. ' This is not to 
say that it does not consider the production or re-production 
of knowledge as a process or an achievement, only that it does not 
give due weight to the possible rational and reflexive dimension 
of the process/achievement. The suggestion that the editorials 
only draw on sedimented, evaluative ideas/images would be as 
equally misleading as the suggestion that they are a, set of 
objective, non-evaluative and completely reflexive theories and 
findings. This research suggests that different forms, contents 
and sources of power interact; specifically, that powerful and 
evaluative forms of (de) legitimisation appear in quasi-scientific 
argumentative processes/forms. 
Obviously different, media outlets (eg. television, radio, 
newspapers) and different parts of particular outlets (eg. news 
storiesp features, editorials) may understand different issues 
(eg. strikes, crime) in different ways. Neverthelessp at least 
in the case in question an emphasis on the unreflexive use of 
common sense and evaluative ideas/images would not be a sufficient 
account. It might be argued that the essential point of the 
Hall at al type argument is that even if some media language 
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is in some sense logical and reasoned it is still a common 
sense and highly evaluative/emotive logic/reason which fails 
to reflect seriously on first principles or the status of stocks 
of knowledge, and obscures or disguises real social relations 
and the real nature and determinations of events. However, the 
point of the findings is that in their own terms the editorials 
appear as and claim to be quasi-scientific accounts. Whether 
or not they disguiýe real social relations is not the issue: 
the significance of the research- or at least part of its 
significance- is that given this theory then the authors provide 
very powerful and effective disguises. Not only can readers 
demonstrate and re-demonstrate the validity of knowledge they 
can also make reasoned adjudications between alternatives and 
thereby demonstrate/re-demonstrate the superiority of preferences. 
The knowledge is in clear senses commonsensical and evaluative 
but it is an extremely powerful form of common sense and evaluation. 
The literature in question and the literature in general by no 
means underestimates the power of media language, but it does tend 
to ignore the possibility that 
quasi-scientific forms makes it 
resistant to falsification. 
the appearance of knowledge in 
extremely powerful and highly 
IDEOLOGY, COMMON SENSE & POPULIST LANGUAGE 
34. Much of the above applies to the notion of ideology: arguments 
about the ideologies found in media language and sections of 
public opinion and the relationships between these ahd more 
general ideologies/ideological processes could be developed via 
the recognition of the possibility that different formsq contents 
and sources of power coexist and interact, and the possibility 
that forms of logic and reason are an integral part of ideologies/ 
ideological processes. However, it is possible to be more specific 
and to elaborate on the significance of the findings. Hall has 
argued that 
"Neither Keynesianism nor monetarism ... win votes as such 
in the electoral marketplace, But, in the discourse of 
'social market values', Thatcherism discovered a powerful 
means of translating economic doctrine into the language 
of experience, moral imperative and common sense,,. This 
translation of a theoretical IDEOLOGY into a populist 
IDIOM was a major political achievement: and the conversion 
of hard-faced economics into the language of complusive 
MORALISM was, in many ways, the centrepiece of this 
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transformation. 'Being British' became once again 
identified with the restoration of competition and 
profitability: with tight money and sound finance ('You 
can't pay yourself more than you earn.. ')- the national 
economy debated on the model of the household budget. The 
essence of the British people was identified with self- 
reliance and personal responsibility, as ag&inst the image 
of the over-taxed individual, enervated by welfare state 
JPcoddling', his or her moral fibre irrevocably sapped by 
'state handouts'. This assault, not just on welfare over- 
spending, but on the very principle and essence of 
collective social welfare-,. tbe centrepiece of consensus 
politics from the Butskell; ýnriod onwards- was mounted ... through the emotive image of the Iscroungerl: the new folk- 
devil. The colonization of the popular press was a critical 
Victory in this struggle to define the common sense of 
the times. Here was undertaken the critical ideological 
work of constructing around 'Thatcherism' a populist 
common sense. " (19B3 pp. 28-29, original emphases) 
This argument suggests that the findings could be utilised by 
and could develop analyses of a particular and significant 
ideology/ideological process; that is, the research could be seen 
as a case study of the popular press' role in attempts to 
significantly change the terms of social, economic and political 
debate. It is not the task of this research to specify all that 
could be involved in such a utilisation/development. However, 
there are a number of obviously relevant points. Firstly, thý 
Express, the Mail and the Sun were clearly 'and explicitly re- 
producing, legitimating and defending the then new Government's 
policies and philosophy (ie. economic/industrial/public spending 
policy and policies designed to effect trade union reform); in 
particular they stressed that the steel strike was an opportunity 
to translate theory into practice and thereby to change the 
fortunes of individuals, industries, the economy and the nation. 
In the cases of the Mail and the Sun there was clear evidence 
that the validity of non-interventionist/non-public money policy 
was a well established preference. Further research could, 
amongst other things, chart the development of this stock of 
knowledge in the relevant decades and, more specifically, 
determine and specify in detail long-as opposed to longer- term 
continuities/discontinuities. Secondly, the Mirror accepted 
crucial aspects of 'Thatcherism' and none of the newspapers 
provided a persistent, generalised and strong defence of trade 
unionism. True the Mirror was significantly different but clearly 
no where in the popular press was there a sustained and generalised 
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critique of Thatcherism (see also next section). Thirdly, the 
accounts of 'economic' policy provide, legitimate and draw on 
social and moral arguments of the kind Hall refers to- the general 
Thatcherist philosophy/ethic. Fourthly, and relatedly, much of 
the knowledge offered is part of, contributes to and reinforces 
a more general ideology. Four obvious cases where it is possible 
to'posit a relationship between 'knowledge about industrial 
disputes' and knowledge about other issues are law and order, 
dissent, the welfare state and the general relationship between 
the individual and the state. Readers are in a position to 
elaborate on, defend and legitimise their knowledge of Thatcherism 
in general and specific dimensions of it via a reference to, for 
example, analyses of the waste and misuse of taxpayers money, 
analyses which stress the importance of individual and unsubsidised 
effort and the adverse consequences of subsidised existence, ones 
which specify how, why and in what ways certain for. ms of dissent 
are illegitimate because they involve threats to public order, ones 
which define- at least in general terms- industrial disputes in 
terms of crime and the rule of law and thereby illustrate and 
instancet for example, the need for clear and firm law and order 
policy and the need to limit dissent to certain forms (see Hall et 
al op cit for a general account of the emergence of these and other 
links in the 1960s-1970s). Again, the Mirror was significantly 
different from the other three established papers, but did not deny 
the importance of central aspects of Thatcherism or provide a 
detailed and explicit defence of activities like secondary picketing, 
Thought of course, it did not deny legitimacy to trade unionism per 
se. Fifthly, the newspapers did not provide lectures on 
Keynesianism or monetarism but nor did they just convert theoretical/ 
intellectual arguments into "the language of complusive moralism", 
or draw on "the language of experience, moral imperative and 
common sense. " True the contrast between the reality of earning 
a living and the unreality/unprofitability of subsidised livings 
locates knowledge in the language of experience, involves the 
moralism referred to and draws an common sense imagery/models. 
Howeverl readers can do several of the following re-demonstrate 
the validity of knowledge, point to a series of confirming instances, 
provide reasons for preferences and reasons for rejecting alternatives, 
provide various kinds of objective evidence and other (do) 
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legitimisations, provide empirical assessments of Government 
policy, adjudicate between arguments in a reasoned manner and 
derive perspectives and policies from descriptions. Again, ideas 
and images which reflect and evaluate our lived/personal 
experience and understanding of reality are one kind of form, 
content and source of power, but they are part of stocks of 
knowledge which are in clear senses logical and reasoned. Again, 
at least in the case in question, ancccount which emphasised one 
kind of form, content and source or ignored the relationships 
between different forms, contents and sourcesý, nwldbe insufficient. 
Again, different media outlets and different parts of different 
outlets may understand different events/issues in significantly 
different ways; further detailed empirical inquiry which highlighted 
the possible coexistence of different forms, contents and sourpes, 
and the possibility that a form of logic and reason are a centra 
of populist idioms could determine these differences. Again, to 
stress and underline, the findings do not suggest a sharp contrast 
between ideological/common sense/evaluative/emotive/moralistic/ 
experiential knowledge and quasi-scientific knowledge. However, 
they do, in the precise senses described, suggest that some 
sections of public opinion have a reasoned dimension and are 
thereby highly resistant to falsification. -Againg given the 
theory- ie. the translation of elite, official and dominant 
ideology (ies) into populist languaqe, the limited nature of the 
differences between mainstream newspapers, the legitimisation of 
various kinds of inequality (eg. Hall 1973a, 1977,1982,19839 
Hall at al op cit)- then the simple but crucial relevance of the 
research is that these processes took particular and very powerful 
forms. More generally, researchers who do not find the emphasis 
on quasi-scientific knowledge particularly useful could detach 
it and formulate the findings in other ways, ie. as straightforward 
descriptions of levels, similarities and differences of content, 
or they could focus on the identified forms of (de) legitimisation. 
CONSENSUS 
35. Usages of the notion of consensus are closely related to 
usages of the notion of ideology but are analytically distinct. 
The findings are relevant to several distinct but related usages 
of consensus. Firstlyj the argument that whatever the differences 
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between di. fferent newspapers there is a basic and underlying 
similarity; they draw on and re-produce the knowledge that all 
members of society understand it in the sameway and have shared 
values/interests (eg. Chibnall op cit, Hall 1973a, Hall et al op 
cit). Part of Hall at al's specification of the consensus is as 
follows: the denial of "... any major structural discrepancies 
between different groups, or between the very different maps of 
meaning in society... ", the 11 ... assumption that we ... have roughly 
the same INTERESTS in society, and that we all have an equal 
share of power... "p the representation of "... society as if there 
are no major cultural or economic breaks, no major conflicts of 
interests between classes and groups. Whatever disagreements 
exist, it is said, there are legitimate and institutionalised 
means for expressing and reconciling them... ", the suggestion 
that " ... disagreement or conflict of interest can be reconciled 
by discussion, without recourse to confrontation or violence. " 
(pp. 55-56). This form of consensus can be called a general 
value consensus in the sense that it refers to, invokes and 
re-produces widespread agreement about fundamental issues 
(ie. the basic nature of society and perceptions of it), and is 
said to be common to different newspapers and the media in 
general. Clearly, the findings provide some empirical support 
for this notion. There are differences between the Express, 
the Mail and the Sun and between these newspapers and the 
Mirror but clearly- at one level- they all, for example, invoke 
and posit a national economic and civil interest, do, not 
recognise any fundamental conflicts of interest/interpretation or 
divisions in society, and contrast legitimate and illegitimate 
behaviour/dissent in a way which suggests that it can and should 
only take certain forms and that disagreement can and should only 
be resolved in certain ways. More specificallyt the analyses 
of the handling of Mr. Scargill's argument can be see as a 
case study of consensus based re-production. In essence the 
Express, the Mail and the Mirror, contrast legitimate, legal, 
democratic, normalv reasonable, reasoning, majority dissent/ 
behaviour/views and illegitimate, illegal, undemocraticý 
anarchistic, abnormal, unreasonable, unreasoningý minority dissent/ 
behaviour/views; and thereby define certain phenomena as 
illegitimate via a reference to the ways in which they manifestly 
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threaten c. ommon interests, ie. the argument that 'radical' 
criticism/support/action designed to further the legitimate 
interests of trade unionists is legitimate/acceptable is de- 
legitimised and the argument that actions/dissent/behaviour must 
take certain, limited forms is legitimised via an evaluative 
contrast between the views and actions of a WE and a THEY. 
Týe Sun did not analyse Mr. Scargill's argument but as suggested 
the above contrast is not inconsistent with its forms and contents 
and is reflected in some forms/contents, ie. the analyses of 
picketing/secondary picketing. Whereas the Mirror did not define 
trade unionism per se as being beyond the realm of what is 
reasonable and widely perceived to be reasonable. (see 36) 
The significance of the findings is not limited to 
empirical confirmation. The point is the now familiar one. 
Readers are in a position to, for example, provide a form of 
reasoned adjudication between competing arguments, recognise 
the legitimacy of criticism of the law but reject certain forms 
of criticism, provide reasons why the crucial issue is respect 
for the lawq demonstrate and re-demonstrate how and in what ways 
strikes damage the economic and civil national interest; and, 
with the exception of Mirror readers, they can point to various 
analyses which unequivocally re-demonstrate'that it is the case 
that X threatens Y, provide reasons why trade unionism can only 
be understood as a problem, specify via the provision of reasoned 
and objective evidence how, why and in what ways X is Y and can 
only be understood and responded to in terms of Z, pr ovide 
reasons why the crucial issue is enforcing and/or changing the 
'law, and so an (see 36 for second usage of consensus). The 
consensus and alternative views/actions are defined and (de) 
legitimised in the ways suggested by the literature, but this 
defining and (de) legitimisation takes particularv reasoned and 
very powerful forms. It rhight, of course, be argued that the 
re-productions of consensus are only reasoned in a very limited 
sense, ie. to describe damage to the national economic interest 
is not to reflexively analyse the issues but rather to focust 
in a limited and simplistic manner, on adverse effects and to 
associate these effects with damage to a national interest via 
an invocation and reiteration of sedimented evaluations; to invoke 
employ and re-produce a democracy-anarchy contrast is to do 
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just that-ý to invoke a sedimented, highly evaluative and 
tunthought' resource, to identify a THEY or a "folk-devil" C. 0keN ap CaM, JLJa I/ 0vt Q'I d:, p &; t) 
who threaten OUR interest7. 
' 
However, as in the case of all 
arguments of this type- ie. if media language is in some sense 
reasoned it is a simplistic/misleading/ideological/common sense/ 
highly emotive, evaluative/experiential/personal, lived or 
'phenomenal' logic/reason- the point is simply but crucially 
that evaluative and quasi-scientific forms interact: the end 
result is extremely powerful knowledge which is powerful partly 
because it takes forms and appears in proce6ses under emphasised 
by the existing literature. Readers faced with new, threatening 
events or threatening interpretations will not just define, label, 
evaluatet condemn and stigmatise or refer to brute reality, but 
rather place these phenomena in reasoned forms/processes which in 
a clear and to a significant extent reflect an the issues and 
position readers as objective evaluators. 
36. Elements of the above suggest a second usage of the notion 
of consensus. Namely, that at a more specific level of knowledge 
the consensus changes. Hence, for example, Hall refers to 
Thatcherism as 11 ... a new kind of taken-for-grantedness ... 
(which) 
began to be spoken in the mid 1970s- and, in its turn, to 'speak'- 
to define- the crisis; what it was and how to get out of it. 11 
(19B3 p. 30). Relatedly, Hall at al (op cit) chart the 
development of changing stocks of knowledge in the post-war 
period and the seeds and emergence of recent ones in the 1960s- 
1980s; in particularv for example, they point to the way in 
which the mediao from approximately the early 1970s onwards, 
tended to define trade unionism per se as being outside the 
consensus. In both cases the suggestion seems to be that while 
the new consensus is not omnipotent or unchallenged it tended to 
successfully define and change the terms of mainstream social, 
economic and political d6bate. Clearly, the findings support 
aspects of these emphases by, for example, providing a detailed 
account of the way the Express, the Mail and the Sun re-produced 
the "now taken-for-grantedness" (see also pp. 277-280). They 
also develop these emphases by indicating that- in assenco- this 
process took particular, reasoned and very powerful forms. 
Re-production is the right word: continuity and discontinuity 
interacted, ie. the steel strike as an opportunity to translate 
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theory int. o practice, the strike develops our knowledge of the 
trade union problem, in particular the need for firm, fast and 
effective action. Though further research could develop the issue 
of the maintenance and development of stocks of knowledge by 
examining a series of issues and/or particular issues which have 
a crucial bearing on the continuity-discontinuity issue (ie. the 
Heath-Thatcher transition, the emergence of the concern with the 
trade unionism per se problem, see Hall et al op cit, chapters 
8&9 for an overview of the relevant decades). At the time of 
the steel strike the "critical ideological work" (Hall 19B3 p. 29) 
was arguably not so much to introduce and establish "the new 
taken-for-grantedness" (ibid p. 30) but rather to re-produce, 
defend and legitimise it; and to develop it by showing how it 
could be applied to a relevant and threatening empirical instance. 
As suggested the case of the Mirror is interesting because 
there were clear indications that it shared or was influenced by 
the 'new' consensus. Not only did it accept a central feature 
cl fecrturr. 
of the eCDnomic/industrial policy and thereby4of the general 
philosophyv it also was arguably embarrassed by the issue of 
secondary picketing and did not provide a clear and detailed 
critique of the concern with the trade unionism per se problem. 
Again, these and other similar features may notkindications of 
embarrassment/discomfort or specific reactions to the perceived 
power of an alternative discourse; they could reflect normal 
features of the Mirror and/or sigýLificant continuities. Moreover, 
there are differences between the Mirror and the othýr three 
established newspapers and it is arguable that it successfully 
defends a different stock of knowledge. Clearly, some of the 
forms and contents provide the basis for a sustainedt generalised 
and critical engagement with the new consensus. Againg further 
research could clarify some of these issues and wouldv from the 
point of view of consensds/ideology theory, be particularly 
useful because it would specify how the only- to use 8 general 
category- non-Conservative/non-Thatcherite established popular 
newspaper handled and negotiated the new consensus, Simply to 
assume extensive re-production or that the Mirror will take 
certain forms because it is a mainstream social democratic 
newspaper ignores the specificity of the Mirror's response 
and the indications that a powerful alternative discourse (s) 
f 
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has put partly irresistible pressure on its preferences. Again, 
the more general point is that researchers could use this 
research to support and/or develop their knowledge of the forms, 
contents and power of re-productions of consensus. 
37. The third usage of consensus is the argument that it is, 
tp use the terms of this research, a form of (de) legitimisation. 
This may now seem a self-evident point. However, it is important 
to stress that the research confirms that- again to use the 
specific but not distinctive terms of this research- an 
important part of media language and the employment of evaluations 
is the allocation of legitimacy/illegitimacy and approval/disapproval 
via an evaluation of phenomena in terms of their positive or 
negative relation to worthwhile social, economic, political and 
normative structures; and thereby an identification of phenomena ý^ PQe-t; cvAar 
with the lives, interests and concerns of readers-tthe 
identification of a, -WE who 
have certain interests/values in 
common and a THEY who threaten these interests/values (eg. 
Chibnall op cit, Hall 1973a, Hall et al, Lasswell op cit). Hence 
consensus theory can be seen as an important- indeed central- 
approach to levels of content, the relationships between 
different media outlets, evaluation, identificatory evaluation 
and sources of power. Re-productions of khowledge which assume 
and attempt to re-produce widespread agreement about general 
and more specific issues (eg. the rule of lawq economic rbals'ýtm), 
and re-productions of forms of (de) legitimisation which 
powerfully and specifically invoke and re-produce widespread 
agreement via identifications with the reader: the re-production 
of powerfully evaluative (de) legitimisations and the re- 
. 
/views and the production of legitimisations of certain actions 
de-legitimisation of others. Again, the major contribution of 
this research is that these processes took- and could in other 
cases take- particular and reasoned forms and are for under- 
estimated reasons very powerful. 
INFERENTIAL FRAMEWORKS 
38. The notion of an inferential framework (s) or interpretive 
framework/structure is not necessarily connected with the other 
notions discussed, but it raises similar as well as additional 
issueso Hence a consideration of it provides an opportunity to 
both elaborate on and review/highlight the significance of the 
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research.. Some of the essential features of usages of the 
notion are as follows: a crucial feature of media language 
is that it provides a framework which structures, organises, 
informs and limits knowledge/debates in particular ways; the 
framework not only defines issues, terms, assumptions and 
questions it also sets the terms for all subsequent argument/ 
debate; consequently it is difficult to challenge because it 
establishes and sediments a definition of what the issues, terms, 
assumptions and questions are; knowledge and debate must accept 
or start from the framework, if it does not it will be defined as 
irrelevant, illegitimatep misleading, a failure to address the 
relevant issues and questions; the framework is also powerful 
because while at a certain level public opinion may consist of 
various and specific arguments, opinions and attitudes it will 
tend to be structured, organised and limited by the framework- 
specific attitudes about specific issues will be informed by the 
framework and take it as a point of departure; the framework 
is at certain significant levels common to different media 
languages; it is not biased in any simplistic sense but it is 
biased in the sense that it prefers particular and limited 
explanations and ignores other explanations and/or evidence 
which contradicts the preferred explanation (eg. Glasgow University 
Media Group op cit, Hall et al op cit, Halloran et al op cit, 
Hartmann & Husband op cit). 
In the discussion of the findings it was argued that it is 
possible and legitimate to identify a general level of argument 
which structures the communities and popular newspaper discourse 
as a whole (see, eg, pp. 252-53 & 268-69). This level of 
knowledge tends to be emphasised in discussions of inferential 
frameworks. Hencet for example, Halloran et al (OP Cit) showed 
that a demonstration was understood in terms of the pre-existing 
issue of violence and that coverage ignored evidence which 
contradicted this framework; Hartmann and Husband (op cit) 
showed that coverage of immigration and race related issues 
emphasised numbers and conflict, and ignored issues like 
integration and housing; Hall (1973a) showed how debate about an 
Industrial Relations Bill excluded the issue of whether or not 
there should be a law. True these and other studies also 
consider more specific levels of knowledge/knowledge process 
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but they do tend to emphasise a more general level of 
structuring, organising and limiting premise. Part of the 
significance of this research is that it suggests that inferential 
frameworks may be both quasi-scientific and more specific/ 
complex. True there is a clear sense in which readers cannot 
conceive of the issues in terms other than those dictated by, 
fbr example, the arguments that: picketing is intimidatory, 
dissent must take certain legal and legitimate forms, there is 
an economic and civil national interest, strikes do not reflect 
serious or fundamental conflicts of interest and can be understood 
in terms of adverse effects, there is a causal relation between 
wage.., Job and productivity levels and serious problems result if 
wages are not tied to productivity. However, there is a clear 
sense in which these arguments consist of and involve a number of 
interrelated evaluations, descriptionsv perspectives, policies 
and adjudications. Hence, for example, the Express, the Mail 
and the Sun can only conceive of trade unionism as a fundamental 
problem but they can also re-demonstrate the validity of this 
knowledge, point to various manifestations of the problem and 
solutions to it, provide various kinds of objective evidence 
which supports their various but interrelated descriptions, 
perspectives and policies, and provide a reasoned re-demonstration 
of the validity of preferences and invalidity of alternatives. 
It is difficult to see how any of these phenomena could be 
described as transient- as employments or manifestations of the 
framework as opposed to central p9rts of it; and there is a 
clear sense in which readers are not just invited to ignore 
evidence which contradicts the framework and/or alternative 
frameworks. True it might be argued- quite rightly- that this 
is the effect of the analyses. For example, there is a clear 
sense in which all four established newspapers define 'radical' 
trade union actions/activities and 'radical' support for them 
as illegitimate, rhetorical, extreme and self-interested; and 
thereby-via a reference to a consensus/inferential framework- 
legitimise certain arguments/views/issues/questions/assumptions 
and de-legitimise/reject others. More generally, it might be 
argued that the relevant newspapers do not in any real sense 
consider arguments like, for example, intimidation is not a 
particularly prevalent, important or distinguishing feature of 
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industrial- disputes, an adjudicative contrast between fairness 
and economic realism defined in Thatcherite terms is a 
simplistic and misleading contrast between two limited theories 
and, like all populist arguments, it is ideological, common- 
sensicall phenomenalg emotive and involves unreflexive 
categorisation and contextualisation via a reference to a 
sedimented stock of definitions, ideas and images. However, 
there is a clear sense in which readers can provide forms of 
objective evidence, distinguish descriptions, perspectives and 
policies, derive description-perspective-policy links and place 
inherently and explicitly evaluative arguments in YES-BUT logics 
which in turn place various, interrelated descriptions, 
perspectives, policies and forms of evidence in a reasoned 
adjudicative chain which demonstrates and/or re-demonstrates 
the validity of preferences and invalidity of alternatives. 
Moreover, it is arguable that it is these phenomena which 
constitute the inferential framework (s). In other words it is 
arguable that the vast majority of the knowledge reviewed and 
discussed in this chapter is part of the framework (s): very 
little of it is transient. Even given the unlikely possibility 
that the Mirror is not re-producing knowledge in any shape or, 
form it still provides a set of interrelated descriptions, 
perspectivest policies, objectivities and adjudications which 
organisev structure and limit the understanding of the steel 
strike. Though, of course, for th e reasons noted the longer and 
long term nature of the Mirrorlt community is best s6en as an 
empirical question. This is not to say that a more general 
level of knowledge has no independent existence. Clearly, there 
are significant general structuring and organising premises but 
equally clearly more complex/specific and quasi-scientific 
arguments are part of and re-affirm the more general structure, 
ie. trade unionism can on-ly be conceived of as a problem and 
is not legitimate or widely perceived as legitimate; there are 
various senses in which and reasons why this is the caset the 
alternative argument is... BUT... I it is demonstrably and 
re-demonstrably the case that X is ABC and can only be understood 
in terms of DEF as opposed to GHI. 
Again, the significance of this research is not so much 
or 
that an existing emphasis is inapproriate, khas failed to consider 
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the power of media language and the possibility that it appears 
in specific argumentative forms/processes, but rather that it 
can b-e supported and developed. It would be clearly legitimate 
o 
to approkh the editorials with a theory which stressed inferential 
frameworks. Indeed while it would be over simple to equate the 
re-production of community and inferential frameworks there is 
some similarity between the two notions. However, this research 
suggests both that there is a sense in which the framework (s) 
is more complex/specific than is usually suggested and that 
the maintenance and legitimisation of preferences and rejection 
of alternatives takes particular, reasoned, very powerful forms. 
CONCLUDING COMMENT 
39. The basic starting point of the research was that a concern 
with the re-production (io. maintenance, legitimisation, defence, 
development) of communal knowledge could be developed via an 
emphasis on the possibility that this crucial social process was 
explicitly quasi-scientific. At the methodological level it 
was argued that an explicit definition and a detailed, public 
examination of whole texts would provide clear and rigorous 
evidence for the readings provided. It was accepted that the 
specific focus of the research was limited--a particular approach 
to the sociology of the mass media and a particular approach 
to media language- but it was argued that significant benefits 
could be gained from the adoption. of a certain perspective 
certain strategies. The basis of these claims and the refinements 
to and qualifications of the operationalised hypothesis/approach 
should now be clear. In short: our knowledge of the social 
processes involved in media language has been confirmed and 
significantly advanced via the identification of quasi-scientific 
forms of knowledge and re-production and, more generally, various 
formst contentsv processeý and sources of power; it is clear howo 
why and in what ways the analyses were arrived at; and readers 
have an opportunity to check the analyses and to propose 
alternatives/modifications which challenge and/or relate the 
analyses to emphases other than those covered by the hypothesis- 
including broader emphases. Researchers who do not find the 
emphases involved in the perspective useful could simply use 
this chapter as a mine of information about forms, contents) 
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sources of-powerp similarities and differences; and develop 
their own concerns by adopting and/or reinterpreting this or 
that finding. 
It should perhaps be stressed that some existing emphases 
have been considered in a relatively brief and general way and 
that they raise complex and highly debated/debatable issues 
(ie. ideology, the truth value of media language). It should 
also be stressed that the finding that the communities are 
quasi-scientific is intended in a particular way and that there 
are differences between the various analyses made by the various 
and 
newspapers; and various forms, kindsý levels of knowledge 
process (see discussion of analyses for details). However, that 
said, there is clearly a strong case for arguing that the 
sections of public opinion re-produced by the editorials- and 
thereby possibly public opinion and social consciousness in 
general- have a reasoned or quasi-scientific dimension. Moreover, 
this- in particular as a source of power and legitimisation- 
is underestimated in the existing literature and some and the 
central specific and more general emphases of this literature 
can be developed via the recognition of this dimension/possible 
dimension and, more generally, supported and/or developed by 
consideration of the various forms, contents, processes and 
sources of power identified. It is, of course, arguable that 
"Bingo/Jingo" (Harris 1983, chapter 3) rather than quasi-science 
is a more appropriate description of modern popular newspapers, 
However, at least in the case in question, they re-produced and 
analysed crucial social, political, economic and normative 
allegiances in reasoned and extremely powerful ways. 
The weaknesses of the specific focus have been considerably 
lessened both by the coTibution of the research and the 
indication of the ways in which it develops and/or supports a 
variety of existing emphases- including more general ones. The 
major weaknesses can be briefly reviewed in the context of an 
inevitably brief and general consideration of the possibility 
of further research which extends and supplements the focus. 
Obviously there is no account of the nature and relationships 
between editorial comments on different issues and no account 
of the nature and relationships between editorial analyses and 
analyses found in other parts of the newspapers. Equally 
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obviously. the research is only concerned with one part of one 
particular mass communication medium. It might, of course, be 
argued that the findings are generalisable and that the stocks. 
of knowledge are icons/summaries of the whole- or at least major 
parts of it- newspaper, and are not just stocks of knowledge about 
strikes but rather about more general social, economic, political, 
normative allegiances. Clearly, there is something to be said 
for these arguments but they fail to treat the issues as detailed 
empirical issues. Hence a priority for further research could 
be to apply hypotheses about the relationship between- to use 
general terms- evaluative and quasi-scientific knowledge in 
studies of different mediums, coverage of different issues, 
different kinds of coverage of different issues and the 
relationships between different mediums, issues, kinds of coverage 
and different parts of particular and different mediums. 
More generally, such hypotheses could be applied to non-media 
languages, the relationships between these languages and media 
language and media coverage of these languages. 
It may also be the case that different classes, groups or 
subgroups-employ different forms of knowledge in different ways 
and to different extents. Detailed decoding studies would be 
an obvious way to approach the determination of this kind of 
issue. Further research could also place the findings and 
similar kinds of hypothesis in various social, economict political 
and linguistic contexts. Possibilities include: the distribution, 
frequency and roles of different forms of knowledge, including 
implicit knowledge; the extent to which particular forms/contents 
are specific to particular historical periods; the long term 
continuities and discontinuities in stocks of knowledge; the 
origins of popular/media language and the relationships, between 
it and social, economic and political elites; the relationships 
between it and more geneýal social, economict political and 
ideological processes; the 'actual intentions' of editors and 
their conceptions of the role and effects of media language. 
For the reasons noted the Mirror and its context (s) would be 
a particularly worthy object of investigation. 
The possibilities are almost infinite. Howeverg the point 
is not just that the findings can be placed in various contexts 
and related to other aspects of the mass communication process, 
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but also that in many cases these exercises could be developed 
by the findings. Some of these possibilities were dealt with 
in the consideration of the existing literature and, more generally, 
the research casts fresh light on and reveals significant 
information about crucial -ýocia processe . 
Moreover, it is 
relevant to theorising/research about a variety of issues and 
tPo various kinds of theorising/research. 
t 
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FOOTNOTES 
The review and discussion of the analyses will refer to 
some of the concepts and formulations in the existing 
literature. The next section (see pp. 274-92 ) draws out 
these references and indicates the ways in which the 
findings/theorý-develop and/or support existing usages. 
2% This is not to make a distinction between evaluative and 
non-evaluative processes. It will be argued that while 
all the processes identified are inherently and/or 
explicitly evaluative the majority of them- in different 
ways and to different extents- are quasi-scientific and 
do not just involve placement and contextualisation. 
3. As will become increasingly apparent objective is used 
and intended in a particular way. More specifically, it 
will be argued that evaluative arguments, definitions, 
ideas or images which are powerful because they are 
evaluative and evaluatively relate the issues to and 
identify them with the interests, concerns and lives of 
readers (ie. the use of OUR money related to a household 
budget)v appear in quasi-scientific argumentative forms/ 
processes; that is, arguments which- in various ways- 
claim to be analyses of onsee-rningly-objective and external 
reality. This account of-fhe interaction between objective 
or realist reader/subject positions and evaluative 
identifications is based on and- as will become apparent- 
develops Brunsdon & Morley op citt Connell op cit, Hall 1972. 
4. As will become apparent the Mail and the Sun also empha'sise 
the steel strike as an opportunity to apply in practice 
non-interventionist/monetarist policy (see pp., 238-39). 
However, in these cases there is clear and detailed evidence 
for the re-production of knowledge about interventionist/ 
non-interventionist policy. Hence there is no necessary 
connection between the prod ' 
uction of knowledge and the 
new Governmehts policy. -In the absence of clear evidence 
to assume extensive continuity in the Express ignores the 
possibility of discontinuity and to assume extensive 
discontinuity ignores the possibility of continuity. 
These phenomena are evaluative identifications in the 
sense that they define actions, activitiesp effects and 
groups in terms of their positive or negative relation to 
worthwhile social, economic, political, normative and moral 
structures, and thereby relate them to and identify them 
with the interests, concerns and lives of readers. In the 
immediate cases in question the emphasis is on negative 
relation. This approach to evaluation draws on Brunsdon & 
Morley op cit, Chibnall op citp Hall, eg, 1973a, Hall et 
al 1978, Lasswell 1971; see also, egg Cohen op cits Golding 
& Middlet6n op cit, Morley 1976. 
61 A more general account of this process is provided on 
pp. 234-36. It might be argued that there is a sense in 
which all arguments, definitions, ideas or images are 
quasi-scientific, realist or objective, ie. intimidation 
Ir 
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is always intimidation of someone by someone. As should 
now be apparent the claim here is that there are clear 
senses in which the knowledge is objective/quasi-scientific. 
7. See Hall et al(op cit)for a contrast between editorials 
which claim to speak for the public/the majority and those 
which express the views of the newspaper/community. As 
they point out the former is a powerful legitimation of 
knowledge. This kind of process was identified on pp. 225-26v 
for an elaboration and reiteration see pp. 242-43. All 
four established popular newspapers (the Star is a special 
case) employ, usually in combination, both forms of 
address, but the Express is distinctive in that it has a 
very strong sense of its own campaigning voice. 
The evaluative forms in the Express, the Mail and the Sun 
are very similar. A list is provided an pp. 254-55, though 
readers could refer to pp. 220-21 & 224-25. The term 
forms of (de) legitimisation is used simply to highlight 
the way in which evaluative phenomena are not simply 
evaluative or evaluative in some general sense, but rather 
allocate legitimacy/illegitimacy via a r'eference to what 
is deemed and assumed to be positive/worthwhile- negative/ 
unworthwhile. Thought of course, they are contents as well 
as sources of power/legitimisation/de-legitimisation. 
9. Clearly, for example, there is no necessary connection 
between re-production and description. However, the 
argument is simply that re-production/re-demonstration is 
a particular and powerful form of knowledge because it 
involves the provision of further evidence for a well 
confirmed stock of knowledge; readers can point to a 
series of confirming instances and analyse a particular 
instance in a way which provides further evidence for the 
general theory. More generally, forms of quasi-scientific 
knowledge and forms of (de) legitimisation can be called 
forms of re-production in the sense that they are part 
of what is re-produced and/or central dimensio ' 
ns of the 
formsp contents and power of the re-productive process 
(ie. the re-production of evaluative and quasi-scientific 
knowledge and the evaluative and quasi-scientific 
re-production of knowledgE). 
10. It might be argued that to posit discontinuity is simply 
counter intuitive: the Express clearly prefers established 
non-interventionist policy- or at least non-interVentionist 
theory. However, the argument is not that there is 
significant discontinuity or no continuity but simply that 
there is no clear evidence about the longer term nature 
of the community; that is, detailed evidence about the 
detail of the Express' handling of the interventionist/ 
non-interventionist issue. 
There are also similarities between the three newspapers 
and the Mirror. The Mirror and the special case of the 
Star are discussed on pp. 260-72 & 272-73. 
12. Hall at al (op cit) discuss the . #ssuc- of significantly 
and essentially similar stocks of knowledge in terms of 
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the translation of dominant and consensual definitions 
into populist idioms. As will become apparent there are 
some similarities between all four established popular 
newspapers and, as some of the discussion to date suggests, 
the research confirms usases of the notion of consensus 
and suggests that the translation of 'Thatcherism' into 
populist idioms took particular, very powerful formsp 
see, eg, pp. 277-80 for an elaboration. 
13". As this suggests the findings support Hall et al's (ibid) 
suggestion that there has been an increasing tendency 
in the media to define trade unionsim per se as a 
problem. As will become apparent there is a sense in 
which the Mirror does not and cannot resist this 'new 
consensus', see, eg, pp. 269-72-. 
14. Clearly, the senses in which the three newspapers are 
#independent' of the Government are limited. It is 
manifestly the case that they re-produce support for 
the Government in general and for specific policies. 
However, as noted, there is a sense in which the 
provision of empirical, objective assess-ments of 
Government policy is an additional source of objectivity. 
Similarly, criticism of it bestows a sense of independence 
and independent thought. When this form occurs with, 
as is usual, references to the views of the public/ 
majority it is particularly powerful and can be seen as 
an attempt to put pressure on the Government via a 
reference to (socially constructed) public opinion (see 
Hall ot al ibid, pp. 62-63); pressure which reflects 
a critical, independent voice but also the inflection 
and objectification of Government policy. , 
15. In a sense the communities could be restated in various 
more general ways, is. what exactly counts as part of 
the basic inferential frameworks and the framework common 
to all three newspapers? The point here is to highlight 
and stress a more general ' 
level of structuring,, organising 
and limiting knowledge found in each newspaper and the 
three newspapers. See also discussion of the similarities 
between the three newspaperý and the Mirror ' 
(eg. pp. 268-69), 
and for usages of the concept of inferential framework 
see, eg, Hall et al ibid, Halloran et al OP cit, Hartmann 
& Husband op cit . 
16. This list and the basic inferential frameworks can also 
be seen as a summary of bdme of the major contents and 
evaluations of the"new consensus, ' see, eg, pp. 269-72, 
283-84. 
17. For an elaboration see pp. 285-89. 
is, See, eg, Chibnall op cit, Hall 1973a, Hall et al OP cit 
for vario us usages of the notion of consensus. The 
contrast between fairness and economic realism is one 
important form of (de) legitimisation 
' 
which in a sense 
cannot claim the allegiance of all reasonable people, 
though of course it invokes such allegiance. In this 
respect, as will become apparent, the relationship 
f 
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between the Mirror and the other three established 
newspapers is particularly important. 
19. In the light of footnote 18 it is possible that the 
Mirror is faced with the problem that fairness is no 
longer a successful de-legitimisation because a contrast 
between it and economic realism is being offered as a 
value of all reasonable people. Though, of course, there 
is a sense in which the Mirror defends it. As will be 
stressed only further detailed research could clarify this 
and related issues. 
20. It might be argued that this is a traditional dilemma 
for the kind ofLabourism associated with the Mirror. 
Howevert whilethis may be the case it ignores the 
possibility specificity of the community and the possibility 
that it is experiencing partly irresistible pressure 
from alternative discourses; that is, the specific pressure 
of Thatcherism. 
zi Put another way the Express, the Mail, the Sun and the 
Government know that they can safely assume that references 
to intimidation, crime, the majority, unrepresentativeness 
and so on, are universal-at least to all intents and 
purposes- (de) legitimisat ions, and are trying to get 
a contrast between fairness and economic realism included 
in the list of universal (de) legitimisations. The 
Mirror is, perhap , losing the struggle. 
2 2'. Again- to emphasise- there is a sense in which the Mirror 
successfully re-produces its own community and it may be 
that the limits of fairness and trade unionism are normal 
and traditional features. However, its acknowledgement 
of the validity of a specific alternative, threatening 
discourse and its failure to address in detail certain 
issues are good reasons for according priority to further 
research. 
23. This will inevitably, at least to a certain extent, involve 
generalising the review and discussion. It should be 
stressed that there are differences between the different 
analyses of particular newspapers and the analyses of 
different newspapers. In particular nothing can be said 
about the Star and, for reasons noted, there are senses 
in which the Mirror's community is unclear. However, it 
does re-produ`c`e`_s"ýo_mýeknowledge and the knowledge in 
general takes quasi-scientific forms.. Hence in more 
general terms the ýest of the discussion can be based 
around the identification of quasi-scientific knowledge, 
quasi-scientific re-production and various kinds and levels 
of content. 
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